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PREFACE 
At a time when the task of monetary reconstruetionoll 

comprehensive lines and of the adoption of an improved 
standard is occupying the attention and energies of India, 
the utility of a review of the main tendencias of currency 
development in the countrY in the past is ~bvious. When, 
therefore, the University of Madras did me the honour to 
invite me to deliver the Sir William Meyer lectures for 
1928-1929, I selected for my subject the evolution of the In
dian currency system. That topic seemed also the more ap
propriate, in view of the association of the lectures with the 
name of Sir William Meyer-one of the most eminent cur
rency experts that India has produced. 

The present book, which embodies those lectures, dilfers 
from the other works on the Indian monetary system in 
confining itself to a consideration of the leading tendencies 
in the development of that system. While less attention 
can be devoted in such a review to the details of currency 
history, it can be fairly expected to give some account of. 
the in1luence exerted by the general progress of mcnetary 
theory and practice on the currency policy of India, as well 
as of the eauses and motives of the various changes in our 
cnrrency system. ' 

It need hardly be said, that for the student of the theory 
oLmoney the currency experience of India is full of in
terest and instruction. The discussion of the causes anil 
ell'ects of the successive changes in India from Bimetallism tt) 
Silver Monometallism and from that to the Gold Exch~';
Standard forms one of the most important and fascinating 
ehapters in the monetary history of the world. We are 
now at a sull'icient distance in time from most of those 
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changes, to envisage clearly the course of events and to dis
cuss calmly the merits of the measures adopted. We are 
assisted in our task of understanding and interpreting the 
trend of the monetary history of India, not only by tho 
great development of monetary t1ieory and practice during 
the pres~nt century, but by the recent publication of quit" 
a number of valuable realistic studies of the currency, 
prices and exchange problems relating to various countries. 
Studies like those conducted by distinguished economists 
like Taussig and Keynes and like Viner and W. Angell ean 
throw much new light on our old problems, and ean give 
material help in a re-consideration of our long-standing 
controversieS. 

It might appear to some readers, that unduly large 
space has been devoted in the book to the consideration OL 
the various currency proposals in which the monetary 
history of India during the latter half of the nineteenth 
century was so rich. It is submitted, however, that in a 
historical and critiea1 record of our monetary development, 
many of these proposals form so many land marks either as 
illustrating or foreshadowing the conrse of events. In 
many cases the proposals form the stepping stones of mone
tary reform. For instance, one can seareely undemand how 
strongly events were leading up to the adoption of the Gold 
Exchange Standard in India unless one is familiar with 
the proposals of the Government of India in 1878, with the ... 
currency scheme put forward by General Strachey in 1881) 
and with Sir D. Barbour's famous minute of 1892. So also 
the study of the various gold currency schemes associated 
with the names of Mansfield, Trevelyan and Temple will 
throw much light on the currency situation of India in the 
'sixties and the 'seventies. The various attempted IOlutiona 
of the monetary difficulties of those days afford, by i1DDIi· 
cation, exeellent descriptions of the prevailing currency 
and price conditions, and are very useful guides to the aims 
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and ideals of our currency authorities. In a word, the 
. study of,such concrete proposals is as valuable'to the stll

dent of monetary history and theory as is the u.nalysis of 
"leading cases" for the lawyer. 

All writers on .Indian currency have to express their 
obligations to the Writers of the more valuable memcranda 
which were SIlbmitted to the various currency commissions 
and committees. Some at least of th~se memoranda and 
evidenee can justly claim an important place in the cur
rency literature of the world. They form the bes.t intl''>
duction for Indian students to a sound and fruitful study 

, of monetary problems. 

I am obliged to Professors Niyogi anel Chattoraj for 
assistanee in seeing the book through the press. 
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LECTURE I. 

THB BEGIJO OF SILYER l'/lOHO-METALLISl'/l 
(t886-1876.) 

The importanoe ef the atudy of India.n Currency 
BiBtory. 

The monetary history of India is o(absorbing interest 
til the student of currency theory and systems. From a 
remote antiquity, India has played a prominent part in the 
monetary affairs of the world. The great and sustained 
power of the absorption of precious metals which India bas 
always possessed and exerted, was the eause of a great deal 
of speculation in the days of Augustus and Pliny; it gave 
rise til important currency controversies in England unda 
Elizabeth; and it still in1luences the gold policies of the 
gI'(l8t central banks of the day. Coming down to the last 
century or two, we notice that there is not a leading variety, 
or even a subsidiary species, of monetary systems which has 
not been either tried, or suggested for adoption &Ill! subject

I ed to thorough discussion, in our country. We have either 
. tried, or Jillanned to jntroduce, Bimetallisln, silv!ll' mono-

metallism, a gall! standard 8l\d currency, the limping 
standard, the Gold Exchange Stllndard and thjl. Gold 
B'IIllion Standard. Our expcrience of Bimetallism duPing 
the seventeenth and ~ightcenth centuries has been as long, 
varied, and as rich in lessons, as that of any other eountry. 
Onrprojects for a goJd currency ga back to the days when 
gold mono-metallism was not yet adopted by most of the 
Western nations. In the Bimetallic eontroveray of the Jast 
,entnry, the eo-operation of India was eagerly sought, and 
would have proved of great and even or decisive importance. 
We have developed the Golil Exchange Standard, and hllVll 
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\aught it to numerous countries. As a well known 
:American economist-eonant-has observed, in 1893 India 
"undertook an experiment of great importance to th~ 

financial world, " and" the experience of fifteen years which 
have followed that experiment has taught many lessons ill 
monetary science." It may, indeed lie said to have "blazed 
a new path, in the principles of money at least in their 
practical application". Still more recently, India has been 
one of the first countries to tum towards the Gold Bullil)n 
Standard, and its path to that standard has bcen prepared 
at once by careful study and by vigorous discnssion and 
controversy. It would indeed be the fault of the student. 
if from such a rich and varied experience he fails to derive 
valuable lessons in monetary theory and practice. Looki ng 
to the future, too, we can anticipate on good grounds a 
considerable growth of the monetary power of India. In 
the past, India while possessing a giant's strength as re
'gards the absorption of pre~ous metals, has sometimes used 
it lilte a giant. In the 'future, when the comitry has learnt 
the benefits ana practice of foreign investment, she will c0m

mand greater monetary influence abroad than ever, and 
i will co-operate with the great commercial nations in pursuit 
lof mutual advantage. . 

But while, in this narrative, we shall be concerned in the 
main with the various stages in the development of the 
monetary standard in India, and with the adaptation of the 
gold standard to its Indian environment, there are othe1' 
very interesting aspects of the monetary problem of India 
to which we shall be able to refer occasionally. One im. 
portant topic of tYtis sort is the peculiarity of the working 
of any monetary standard in a country in which the bnarll. 
ing practice is still to some degree prevalent, and wh~re 
credit control yet 1'emains to develop. The experience of 
India, especially i~ the first decade of the present century, 
plight well throw some lilPtt on the Cluestion of the innuen~ 



.ot the prevalence of such conditions upon the aUtotnatl.~ 
working of monetary systems. Since, as has boon often 
said, there is little scope for the method of experiments in 
Economics, there is the more reason why speeial value 
should attaeh to the observation of the working of the 
same currency system under lillIerent conditions.· 'T » 
come to another topic, l'rofessor Tawmg and other investi
gators have discUBBed the infiuence of any impl;ovement in 
the position of a countJ;y as regards foreign .trade on the 
lerel of incomes and prices in that conntJ;y. This type of 
analysis, as regards the effects of any great change in inter
national demand on the level of incomes and prices in " 
countJ;y, is veJ;y well illustrated by the rise of Indian prices 
in the periods from "1900 to 1914. It might be ad,ded. 
that there are few periods in monetaJ;y histoJ;y, which 
can shed 80 much light on the inter-relations be
tween . the factors of the balance of trade, foreign 
exchange and the volume of currency and upon any; 
causal sequence among the group. Then again, mON 
reeently Professors Taussig and Viner have exami
ned the infiuence of foreign loans on the price levels of 
countries like the United States and Canada, during selected 
epochs. It will be seen in this connection that in the period 
1857-1864, particularly, priCle8 and wages in India were 
similarly influenced by continued borrowing from abroad. 
In those days, India's absorption of silver and coinage were 
in a great measure affeeted by such foreign loans, and St) 

was also the price level. Looking farther, we find Dl&D7, 
studies made of the relations between t.rade cyeles and tha 
course of prices, as w.ill as of the relationship of a cyclical 
character between the price levels of different countries. 
On tha.t side, too, we have an abundance of rich material in 
the monetaJ;y history: of India. Thus,;t was the backwash of 
the great depression of 18113-6 which rendered the process 
of stabilisation of exchange propesed by the Hersehell 
Committee of 1893 a longer and more difficult affair ~. 



had been expected. The trade boom which began late ~t. 
the' nineties will be seen to have a rather curious effect. on 
the proposals of the Fowler Committee. It reudered iu
deed the problem of stabilisation of exchange at 1s- 4d. 
easy; but on the other hand, by ereating a great demand 
for rupees, for the purpose of financiug our unprecedented 
exports, it contributed materially to prevent the S1leces8 of 
the experiment in gold currency. To give auother ins~e, 
we note that the short·lived post-war boom and tlw great 
depression which suooeeded it so abruptly, exerted a CUl·iouI 
influence on the proposals of the Currency Committee of 
1919 aud on their fate. On the onc band, thc proposals were 
formed in the light of the conditions of the abort but 
strong boom; aud indeed they might· be said to have been 
dictated by the boom conditions. On the other hand. 
the abrupt transition to conditions of a great dept'e.'lsion
a transition which no foresight could have anticipated
doomed the proposals to failure, aud rendered the efforts 
made to support the exchange by the sale of Revct'Se Coun
cils futile. Finally, we shall have oceasion to trace the evolu
tion of the correct notions about, and definition of, the Gold 
StBUdard. in the coUt'Se of the currency controversies in 
India. It will be shown that correct and modem notions 
about the Gold Standard were developed and formed in 
India at least as early as in any other country. • 

The attainment. of uniformity of currency. 

We start our narrative with the PBIISiug of Act XVII 
of 1835 which established a silver mono.metalliBm in 
India. We note that the year 1835 was a mexiwrable one 
in our monetary annals, for the monetary change whicll 
was introduced in it was the culmination of two proCC!SBe8 of 
which the working could have been watehed for decades. 
One of these proeesses consisted of the deeline of Bimet
allism; while the other eonsiBted in the series of measures in
tended to secure uniformitr of silver coinage. CorresPOnd. 



lngly, the Act of 1835 had a double aspect. On the oha 
hand, under it "the present silver rupee wall' formally 
established as the standard coin of the whole of British 
India", while on the other hand, it was enacted that "no 
gold coin'shall henceforth be a legal ttnder of payment'in 
any of the territories of' the East mdia Company". It 
formed, for the first time, for' the CDuntrY 81 a whole a 
national currency which could evolve on modem linelli. 

Oar information as regards both the tendeneiesnoted 
above has been recently added to by the researches of Prof. 
Dowcllon the Madras side and of Dr. Sinha as regards 
the course of events in :Sengal. (') The extraordinary diver
»ity of coinage in India. in the eighteenth century: is shown 
by Prof. Dodwell's remark that" the first English collectors 
had to receive on aeeount of the revenue at least 72 varieties 
of gold and 60 varieties of silver coin", Bengal too pllSSessed 
a bewildering variety of silver rupees used in different 
localities and favoured for different purposes. 'Not 
only did different kinds of rupeeS circulate in 
different districts", observes Dr. Sinha, "but even 
the same kind of rupee could not be used in anyone district 
for all commodities. These diverse coins again were in 
various stages of debasement"· It is DO matter of surprise 
that the problem of' uniformity of currency all over the 
country took over a centliry and a half to ,solve, and tlu!t 
it took ma.ny decades, even to secure the currency of a Bingle 
variety of rupee through anyone province. The great 
difficulties in the way were the eJtp'ense and length of time 
involved in the process of recoinage, and the risk and ex
pense of sending debased coins to the central provincial 

(II Prof, H. Dodwell. U Substll1itloD of sliver for gold \n SQuth 
India (ItId .... J_"", D/.Ecotoo ...... January. 19211; Pmf. J. C. Sluha. 
Be.,,,,,,,i. A .... ".' lJ"If/<tI. pp. 156-6'; 220·237. Mr. F. C. Harrl .... 
liThe paat aeotiOIi of the Indian Government with regard it! gold~' t~ 
.8 ........ J ..... 1I4l, Vol. III. ' ' 



tnlnt. When all'airs were in !IUch confusion, the schemeS 
of impetuous reformers like Sir Philip Francis, to intr~. 
duce Silver monometallism in India at one stroke and thus 
~ anticipate the legislation of 1835 by over a hundred 
years, were foredoomed to failure. Nor should we forget 
t4at the progress. of uniformity of lIUlTency, though ulti· 
msteiy beneti.cial, brought "much immediate and wide· 
spread hardship on the people"; for the withdrawal of 
debased currency led to a reduction of the circulatin;; 
medium for a time and led to great lluctuations of prices. 
Our country has gone through many currency di1!'iculties 
since the legislation of 1835 but they cannot com· 
pare with those which faced the earlier administrators of 
British India. 

The main steps in the progress of securing uniformity 
of currency in India might now be brielly indicated. By a 
long process of the survival of the fittest the eighteenth San 
Sikkak rupce held the field in Bengal till the legislation of 
1835. In Bombay, the Surat rupee being lighter in weight 
showed the truth of Gresham's law by displacing the heavier 
"Boinbay rupee "; until it was itself displsced by a new 
Bombay rupee in 1817. But to Madras fell the honour of 
giving its rupee as the standard for all India. By the de&
.patch of April 25, 1806 to the Madras Government, tb" 
Directors laid down the lines for securing monetary nill. 
formity for India; and it was the Madras rupee of 180 
grains weight coined in 1818 which WM adopted in Bombay 
in 1824. Much of the credit of the reform was dne to 
James Prinsep, who worked for it since 1812, ~d whOl!8 
hand has been traced in the Regulation of 1833 whko. 
preeeded the legislation of 1835. It is to be now..d that 
even the last stage of the reform reqnired a whole gene
ration to carry ont, since the ideas of the Directors' 
Despatch of 1806 were translated into legislatioJl onlJ 
in 1835. 
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The dimculties of the Bimetallic re~e 
The failures and difficulties of local Bimet8:iJism eveD. 

in countrieS where it has been established under the most 
favourable conditions has been the theme. of historians of 
monetary systems like Laughlin. Long experience has 
proved that a coneurrent circulation of gold and silver is 
almost impossible to maintain by a country, in the face of 
constantly changing. relations of gold and silver in the 
bullion market. Thus Laughlin informs us as regards the 
Bimetallic experiment in America, that "there probably 
never was a better example of the double standard, one 
~ simple, or one for whose successful trial the conditions 

I' could have been more favourable". But he adds, "this 
young and promising offspring of Hamilton Started w~1l, 
but soon began to limp, and then to walk on only one 
leg".(,) 

If such were the troubles of local Bimetallism as 
practised by individual countries under highly favourable 
conditions, the difficulties of maintaining it were far 
greater in India in the eighteenth eentury. And first, let 
us indicate the main obstacles to the maintenanee of the 
system, as shown by the experience of the Madras Presi· 
dency· To start with, the supply of gold was not conti· 
nuous and automatic but small and discontinuous, being 
dependent upon the resources and opportunities of the 
English and French East India Companies. This cause 
was by itself. enough to render the coneurrent circulation of 
the two metals out of the qu~o~ for long perioc;1s,' Bt+t 
further, the ~t hindrances to the keeping ):ogether of'the 
official and market ratio were mUitipHed in a provinCe in 
which"the value of silver varied froni distriCt to district". 
On varil.lus occasions again, the ratio obtaining i;" India 
differed considerably from th~t l?revailing abroad. We al!!Q 

ill Laughlin, HI810ry qf Blmetalll8D1, 1'1" ".,,, ' 
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reail of other special causes of local variations in the rela
tive values of gold and silver; thus we find silver falling in 
value when invading armies from the North expended their 
wages in the Southern provinces. Nor was this all; for, 
since only parts of India were under the Bimetallic regime, 
there was a constant drain of gold from such parts to the 
rest of the country. It would be difficult to discover 
another period or place in which the circumstances were 110 

favourable for the action of Gresham's Law. Under such 
conditions the Indian experiments in what might be called 
a provincial Bimetallism were hopeless from the start, and 
the narratives o'f Prof. Dodwell, Mr. Harrison and 
Dr. Sinha supply us with a long list of alterations of 
ratios and breaIi·downs of the system. Finally, it was tlla 
dwindling away of the local stocks of gold, caused by the 
discontinuance of the overvaluation of gold, which 
accounted for the disappcarance of Bimetallism in the 
South of India. 

Equally instructive was the other provincial experi
ment of Bimetallism in Bengal In general we might derive 
two lessons from these experiments; the first ia the impossi
bility of maintaining the concurrent circulation of the two 
metals under a local Bimetallism; the second is the great 
convenience of supplementing the rupee currency with " 
gold currency in the case of India especially 80 long 
as the paper enrrency system of the country is un
developed· ThIl8, in the ease of Bengal it was the scarcity 
of silver currency which led Clive to inaugurate 
Bimetallism; and it was the failure of the schellle of paper 
currency of Bastings which made its continuanoo neces
sary. It was also the dearth of specie which compened 
~rd Cornwallis to reintroduce Bimetallism in 1792 in 
spite of all its ineonveniences. But, it is to be noted that 
the convenience of the larger volume of the CU1'1'ency was 
p1ll'cliased at the eoat of the continuance Of a discount 011 



one of lhe metals. In spite of all official efforta"the dis
appearance of the 'bIJttIJ was only temporary. Il.'was im· 
possible to find any remedy for this evil so long IlS gold 
and silver both 80ntinued as eurreooy". Indeed, while on 
one hand the curreney was being supplemented by the 
addition of gold, on the other hand, the action of Gresham'. 
Law was contracting either the silver or the gold portion 
of it. This was noticed repeatedly by the administrators 
of the day by Hastings and Francis as well as by Sir Jom 
Shore who pointed out that the sole remedy for this state 
of things was to be found in "the establishment of one 
metal only in 80in as a legal tender of payment in aU tran"' 
sactions, public and private." We also find how abundant 
experience impressed the view on Lord Cornwallis too that 
"one metal alone ehould form the standard of value". 

Abolition of Bimetallism. 

There was then no reason at all to regret ~~ dis.' 
appearance of Bimetallism in 1835; and indeed the wonder 
is that the local authorities of the different proviIlees so 
long resisted the proposal of the Directors to abolish the 
system formally. It might be that the evils of Bimetallism 
had vanished with the practical adoption of the silver' 
standard, and that the survivals of gold coinage appealed 
to the local Governments as a source of prestige. Neverthe
less, it was well that :Bimetallism was formally abolished in 
1835. Here, as elsewhere, we have to balance the' eontin
gent and possible losses and gains of the alternative policies, 
Had Bimetallism .been 8Ontinued.in India, it would have 
facilitated .the adjustment of balance of trade in periodii 
like the early sixties. But in return for this service, it 
would have involved India in all the troubles experienced by 
the Bimetallic 80untries after the middle of the century:. 
Nor were these troubles long in making their appell,1'ance i 
for only fifteen year~ after 1835 began those discovl'ries of 
gold- in California, Australia !lud elsewherll which itutiate4 
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the era of the great and cOntinuous changes in the l'clative 
values of gold and silver, Indeed, the trials of India under 
a Bimetallic system would have been even greater than 
those undergone by countries like France. For these latter 
at least possessed abundant stocks of gold and were rich 
countries whose inhabitants were accustomed to and able 
to use gold and what was better-notes-in ordinary trans
actions. It would have been a much more serious state ot 
things for India, if silver had begun to move away from 
it in large quantities, as it did from France after the gold 
discoveries of the fifties. Such a ftight of silver would not 
only have caused great inconvenience, but would have 
checked the great extension of money economy that took 
place in the nineteenth century in India. A wcll·known 
author, writing as late' as the end of the second decade of 
the present century, observes that in India "the circulating 
media have to cover vast areas, in many of which, it ill true, 
currency has not yet percolated to any degree". (1) The 
alternate ftight of gold and silver which would have been 
the necessary result of the continuation of Bimetallism in 
India would have not only checked this spread of money 
economy, but would have disorganised the monetary 
system of India. 

In studying the course of legislation for the abolition 
of Bimetallillm in India the student will be interested in 
tracing on it the effect of the great treatise of Lord Liver. 
pool on the" Coins of the Realm" which appeared in 1806. 
This treatise had the privilege of directly influencing the 
currency policy of at least two great countries. In England 
it was the precursor of the Act which established the gold 
standard in 1816; while in India it called forth the well
known Minute of 1806 from the Governor·Gencral in 
Council, as also a letter from the Directors which recom. 

(I) Shlrrao, ltull"" F_,....., B4"p..g, p. 9. 



.mended the abolition of Bime~ In 1817,tile opinion 
was reiterated by the Board of Directors that',; no ratio 
ought to be fixed between. the standard silver coin and the 
gold coin, but that gold should be left to fiud,its own value". 
These views fiually bore fruit in the great measure of 1835. 

But, while no one deplores the abolition of Bimetallism 
there are BOme who, following the views of Prof. MacLeod, 
urge that it was a great error to substitute for it a silver 
mono-meta.llislD, and that the establishment of a gold,mono
metallism would have been the right policy to iollow.(1) 
Need it be pointed out in reply that every condition preC&o 
dent of the establishment of an effeetive gold mono-metallism 
was wanting in India at that period! A eountry which 
was poorer than it is even now, of which the trade was 
undeveloped at the time, in which money economy had, yet 
to make great progress (and great quantities OL rupees 
were wanted to furnish a currency where no general medium 
of exchange existed before) and in which banking was in 
ita infancy, was hardly prepared for the introduction of a 
gold mono·metallism, especially at a time when most Qf the 
wealthiest and most progressive countries were as yet on a 
silver standard. While gold currency would on many 0cca

sions ha.ve served a useful purpose in India by supplementing 
the resources of silver, it would be an exaggeration to say 
that India, was prepared for a gold mono.metallism· as :far 
back as the year 1835. As was observed, in 1864, by no less a 

'. champion of gold currency than Sir W. Mansfield, "within 
the last quarter of a century a system of barter still pre
vailed in many parts of India. The country was too poor 
in some parts to own the presence of money, to be aLle to 
pay for the convenience of it" (0). When admittedly, parts 
of the country were too poor for a silver currency, and 

(1) H. D. MacLeod, ',Ill/a" C,,..,· .... , p.16 
(I) Pape .. relating to tbe Introduct\Qo of a Gold Currency 10 

India ICalcutta, 1899) p. 62 



",hen even the rupee could not penetrate everywhere, a 
gold mono-metallism was quite out of the question. It 
might also be remembered that many of the wealthiest 
countries of the world were as yet on the silver standard, 
and that the gold standard was still the exception and 
not the rule. 

In order to understand the true scope and objeets of 
the notification of 22nd December, 1852, by which" gold was 
totally demonetised" we have to examine the polillY fol
lowed with regard to gold since 1835. Neither the despatch 
of 1806 nor the Act of 1835 aimed at a complete dcmoneti
sation of gold and provisions had been introduced in the 
Act for the continuation of the coinage of gold. But, 
between the desire to avoid Bimetallism, of whieh the 
experience had been long and bitter, and the wish to main
tain gold as a subsidiary part of the Indian Curl"el1CY, a 
difficult and somewhat illogical situation had beeu created. 
In order to encourage a subsidiary gold currency a procla
mation of 1841 authorised officers in charge of public 
treasuries to receive gold coins; while with the same object 
the scigniprage on gold eoins had been alresdy reduced in 
1837. These e1l'orta "to galvanise the gold mohur into 
life"-as Mr. Harrison has described the policy-had no 
effects whatever, so long as gold could command a better 
price in the bazara than the fifteen rupees as fixed by 
Government. No ineonvenience was felt from thill state of 
things, as long as the intrinsic value of the gold mohur 
continued to be very nearly the same as that, of fifteen 
rupees, though even so, the expectations that the gold 
mohurs would go into circulation were not realised, and 
the mohurs kept accumulating in the treasuries. When, 
however, with the gold diseoveries in California and else
where, the value of gold began to fall in relation to silver, 
the Ineonvenient consequences of the proclamation of 1841 
began to manifest themselves. ,·On the one hand, it paid 



· people to discharge their obligations in the eheaper metal, 
and as a result there was an accumulation oT the gold 
mohurs in the Treasuries; on the other hand, as the gold 
moliul'S were not legal tender, Government could 120t rcissue 
the mohurs, and had to lose considerably on their resale .. .As 
the gold discoveries of the fifties constituted a great revo
lution, there seemed to be no end to the financial loss thus 
ineurred if the status quo was indefinitely maintained, Mr. 
Harrison has observed that, as usual, "the disearded and 
eheapening metal finds its way to the East, and the recorded 
export thither from 1847 to 1854 averages considerably over 
a million sterling yearly. " The varions alternative courses 
of action before the Government under these circumstances 
might now be considered. The first alternative was to make 
gold legal tender again; but this course, though it could save 
Government from the loss on mohurs received by it, would . 
have led them straight towards Bimetallism with all its dan
gers. The second available course was to prohibit the receipt 
of gold coins by the Treasuries altogether; and this alter
native the Government had adopted. The only other possible 
course was, as James Wilson pointed out later; "to reduce 
proportionately the rate at which the gold. coins would be 
received so as still to leave a margin for loss." But 8S 

regards ~eh a policy, he further pointed out, that the fluc· 
tuations in the value of gold and silver were bound to be 
very frequent, and "to call a coin 'money' the value of 
which could not be vouehed for from one day to anoiher 
to say nothing of the trouble of ascertaining and p.omputing 
til; fluctuations would be a mere misnomer". 

Those who condemn the measure of 1852 outright 
must also be those who belittle unduly the great 
changes in the relative values of gold and silver 
~hieh began in the 'fifties' as well as the poten
tIal loss from receiving the depreciated gold into 
the Treasur· . unlimi· d les U1 te quantities. One must regret, 



with eritics of the measure like LtLiag (lfinanee M~ber 
1861-62), that "it was found necessary to exclude gold 
altogether from the ordinary range of ·money transactions 
in India". But ~he main pOllSible alternatives were only 
two, as both Wilson and Laing pointed out(l). The first 
was a resort to Bimetallism which no one wanted to see 
restor~d in India. The other was the establishment of gold 
mono-metallism and dethronement of the rupee. That is, 
however, the great problem which we are still thinking of 
attacking in our own day, and it is a task. of which the 
formidable difficulties we have learned to apprecisu, fully. 
The task was eertainly not feasible in the middle of the 
last eentury. All that was possible in those days consisted, 
as Laing admitted, of "cautious and tentative experim~nta" 
with regard to the future use of gold. A fluctuating rate 
of exchange miglit possibly have been so arranged as to 
allow the Treasuries to receive imported gold in exchange 
for rupees. " After a time, if the use of gold became more 
general and ita value more fixed, some further /:Itep might 00 
taken". No doubt, something might have been arhieved 
on these very modest lines to prevent a complete divorce of 
Indian currency from gold. But one conld scarcely call it 

./ an introduction of the gold standa,rd. 

Inauguration of the Paper Currenol S,atem. 

Before prpceeding to eonsider the movement for gold 
currency which began in the sixties, we have to note the 
introduction of a new factor in the monetary situation-thl! 
inauguration of a State paper currency in India; 'and any 
consideration of thia new monetary development w,.uld 00 
imperfect without a brief review of the eurrency poliq 

J and ideals of James Wilson who initiated the propos3!l for 
the paper currency_ Had destiny granted a longer tenure 

(l) Papers relating to the Introduction of a Gold Currency In 
India, pp. 8-13 and 18_ 
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of office and a more free hand to James Wilson, his bold 
imd enlightened policy, which utilised what was be~t in 
the economic doctrines of the day while it rose superior to 
current economic shibboleths, would liave cbanged the 
monetary history of India. He was agaihst experimentin~ 
in the direction of a gold currency, for he believed a gold 
mono-metallisriJ. neither possible at the time nor likely to 
work justice, in case of the numerous obligations inCUl"l"'d 
in silver; on the other hand he suspected that any attpmpt 
to introduce a gold currency at the time would introduce 
into the country all the inconveniences o~ a double stand
ard. He believed that, at least for the time being, it ·was 
to the advantage of India to maintain ailver mono-metalli!lJll 
"in as much as ailver seems to be an appreciating metal~ 

. while gold is probably still falling". But he would sup-
plement the ailver standard by a "well regulated paper 
currency" which would secure for the country aU the con
veniences claimed for a gold .currency(1). Hia proposala 
for a system of note issue were far in advance of the domi
nant theories of the day, and would have endowed Tndia 
with a syatem of paper currency far more elastic lind 
progressive than the one which was actually initiated in 
1861. The essential points of superiority of Wilson 's sch~me 
over that adopbld in 1861 might be briefly adverted to: 
His scheme was based on the principle that while paper is 
convertible it must needs "conform precisely in all its 
operations to the movement of metallic'money". He was 
therefore against following the :fixed fiduciary !ly!Item of 
reserve which retarded the progress of paper' currency in 
England, and he proposed the adoption of a pl'oportinnat.e 
.reserve system under which notes were to be issued in t.he 
proportion of one-third against ~lion and two-thirdS 
against securities. These were not, however, meant to be 
hard-and-fast proportions, and a~ l',!1 colleagues pointed out, 

(1)' Wllaon'. Minute of the 16th Pecember, 186Q. 
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it was his intention to proceed tentatively in the mt\ttQr. 
While this element in hls scheme would have endowed the 0 

Indian currency with elasticity, its convertibility in silver 
rupees would have been secured; and as Wilson meant to 
keep out Bimetallism at all costs, there could have been no 
doubt as to the metal in whlch the notes were to bEe
redeemed. There were other desirable features of the 
Wilson scheme--the creation of a Department for the issue 
of notes which was to be independent of the Govel'lL"IItmt 
of India, and the issue of notes of small denominatiollJl. 
While he was against issuing the proposed paper currency 
through banks, on the ground that it should be issUed nnder 
a single authority and be of general use, he was not nn
mindful of the great value of banking development. In 0 

fact, his monetary proposals formed a consistpnt and com
prehensive whole. He projected a silver mono-metallism, bnt 
one modified and supplemented by a highly elastic system of 
note issue adapted to the character of the transactions of the 
country, and as far as possible independent of th~ Govern
ment finance. Such a systw, properly modified in the light 
of experience, would have greatly weakened the ca.~e for a 

/ gold currency, .;bile it would have educated the p;;hiic;in 
mouero currency methods. so that the hold of silver on 
India would have slaCkened and the ultimate dethronement 
~ver would have been faClhtated. A popular and 
p~ paper currency would thus have hMtened the 
abolition of silver mono-metaJlism and the illtrodurtion ot 
a true gold standard. 

OJ 

Mr. Laing who succeeded James Wilson held very 
different views from him both as regards the system of 
note issue and as to money matters in general. For one 
thing, he was as an advocate of a gold currency. Even a 
double standard with all its inconveniences he would have 
liked to be adopted" as a transition process to the abandon-
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.nent of silver and the substitution of a gold standard ", 
Nevertheless, "under the existing circumstanceB' when a 
season of tranquillity and repose in tlnancial mattera W88 

very desirable", he W88 not prepared to make any import
ant alterations in the currency policy of the country, and 
was anxious "simply to leave the door open for cautious 
!IJld tentative experiments with regard to the future 
1Iie of gold", 

As regards ilie paper currency system, he ranged him. 
self against the "small minority of able men, among whom 
Mr. Wilson W88 one of the most distinguished", and on the 
Bide of "orthodox opinion 88 recognised in modern Eng. 
land", He thus avowedly belonged to the Currency School 
Consequently, he agreed with Sir C, Wood, the Secretary 
of State, in adopting for India the principle of. the Bank 
Act of 1844, and in fixing the fiduciary issue at £4 millions-. 
that being" the extent of paper eirculation provided f.or un· 
der the existing system through the chartered banIis ". Wil· 
IOn's bold idea of a large paper currency adapted to the size 
of local transactions also alarmed hia lJt1ecessor. "I do not 
hesitate to affirm my firm conviction that if we could suc
ceed in creating a large circulation of small notes 
throughout India, based on a reserve of Government securi· 
ties to an extent of anything like two-thirds, or any large 
proportion of the total issue, such a system could not stand 
the strain of the first serious political or commercial crisis ", 
The idea of making a large direct profit to the State from 
the note issue was abandoned as attended with riaks. A 
novel feature was introduced by Laing in view of the pote~ 
tial introduction of the gol~ currency in' Ini'lia; gold.J!1lUO 
fo~ 01)e·10urth part o"f the reserve held against notes in 
coin and bullion. The idea was that "by thus fixing a 
minimum value at whieh gold should be received at the 
Government Treasuries, its "superior convenience'" Imd 
'" its adaptation to native wants" misht in COUl'lle of timo 

Q ...... 
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lead to "the introduction of a considerable auxiliary gold 
currency". There was also a more ambitious motive behind 
this clause, and it was expected that the gold thus held 
might be increased until notes could be issued against the 
~. This clause remained a dead letter until 1865. 

Coming to the question of the agency of issue, again, 
Laing was in opposition to the views of Wilson and Sir C. 
Wood who wanted a Government agency. Laing, having 
watched the experiment of government paper money in 
various countries, preferred the agency of banks. He 
expressly stated that, if he had consulted his own views, 
he would have placed the Bank of Bengal on the same foot
ing as the Bank of England, but in deference to the views of 
the Secretary of State he modified his proposal and would 
make the existing banks merely the agencies for issuing and 
paying the notes. 

The results of the prolonged controversy relating to 
the paper currency system of India, and of the successive 
changes of E'inance Members, were not very favourable. 
Wilson's comprehensive and efficient scheme was put aside 
-as Sir W. Mansfield put it "it was grievously mutilated". 
So, also, Laing's promising suggestions as regards the em· 
ployment of banking agency in the management of the 
paper currency were turned down. r.. What India obtained in 
1861 was a mere repliea of the English system of note issue; 
and as Prof. Marshall said later, "England is a specially 
bad example for India to follow in matters of smrrency ". 
While long experience has endorsed this view unmistake
/lbly, even contemporary opinion was not too favourable to 
the plan embodied in the Act of 186L The Mansfield 
Commission's Report emphasised that (the original insti. 
tution of paper currency in 1861 was enunently of a tenta
tive character" and that "extreme caution was observed 
with respect to the limitation of issu organisation of 



clrcles, and the guardianship of the ccinvertibilityof the 
note". The opinion of the commercial interests .about the 
measure was very similar, and as the Bombay Association 
observed in their memorial to Lord Lawrence, "the Cur
rency Act of 1861 does not provide. any remedy for the 
defects of the monetary system' , 

The demand for a gold curreucy. 

The inadequate character of the Paper Currency sys
tem adopted in 1861 was one important cause of the demand 
for gold currency which arose in 1864. The advocates for 
gold currencY in those days were fully aware that paper 
currency was "a dangerous rival to gold"; and no memo
randum, report or memorial in favour of gold currencY was 
felt to be complete without a reference to the inadequacy 
or impossibility of paper currency in India. But apart 
from the weakness of the paper currency, there were many. 

other important causes which contributed to the demand 
for more currency at the time. ;mdia was in fact preparing 
to take !lne of the great gulps of currency in which it 
!ndulges periodically, and we must look at trade conditions 
first in order to explain what appeared to many people at 
the time as a purely monetary phenomenon requiring a 
c4ange of the standard. As early as the Crimean War. the 
exports of Indja had received a stimulus owing to the fact 
tliit the "war transferred from Russia to India a substan
tial demand for oil seeds and fibres ". The American Civil 
War commg some years later greatly increased the value of 
the cotton exported from India. This factor would by itself 
have rendered the adjustmentOI the trade balance difficult, 
when combined with the diminished production of silver in 
~d. As it was, India had been taking on an average 
"more_ silver annually than the whole world produced", 
during the period from 1857-58 to 1862-63. This was a 
serious state of things, in view of the fact that many of 
the countries of the West were still on the silver standard. 



nut other causes liesides wal'lliiad contriliuted to this 
state of things, and had swollen the balance of trade in 
favour of India for the time being.-India had been bor. 
rowing large sums from abroad for suppressing the Mutiny, 
as well as for carrying out public works i in particular, 
large sums had been borrowed for the construction of raj},. 
ways and canals. The economic effects of foreign loans on 
the flow of specie and on prices and wages in the countries 
concerned, have been recently studied by Professor Taussig, 
Graham, and Viner, among others. We find that, in accord. 
ance with their theories, the flow of specie (i.e., silver) 
~wards India was greatiy increased while prices and wages 
also rose in thij; ~untry ...... The increased flow of specie to 
ID.dia-between the years 1855-1856 and 1869·1870 was 
indeed a remarkable phenomenon. Its abrupt termination 
with the removal of the effects of the wars and of the 
large borrowings was also very significant. 

The financial authorities of the day were naturally 
pU2Z1:led on finding unmistakable sip of monetary' strin. 
gency existing side by side with a growing supply of the 
circulating medium. As Sir C. Trevelyan (then Finance 
Member) observed in his famous Minute of 20th June, 1864, 
"the late crisis was not caused by any deficiency of the cir. 
culating medium of Indis. The circulation was rather 
redundant than deficient." Perhaps, however, the authori. 
ties failed to allow for two important factol'll which were 
in1Iuencing the situation. ~ ~abit of hoarding was fairly 
strong in those days, and hoarding 1inaturan-y s'iUilQhted 

~ Ve!fhigh Pro~d the 
~ such a period pre-eminentiy. We have 
traditions, on the Bombay side, of how some of the fortun
ate producers of cotton shod the cattle drawing thcir ear. 
riages with silver, the tyres of the carriages bein!\, also 
made of the same material At the other end of India, 
"it is said that since the cotton erisis gold bangles have in 



iIome favoured cotton districts become almost as common as 
Silver bangles were before". (1) But, besides. hoarding, 
there was another potent cause of the growing demand for 

jIlloney-the growth of money economy. Thus Sir Bartle 
./ Frere remarked that "one of the causes of the increaaed 

demand for silver and gold may be found in the simple fact} 
that in sueh lately pauper districts an entirely new circula
tion has had to be recently supplied"." Inthesixties,changes 

jUke the increaae of cultivation of commercial crops and the 
rise of wages and the increase of communications and of 
mobility of labour must have necessitated a considerable 
growth of money economy. 

YieWB of Mansfield and Trevelyan on gold currency. 

The controversy of the time regarding the introduction 
01 gold currency produced two representative documents of 
great ability and interest. The:first of these was tho 
minute of the 8th March, 1864, by General Mansfield (Com
mander-in-Chief of the Bombay army), which argued that 
owing to "old social habits" the people of India were not 
likely to take to the use of note&-"the artificial devices of 
the Art of Commerce". Now, since the social habits of 
the Indians "preclude the idea of paper currency being 
allowed fair play" the right policy was, he urged, to 
introduce a gold currency gradually and in aid of silver, 
in spite of the certainty of India having as a result to pass 
through Bimetallism as a transition stage. In about a gene
ration, the progress of the substitution of gold for silver in 
the eurrency of India was expected by him to be sufficient 
for the establishment of a gold mono-metallism on Englilili 
lines--ml ver being reduced to the position of token coinage. 
Thus, even in bis view, it would take efforts lasting over a 
generation to introduee a gold standard into India and to, 

(1) General Man.field'i Mlnut ... f 8tb Marcb ISH, chapter 8. 
(2) Pap ... r.laUog In tbe 'ntroducUon of Gold Currenc:y In ltldla 
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dethrone silver. Apart, however, from making gold 
legal tender, General Mansfield did not indicate any 
methods or resources for procuring gold or for causing it to 
remain in circulation. As regards the difficulty of maintain
ing the proper ratio between the two metals he asserted
on very insufficient grounds---4;hat "the values about dcc
lared in the practice of recent years will be maintained". 
He greatly underrated in fact the difficulties of the 
problem of fixing the ratio between gold and silver. His 
only suggestion as regards that problem was, that gold and 
silver "must run their chances as commodities of trade with
out assistance", or that "the two metals should be left to 
fight the battle for supremacy." 

The other document, which is of even greater import. 
ance in the economic history of India, is the minute dated 
20th June, 1864, by Sir C. Trevelyan (]'inance Member, 
1863-65). It was clear to the keen economic vision of Tre
velyan that the crisis of 1863-4 "was not in its origin or 
true nature a monetary crisis", but that it was due to the 
difficulty of adjusting the heavy balances of trade in face of 
•• the unwillingness of the people of India to accept ordinary 
mercantile equivalents". For facilitating such adjustmeni 
of balances, and in view of the growing wealth of India gold 
currency, he suggested should be added to the silver cur· 
rency in an auxiliary capacity. It would not do to be 
content with the indirect use of gold for currency purposes, 
such as his predecessor Laing had arranged, for by the pro
vision that part of the Paper Currency Reserve should be 
held in gold. Sir Charles Trevelyan was aw~ that hl.J 
proposals would inaugurate Bimetallism in India, but then, 
he argued, •• nations must pass through this stage before they 
arrive at a aatisfaetory state of their currency". As with 
its superior convenience for tranaactions, gold currency 
would increase in India, less of silver would be coined in 
time, and, as in France, silver "would of itself subside into 



a token coinage". As regards the ratio to be fixed, Sir 
Charles proposed to value tho· sovereign at Rs. 10; on the 
ground that Australia was the nearest source of supply ot 
gold for India, and he had only to add to the price of gold 
in Australia the charges of transportation thence. Indeed, 
he assumed, in fixing the rate, that Australia would see its 
way to reduce its export duty on gold and so to lower the 
cost of the metal in the interests of India. 

In the light of events, it is very interesting to study the 
diagnosiS of the then existing situation by such authorities 
88 Sir C. Trevelyan and General Mansfield. As we have 
seen, the former exhibited superior economic insight in pro. 
ceeding on the ground that the crisis of 1863-64 was in the 
main a commercial and not a purely monetary erisis, both 
in its origin and true nature. The difficulty being that of 
the adjustment of balances, it W88 certainly the right course 
to try to supplement silver-'-aS an import-by gold. In fact, 
in arguing on these lines, Trevelyan was anticipating the 
recommendations of the Currency and Exchange Committee 
of 1919. ~he dependance ()f India upon the supplies and 
price of silver would no doubt have been diminished by 
having an auxiliary gold currency. But while this propo
sition was undoubtedly true (so long as no attempt had 
been made to give India a genuine gold standard in its 
most advanced form) yet, as economic observers, botli 
Trevelyan and Mansfield erred in assuming that the pros-

Iperity which the sixties brought to India was based on 
permanent foundations, and that India had assumed at a 
stride its place among the wealthy nations of the world. 
These abnormally favourable balances soon ceased to make 
their appearance with the end of the Ainerican War and 
with the close of the particular epoch of large borrowings 
from abroad. Simultaneously, the great demand for more 
currency-~luding that for gold currency-ca.me to an 



end, and no further pressure was put upon the Government 
from any particular quarter to secure those objects. 

Proceeding further to examine the remedies proposed, 
hardly anyone would be against the idea of Tre{elyan, 
Mansfield or Temple that it would have been desirable by it
self to introduce gold currency as auxiliary to the existing 
silver aolnage. Unfortunately, in that age which was mark
ed by great fluctuations in the relative values of silver and 
gold, the proposed step would have introduced new and most 
formidable difficulties. The first difficulty was that of fixing 
the relative value of gold and silver coins in India and we 
shall see how Trevelyan's scheme foundered on that rock. 
Indeed, the controversy regarding the rating of the rupee 
in terms of gold, which began with the minutes of Trevelyan 
and Mansfield on the subject, ran its course for some years, 
and eminent financiers of India like Strachey, Arbuthnot 
and Dickson tooli a hand in it until Sir R. Temple went so 
far as io recommend "the appointment of a Commission to 
investigate once more, and, as I should hope, finally the 
question of the relative valuation of gold and silver". Un
fortunately in that age of abrupi and endless chanReS of 
these relative values, it was impossible for any Commission 
whatsoever to decide on the matter once for all and finally. 
But even apart 'from the question of rating. the inconve
niences and trials of Bimetallism were suft'iciently well 
known in that age; and, as admitted by Trevelyan, Mans
field, Laing and other eminent advocates of gold currency, 
it was impossible to avoid Bimetallism as at le!lBt a tran,"
tional stage. Naturally, they tried to make this period of 
tronbles and trials as short as they could. 

Hence we have a curious and significant paral
lelism in all these projects. The authors of all 
these proposals start by recommending a gradual introdn .. -
tion of eold CIll'leIlcy, their avowed object being to un the 



gold eoinage as merely supplementary to the silver. ' Once,' 
however, gold eorrency was introduced they knew they 
would find themselves on an inclined plane. Instead <if gold' 
CUl'1"ency being increased slowly, every effort would have to' 
be made to increase it rapidly, and to seek refuge on the 
terra firma of gold mono-metallism from the trials of Bime
tallism. Thus, though thcy all started with the notion of 
introducing gold as auxiliary currency, they were all driven 
forward by the logie of facts, and they all had to eonclud~ 
with the early dethronement of silver. In a word, the' dan
gers of Bimetallism and of the :fluctualf.ions of the values of 
precious metals made the idea of having gold as an auxiliary 
currency in India impossible during the latter half of the 
nineteenth century. 

Nature of the cuneuC)' and prices problema 
of the sixties. 

r 

It is only in the light of recent ilieoretical studies that 
we ean appreciate the real eeuses of the phenomenon which 
MansfIeld and Trevelyan were investigating. The leading 
eeuses of the monetary troubles of the sixties in India ean 
be reduced to three. )!'he 1irst cause consisted of the highly 
favourable balances of trade due to the great valll~ of tl,~ 
eotton exports 'from India during the Amerieen Civil War, 
It should also be remembered that, with so many countries 
of the world still tmder ilie Bimetallic regime"..ib.ere was a 
tendency to unload whichever happened to be,ilie cheaper 
meta\ at ilie time, on ilie East. ' ,}he third and a more per
sisting cause was the large import of eepital into India, 
and borrowing from aliroad. The borrowings of India 
between 1855·56 arid 1869·70 has been estimated at 96 erores 
of rupees. Both these causes were worlDng in the same 
direction and were eeusing large imports of silver, as also 
a rise of wages and of prices. :As regards wages, a study 
lIl8de of wages of unskilled labour by Sir D. Barbour sliOWII 

Q-' 
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a rise of 25 per cent. between the years 1855 and 1870('). 
Between 181i1 and 1866 priC('s rose by nearly 50 per cent. 
and the circulation of rupees also increased largely by 77 
per cent. during the six years. 

These statistics are very interesting, in view of the re
cent work done by Professors Tau.qsig and Viner relating to 
the rise of circulation prices and wages in Canada during 
the period 1900 ana 1914 as the result of large borrowings. 
In Canada, too, as in the case of India, there was' a large 
importation of precious metals and a rise of prices and 
wages. .As Prof. Taussig has observed, these phenomena 
"serve to verify and confirm the essentials of the Ricardian 
theory of international trade more completely and in greater 
detail than any economic experience that has been Bubjeeted 
to scientific analysis" (2). The ease of India in the sixties 
will furnish an interesting parallel to the ease of Canada. 
Indeed the demand for currency in India was more insistent 
than in Canada, since in onr country there was another 
cause working in the same direction as foreign loans. viz., 
the large favourable balances. 

Causes of the failure of Trevelyan's proposals. 

Of all these scheme's for a gold currency that of Trevel
yan had the best chances of success. True, its scope was 
limited hy the Secretary of State, who did not agree to 
~~~[ ~1C! coi~~ Eut allowed them only to be 
received at the Treasuries at the ratio :fixed by Treve1Yl!.n. 
The measure thus amounted ouly to' the restoration of the 
position whi<lh had heen abandoned in 1852. Nevertheless, 
the circumstances were then more favourable to the mainte
nance of a gold currency than thcy were going to be for 
decades to Come. For, as Trevelyan had pointed out, a gold 
currency in India would have helped in some measure to 

(II Barbour, Tfwo.., .f Bl...u!li<m. pp. 110, 125-128. 
lSI Taa .. lg, I_""'w..I 7\-...,., p. 138. 



faise the value of gold which was still falling and t", lower 
the rising value of silver. The world would have 'welcomed 
a step which would have, !In the one hand, checked the rising 
gold prices to some extent, and which would on the other 
hand· have assisted silver to maintain its place in circula.
tion. As Sir R. Giffen remarked before the Fowler Com
mittee, "in 186i65 gold was supposed to be, and no doubt 
was comparatively abundant throughout the world, and 

(India in particular had been the recipient for a good many 
years of very large quantities of gold. " At the best, how
ever, in the face of the great changes in the relative values 
of the precious metals, the Indian experiment in gold cur
reney had no certainty of success; and such chances of 
success as existed were thrown away by the initial mistake 
made by Sir C. Trevelyan in fixing the value of the sove

, reign too low. The notifieation of the 23rd November 1864 
directed that sovereigns and half-sovereigns should be 
received in the public Treasuries as the equivalent of ten 
and five rupees respectively and would be paid out &gain at 
the same rate unless objected to. Admittedly, this was a 
half·measure, and even so it was foredoomed to failure. For 
the sovercign was certainly under-valued at ten rupees, 88 

it could not be laid down at Caleutta for less than Rs. 10·2-9. 
In fact, Sir C. Trevelyan had rendered his immediate 
object the use of sovereigns in Indi.&-impossible by m!xing 
it up with other great objects like the securillb of the ad
vantage of the decimal system of coinage,' and the forging of 
specially close trade bonds between India and Australia. Sir 
W. Mansfield well summarised the criticism of Trevelyan's 
measUre: "It seems strange to force down a strangll coin at 
a price which is not its true equivalent; in short, to bend 
certain physical facts of value in favour of a notion of deci
mal convenience and of relation to other portione of tlt.e 
British Empire".(') Like his successor Sir R. Temple, 

(1) Papero ",latiDS to tho iDtroductl .... ~f a cold curr;ncy in 
1acUa, p. 95. 



':trevelyan attached great, and as it turned out, undue 
importance to the schemes for the general acceptance of the 
decimal system and for a uniform internstional COIDagil 

which were at that time being formulated and discussed in 
'Europe. Hence the rat,o fixed by him was too low; and 
though it was not "so much too low as was suppo~ed by per· 
SODS cognisant only of European statistics", the only' result 
of the notification' of 1864 was the accumulation on the 
hands of the Government of a certain amount ot gold coin 
for which there was no demand; and most of these sove
reigus had at length to be sent out to England, only a amall 
proportion having been taken out by' the public. 

It needs to be em,!llasised tnat there were cirCilIIlI:Itancca 
which made the problem of a suitable rating of the rup,ee in 
gold of vital importance for the success of a };Iolicy of the 
introduction of a gold currwcy into India. Any &chema 
which aimed at this object had to reckon with continual 
changes in the relative values of the precious metals. But, 
ap'art from these changes in the world markets, India had 
on its hands the difficulties arising from the local apprecia
tion or depreciation of the value of gold. (2) Above all, 
every gold currency' proposal put forward in the nineteenth 
century in India suffered from the great drawback that 
there were no gold resources or fund to assist in the task of 
pushing gold' into cireulation. Similar proposals in our 
days start with the advantage of being b8sed on the re
sources of the Gold Standard Reserve which has been accu
mulated during the regime of the Gold Exchange Standard. 
In the absence of any such resourees in the earlier period, 
DI&D1; of the advocates of gold currency proposed various 
indirect ways of enC01U'l£ing the coinage ~d circulation of 
gold. Thus, we shall find some of them anxiOllB to raise the 
rating of the sovereign even to Rs. 10.s-0, while others wonld 

, ('I Strachey'IMlnute",dated 30th Jaouary 1869, para 15 ; ManO
field', Mlnule dated 4th Augull 181i, para 81. 



: lorego the seigniorage on gold, in order to induce a flow of 
gold to the mints. Far from giving such special facilities 
for the introduction of gold however, Trevelyan stultified 
his own scheme by under-valuing gold at the start. 

Hence the attempt of Trevelyan to introduce a gold 
currency proved a failure. But circumstances are 
stronger than human proposals, and had the extraordi. 
nary trade demand for Indian products which showed itself 
upto 1865-66 continued, as also the abnorm.ally favourable 
balances, nothing could have prevented the estabJisbmeaJrof 
a gold currenCY in Jnilja In order to envisage this possi-

oility, we might refer to the balance of trade which:was 
even higher in 1865-66 than it was in 1864-65. It is to be 
noticed further that our imports of silver reached their 
maximum of £18 millions approximately in 1865-66 and 
then fell to less than a third at once, while our net imports 
of gold did not decline proportionately. C0U8ll9.uently, 
looking at the decade following the year 1866, we 1ind India 
taking an increasing proportion of gold and a smaller pro
portion of silver. The reason was that the :world :was not 
able to send to India such 9.uantities of sillier as our countl7. 
received until 1866. A corollary: of this situation is that if 
the conditions of world demand for our exports had eontl
nued as they were in 1866, and hence had the demand for 
money in India continued 88 urgent as before, a gold cur
rency must have been forced on India. This possibility had 
been noticed by our enrrency authorities. Mr. R. B. Chap. 
man, the Financial Secretary, wrote thus in 1872: "It may' 
be admitted that if it .(the abnormal trade condition). had 
continued, India would have been very soon driven to take 
much more gole! than silver in payment for her exports. 
Silver, in fact, :would not long have been forthcoming for 
remittance to the East at the same rate, and a gold enrreney 
here would very likely have beeome a necessity",('} As it 

(1) Nolo by R. B. Chapman, Floanclal Secretary, elated "'7tb 
March,IS7" 
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W/lS, however, the trade demand of the world for India's 
products slackened, and brought down with it the ir.creased 
local demand for curl'Cncy which had made a gold currency 
a live issue. The subsequent discussion of the problem by 
the Mansfield Commission and by Sir R. Temple was infruc. 
tiIoU8, since they were proceeding on the assumption of a 
stale of conditions which was rapidly passing away. The 
preSsure for money had ended for the tinte being, and we 
shall hear of it again thirty years later (after 1898) when 
another great increase of the world's demand for our cx· 
ports made itself felt. 

In view of the above circumstances, and also of the 
dependance of the volume of a country's currency on ih 
progress in trade and general development, one can scarcely 
understand the apprehensions of the advocates of gold cur· 
rency that the note issue of India was in the way of their 
plans. One could conceive, of course, that a vigorous and 
progressive paper currency, formed on a comprehensive 
plan like Wilson's might have proved "a complete counter. 
blast to the gold agitation." (') But, the then existing 
paper currency was admitted unprogressive, and "its cir. 
culation was principally confined to the areas adjacent to 
circles of issue". Its circulation in fact did not exceed 
eight crores. Yet we shall see it arousing hostility and 
jealousy on the part of many of the advocates of a gold 
currency. 

Report of the Ma.us.lield Oommission (2) 

Ri!Sllming our narrative, we find that in 1866 the 
favourable balances of trade were still higa and the demand 
for the increase of the volume of currency was as yet in. 
sistent.. Availing itself of a demand for gold currency OD 

the part of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, the Govern-
(1) Dr. Nnbedkar. 1'118 ProbU .. oJ II,. &lpN, p. 89. 
I') H. 01 C. Rotura148 of 1868. 
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ment appointed the Mansfield Commission. Mr. Massey 
was then the Financial Member, and his views ·in favotll' 
of a gold currency are well set out in the MemOl'andllDl 
which he prepared for the Commission. As regards gOld 
currency, of which he was an ardent advocate, he l't'fused.to 
recognise the failure of Trevelyan's half-measure as deci
sive. He expected the Mansfield Commission to "pursue 
their inquiry into the expediency of giving a further deve
lopment _to the experiment which has been partially <tried:'. 
Two points, however, may be considered as determined. 
The one is, that nothing short of the recognition of the sove
reign, or some other denomination of gold coin as a legsl 
tender, will suffice, and secondly, that the result of this 
recognition must be, sooner or later, the establishment of the 
more precious metal as the ruling standard". Less zeal 
was sbown by Mr. Massey as regards the other branch of the 
work of the Commission-the enquiry into the operation of 
the Paper Currency :Act. He pointed out that "the note 
circulation is principally confined to the area adjacent to 
the circles o"f issue", and that practically "the currency 
note is a convenient substitute for a hoondee or inland bill of 
exchange, liut fails to fulfil its legitimate function as a sub
stitute for and as auxiliary to the metallic circulation". 
Little anxiety was manifested for the increase of facilities 
for redemption of the notes: "The main condition of a 
paper money is its converb"bility, and this being ascp.l."tained. 
its circulation will be rather retarded than promoted by pro
visions for its convertibility at numerous stages of it~ 
progress. If paper ia acceptable to the people as a substitute 

. for win it will be adopted; if not, no regulations wilt foree 
it into circulation". The Resolution of the 3rd February~ 
1866, which appointed the Commission added tliat "it mwit 
be shown that paper has noi proved and is not liKely to prove 
a circulating medium adequate to the wants and ~itable to 
the habits of the country before an endeavour' iii ~ade to 
int'roduce gold in supersession of" or in addition, to r,apel''';' 



The Commission was presided over by Sir W. Mansfield 
who had distinguished himself by his writings as the fore
most advocate of the cause of gold currency in India. Ano
ther member, belonging to the same school of thought, was 
Mr. G. Dickson, Secretary and Treasurer of the Bank of 
Bengal, and a close student of currency matters. Busiue5'l 
interests were represented by the managers of two other 
leading banks of the country. But the name of Sir Henry 
Maine would alone suffice to render any Commission illus
trious. 

The deliberations of the Mansfield Commission are of 
considerable importance in the history of the Paper Cur· 
rency of India. Its report stated that "the apparent 
failure" of that currency was not" a sufficient reason for 
despairing of its gradual extension". The great bar to the 
utility of the currency notes, and the factor which led to 
the notes being "depreciated at varying rates of discount" 
was the want of facilities for the encashment of notes. 
Varions means were discussed for the removal of the pre
vailing mistrust of tlie notes. The preponderance of opi
nion was in favour of one universal note 'for all India to be 
readily convertible at the Presidency towns and at certain 
specified treasuries. There were others who advoeated a aepa
rate note for eaeh Presidency. Adverse eriticism was direet
ed against the prevailing arrangement of circles. The Com
mission recommended a consideration of the universal note 
idea in spite of the diffieulty of ita execution. It nlllo sup
portec1 Mr. Laing's original idea of employing lianlis as the 
best available means of ageney for the circulation of the 
notes. a fo tlie five rupee note, ihe majority of the Com
mission was ~ its issue. It ia a convincing proof of 
the sinceriiy ana unl>iaae(f zeal which the Commi'lqion 
brought fo 1iear upon tlie study of monetary problem. of 
India, tliat tliongli it was appointed in an atmospliel"e not 
very 'frjendly to the Paper Currency System, it made BOrne 



aa 
suggestions :tor its improvement. If also atfributeCl tJif 
failure of the notes in supplementing metallic eirClllation tQ 
any material extent, to defects in the. original arrangements 
as regards paper currency. 

Coming to the subject of a gold currency for India the 
ColllJDission argued for its introduction mainly on the ground 
of the general demand for it. The further argument that, 
•• the introduction of gold would facilitste the establishment 
of the currency notes" does not, however, sound very con
vincing. The Commission was for making gold legal ten
der, as part of the currency arrangements of India. It was 
argued that the rating of the sovereign at Rs. 10·4·0 was 
sound and scientific, and that the ten-rupee and five-rupee 
gold pieces should have the weight of 120 grains and 60 
grains troy respectively. It was further proposed to issue 
gold coins of 15, 10 and 5 rupees respectively which "would 
fiod more favour in the eyes of the people than not es of 
like value". 

As was inevitable under the prevailing circumstances, 
there at once arose a controversy regarding the correctne&S of 
the ratihg proposed by the Commission.(') While Six John 
Strachey held that "sovereigns are not procureble ai 
Rs. 10-4-0", Mr. Dickson, who had been & member of the 
Commission, argued that "Rs. 10-4-0 is a sound scientifiC!' 
and conservative rating, in as much as if' a higher rdative 
value had been fixed, the opposite and grave mistalio would 
have been made of over-valuing gold and driving silver .lut 
of circulation". The actual costs of shipment of geld to 
India had been falling, and with it the price of the sove
reign in Calcutta had fallen from Rs. 10-12-0 to Rs. 10-7-0, 
and in Bombay to Rs. 10-6-9; and Mr. DickSon confidently 
expected it to fall further and soon to Rs. 10-4-0. :As it 

(I) Pape .. relating to the Inlroductlon of. Gold CurrencY'ln 
IndIo, pp. 188 and 181-182. 
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turned out, General Strachey's calculations were the more 
Jeliable. 

, Proposa.ls of Sir B, Temple for a gold currency, 

The recommendations of the Mansfield Committee had 
little' effect on the monetary policy of the country; for the 
conditions with reference to which the Commiasion had been 
appointed were rapidly passing away. It had been appoint
ed with a view to the solution of the problem of a C01Lqider· 
IIble expansion of the currency which had been urgent in 
1-866. As Mr. Massey had put it in his Memorandum," the 
increasing demand for Indian produce, the general exten
sion of commerce, the outlay of capital on works of: internal 
improvements render it more than ever necessary that fur
ther provisions should be made for an expanded circula
tion". But that particular epoch of abnormaily large 
exports and eonsiderable borrowings was fast drawing to a 
close. Whereas, between 1864 and 1866 the Chambers of 
Commerce were constantly urging an inerease of g<>iu cur· 
rency or paper currency or of both, some years aftar, Sir R. 
Temple admitted that" at this moment no preasure is put 
upon the Government from any particular quarter". His 
minute of the 5th June 1868 should be consulted as to the 
further reasons which delayed acion on the Mansfield Com
mission's Report. There was much controversy as to the 
"revised rating of the sovereign relatively to the rllpte" 
especially in view of "the tendency of gold to rise in value". 
The question of the standard with reference to which gold 
pieces were to be coined in India was also being debated, 
especially as plans were then being put forward in Europe as 
regards a combined system of international and decimal 
coinage. There was an extensive propaganda for unifor
mity of coinage then being earned on in Europe and 
Ameriea, and in June 1867 a great international eon£erence 
had assembled in Paris to work out general uniformity in 
tJJe world '8 co~. EffOrfll were also being made to per-



· suada India to conform her pro);lOSed gold ooinaga to the 
prevalent projects of an international coinage. Uiuiw: the&l 
circumstances, Sir R. Temple's conclusion was that, . .before 
declaring gold legal tender, ." it would be better to I/owait tha 
effect of receiving sovereigns at the revised rating and of 
the coining of the proposed gold pieces at the mint". This 
led to the Notification of 28th December 1868 by whiCh the 
rate for the sovereign was altered to ten rupees and foin
annas. The measure was, as General Mansfield described it, 
"avowedly of an experimental character and devised for 
the purpose of obtaining experience with regard to the 
actual relative values of gold and silver before the Financial. 
Department can be in a position authoritatively to recom
mend a law embodying the legal tender of gold".(1) 

But the same difficulties of the problem of rating the 
sovereign which had been fatal to the measure adopted by 
Sir C. Trevelyan were also in the way of the success of Sit . 
R. Temple's notification of 1868. Admittedly the measure 
did not prove efficacious, and. the preval.ent opinion was that 
this was due to the fact that the rating in the notification 
'W8B not scientifically accurate but ff unreal, imaginary and 
infected with errol'''. It was suggested that a rating based 
"upon the present depreciation of the value of gold in 
India" could only be futile. Sir R. Temple himself chose to 
attribute the inefficacy of the notification to the fact that 
"the state of exchanges prevailing since that time has not 
been such as to cause the importation of gold buJlion". He 
~ urged that it was in vain to look for any flow of gold 
bullion while gold coin W8B not legal tender. But, 
whether the aim of the notification was to introdu:Je the 
sovereign into the currency of India or to obtain gOld fop 
ooinage of new gold pieces, it was in either ease I/o failure. (0) . 

(I) Manofield·. Minute of uth February, 1869 . 
(3, Papen relating 10 the lotreductloo of a Golc!..Currcl!~1 II! 
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It would appear from the documents relating to the 
~atio controversy .that Sir R. Temple's error regarding the 
~atio fixed in 1868 was due in great measure to his reliance 
on the opinions of Sir W. Mansfield and Mr. Dickson on the 
IlUbject. The former had been arguing since 1864 that the 
proper rate was Rs. 10-4-0 for the sovereign; but !te was not 
aware that this rate, though an over-valuation of the sove
reign in 1864, was yet an under-valuation in 18611. Fe dis. 
regarded in this matter tlle basic factor of the situation-the 
appreciation of gold_ On the other hand Mr. Dickson was 
aware of the appreciation but believed that it was a tem
porary allair. As we shall see, the sounder views of Gilneral 
Strachey on the subject did not receive the coMideration 
:which they deserved. Finally, as Mr. Harrison has shown, 
the Finance Minister was unprepared for the consequences 
of his policy even had it been successful. "Gold not being 
legal tender could only be held with safety in the currency 
department as one-fourth of the metallie reserve. !);re.:tly it 
this limit was passed it would have become necessary to hold 
it as part of the Government oosh balance. Difficulties 
:would then have arisen if the price of gold had fallen". The 
author just quoted regrets that with the failure of Temple" 
experiment "the opportunity of obtaining gold at a mode
rate valuation passed 1i.nally away".(') 

To overcome the acknowledged difficulties of rating 
gold coins iD. silver and of inducing a flow of gold an inge
nious and important proposal was put forward at the time 
by two able mint masters-Colonels Ballard and Smith . 
. Their proposals attracted even greater attention a Cleeade 
later. Their main idea was to contract silver currency in 
India by a heavy L!eigniorage on its coinage. As a resu1i Of 
this, gold currency in India was naturally expected to re
ceive an encouragement. bother benefit expected from the 
measure was the maintenance of the rupce as the equivalent 

(I) EOODoml< Journal, yoL III, p.69. 
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. ot the tenth part of the pound sterling. nero was Indced 
an efficacious scheme which would have forwarded the cause 
both of gold currency and of uniformity of exchange. But, 
88 it savoured of & "managed" currenei. it was too far in 
advance of the time when it WI!S promulgated. Sir John 
Strachey argued against the proposal on the ground that 
"the essence of the Mint Masters' scheme is that & gold cur
rency shall be forced upon India by an artificial Contraction 
of the silver curreney. :tIaving ercated a dearth of 6ilver 
money it is hoped that the eountry will take to the use of 
gold. I cannot believe that such a proposal eould ever be 
seriously entertained". (1) But time and experience are 
great teaehers, and the views of the famous Strachey bro
thers gradually altered 80 far that by 1886 General Strachey 
himself seriously put forward & scheme for managed eur· 
reney allied to that of the two mint-masters. 

The failure of the Notification of 1868 did not damp the 
abundant energy of Sir R. Temple. He had the benefit of 
the advice of Sir W. Mansfield who has hjmself told us that 
he had been much eonsult~d on the lJ.lbject by Sir R. T~mpl9 
.(at the instance of Sir John Lawrence. the late Governor. 
General). The Financial Member had a mill better adviser 
in the person of Mr. George Dickson, the Secretary and 
Treasurer of the Bank ·of Bengal. Indeed, the Minutes and 
letters addressed by Mr. Dickson to Sir R;Temple form the 
best eommentaries on the eorn prehensive plan for the intro. 
duction of gold currency which the latter brought torward 
in 1872.(1) There were several new features in this plan of 
1872, but perhaps the mDlft distmctive one was that the idea 
of making the gold mohur the future legal tender, which was 
oniy latent in Temple's project of 1868, was put prominently 
forward in 1872. The shifting of the emphasis from the 

(1) Strachey" MIDute. dated 80th January 1869. 

(2) Dlckoon.' Lettera and Minute, forming accompanlmenlo cif 
Sir R. Temple', Memorandum, dated 19tb June, 1871, . 
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sovereign to the Mohur was rendered easier as "the prospeet 
of SOme universal coin being adopted internationally" was 
fading away. As a result of this, Temple adv .. need "the 
opinion that if it were determined to have a gold currency 
we should mainly employ our Indian gold <lOins for that 
purpose". 

Reading together Temple's Minute of 19th July, 1872 
with the Minutes of Mr. Dickson, we note that there were to 
be a number of stages in "the introduction of gold currency 
which ought to be an object of gradual attainment." The 
first step obviously was to obtain a sufficient supply of gold 
in order to initiate the scheme. This object was to be 
attained by the receipt of sovereigns at Government Trea.
suries (either in payment of Government dues or in 
exchange for ail ver) and by the issue of currency notes in 
exchange for gold bullion tendered at the Mint. This was 
the best means of gathering gold resources that Temple and 
his adviser, could suggest; though they were doubtful as to 
the e1ficacy of the measure, for the supply of gold in the 
Indian markets was then inadequate, "former supplies hav
ing been either absorbed for other purposes than those of 
currency, or exported to foreign countries". If and when, 
sufficient gold was accumulated by these means, it was to be 
eoined into ten-rupee gold pieces which were to be made 
legal tender. Finally when the ten rupee gold coins 
became so popular that they displaced the 8Overcig'l9, th~n 
the rupee might be made a token coin. Meanwhile there 
was to be the inevitable "transition period of double stand
ard" as under the proposals of Mansfield and Trevelyan. 
Like them, Temple could ouly hope that the period of transi
tion would prove to be a short one. 

The weakest point of Temple '8 project for the intro
duction of gold ClllTeney-as indeed of all similar projeet8 
of that era-was about the determination of the relative 
nIuation of gold and silver.· Tltat was, of course, the cru 
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of all proposals for making both metals legal tender slmul. ' 
taneousIy. What for example was to be the weight of the 
10 rupee gold piece or the proper value of the sovereign in 
rupees' The selection and maintenance of a mint ratio in 
accordance with the market ratio is certainly the main diffi· 
culty of Bimetallism. The only solution that Sir R. Temple 
could provide was to suggest the appointment of a Commis
sion to ascertain definitely what should be the rating or the 
relative value of gold and silver. It was, certainly, so far as 
it went, a better solution than the one propounded by S~ W. 
Mansfield which was "to adjust as elosely as p'()ssible, the 
relative values of the two metals in coinage, and then leave 
them to fight the battle for supremacy".(') But even a Com. 
mission's decision could not have avoided the necessity of a 
constant readjustment of the selected mint ratio to changes 
in market ratio. The one hope that Temple could hold out 
was that, if some lucky fluctuation of the market ratio pour
ed a lot of gold into India, "the occasion would. be taken to 
declare gold sole standard, and thus the effeet of the double 
standard would pass away for ever".(I) He did not say 
what was likely to be the 'effect on India of being suddenly 
deprived, at that period, of a large proportion of its silvel'l 
coinage, which was best suited for the size of all her ordi
nary transactions. Again, the contemporary action of 
France in suspending silver coinage, which was followed by 
a general scramble for gold, rend~l'~,d any rush of gold in 
our direction impossible. 

The measures suggested by Sir R. Temple in 1872-73 for 
a gol<;1 currency were ttirne,l down by the ~vernor-Genel'al. 
in Council by the Resolution of 7th May 1874. Some years 
later Lord Northbrook giving evidence before the Fowler 
Committee gave reasons for his deeision in the matter: 
"Perhaps some member of the Committee may say, How is 

(I) Man.field'. Minute of 9th February,IS69 • 

.13) Temple'. note of 8th July 1878. 



It, if you had this recommendation from Sir Ricliard TempI. 
in 1872, that you did not adopt itT The answer is a very 
simple one. That was a time when gold was appreciating, 
and it was impossible to do it".(l) No doubt that was one 
reason for not carrying out the proposals; for the relative 
rise in the value of g'Jld began somewhere about the year 
1867, though it became much more marked in the early 
'Ileventies.' Indeed, as. far back as 1868, Sir R. 
Temple· had himself drawn attention to the pheno
menon unmistakeably, by observing that "the ten
dency of gold to rise in value which was remarked 
by Sir W. Mansfield in 1864, has somewhat declared itself 
since he wrote".(,) But there was another admitted defect 
in the proposals of Sir R. Temple-they contained no pro
visions guarding against the dangers from Bimetallism. 
That necessary feature of any scheme for the in
troduction of the gold standard into India remained 
yet to be developed. The dangers of the initia
tion of a double standard by India on its own 
were real and could be avoided only in one of two ways; 
either India could join in a eeheme for International Bime
tallism or, in the alternative, while both gold and silver 
coins circulated in India the silver rupee should be given !In 
artificial value. This latter f~.ature constituted the new and 
distinctive feature rf thp- proposals put forward by Col. 
Smith for a gold currency in In dia. 

Col. Smith's proposa.1s lor a gold standard. 

Approximately about the year 1870, the old difficulties 
arising from the urgent demands for expansion of currcncy 
and the adjustment of abnormal balances of trade had come 
to an end. But a new problem of an even more baffi:ng 
character had made its appearance due to the then .. re
oent rapid changes in the relative value of gold and 

(1) Fowler Committee, Q 8,'47. 
(2) Sir R. Temple'. Mlnule of 6th June, 1888 (la.t paragraph.) 

See ...... Laughlin, 0# .• It, page 161. 



silver". The Indian exchange had liept ~g since 1870-71 
·with the fall in the value of silver, and the average 10IIII by, 
exchange during the period from 1871·72 to 1876-n 
amounted to over Rs. 21 erores per annum'. By 1876 tile 
sudden fall of silver caused great financial irouble and an· 
xiety, while trade was so hampered that the Bengal Cham· 
ber of Commeroe advised the Government to close the 
mints and thus to sever the eonnection between the value 
of the Rupee and that of silver. 

It was under these circumstances that Col. Smitli, 
'formerly a pUnt-master at Madras and Calcutta, brought 
forward his very ingenious scheme for a gold standard and 
currency. He was a person of eonsummate ability, and 
scientific insight and his proposals possess new and valu~ 
able distinguishing features. In the first plsce his was 
the first proposal for a frankly "managed" currency; as 
no less a critic than Bagehot observed in the Economid, 
under it Government would 'regulate' the currency of 
India and give it an "artificial value". But, further, it 
was exaatly because. under his scheme the Rupee had a; 
higher value than its silver eontent that tt avoided the 
admitted evils of the double standard; while all the earli. 
er proposals for gold currencY in India had been open to 
the objection that, under their operation, Bimetallism was 
a necessary transitional phase, Col. Smith eould claim 
justly that he did "not propose a double standard at nIl; 
not for a single day".' We notice, again, that while the 
rupee was to be given an artificial value yet the currencY 
was to be automatic; and Col. Smith was careful to point 
how if his ideas were I\dopted "the currency, will, in India 
be governed by the rate of exchange, and its supply in 
either one or both of the metals be automatic, and self. 

( I) Note by Mr. R. B. Chapman. S ..... tary. Flnanolal Depart
ment. dated 13th July. 1876. 

(2) Col. Smith. Sliver a.nrJ the 1nllia" IIIII.llang •• • 11"" 7, 
paragraph 16. 
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adjusted to the wants of trade".· It is also remarkable 
that he proposed the formation of a fund closely analogous 
to the later Gold Standard Reserve. Thus he proposed to 
8UStitute gold for silver in the paper currency reserve, 
"with the view to its being available for export when 
~uired or employed in circulation whenever the time 
arrived for the gold coios to be declared legal tender". 
Combining in itself so many new features and ideas, and 
possessing so many anticipatious of the monetary develop
ment of the future, we cannot wonder that the scheme of 
Col. Smith was widely studied and that it exerted great 
in1luence on the monetary development of India. On the 
one hand it assisted by its suggestions the working out I)f 
principles of the Gold Exchange standard. On the other 
hand, many later formulations and projects of go!l ~nr
rency for India are under grcat obligations to Col. Smith. 
Above all is to be valued his clear comprehension of mono
tilry principles. To take but one example, his definition of 
a gold standard was far in advance of his time. As he 
observed "a gold standard may exist with any kind of 
currency provided 'the latter can only be obtained by the 
delivery of gold". He added that" a gold standllrd IIlld 
iI gold currency are not necessarily couneeted, and that 8 

currency made of paper or of rupees might be based on 
gold, tbat is, upon 8 gold standard-without having a ijj"I!II, 
gold coin in circulation"! Indeed, in his later writings 
lie was disposed to postpone the adoption of a gold cur
rency indefinitely in the case of India. 

The basic principles of Col. Smith's scheme, which 
formed a transition stage in the development of monetary 
thought in India, deserve to be studied carefnl1y. . To 
begin with, he wonld utilize the silver eurrency at its full 
local value for all payments until they conld be made in 

(1) CoL Smith, 01'. cit, Essay 6, paragraph 74-
(~) Col. Smith, 01'. cif, Essay 2, parapph 43; Essa7 S, ~ 

fP'I'phU, 



· (!Old. But, further, silver coinage was to be aiopped, 
and the rupee exchange was to be raised to' the value 
of 28. The practieal exclusion of silver from the mints 
was to lead to "the spontaneous admission of gold into the 
currency, by the mere balance of trade only". Criticising 
the earlier gold currency projects like those of Tre,-elyan, 
CoL Smith noted that "the attempt to j.ntroduee and fix 
gold in India without stopping the coinage of silver for 
individuals would have proved a complete failure"." Gold. 
was to be made legal tender "without, at any time permit
ing a double standard". It wa9 only in the last st,&l((', 
when gold coins became sufficiently abundant for all pay
ments that silver rupees were to be made purely auxiliary 
tokens, and the Government was to undertake the obliga
tion of converting the Rupees into gold. In the ¢ask of 
raising the exchange he also proposed to employ a mani
pulation of .the volume and rates of the llI:un~II 

bills sold. 

The consideration that CoL Smith's proposals formed 
·a great advance on the older projects for a gold currency, 
and that they also embodied a more correct notion of the 
gold standard and suggested the mechanism for its establish
ment in India, should not induee us however to neglect 
the difficulties that the proposals would have encountered 
in their application.. There would no doubt have been 
much difficulty in providing additional gold for currency 
in a period of diminished production' of gold and of a 
general scramble for procuring it. Moreover, the raising • 
of the exchange would have placed additional though tempo
rarY difficulties in the way of obtaining the additional 
gold. Under such conditions of shortage of gold and hind. 
ranees in the way of securing a larger proportion of it for 
India, the suspension of the coinage of rupees, as proposed 
by CoL Smith, would have led to a serious monetary atrln
geney for a fairly long time. 

(11 Col. Smith, op. ell, El8&f 6, plU'1l. 22. 



Idaenoe of mDnetary theory and developments 
abroad. 

'A:D.y study of the tendencies of monetary thought and 
development in ID.dia in the nineteenth century would bl) 
incomplete without a reference to the influence of contem· 
porary theory and practice in currency matters in 
Europe. We have already observed how the publication 
of Lord Liverpool's great work influenced the Govern. 
ment of India, and led it to propose the abolition of 
Bimetallism in 1835. Nor was the measure of Lord Dal. 
housie in 1852 uninfluenced by the course of events in 
Europl!; for after the gold discoveries of the era that metal 
was demonetised in Belgium and Holland. We have seen 
further how the controversy between the "Banking" and 
"Currency" principles in England had its parallel in the 
discussions which took place at the time of the inaugura
tion of the Paper Currency System of India. While James 
Wilson was the protagonist of a system of note issue based 
on the Banking Principle, Sir C. Wood and-to a lesser 
d~gr_Laing were advocates of the "currency principle". 
The triumph of the "Currency principle" in the enact
ment of the EnglWi Bank Act of 1844 was followed by its 
similar triUJllph in India in 1861. Mr. Laing claimed that 
he was following "the opinion of Sir Robert Peel, Lord 
Overstone, Sir C. Wood and such a large preponderanee 
of high authority, that it may fairly be called the 'orthodox 
opinion' as recognised in modern England". He expressly 
pointed to the fact that "a small minority of able men, 
among whom Mr. Wilson was one of the most ;iistinguislll:<1, 
held strongly to the other view, and his currency 8Cheme 
for India was an attempt to give it a practical effect on a 
large and comprehensive scale.''' 

The stimulus of the orthodox English Economics ol 
the day can be traced also in the agitation for a gold CUl'>

rency in India from the time of Air. Laing to that of Cot 
.( 1) LaiDg·s MiDute on the Paper Curr",!C7 BW. 



·!3mith. Both James Wilson and Laing 'argue t1iat Un: we 
had to begin a system. of currency il8 tlO1JI1 the most con
venient of all the various BylItems now in practice would 
be found to be that used in England". The latter went on 
to add that "if we cannot at once attain this object. '1'1'8 

ought, at least to approximate to it 88 nearly 88 we can". 
Among the authors quoted in the variouS minutes on gold 
currency we find Adam Smith, Chevalier 88 well 88 J. S. 
Mill who '11'88 cited to prove that there was a natural divi
sion of labour between gold and silver-the former being 
convenient for large payments and the latter for the smaller 
ones.' More importance was naturally given to the dicta of· 
M'Culloeh and Macleod who advocated a gold standard 
and currency. Thus M'CuUoch had argued that "as gold 
has so many natural grounds of preference on its side the 
true plan is to make it the only standard." M'Culloch 
had also indicated "various circumstances which make it 
much to be regretted that an attempt should have beell . 
made to exclude gold from the currency of India. It 
would be good policy to re-introduce gold currency" •. On 
the other hand, Ricardo is scarcely mentioned in the course 
of this controversy until we come' to Col. Smith who had 
read Riwdo tp eood purpose; and Smith's advanced vie~ 
OOthe gold standard and its mechanism might be attri
buted on good grounds to that study. Since that time, 
however, Ricardo's has been the predominent theoretieal 
infiuence in the monetary development, of India-3nd it 
need hardly be said that there are few better guides in 
economic matters. Thus we shall find that the projects of 
Lindsay and of Probyn for monetary reform in India were 
basel on the tcaching of Ricardo; while both the (',old 
Exchange Standard and the Gold Bullion St8Jldard are 

founded on Ricardo's suggestions. 

It is also neeessary to advert to certain contemporarJI: 
monetary developments which certainly influenced the trend 

(1) Sir It. Temples' Memormdum, dated 19th lWlei 1872. 



of thought in India. One of these was the tntemational 
Monetary Conference which met in Paris in 1867, at the 
IUggestion of the Emperor Napoleon. Though its original 
purpose was to secure the uniformity of coinage throughout 
the nations, yet its deliberations certainly afforded a great 
stimulus to the extension of the gold standard, for "the 
almost unanimous verdict of this conference was that the 
single gold standard should be recommended.''' But while, 
on the one hand, these deliberations strengthened the hands 
of the advocates of gold currency in India, yet, on the 
other hand, they were in the way of the early and timely 
adoption of the idea of gold currency by Sir C. Trevelyan 
and his successors; for these financial authorities deemed 
it proper to conform local action in India to the general 
movement in the same direction that was expccted to 
follow soon. 

The monetary developments which occurred in France 
and the United States consequent upon the gold discoveries 
of 1850 also encouraged the a.dvocates of a gold curr~ncy' 
in In.dia. The French accepted the influx of gold which 
resulted from the relative fall in its value, and trade was 
carried on there mainly on a gold basis Wlthout any In
convenience. In fact, for the time being, France was 
virtnally on a gold standard. As Octave Noel describcd 
the situation, "silver was at first less sought and then 
negleeted by the public, until it naturally drifted to the 
private banks and from them to the Bank of France". 
In. the United States, too, Bimetallism was virtually dis
established by 1853. These facts encouraged the advo
cates of gold currency in India, like Mansfield and Tre
velyan, to make li~t of the dangers of Bimetallism, and 
to entertain the hope that perhaps in India, "as in France, 
the silver cOinage-would of itself subside into a token 
eoinage". In arguing thus, they minimised the great hold 
of silver on India, as well as the adaptibility of silver coin-

.(1) B. B. RusaeD. Monet"", Confere-nou. pp. 44-46. 
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age to the meoi the great volume of monetniy I ransactiona 
m the country. 

General features "f the pefiod 1836-1878. 

Reviewing the general features of the period of 1835 to 
1878, we find that by the beginning of that epoch India 
had solved the great ;problem of the uniformity of her 
eurrency, and had managed also to abolisll that partml 
and provincial species of Bimetallism wmch had 1!rough~ 
With it an unuaual crop of difficul.ties. The regime of 
silver mono-metallism was successful· for about three de
Cades; but later, there was a combination of circumstances 
includinIVlarge borrowings from abroad over a certain pe
riod, anq;a. sudden and tempora'.'y increase of foreign 
demand for Indian products-which produced great di1fi
cultiee in the adjustment of the large favourable balances of 
India. Silver with its decreased supply was inadequate to 

i 
the task, while the n~inelastic system of paper cur· 
rency in India could give but little help in the solution of 
lIle problem. It was perfectly natural, under these circum. 
aances, to propose that a gold currency should be intro
duced as auxiliary to the silver currency; but there were 
a number of obstacles in the way of this desirable achieve. 
ment. /fhe complexities of rating the gold coin in terms 
of silver were formidable in that age of great and abrupt 
fluctuations of the relative values of the. precious metals, 
and several of the proposals for introducing a gold cur· 
rency foundered on this rock. Indeed, we had a long and· 
vigorous controversy over the rating problem, which lasted 
some' years. Then, again, the propounders of the vari. 
ous schemes for gold currency acknowledged that as soon 
as gold was made legal tender side by side With silver, 
the country would be in for all the trials and tribulations 
of contemporary Bimetallism. As Col. Smitll put it,' "the 
cIDef difliculty seems to have been the e3dstence of a large 

(1) CoL Smith, op. cit, Essay' 6. parllfP'aph 82. 



JnasIJ of standard silver coins which it Willi impossible to 
convert all at once into tokens; and therefore the apparent. 
ly inevitable necessity for the concurrent circulation of 
standard coins of two metals;-a fact which induced many' 

. of the statesmen who had to deal with the question to con· 
sent to a double standard, at all events for a limited !imp." 
They were led through a fear of these dangers to project 
their ideas further, and to plan also for a gold mono
metallism and for the dethronement of silver. In formu
lating these ideas they were encouraged by eontemporary, 
English theory which looked upon the eurrency system of 
England as the ideal one. But in aiming at such a dethrone
ment of silver they were far in advance of the circum
stances and wants of India in their day. Later in the 
epoch we are considering, the appreciation of gold in
creased the difficulties in the way of the introduction of 
a gold currency into India, and account had also "to be 
tiiKeii."\)f the reduced flow of the precious mctals towards 
this country for some years. Moreover, the cireumstanoos 
with reference to which the gold currency proposals had 
originated had changed radically. The difficulties of the 
adjustment of the large balances in favour of India had 
disappeared for the time being; and a new problem-the 
Exchange problem-had emerged as the result of the .tartl
ing changes in the production and in the relative values of 
the po-ecious metals. It was this prohlem which occupied the 
attention of the eurrency authorities until the close of the 
nineteenth century. 



LECTURE II. 
THB MOVBMBNT TOWARDS A GOLD 

STANDARD. 

With the year 1872 there began abruptly & steady fall 
in the value of silver relatively to gold, wbich was of an 
unprecedented character, and wbich opened & new chap
ter in the monetary history of Indja. Not only had the 
production of silver increased while that of gold had fallen 
but the demonetisation of silver, wbich was then begin
ning exaggerated the changes in the relative value of gold 
and silver. As was observed by an official of the Finance 
Department, "on the one hand there is a severe pressure 
upon the remaining nations to follow the example of thOlil! 
who have already adopted gold .•.. wbile on the other hand, 
the consequeuces to all alike of the adoption univeraally 
of a gold standard must be most serious". Both to India 
and to Europe the new monetary conditions brought 
intolerable burdens. In Europe a -peat fall of priees 
began soon after 1873. The unfavourable ell'ecta of that 
f"iilrof priees on industry and the mcrease in the burdenS 
"iir debtors. which were serious enough. were magnified at 
the time and eminent economists talked of these factors 
as "strangling the arteries of industrial life". To India 
it brought grave embarrassment of the finances, ,while the 
calculations' of traders were baMed by the instability of 
exchange. Both in the East and in the West, the prolonged 
erisis produced new controversies, and new developments 
of monetary theory and practi~. Europe and America 
were divided into opposed camps of Gold monometallists 
aud Bimetallists. In India the main efJ'ect was to silence 
the propaganda for a gold currency for the time being; 'for 
it was obvious that any incr~e.p~ ~mand for gold on the 
part of our country would ~ gold prices still more, 
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would raise the value of the yellow metal and would thus 
increase the weight of our foreign obligations. This consi· 
deration was reinforced by Jhe reduction in the supplies of 
gold which India could import during that period of trade 
depression. Consequently for India the main problem was 
to discover a system of gold standard which would make 
minimum calls on the gold supply of the world. Not that 
India was not influenced more directly by the bimetallic 
propaganda. Indeed, we shall find the Government III 
India and the commercial interesta of the country placing 
their hopes alternately in the sooeess of Bimetallism and 
in the adoption of a gold standard suited to the needs 
Ilf the country. We have some minutes and memoranda 
of the day which might easily be mistaken for erudite trea
tises on Bimetallism, and others which might have assisted 
Mr. Lindsay in working out his great scheme. In 1878 
came the despatch of the Government of India, which 
pointed unmistakeably towards the future Gold Exchange 
Standard. On the rejection of that pIan, for some years, 
Bimetallie aspirations guided the proposals of our Govern
ment. Beginning with 1886, howewr, we see a return to 
.the plans for closing the mint and fOJ' the adoption of a 
new standard. 

What was true of India was a1eo true to a great extent 
of the world. In the latter half of the 19th eentury, there 
had been a crop of dislocated exchanges, partly owing to 
the abolition of Bimetallism and partly through the dp~ 
preciation of inconvertible currencies in several countries. 
The world had before it, as one alternative, Bimetallism 
which had it been adopted, would have stabilised many of 
the exchanges if not all There was however anothw alter. 
native; and the monetary reforms in the direction of Gold 
Exchange Standard ultimately sufficed to restore stable 
exchanges in many countries. As it was put by Nogara, 
"during the last years of the 19th, and the opening years 



At' 

ot the 20th century most countries had mccess:t'ully ovet'
come the monetary difficulties which had resulted, in the 
first place from putting fiduciary currencies ~to circula
tion, and, secondly from the abolition of Bimetallism. and 
the disappearance of a fixed ex~ ratio between gold 
and silver". 

To resume our narrative, we find tha.t the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce seriously conaidered the problem 
presented by the contiJiued deprec!ation in the value of 
silver, and forwarded a resolution to the Government 
recommending not only the closing of mints to silver, but 
mggesting further that the import of coined rupees from 
any foreign i.port might be declared unlawful. The 
Chamber did not however go on to recommend the opening 
of the mints to gold. These proposals afforded an opportu
nity to review the whole monetary situation which pro
duced the h!ghly instructive despatch of October 13, 1876 
and the Resolution of 31st July 1876. The Government 
was perfectly justified in its criticism and rejection of the 
mggested policy of merely closing the mints to silver, 
without any aPllroach being made towards Bimetallism; 
for the mere elosing of the mints would lead only to an 
appreciation of the Rupee and to a fall of local prices, .As 
Indian prices had already been falling between the years 
1866 and 1876 the proposal would have jntensified the fall, 
and ,as a result would have depressed production in India, 
besides unsettling the equities between debtors and 
creditors. The resolution further pointed out that auw.; 
maticity was essential to III sound system of currency, and 
that the mere closing of mints would destroy,;mch auto
matic character 88 the silver standard possessed. The diffi
culties of the management of currency by government 
instrumentality were also dwelt upon. In view of the then 
prevailing state of monetary theory and practiae, '!;his 
hesitating attitude W88 a natural one. 



'1'he problem of how to deal with the matter on more 
comprehensive lines, should the value of the rupee become 
permanently low, was discussed in the despatch of 13th 
October 1876. In this despatch is embodied the first serious 
attempt to estimate the amount of coined rupees in cir
culation, and the cost of introducing a gold currency into 
India. All earlier projects had been very much in the 
air, and had proceeded without providing any statistical 
bases. The despatch began by stating that "roughly for 
every 1d. by which the sterling e9.uivalent of the rupee 
falls below 1s. 8*d. we shall be compelled to improve by 
one crore of rupees the balanee of our account". To pre
vent suCh losses, it was necessary to produce an enhance
ment of the standard of value. Such an enhancement it 
was shown might be effected in two ways-either by increas
ing the weight of fine silver in a rupee by say 20 per cent, 
or by a substitution of gold as the standard of value. 
:Assuming that the coined rupees then in existence were 
about 200 crores, the cost of thus increasing the weight 
of silver in the rupee was estimated at about 40 crore&. 
But it was also pointed out that "there was a lack of 
finality about the measure that made it as a monetary 
device vastly inferior to the adoption of a gold standard .... 
On the other hand, the adoption of a gold currency would 
cost about 100 crores of rupees direetly. Indirectly, 
indeed, the eost would be much larger, since the increased 
demand for gold would raise the value of that metal and 
would" operate direetly to raise the weight of our net foreign 
obligations". In faet, the cost of a gold currency was 
prohibitive, and for the time, the idea of a change to a 
gold standard was rejeeted on the ground that it was "in
definitely eostly". Such a tran.sition, however, it was 
added, might become neeessary in case all schemes of Inter
national Bimetallism failed to materialise. There remained 
the proposal to rame artificially the value of the rupee by 
increasing the seignioraee in silver. But at the time the 



expedient was rejected, at least as a permanent measure, 
~n the ground that it would be an "artificial'" way of 
increasing the value of the rupee. We note that the des
pateh. contained a very thorough and scientific preli.m.inary 
examination of the different alternatives before the Gov
ernment; we further remark the repugnance to the 
adoption of any "artificial" or "managed" schemes of 
currency which was characteristic of the time. 

Bagehot'B YielillB on Indian.ourrency. 

A reference might be made here to Bagchot's articles 
on Indian financial topics-which were appearing at that 
time in the Eco1l.omi$t-if only to eml'lla.sise the changes 
that have taken place in monetary theorY and 'practice 
since the days of that great man.' It is also useful to 
tUl'n our attention occasionally to the prjnciples which had 
80 fur guided the currency policy of India. As a champion 
of the old orthodox school of theorists, which emphasised the 
virtues of an automatic currency, Bagehot fully approved 
of the action of the Government of India in 1876 in turn
ing down the proposal of the Bengal Chamber of Com
merce to suspend the coinage of silver in India. He 
believed that India was "irrevocably committed to a sole 
silver currency", and hence he was against any attempt 
towards the abandonment of silver mono·metallism by the 
introduction of a gold standard or Bimetallism or by its 
modification through the suspension of the rupee eoinage. 
"No competent person can propose a demonetisation of 
silver.in India and a substitution of gold for !t, just at a 
moment when the price of silver has been thrust down by 
so strong an apprchension caused by such peculiar circum
stances.-.It would be to require the Indian Government 
to buy the largest amount of gold ever bought in the 
dearest market for· gold, and to dispose of the largest 

(I) Bag1lbot'. book "On the Depreciation of SUvar" pp, 62-6a 
andU. 



amount of silver in the cheapest market for silver that t,'er 
existed. The present financial position of the Indian Gov
ernment is no doubt impaired by this sudden depreciation 
of the metal in which it receives its revenue but the remedy 
for a minor deficit wouhl bring in, in lieu of it, a defiCIt of 
the first magnitude; it would be nothing else but finan
cial ruin". 

As a champion and defender of the "Laissez-faire II 
school, Bagehot had distinguished himself in the contro
versy with the historical school 88 represented by Clitie 
Leslie. Bearing this in mind, we can understand the posi· 
tion taken up by Bagchot as regards the currency contro
versy in India. "The real remedy", he observed, "is 1.0 

leave the great natural forces of trade to operate 
unrestricted. The true remedy for an enfeebled market is 
an accc.ss of demand, and in this case the laws of com
merce, if not suspended or crippled by state interference, 
will produce that demand. The necessary effect of • 
depreciation of silver as against gold is to give a bounty 
on exporte from India and the other silver-nsing countries 
to England ..•. and the combined e1ieet of this bounty on 
exporte from India, and of this fine on importe into India, 
mnst sooner or later be an nnfavourable balance .of trade, 
and a consequent flow of sjlver to the East. A new demand 
of great magnitude will eventually relieve the Iilver 
market, if we ouly leave it alone." 

As we have seen, Bagehot was strongly opposed to the 
suspension of the rupee coinage as well 88 to the introduCl' 
tion of a gold eurrency. "No one would" he argued 
"propose to arrest the coinage of silver in the East 88 a 
remedy for such a state of things, for this would only dis
order the silver market still further". It would produce 
also a fall of prices and a rise of the rate of interest; and 
here it is interesting to note that Bagchot anticipates some 
BBpects of the later theory 88 regards the topio of 



"appreciation and interest". His was aIso an attempt tu 
deal wj,th the problem of the in1luence of appreciation on 
production. "The· fall in prices would make people think 
that they were getting power---4Uld the • contraction', 
as the Americans call it, would raise the rate of interest •• ; • 
For the time, the first effect of an appreciation is not 
pleasant, and ncither the Indian nor any other mercantjIe 
community which has been exposed to it has ever liked it". 
This last observation of Bagehot haa never received such 
clear illustration as in the post-war history of India, and, 
indeed, of the world. 

Since the days of Trevelyan, most of those who have 
recommended a BUBpension of silver coinage in India have 
also pointed to the similar BUBpension in France and to the 
establishment of a Limping Standard there, as a precedent, 
Bagehot was not impressed at all by this precedent. He 
contended that "the caseB are not similar. In India, silver 
is praetically the only legal tender; in France and Italy, 
it is one of three and in the rest of Latin U~on, one of two. 
The main currency in the first two countries, which are by 
far the greater and richer part of the Latin Union, is 
inconvertible paper which is now really the atandard, and 
not metal at all. And in the other countries gold circulates 
as well as silver, so that practically, silver is only a subordi
nate currency in the Latin Union, taking it as a whole. 
And the whole position is different. The Latin Union was 
a group of double-standard countries largely using gold, 
and the question for them is whether, they will give np 
their gold and become silver countries exclusively or whether 
they will demonetise silver and use gold as a atandard only. 
This would be troublesome and costly, but atill it could be 
done. But India has no problem to consider; sbe .is irre
vocably committed to a sole silver eurrency and therefore 
a similar attitude would in her case, hesides being mischi~v- . 
QUS. have no meaning". 



Charaoter and Importanoe of the Monetary 
Proposals of 1878. 

The financial difficulties of the Government went on 
increaSing, while the inconveniences to trade from dis
located exchanges were also accumulating since 1871. The 
loss on exchange had increased by nearly two-and-a-half 
crores, while the burden on the Import trade amounted to 
the imposition of a very heavy duty. Consequently, the 
Government of India came forward in 1878 with a proposal 
which was, in a way, the precursor of the future Gold Ex
change Standard. In its despatch of 9th November 1878, the 
Government of India at last advanced boldly a proposal for 
a "managed" currency. In fact, it was the first Govern.
ment in the world to_ entertain the iaeaof-Si:ich a eurrency. 
The essence of its proposals was to maintain silver coin
age at a rate much above its gold value-fiay. atthe rate 
of 28. In spite of the expected difficulties and inconvenien
ces;Tt was declared practicable to maintain a gold standard 
"with silver coinage as the principal element in our 
currencY, with a very limited gold coinage or without a 
legal tender gold coinage at aU". A double instrumentality 
was recommended for maintaining the exchange value of 
the ruPP-Il. In the first place, the seigniorage on the coin
age of rupee was to be so adjustoo as to maintain 
automaticaIIy the value of the rupee in gold. At the same 
time, by receiving gold coin in payment of any demands 
of the Government a gold reserve was to be created in 
order to support the exchange. As the despatch put it. 
"the accumulation of a certain proportion of British gold 
(!(lin in the eurrencY reserve would give a most nseful power 
to Government to meet any sudden or unusual pressure 
on the exchanges; and once more the Indian currencY 
would have restored to it the power of contractIon by the 
export of coin which it has practicaIIy long lost". It 
wa.~ only at a later period that Indian mints were to he 
thrown open to the coinage of golel, anel, further, it W8II 
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~t SUPJIosed. that "the habits of the people of India In 
respeet to the use of silver coin for the bulk of their trans
actions" would be modified. "Only a. certain limited scope 
. would be given for the introdootion a.nd use of gold 'lOin", 

In examining these proposals the first thing that 
strikes 118 is their resembla.nce to the future ~ld Exehange 
Standard system. The accum.ula.tion of gold coin in the 
currency reserve, with the objeet of supporting the ex
ehange and of contraeting the curreney, was a.n obvious 
anticipation of the analogous meehanism of the ~ld 
Standard ReserVe. The basic idoo of the despateh, viz., the 
maintenance of 81 gold sta.ndard "with silver coinage as 
the principal element in our currency and with a very 
limited gold coinage or without a legal tender gold coinage 
at all'! was obviously realised under the ~ld Exchange 
Standard. The rupee was to be reduced under the pro
posals to the position of a token curreney, and we note 
further that the proposals contemplated the establishment 
of "a self-aeting-system. under which silver would be 
admitted for coinage at· a fixed rate as the wants of the 
country required ", which was of the essence of the future 
monetary sta.ndard of India. 

There has been quite a controversy about the merits 
and praeticability of the above idea of '~a seigniorage vary
ing inversely as the gold price of silver".' The Hersehell 
Committee, a.s a body, emphasised the administrative di1'li
culties of providing "from time to time for the necessary 
alterations in such a varying seigniorage 80 as not to em
barass trade or to encourage undesirable speculation ". Yet, 
there were members ot the HerschellCommittee, . liKe 'Mr. 
Leonard Courtney, who believed that "the action would be 
fairly simple, if the plan were 'fairly tackled". Nor 84'(j 

(1) Of. Prot. Gyan Chand's Memorandum subDlltted to tbe 
Royal CUrrency Commission or 1925, 
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there wanting more recent advocates of the proposals. The 
Herschell Committee did indeed argue that the proposal 
regard!ng the seigniorage "was in fact an indirect method 
of attaining the end which the Indian Government propose 
to attain b7 closing the mints". But, in observing this, 
the Committee overlooked the most importsnt merit 
claimed for their proposals by the Government of India 
of 1878. The proposed plan would give the Governm<3nt 
no power to add to the currency by the coinage of silver 
and all fear of an inflated token currency would thus be 
removed". As between two systems of managed currcnllY 
-managed with equal abilit7 and integrity-preference is 
to be given to that one which app60h"B more automatic to 
the public. 

With all their undoubted merits, the proposals of 1878 
were rejected by a committee contsining such eminent men 
as Mr. Arthur Balfour (now Lord Balfour), Mr. GiJi'en, 
Sir Louis Mallet, Mr. (later Lord) Farrer and Mr. (later 
Lord) Welby. As Sir R. Giffen informed the Hersehell 
Committee in 1893, it was he who prepared the memoran
dum which guided the deliberations of the Committee end 
formed a part of its proceedings. The foremost argument 
in that memorandum against the Government of India's pro
posals was that they "introduced a managed cnrrency- a 
currency that you had to manage; it would not be an automa
tic metallic standard such as was recognised to be the best' '.' 
In our days, we recognise that all currency systems need a 
great deal of management, and that the old idea of currency 
systems without human purpose or contrivance was a myth. 
But in 1879, to say that a currency system was a managed 
one was quite sufficient to secure its condemnation at sight. 
Another objection which GiJi'en advanced against the pro
posed system was that, under it, the provisional stat&-

(II EvIdence of Sir R. Gllrell betore tbe J'o1\'ler CommIttee, 
Q. 10,021>-60. 
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.during which there was to be no gold in ci.reulation-mtghi 
eoneeivably last a long time. Finally, as he a<lurltied later, 
he believed in 1879 that the depreciation of silver was o,uy; a 
temporary affair, and that hence no such change of mon&
tary standard as had been proposed by the Government was 
at all necessary.. He recognised fully that a very serious 
depreeiation of silver did ultimately take place, but he 
defended his former llosition on the ground that such depr&
ciation eould not have been possibily forseen in 1878·79. 

The fact was that Sir Robert Giffen took an unduly 
optimistie view of the diffieulties which eonfronted the 
Government of India; and further, as an opponent of the 
Bimetallists, he was bound to say that the depreciation 
of silver was only a temporary phenomeno~ In arguing 
that the depreciated silver would be absorbed by the East, 
the mono-metallists forgot to take into aeeount the depres
sion of trade and its eJfeet on Indian balanees of trade. 
Further, Giffen, exaggerated the potentialities of additional 

"' taxation in India, and he believed that the loss on exchange 
could be met by fresh taxation. Such as they were, how
ever, his arguments earried the day, and the Committee 
turned down the proposals of the Government of India. 
Consequently, that Government was compelled to turn to 
International Bimetallism as the one possible remedy for 
the diffieulties of exchange and finance. 

India and the Bimetallio mOY8ment. 

For several reasons, the Bimetallic eontroversy and pro· 
paganda deserve the serious attention of the student of 
Indian Economics. In the first place, India loomed vel7. 
large in the general eontroversy, and both the opponents 
and the advocates of Bimetallism built their hopes, to an 
important extent, on the aetion they e.xpeete<l India to 
take . Walter Bagehot and other crities of Bim.etaJlism 
argued that the fall in the value of silver was only a tempo
~ phenomenon and that it would· be BOOn remedi,e4 



\>1 the absorption 01 silver by India and other countries of 
the East. The!r contention was that the fall of silver 
would enable the western countries to give more silver 
than before for each unit of products exported from India 
and the East. This state of things would naturally give a 
bounty to exports from the silver-using countries in general, 
and the consequence would be a general increase of ex
ports from the silver-using countries leading to an absorp
tion of surplus silver by India and the East. It was sup
posed that as the result of this process the old ratio between. 
gold and silver would be restored without any necessity of 
resorting to Bimetallism.' It was on this account that the 
topies of the absorption of .silver by India. and other 
countries of the East and of the growth of exports from 
them were of such absorbing interest in the Bimetallic con
troversy. If, as the gold mono-metallists hoped, exports 
from silver were encouraged by the bounty and silver were 
exported to them and Indian prices rose as a result, the 
problem of the withdrawal of the surplus supplies of silver 
from Europe would have been automatically solved. 

.As against these contentions the champions of Bimet.al
lism advanced other arguments, which were also based on ex
pectations regarding the monetary policy and conditions of 
India and the East. Their first contention was that it \Vas 

(gold which had risen in value and not silver which had fallen 
in value; and this they tried to demonstrate from the course 
of prices in India and in the East. In the second place, 
they urged that, since 1873, the East, and especially India 
had been absorbing gold and silver in comparatively moder
ate quantities only, and hence the hope entertained of un
loading the depreciated silver in that direction was a vain 
one. 

We have to discuss these preliminary issues briefly 
before giving an account of the part played by India in the 

(U Barbour, TIIeor7I 01 BimetalliBm. PP. 10~IOI and 134. 
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Bimetallic movement. And we shall first examine the time
worn theme whether it was gold that had apprQciated or 
whether ailver had depreciated. As regards this particular 
poaition, both sides were right to 8< certain extent and in a 
certain sense. As we shall see, Gold bad undoubtedly appre
c!ated to some extent owing to a temporary fall in its prQ
duction; but, in the main, the fall of gold prices was due 
not to any monetary. cause but to a veritable industrial revQ
lution after the sixties and to a vast increase of the ~!Jlum\l, 
production accompanied by a great lowering of costs of 
production and of freights. As Arnaunil observes, "the 
fall of Prices since 1870 appears to us as due for the most 
,Part to new applications of science to industry. We admit 
that the effects of this economic revolution have been ren
dered more impressi,ve by the fact that they were not 
diminished as after 1850 by any reduction in the value of 
gold-that metal having reconquered at least partly its 
former purchasing power"! Such was also the opinion of 
the Gold and Silver Co~on, which argued that "the 
greater part of the fall has resulted from causes touching 
the commodities rather than &n appreciation of the stand. 
ard". That was also the conclusion of an authority who is . 
equally well-known !.n the spheres of Economic theory and 
Economic history. In his great work on "the Silver situ. 
ation in the United States", Laughlin argues that "the 
extraordinary improvements in the production of commodi
ties do seem to have an important bearing on the question 
in hand". The period witnessed, in fact, the liquidation' 
of the crisis of increasbd production j we had at once a simul. 
taneous increase in supply of commodities, a more intensi
fied industrial competition and a fall ot freights. All these 
,numerous factors contributed largely to the general fall of 
prices after 1872. 

More recently, the topic of the depreciation of silver 
has had fresh light thrown on it from different angles by 

(1) Cf. ArnaUD.. "La M ..... aie. 10 O.o,ut et I. 01&""110", 
pp.61-67. 



Professors Nogaro and J. W. Angell.' Nogaro considers the 
depreciation of silver during the period 1867-72 as due to 
other causes than the fall in the value of the same metal 
which took place aiter the year 1873. Before the year 1873, 
silver was allowed to be minted in bimetallic countries for 
the benefit of private individuals. The result was that when
ever England, for example needed silver to remit to India, 
she had only to send gold to France and exchange it for 
French silver, while India used her silver to purchase French 
gold for the settlement of balances due to England. Until 
after the midille of the century, Prof. Nogaro finds, the sums 
thus due and receivable came out substantially equal". 
But in the sixties India required comparatively smaller 
shipments of silver; and in other countries too, the posi
tion of silver was shaken, with the result that the demand 
for s!lver for settling balances of trade was reduced. The 
earlier large seale demand for silver for settling the balan
ces, and the possibility of sending silver to bimetallie coun
tries to be exchanged for gold at a price corresponding to 
the legal ratiQ. obtsining there, had wmbined to fix a mini
mum price (and also a slightly higher, maximum price) 
for silver. Circumstances however changed all this and 
this suppression of the freedom of coinage of silver (as 
distinguished from the suspension of coinage) was an im
POltant contributory cause of the decline in the value of 
silver. Prof. Angell has pointed out further that "im
provements in monetary and banking technique steadily 
diminished the demand for 80 cumbrous a currency~' as 
silver; as he adds, "the various demonetizations merely 
emphasized, and for the time being inereased a fall which 
was in any event inevitable". 

It cannot be denied, however, that to a certsin extent 
there was a direct appreciation of gold, and not a mere 
resultant fall of gold prices-through the reduction in the 

C1' cr. Angell, Theorll of International PrIcu, pp. 420-U1 
and Nogaro, Modem MI»WlIorrI BII.Iem8, pp. 29-80. 
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production of gold during the period from 1871 to 1885.' 
During this period, the supply of gold fell belo~ what it 
had been in th~ years stretchirtg from 1850 to 1869, while the 
demand for gold increased, especially owing to the wants 
of the United States for gold from the period 1879 to 1887 
with the object of realization of the resumption of cash 
payments. But both the extent of thia appreciation of and 
of the growth of demand for gold was exaggerated by the 
Bimetalliats; for we observe that the reduction in the sup-, 
ply of gold was only temporary. while the growth in the 
demand for it W8S eompensa1;(,d by economies in its use
by the growth of deposit oanking and by the rise of cheques 
and notes. 

On the other hand, the depreciation of silverw8S a 
much more serious and permanent matter. While the ap
preciation of gold W8S a short·period phenomenon, the 
depreciation of silver was a long.period phenomenon, since 
over a couple of centuries silver had been falling in value, 
gradually, in relation to gold. While silver was losing 
favour with the great commercial nations, its production 
W8S growing by leaps and bounds. Its production W8S in fact 
doubled between 1860 and 1874, rising from 30 million 
ounces to 60 million ounces. The production again doubled 
itself between 1874 and 1888 when it was 120 millions. 
Once again its prqduction nearly doubled itself in 1913." 
Thcre were other changes too on the SU:pply side of silver; 
for silver W8S becoming a by-product, and even the fall of 
the value of silver had not been able to have its fnll effect 
on its production. It ia, however, the changes on the de
mand side which were even more prolonged and serious. As 
we have aeen, even before silver depreciated, opinion in the 
leading countries had veered round on the side of gold. 

(1) Taussig. Sliver IHluatio" in th. U"lte.s State •. 
(" cr. Barbour. Sta,,4artJof Val .... , P. 140; and the evidence 

of Professors Carpenter and ClIlII. betDrp tile lndlllll currenOJ' 
CollUl)\ttee of 191t. ..• 



Thus there existed special 'factors both on the long perlod 
supply and demand sides of silver which were bound to lead 
to its depreciation, though these factors were not so clearly 
discerrrible during the heat of the Bimetallic controversy, 
as they are to us in the light of later statistics. 

Thus, while the Bimetallists were in the right in their 
main contention regarding the benefits of International 
Bimetallism, 'we find that they over-emphasised the appre
'eiation of gold and passed lightly over the long-period in
fluenees leading to a depreciation of silver. Nor were they 
successful in their efforts to prove that silver was a more 
"honest" metal than gold, and a better standard of ';alue 
as regards equities bctween debtors and creditors. Their case 
eannot be said to be proved, even if it is shown that during 
the disturbed period which followed 1873, silver priM!! 
in certsin parts of the East were I('ore stsble than priCl'S in 
certsin gold countrits. For the international distribution of 
silver was then an abnormal one, affected as it was by such 
factors as demonctisation and the peculiar conditions affect
ing the balances of trade of countries due to the general 
depression. Had trade been governed by nornw condi
tions, and had the East been absorbing silver in large 
quantities the price situation there might have been very 
different from what it actnally was. 

There was a great deal of controversy as to why much 
more of the depreciated silver was not absorbed by the 
East. It was shown that "from 1855-56 to 1865-66 India 
imported annually 108 millions of rupees." But this was 
largely due to special causes like continued borrowing and 
very favourable balanees of trade_ In later years the im
ports were only slightly above Rs_ 30 millions annually! 
Quite a number of theories were advanced about this un. 
expected reluctance on the part of India to absorb more ~ 
the depreciated metal. Prof. Pierson had argued that India 

(II Barbour, Blmetalllllm, pp. no-lU. 
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~uld not absorb more silver because it had been saJturated 
with silver during the sixties. It was obvious,' however, 
that unless India was in a position to export more commo
dities to Europe she eould not import more silver. Her 
opportunity for large exports of goods and for eorrespond. 
ing imports of silver had come during the Crimean War 
and the Ameriean Civil W B:r, and she had availed herself 
of it. But after 1870 when Europe and America were in 
the grip of the great depression, they could not import more 

• of Indian products, and hence India could not absorb more 
silver, even though it had fallen in value. This trade 
aspect of the matter was not sufficiently emphasized in the 
course of the controversy on Bimetallism. 

The Monetary Conferenoes of 1878 and 1.881. 

At the Conference of 1878 Goschen made a strong 
appeal against pursuing any course which would weaken 
the position of silver and prevent it from acting as the 
ally and auxiliary of gold. In his representation he showed 
why the interests of India as a eountry using silver cur
rency were °entitled to special consideration on the pm of 
the countries represented in the Conference. India had 
been bearing the losses due to the depreciation of silver 
without making any attempt to close her mints to that 
metal. "India had done more than any other country",: 
he declared, "to maintain silver, had allowed it to take 
its natural course, while other countries had been shutting 
their doors; and the Indian govcrnment had suffered a 
great, loss, the merchants from fluctuations in values, and 
public fup.ctionaries from the depreciation. Had the exam
ple of other countries been followed in India, silver might 
have fallen an additional 10 or 15 P"T cent.; so the laiiS(,Z 

faire policy pursued by India had done more than anything: 
else to keep up the value of silver. If, however, other states 
were to carry on a propaganda in favour of the gold Rand. 
vd and of the demonetization of silver, he feared the 

Q-9 
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Indian government would be obliged to reconsider its posi. 
tion, and to t/llke measures similar to those taken eliewhere. 
In that case the scramble to get rid of silver might provoke 
cne of the gravest crisis ever undergone by commerce ... • 
That Conference however failed to reach any definite results 
owing mainly to the course of events in Germany and the 
United States. Germany would not even yarticipate in the 
Conference as she was busy unloading her silver. The 
passing of the Bland·Allison Act in Am~rica, just before 
the conference met, was another hindrance to a general 
settlement, for it gave rise to the idea that America wanred 
to anticipate the adoption of International Bimetallism and 
desired to maintain a national scheme of bimetallism at 
the ratio of 16 to 1 irrespective of the ratio prevailing 
in France or elsewhere. Had any European nations desired 
to re-open their mints to silver they would' have had to 

/ adopt the American ratio and to recoin all their silver. 
Under such circumstances, an agreement as regards Bi. 
metallism was not to be expeeted. 

It was in the work of the Monetary Conference of 
1881 that the lndian Government manifested the greawst 

~
. nterest and placed high hopes. Its monetary proposali of 
1878 suggesting the closing of mints to silver and the in. 
troduction of a gold currency had been rejected by the 

• Treasury in 1879; and thenceforward, for some time, it 
was in the direetion of Bimetallism that the Government 
of India sought for relief from its financial difficulties. 

)Ddeed, the trend towards Bimetallism might be noted even 
V in the despatch containing the proposals of 1878. It was 

pointed out therein that" the measures which we have pro
posed, would place the currency of India in a position in 
which the future possibility of an alternative standard' 
would be left open". It is noteworthy that man,. of the 
financial autborities of India were inclined to favour Bi. 

(1) 
po %20. 

Henry B. Russell, l .. t""""'iotuII MOfIetarv Conl1t1'eracu, 

Xb,. 2.. ~-L. 
(;--0 
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'metallism. Sir E. Baring, (later, Lord Cromer), the 
, l!'inancial Member, expressed himself as favourable to Bj,
metallism, bIld in a very learned despatch of 19th April 
1881 he tried to confute the views of Sir R. Giffen and to 
show that the later had "underrated the probability of a 
fixed ratio between gold and silver being maintained through 
the agency of a univers8l bimetallism.". His own opinion 
was that India should preserve its liberty of action and 
stand out of any Bimetallic experiment, but at tbe !l&IIle 
time should try to ensure the success of any such, experi
ment indirectly by engaging to coin silver in· unlimited 
qUantities. Bimetallism. in India was also fortunate in 
securing zealous champions in Mr. R. B. Chapman who 
was the Secretary to the Government of India in the 
Department of Finance and Commerce from 1869 to 1881, 
and in Sir ·T. C. Hope. But the ablest advocate of Bi
metallism in India was Sir D. Barbour-a financier of the 
first ability who was equally at home !n monetary theory 
and practice. 

The discussion was started by a memorandum on an 
International. Bimetallic StandaJ:d written by Mr. R. B. 
Chapman at the request of the Financial Member.' In 
that memorandum, it was argued,that the monetary dis
turbllDC8S were due. to the appreciation of gold and not to 
the depreciation of silver. "While the value of both metals 
had risen the value of gold has risen more than that of 
silver". India, it was added, might eipect two great ad.. 
,vantages from an-International Bimetallic standard-a re
moval of the' fluctuations of exchange which were causing 
inconvenience to trade, and a "vast improvement of the 
stability of the general standard measures of value which 
is of such supreme importance". The eonclusion was that 
"if America, France, Germany and Indi .. were to unite 

(1) See Memorandum, dated 2IId .June 1880 by Mr. ,R. B. 
Chapman on an Intematlolllli Bimetallic Standard measure of 
Value' 



ts 
With this object, the desired reform would be effeetually 
and permanently accomplished, and that it might even 
be possible to dispense with the co-operatjon of Germany. 
The Government of British India, it was suggested, need 
not hesitate to become a party to such a union to which it 
might be expected that other nations would quickly adhere. 
r he Go,ernmCl!t of India, on thf> other hand, should not 
join any convention to which France was not a party. Pre
vailing circumstances imperatively demanded concclt~d 
action between France and India. 

Sir Evelyn Baring, the l!'inance Member was not 
however, willing to go so far as this. He argued in hill 
Minute of 19th April 1881, that "India should for the 
present only engage to coin silver in unlimited quantities 
and to continue the use of silver as legal tender for debts 
of any amount for the period the proposed convention 
remains in force." He was anxious as far as poss!ble to 
preserve liberty of action for India, and the message to 
the Secretary of State recommended that India should 
engage to coin silver in unlimited quantities, "reserving 
the right of also coining. gold freely and making gold also 
legal tender if hereafter Government thinks fit." It will 
be seen that the majority of the Council was in earnest 
about joining hands with the Binletallists, and proposed 
to make concessions to them-the main dissentient being 
Lord Ripon. He had no belief either in Bimetallism or in 
the policy of making gold legal tender in India. However, 
the majority had the satjsfaction of noting that the in
atructions given to the Indian delegates to the conference 
of 1881 were in accordsnce with their suggestions. 

There. can be no doubt that, as a body, the Govern
ment of India was serious and earnest in its advocacy of 
Bimetallism. The Financial Secretary to the Government, 
lIr. Barbour, was indeed a distinguished advocate of Bi
metallism. Another nry zealous advocate was Sir T. C. 



lIopel who was Financial Member of Council in 1881-82. 
'He thus summed up the views of the Governmen. of India: 
"The recommendation that was made by the Indian Gov
ernment, I think in 1879-80 especially, was that, if Eng
land did not think proper to alter her own system s/le 
should allow India as a separate country to act in conjunc
tion with the other nations of Europe, in coming to such 
an agreement as they all might think feasible under the 
circnmstanees". The Despatch of the Government of 
India dated 10th June 1881 also expressed the view that 
"if, for instanee, the United States, the I..atin Union and 
Germany were prepared to join, we should think the com
bination sufficiently strong to justify us in joining also' '. 

The Conference of 1881. 
"In interest and importance" says the historian of 

these Monetary Conferences "the conference of 1881 sur
passes others in the Bimetallic series. It took place at a 
time when the doctrine of International Bimetallism had 
apparently reached its highest practical development, 
Never before or since have so many .. states affirmed its 
practicability, or has there been such a general desire to 
accomplish something". Nevertheless, the result of the 
Conference was a great disappointment to the Bimetal
lists. The cause of Bimetallism was argued vigorously hy 
the representatives of the American and French Govern
ments which had invited the Conference. America had at 
heart her silver interests, while France. was being flooded 
at the time with silver coinage. Their warm advocacy of 
Bimet.a.Wsm can therefore be easily understood. Far 
diffCl,'ent was the position of England and Germany; they 
were' both interested in keeping np their Gold mono-metal
lism, and were only willing to make relatively small con
cessions in order to keep np the price of silver. Of these 
concessions, the one proposed by England was to the effect 

(1) Sir T. C. Hope's evidence before the Herschell Committee 
well d .. crlbes the hop.. and disappOintments of Indian Btme-
lallleta, (Q. 2,230-2,237). . 



that the Bank of England would exercise ita option 01 
keeping one·fourth of its reserve in silver, on condition 
of the mints of other countries being opened to silver. 
The concessions offered by Germany were much more illu· 
sory. The three so called concessions that Germanywasready 
to make amounted to but littl_beiag either what she had 
been already compelled to by "the force of cireumstanc~B 
and in her own defence to adopt as a policy, or what appear
ed to the Government as possible aids in ultimately carrying 
out its programme of the gold standard". Among these 
was the suspension of the sales of her silver, which \Vas 
already a fait accompli. The representatives of !lOme 
smaller European countries expressed sentiments far more 
favourable to Bimetallism. Thus Dr. Pierson, who repre
sented Holland, signified his conversion from mono-metal
lic doctrine to the faith of International Bimetallism. 
The delegates of Italy too associated themselves with the 
declaration of the representatives of France and of India 
on the subject of the necessity of raising the value of silver, 
and of establishing a fixed ratio between the two metals". 

Speaking on behalf of India, Sir Louis Mallet pointed 
out that India had .done much single-handed to maintain 
the value of silver. As India had been the victim of the 
poliey at other countries, he argued that it was entitled 
to enter a claim that other countrie. should endeavolU to 
keep up the value of silver. As against the representative of 
Belgium, he maintained the scientific basis of Bimetallism 
and the probability of its success. Throngh Mallet the 
Government of India offered to bind itself to maintain the 
existing system of free coinagl of silver during a definite 
period, on condition that a certain number of the prjnei
pal states of the world would join to keep up free eoinage 
of silver at the rate of lSi to l.' 

In spite at such support for the bimetallie proposals, 
the Conference of 1881 was not a sueeess. It was adjourned 

(1) H<mr7 B. 11118ll811, 0'/1. lit., pp. 29i-291. 
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in ,April 1882 and never rellll9embled. But the 9if!iculties 
of India as regards trade and finance due to ~e con
tinued fall of the price of silver were such that the Gov
ernment of India put forward again the idea of a Mone
tary Conference. In the despatch of 2nd February 1886 
the Government of India pointed out that its financial posi
tion was then no better than it was in 1874-75; that the 
fall in the exchange value of the rupee had imposed on 
Indian finances "a burden of nearly equal magnitude with 
that which has been thought necessary for the defence of 
India on account of the approach towards her frontier of 
one of the great military powers of Europe"; that l'U

mours regarding the probable appeal of the Bland }\.ct 
had eaused a further fall of exchange, so that India could 
not count on obtaining in 1886-87 even an average of ls. 6d. 
per rupee; and that, in this way, the state of Indian finances 
depended upon "the balance of political parties in re15.1rd 
to the currency of a foreign and distant country". Con
sequently, the Government of India considered it desirable 
that an attempt should be made to bring about a renewal 
of the international discussion on Bimetallism. But, this 
proposal was turned down by the Lords Commissioners of 
Treasury who argued that nothing had transpired which 
could induce a departure from the passive attitude taken 
up by the English Government in 1881. The Commission
ers also urged that the loss sustained by the Indian revenue 
on the Exchange had been far more than counter-balanced 
by the gain from the stimulus which the fall in the vallIe 
of silver had given to the Export trade of India. They 
also fuaintained that the unfavourable cOIldition of Indian 
finance was due to the alarming growth of expenditure. 
The Government of India, in its reply, pOinted out that 
the development of Indian trade and the steady increase 
of Indian revenue were due not to the fall in exchange, 
but to quite different· factors, like a succession of gQod 
harvests, the improvement of communicatioili in India and 
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to the cheapening of the cost of sea transport. It was 
also shown that the growth of expenditure was inevitable, 
being due mainly to construction of railways required for 
defence and for insurance against famine. 

But by time that the Monetary Conference of 1892 
was convened, the interest of the Government of India in 
the Bimetallic movement had been greatly diminished. Sir 
D. Barbour had in fact already formed his plan for the 
adoption of a gold standard for India and had placed it 
before the Herschell Committee. For, it was known that 
if a conference failed to inaugurate International Bimetal
lism, it would soon be necessary for the United States to 
decide whether to accept a silver standard or to stop the 
extraordinary and futile purchases of silver, and to repeal 
the silver legislation. That step would at once create a 
~rious danger for India. .As Sir D. Barbour obaerved 
in his Budget speech of 1891-92, "in case of necessity the 
gold standard could be introduced into this country, and 
that if .America altogether abandons silver, it would pro
bably be best that India should change her standard of 
value. The risks would be considerable and the sacrifices 
heavy, but almost anything would be better than to ace>pt 
violent and continual fluctuations in exchange as our in· 
evitable lot for all time, with the prospect of a fall in the 
value of silver of quite indefinite amount". 

Nevertheless, the Government of India welcomed the 
invitation to the Conference of 1892, though it expres.,>d 
it~ reRTet that it was summoned only to consider the qn ..... 
tion of the more extended n.qe of silver as currency f. "d 
not to decide the problem of International BimetalJism. 
It even went so far as to su.pend the proceedings of the 
HCrRChell Committee "in consideration of what is due to 
the deliberations of the present Conference". 

Bnt at the Brussels Conference the advocates of Ri." 
meta1lism had little chance of suceess. France, whieh !Jad 



vigorously pressed the cIa.ims of Bimetallism in 1881, 
had now changed her mind. As her representative observed, 
"France under present circumstanCeS has no cause to com
plain of her monetary situation". It boll8ted now of 
being in possession of the largest quantity of money both. 
in gold and silver. In a word, ahe had suffieient gold, and 
was not going to inereaae her coinage of silver-at any rate 
not without obtaining suitable compensation. Nor were 
other important countlies of Europe more favourably in
clined to Bimetallism. The representatives of "Germany, 
Austria, Hungary and Russia practically doomed the Con. 
ference to failure by stating that they were prohibited by 
their instructions from debating or noting upon any resolu. 
tion whatever". Germany dee1ared itself satis1ied with its 
monetary system, and hence unable to modify it. 

The representatives of India made a clear and straight
forward deel&ration of the policy of this country. Thcy 
asserted that "the only satisfactory solution would be the 
adoption of international Bimets.llism in which India would 
join the Latin Union and the United States". If the adop
tion of a plan submitted to the Conference renders pro
bable the maintenance of a relative stability in the price 
of the metal, it is not ljkely that the Government of India 
would close its mints to silver. Even if the plan ahould 
mcet with only partial, but sufficiently important adhesion 
the Government of India, without relinquishing its liberty 
of action, would be disposed to buy silver, 'or to permit the 
coinage of a fixed quantity of silver-not less than fifty 
million rupees a yea.r-during the entire duration of the 
arrangement". Having thus dee1ared in clear and un. 
mistakable tenns their own views, the dclegates of India 
desired the representatives of other countries to make cate
gorical declarations of t1iefr views on the subjects-but in 
vain. 

For there waa never much chance o:f an agreement he
ing reached at the Conference as regards Intel'llational 131· 

g-lO 



metallism. Each oountry would no doubt have welcomed 
the increased use of silver, but ouly at the cost· of oth~ 
countlies. The economic difficulties in the way of any 
agreement were formidable enough. There were difficult 
quest~ons as regards the ratio to be fixed and of possible 
vast remintages of silver coinage; and there were rub in
volved in the matter of securing permanent adhesion by 
nations to any agreement reached. There were also possi
bilities of such agreement being undermined by underhand 
manoeuvres favouring the coinage of gold. When to all 
these eeonomic difficulties we add the intense political jea
lousies and dislikes we can see how improbable was the 
adoption of International Bimetsllism. 

.As Dr. Bruno Moll (Professor at Leipzig University) 
has recently observed in hiB work on "Recent Monetsry 
Theories'''' two factors combined to seal the fate of silver 
mono-metallism and of Bimetallism during the four decades 
which preceded the world-war. The first was the great lind 
steady inerease in the production of silver which would have 
rendereaextreiiieljOifficuli fEe 1rXiiiiOn as well as the main
tenance of any parhculllr ratio between gold and silver. The 
second factor consisted of the increasing tra de relations 
and economic intercourse of nations which neeessitated the 
utilisation of a common medium of payment. 1'he g;:;;w
ing volume of internatIonal bade xeqair'ed-lor its conveni
ence as well as progress a single metallic medium of ex
change. Dr. Moll notes and emphasises as a symptom of 
this general and persistent tendency towards gold-the 

j change going on in the Latin Union both before and after 
the great war. 

Nor should we, in justice, sliut our eyes to the real 
apprehensions which prevented the statesmen of the day 
from embarking on International Bimetallism. As Hclf
ferich has pointed out, "if the agreement ceased to operate 

(1) Cf. Pr. Bruno Moll, Die Moflemen 0eld-t1leOrlen, pp. a~6. 



either because one or the other of the parties did not. keep 
loyally to its provisions, or because for inherent reasons; 
a bimetallic system could not be permanently maintained, 
then the position of all those states, .whieh at the beginning 
of the agreement had enjoyed a secure gold standaJ:d cur- . 
rency, would at the end of it be substantially more un
favourable." The silver coins struck during the operation 
of the agreement would be a source of continued responsibi
lity to the states concerned, and would constitute' a threat· 
to their monetary systems. 

Geneml Stmohey's Currenoy Proposals (1886). 
As the expectations entertained from International 

Bimetallism laded, the monetary policy of India began to 
~~ directed more and more towards the other method of 
avoiding the difficulties of exehange and .fina.nces---~at of 
closing the mint to silver and introducing. gold st.l!~ 
Already, as we have seen, the Government of India had 
proposed the measure in 1878; and the idea was revived 
by General Strachey in 1886, with important modifi.c~ 
tions. (1) The value and significance of the proposals of 
General Straehey have not so far received due recognition; 
but they form a remarkable anticipation of the Herschell 
Committee's proposals, and constitute an important step 
forward in the policy of introducin~ a gold standard suired 
to the requirements of .India. They also show an excep
tionally clear understanding of the consequences of closi~ 
the mints and of thus rendering the rupee a. token coin. 
General Strachey's ideas were adversely criticised at the 
time by Sir D. Barbour; but then, adm!ttedly Sir David 
was for many years .. a strong opponent of any attempt to 
introilu(le a g01d Btandard into India. .. , and it was only 
the course of events eu1minsting in the proposals to repeal 
the Sherman Act in 1890 that shook his conviction that 

' .. B~tallism afforded the best solution. in the interests 
of India". 

(1) See Memorandum .of General atrachey. dated the Blat 
March, 188G_ 



'While General Strachey aimed at the adoption of iI. 
gold standard by the suitable regulation of the coinage of 
silver in India, he was also aware that "proper provision 
should at the same time be made for the automatic ex
paneion of currency to meet the requirements of trade, 
and precautions should be taken against inila.tion from 
arbitrary action on the part of the Government ". Thus 
we find that, as regards some aspects of the coming gold 
standard system, General Strachey looked ahead not Lnly 
of the Herschell Committee but even of ilie Fowler Com
mittee. He proposed that the law which required the mints 
to coin all the silver brought to them should be repealed i 
but that so long as the mints were closed against the un
limited tender of silver, they should be open to the tender 
of gold i that is to say, that anyone could obtain a fixed 
number of rupees in exchange for a fixed weight of gold. 
The gold would not be coined but would merely serve as 
a medium by which to measure the value of the rupee. 
Here we have a marked advance on the project of 1878 with 
its somewhat cumbrous proposals regarding the graduaWd 
seigniorage of silver. We also note an anticipation of the 
Herschell Committee's recommendation as regards the Ie
ceipt of gold at the mints-a measure which defined the 
superior limit of the value of the rupee. This procedure 
would be less inconvenient than the older idea of fixing a 
graduated seigniorage, even though the results would be the 
same. For, it was added, "the necessity for the tender of 
the whole quantity of gold could obviously be avoided by 
the Mint reeeiving silver bullion sufficient in weight for 
the coinage of the required number of rupees, and only 
requiring in gold the excess value of the rupees, reclt:oued 
at 13 per sovereign, over their bullion value as silver. 
This excess value would virtually become a charge analog
ous to that for coining, and would be determined from time 
to time by the mint". 

Since, in the absence of any machinery for redeeming 
rupees such as was set up under the Gold Exchange Stand-



ard, there was .. risk of inflation under the pr9Posed BY.S
tem, General Strachey took the precaution of suggesting 
that "the gold seigniorage received by the mints should be 
sold in India or remitted to England, and further that the 
mints should not coin for the Government". 

As yet, however, Sir D. Barbour and the Government 
of India were firm in their preference for International 
Bimetallism; and it is interesting to find them using against 
General Strachey's proposals the same arguments that were 
employed later against their· own proposals to close the 
mints in 1893 and to raise the exchange to 1s. 4d. in 1898. (' ) 
Thus, it was urged that the proposed fixation of the ex
change would mean the return of rupees from hoards as 
well as from other countries; that the closing of the mints 
would have a disastrous effect on the market price for silver ; 
that the appreciation of the rupee would be an injustice to 
the tax-payer, and that Strachey's proposal amounted to a 
dangerous 6XP.eriment in the maniplJlation of Indian cur
rency. 

Sir D. Barbour'S reyiew of the situation. 
But, the inexorable· logic of events, the obvious im

possibility of the re-establishment of Bimetallism, the great 
increase in the production of silver, and the imminent 
danger from the repeal of the Sherman Act, convinced Dot 
only the Government of India but the commercial interests 
of the oountry that the time had arrived "for" the adop
tion of the only remaining effectual remedy, viz., a goid 
standard". In his masterly Minute of 21st June 1S02, 
Sir David Barbour laid down the principles which were to 
serve as the guides for the monetary policy of India for 
many years to eome. He still insisted that" all international 
agrcement for the free coinage of both silver and gold and 
for the making of them full legal tender at a fixed ratio 

(1) See Sir D. Barbour'. l!'emor8lldum of 11th .Tun.. 1881. 
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would be far better for India and all other countries than 
the establishment of the single gold standard., even if the 
latter course be possible." But while thus reasserting his 
old convictions, he saw the impossibility of basing his policy 
on them, and under the stress of the changed circumstances 
his financial genius applied itself to the solution of lhe 
problem before him on new lines. He was fully aware that 
the attempt to establish gold standard in India "is !lot 
free from risk", for "history affords instances of the estab
lishment of gold standard in one or more countries but 
sooner or later the standard was changed". There were 
also dangers from the emergence of rupees from the 
hoards and from their return from abroad, as the rupce 
became appreciated in value. On the other hand, there 
might a,ppear a preminm on gold coins, or gold might cease 
to be brought to the mints. Measures might in such cases 
have to be taken to contract the rupee curreney, and such 
measures might prove expensive. But such difficulties, he 
argued need not deter India from attempting to achieve a 
gold standard. "We already labour under difficulties which 
are quite as great as those to which an inconvertible stand
ard 'would expose us. The prospect of being unable fo~ 8 

time to effectively establish the gold standard need not, 
therefore, deter us from the attemp.t to do so, if we 8e.) a 
prospect of suecess in the future" •• 

There are degrees and varieties of the gold standard; 
and the problem was which variety was to be adopted in 
India. Sir David Barbour argued that •• a gold standard 
with a purely gold curreney was impossible in India" and 
that •• for monetary purposes in ordinary life gold coins 
would har:Ily be used"; but he pointed out that "the ex
ample of France and other countries showed .that it is 
possible to have 8 gold standard., although 8 large per
centage of the circulation consists of overvalued silver COiDS 

which are legal tender to any amount ". He expected that 
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"with a gold standard, India would require, and would 
use, a very large amount of silver rupees, and would neither 
require nor use a large number of gold coins", 

With eharaeteristic caution, Sir David Barbo~ re
fused to be guided by those who would inaugurate the gold 
standard by accumulating a gold reserve, dec\a,ring a ratio 
to be maintained between gold and the rupee, and by the 
assumption of the obligation of convertibility by the Gov
ernment of India. The provision of the gold reserve would 
be an expensive affair, and if it was exhausted in redeem
ing rupees the cause of gold standard in India might suffer 
an irretrievable disaster. The same cautious attitude was 
to be noted in his programme for the introduction of the 
gold standard for India. In the minute he proposed a 
stoppage of the free coinage of silver followed after an inter
val by the opening of the mints to the free coinage of gold
the interval to be utilised in studying the effect of the clos
big of mints on the value of the rupee. As he put j,t later, 
"no further steps were to be taken until the effect of clos
ing the mints had been asce~ed". In such careful 
hands the achievement of the Gold Standaro was on the 
one hand secure, and on the other hand, there could be 
no fear of premature or hasty action. Some years later, 
as -a member of the Fowler Committee, Sir D. Bar
bour declared that he had realised that in the establishment 
of the gold standard there was a very difficult task before 
the country Billd one which might involve heavy saerifices.' 
As it turned out, the period of probation proved even 
longer than he had anticipated. 

The work of the Herschell Committee, 

The ideas formulated in the Minute ot Sir D. Bar
bour were embodied in proposals of Government of India 
and placed for consideration before a Curreney Committee 

(1) j.l'owler OollUlllttee q. 10,16~-6" 
, 
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which consisted of persons of considerable ability and ex
perience in monetary matters. Thus the President of tbe 
Committee Lord Hersehell had already made a name as 
the President of the Commissions on the Depression of 

.Trade and on Gold and Silver. Sir Thomas Farrer (after
wards Lord Farrer) had distinguished himself both as a 
member of the Gold and Silver Commission and as Secre
tary to the Board of Trade. Then there was General 
Strachey with his unique experience of India and his pro
found insight into the financial and monetary problems of 
this country. 

(4) The case against Silver Mono-metalIism. 

That silver mono·metaIlism which had been long since 
abandoned by so many nations of the West, and which 
was so soon going to be dropped by a number of nations 
of the Far East, was now definitively on its trial before tbe 
Herschell Committee. That Committee decided the issue 
on the ground of the special hardships and burdens to 
Indian trade and finance from the fall in the vallie of 
silver in terms of gold. But, behind these factors, Jr.y 
larger considerations which had led 80 many countries, as 
they progressed, to abandon the silver standard. Gold 
bad become the international currency, and with the widely 
developing volume of international trade the fluetuations 
between the values of the local currency and international 
currency were becoming extremely burdensome. With the 
growing intercourse both as regards trade and eapital move
ments between India and the West a common standard 
was becoming not only a great convenience but an impera
tive necessity. As Prof. Marshall well observed, many 
adjustments would go on with a gold currency in India, 
or even with a thoroughly well-established gold standard, 
which do not take place without such gold currency or 
standard. It was time, as the ssme high authority observed 
OlJ another occasion, to bring the monetal?' "railway gnage 
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~if India Pl unison witli tIle main line". Tlie urgency lot 
such a measure was the greater since with the deJilOnetisa
tioo and constantly narrowing market for silver the price 
of silver was steadily falling, while the inerease !n pro. 
duction of silver especially as a by-protluet made the prob. 
lem of steadiness in the value of silver a hopeless one. 

These larger eonsiderations making for a general aban. 
donment of the silver standard were not adverted to bll: 
the Herschell Committee, which confined itself to an exa
mination of the case of India. Consequently, its reasonJng 
on the matter appears less convincing than it. really was. 
To take the first issue before the Herschell Committee, as 
regards the financial difficultieS of the Government of India 
owing to the fall of exchange, there can be no doubt that 
while the budgetary effects of any particular fall in ex
change could be got over by sUitable readjustments, a 
constantly falling exchange must make any financial fore
sight or equilibrium impossible. Now, there was no assu
rance at all in 1892 that there-would be no further fall in 
exchange; rather there' was every prospect that 'With the 
repeal of Sherman Act a much greater fall of exchange 

, was imminent. It might be admitted that 'With the fall of 
exchange there would be items of compensation to be talt:e~ 
into account. But what with the heavy losses on e:r;change 
and uncertain and partially offsetting. factors, the budget 
pf India would be a continuous g8Jlible in exchanges, and 
great uncertainty would be introduced hito Indian :Finance. 
It was very necessary to re!ll0ve the continual danger pf 
deficits from causes over which the Indian minister ot 
finance had no control. Finally, as Prof. Kemmerer hall 
pointed out "from 1873 to 1893 the increase in India's 
home charges were in the main not nominal hut real, since 
the unit in which her fixed obligations were ewressed had 
been increasing rapidly in size ", 

There was of course, the alternative of letting .the 
rupee depreciate indefin!tely on the one hand, and ba1!lnc

Q-ll 
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tng 'this by' increasing taxation on the other hand. In 
)!articular, Sir R. Giffen, speaking before a later Com. 
mittee, argued the necessity of additional taxation as a 
oorollary of the' depreciating rupee. But, surely, it would 
be highly unwise and illogical to retain a standard 
which was bonnd to go on depreciating and to repair tbat 
mistake by putting on more taxes. Such a course would 
be politically dangerous, and would make the people think 
"that the Government'l revenue and expenditure are in· 
-creasing faster than they really are". The better opinion, 
certainly, was that of Prof. Marshall who argued that 
"though equitably the Government of India can raise its 
taxes so as to take its share of the growing wealth of the 
Country, its freedom of action is practically limited by 
the necessity of going rather more slowly, and in a less 
aggressive manner in the East than is pos.~ible in the 
West." 

The strongest argument put forward by the Commit
tee against the continuance of the Silver standard was 
that the open mints would attract depreciating silver. 
"An open mint in India offers a market into which silver 
could be continuously poured without regard to the cur· 
rency requirements of India and such imports of useless 
silver were certainly injurious to India." Further, such 
constant coinage of Rupees must lead ultimately to a great 
.rise of the Indian price-level which already appeared to 
be inclining upwards. We miglit be sure that if India 
had been on a silver standard during the first deeade of 
the present century, the coinage of rupees would have been 
far greater than it actually was, and prices would have 
risen much higher than they actually did. Such a rise of 
prices would have injured many sections of the population, 
though of course the burden would have been roost felt 
by the poorer elasaes. 
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(b) Exchange and trade •. 

The second issue before the Hersehell Committee waS 
as regards .the effect of the fall in ex~ on the foreign 
trade of India. . It was argued by many btlsiness men that 
the tendency of a falling exchange was to stimulate eli
ports. The answer was obvious that such a bounty could 
only be an irregular and temporary one, until the inevitable 
adjustment of costs of production was brought about. The 
Committee argued further that the bounty, such as it was 
did not benefit India as a whole "though it may temporarily 

- benefit the employer at the expense of the wage-earner," 
because wages rise more slowly than llrices. This was a 
piece of execllent theorising on the part of the Committee, 
and it anticipated in its way Prof. :M:arshall's evidenee 'on 
the subject before the Fowler Committee. The Committee 
also analysed the statistics of Indian exports and impo~ 
for the last twenty years, and showed that there was no 
perceptible correlation between the fluctuations of excilange 
and those of foreign trade. This was another proof of the 
theoretical soundness of the .views of the Committee; for 
exehange is only one factor influCllrilJg international trade 
and by no means one of the most important among .these 
factors. It might have been added that the alleged effect 
'of the falling exchange in stimulating exports and ~n 

hindering imports was being constantly counteracted by 
the fall of gold prices abroad. 

(0) Proposals for the olosing of mints to silvsr. 

, Having decided against the continuance of the silver 
standard in India the Committee proceeded to examine 
the proposals of the Government of India which had been 
drawn up by Sir D. Barbour. The proposals were in fact 
based on his Minute, and the first objection to the seheml\ 
was whether it was practicable to maintain the rupec at all 

artificial value. In (lI:der to resolve this doubt the Com
m!ttee made an examination of the diJl'erent ·system!. OJ. 



currency, especially those of France, the United ~tat~s and 
IIf Austria Hungary. As the result of this examination it 
appeared that "it has been found possible to introuuce a 
gold rrta.i:tdard without a gold circulation; and even with
ont legal convertibility of an existing silver curreilCY iuto 
gold".' It was recognised that the preced~nts quoted were 
not directly applicable owing to differences of circumstances, 
nevertheless they showed "under what various conditi(lns 
the exchange value of a currency may be maintained". 

The proposal to close the mint was also objected tl) Oil 
the ground that it would cause an appr~iat\()n of the 
rupee and "that thereby the burden of Indian taxatitn 
would he increased". The Committee regarded this con
sideration as offset by the fact that the prevailing pl'ict:S 
which were adjusted to the present ratio or to some ratio 
d!1fering but little from it would be maintained. As the 
Government's proposals based the ratio •• on the average 
prices of silver during a limited period hefore the Imrll
dnction of the gold standard ", substantial justice would 
lie thus secured. It was also noted that the alternative to 
the closing of mints and the stabilisation oi ratio could 
only be increased taxation." 

It was further objected that the closing of the mints 
would, on one hand, increase the advanta,,<>e of other silver
using countries in their competition with India, and on 
the other, reduce the exports of India to such countries. 
The answer given to this by the Committee had 
both a theoretical and a historical side. It was alleged, 
on the one hand, that even in China an adjustment of 
costs to the ailver prices must take place leading to a dis
appearance of the temporary advantage. This theoretical 
reasoning was corroborated by the exchange and trade 

(1) , HeracheU Committee'. Report, paragraph. 96-98. 
(I' ~ HerscheU Committee'. RePOrt, paragrapba 110-111 ud 

'7. 
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. sl:l1tisties of the past twenty years, showing that the, 
advantages in trade believed to accrue from lIuciUations in 
exclumges were of a lIeeting and indeejsive cha.ra.cter! ~ 
.wider survey of figures sinee the time of the Report shows 
that the Committee took a eorrect view of the matter, 88 

was only to be expected from a body with such 
eminent personneZ. 

Finally, the Collllllittee eonsidered the eontention that 
under the Government proposals the Indian currency would 
not be "automatic, sinee the GoVllrnment would be en
abled to eontract' or expand the currency at will"" There 
was included in the proposals themsclves one way of limit. 
ing the discretionary power of the Government, sinee, after 
a ~e, anyone oould take gold to the Mint and have it 
converted into gold eoins of the value of 10 and 20 rupees. 
But the Committee felt that this provision was not by it
self enough to introduce automaticity into the new cur
rency and it proceeded to introduee in this dl,rootion sui~ 
able modifications into the Government proposals-modifi. 
cations which were real improvements. 

The chief modification ~trodueed was to the effect 
that though the mints should be closed to the publie for 
the eoinage of silver, they should be used by the Govern
ment for the coinage of rupees if required by the public 
for the exchange of gold. This provision would impart a 
eertain automaticity to the currency, in as much as it would 
fix the superior limit of the value of the rupee: There was 
another reason too for introducing this modification. The 
notion was prevalent at the time that as the result of the 
closing of the mints there would follow a sudden and con
sillerable rise of exchange which !II its turn would lead to 
a rapid rise of prices. In the light of events we bow that 

(II lb. paragraph. 118-119. 
(2) Hersehell Committee'. Report, paragraphS 109 I.Ild 160 •. 
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these anticipations were quite unfounded.' But, at thl1 
time, the modification introduced by the Committee served 
the. pur,pose of allaying these apprehensions. 

The Committee intrO'duced another significant modifi
cation in Sir D. Barbour's plan. It was to the effect that 
at the Government treasuries gold should be received in 
satisfaction of public dues at the ratiO' fixed. This was an 
improvement upen the Government propesal and it .vas 
provided that" the power to admit sovereigns as legal tender 
might be ef use as an ad interim measure, and need not be 
used except in case of necessity". The basic idea of this 
particular modification was that the procedure would ilerve 
as a means ef familiarising the public with the usc of a 
gold currency.' Here was a direct preliminary step to
wards the introduction of a gold standard as well as of an 
auxiliary gold currency_ 

Merits of the Herschell Committee's Report. 

The Repert er the Herschcll CoIlllllittee forms a very 
important land mark in the histery of Indian currency; 
and in view both ef the excellence ef its treatment and the 
far-reaching eonsequences of its suggestions it deserves a 
far mere careful study than its successor-the Fowler Com
mittee's Report. The latter owes much to the Hel">lchel! 
Report, and, in the main, carries the ideas contained in 
the Hersehell Committee's Rcport some steps fucthtr '.0 
their logical conclusions. Thus, the carlier report antici
pated its successor as regards the possibilities of a gold 
standard in India, the foreign examples to be followed in . 
this respect, the problem ef eonvertibility and even the 
ratiO' to be adopted. At the same time, the idea of th" 
gold standsrd was mueh more scientific as conceived in the 
earlier report, and it was based on Ii wide survcy of the 

(I) Herschell Committee·. Report. paragrapbB 146-151. 
_ .(2) Her",h~1I Commltt~ ... l'epor~ paragraph. 152 and 156. 
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difi'erent varieties and degrees of the gold standard 
prevailing in various countries. As one of the mem
bers of the Herschell Committee put it, the essence 
of the gold standard as introduced in India ,was that "the 
rupee should be equivalent to a certain proportion of the: 
ounce of gold"; on the other hand the later Committee 
took a too strait-laced view of the character of the 
gold standard. 

The Herschell Committee took' a bold and comprehen
sive view of the problem before it. We now know that there 
were some members of it who considered. that their terms 
of reference directed them to consider only the question 
of stopping the coinage of silver in the Indian mints, and 
,were doubtful lUI regards the inclusion of the problem pf 
,the introouction of the gold standard in their t~. The 
Committee, however, decided that the mere closing of mints 
would be only a partial remedy unless the larger que.tion 
was' also tackled.' Further, it went on to secure currency 
automaticity to the largest possible extent even during the 
transitional period. 1t selected for adoption the best fea
tures of Sir D. Barbour's plan, and recommended modifi. 
cations which were also impr~vements. It was not the least 
of its merits that it took care that its recommendations 
should involve the smallest departure from the status quo. 

Reference might also be made to the general solmd. 
ness of the theoretical position tsken up by the Com
mittee and to the merits of its survey of monetary and tnde 
statisti~. It took its stand on the best available economic 
analYll,is as regards the effect of an appreciating currency 
upon exports and imports, upon wages and upon the wealth 
of the country as a whole. There are traces here of the 
influ~nce of J. S. 'Mill's teaching as regards a bounty on 
exports from depreCiating currency lcadin/!' to the deve-
lopment of counteracting forces. Nor, perhaps, WIUI ~o 

-Cil F.vfd~h;" Rt. Hon. Leonard C~-o-ur-;tn-e-'f-,-'bef--::-o-re-
Fowler Committee, Q. 13,031., " 



eVidence of Prof. Marshall before ,,'Ie Gold and Silver 
Commission of 1888 without its influence. The Commit
tee was also on its guard against exaggeratilllr the dectl 
of exchange :fiuctuations upon trade and industry. To 
take another aspect of its work, it was one of the tir&t 
Committees sitting in judgment on e. system of managed 
currency. In spite of the prevalent prejudices of the day 
against such currency which were voiced by eminent IlntlJO
rities on monetary topics like Giffen and MacLeod, I.he 
Committee proved. by an analysis of the existing syatems 
how much the element of management entered into many 
of the contemporary currency arrangements.' Of particular 
importance, in view of the standard to be soon introc1up.ed 
into India, was its study of the system prevailing in Austria. 
Hungary, which by the legislation of 1892, possessed .. a 
regime which was in fact exactly analogous with that of 
the gold exchange standard ". As the Committee observed 
it was a remarkable case in which the mints were closed 
against a free eoinage of silver. A gold standard had been 
8dopted, a gold reserve had been accumulated, and "fair 
lteadiness of exchange had been maintained for more than 
a decade". The Committee was also impressed by the 
example of the Dutch East Indies where there was little or 
no gold in circulation, and yet the eountry was on a gold 
standard, while "the rate of exchange between Java and 
Europe is always at or about par ".. Here we can trace the 
influenee of two countries, which had systems analogous to 
the Gold Exchange Standard, upon the course of thc mone
tary development of India. 

Finally, attention might be drawn to the remarks of 
thc Committee on thc topic of thc ratio. It emphasiSl'd 
the tentative character of the ratio of lB. 4<1., which it had 
suggested. "It would not" it nrged, "be Cl'l'lential to the 

(I) Herschell Commlttee·s Report. paragraph 9t
'I) lb. paragrapha 88-89. 
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·plan that the ratio should never be :fixed above 1s, .4d.Ch'
eumstances might arise rendering it proper and even n_ 
sary, to raise the ratio.'" These remarks are not without 
their value even as regards the controvel'llies of our o~ 
day. But, further, the Committee showed its wisdom and 
eaution in recommending that the ratio to be :fixed should 
not be materially higher than the one prevailing at the tim~ 
-in a word the stabilisation W8/il to take place at a rate 
which did not greatly differ from the market rate. 

In making this reCommendation they were going against 
a great deal of prevalent- opinion, and were even modifying 
the proposals of Sir D. Barbour himself. Nevertheless ex
perience showed the wisdom of the course suggested by the 
Committee. As it was, it proved a long and difficult process 
to maintsinthe ratio at ls. 4d. With the constantly improv
ing position of India in trade a higher ratio could have been 
ultimately reached and maintained; but the difficulties 
would have bcen much greater and the effort would have 
occupied a much longer period. 

The e¥olutlon of the Idea of the" Gold Standard II 
in the Currenoy literature of India. 

The definitions of a Gold Standard, and the meanings 
of and interpretations put on that term, have quite an 
interesting history which throws light .on the progress of 
thought on monetary matters. The earlier definitions laid 
an undue emphasis upon there being no standard money 
othe}, than gold coins--all other coinage being token or 
subsidiary i.e.,· they are to be II only legal tender for 
strictly limited and inconsiderable sums". This very rigid 
definition was based upon the conditions prevailing in 
Great Britain (the path-breaking country sa regards the 
gold standard) during the early period 0'1 the 'formation 
of our monetary theory. It was a relaxation o'f this stri~t 
~ (1) lb. paragraph 161-

Q-12 
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definition when it was added that, if there was coin of anT 
other metal in cireulation as legal tender it should be con
vertible into gold. This enlargement of the definition was 
due to the experience of the United States and in the last 
century, and to some extent, of France. It took still longer 
before it was recognised that the pre-war monetary system 
of India, and the closely allied systems prevailing in Russia 
and Austria-Hungary before the War, were all varieties of 
the gold standard.' l1. great deal of monetary experience 
was required before it was recogniSed that the essence of 
the gold standard lies in "the tying of the value of the 
monetary unit to the value of gold by the fixing of the 
price 1)f gold"-as Mr. Hawtrey has put it." Similarly, 
Prof. Cassel conceives the gold standard as a free standard 
unaer which the price of gold is fixed within certain limits. 
It is now recognised that a gold currency is no necessarY' 
part of a gold standard, while the older definitions qf a 
gold standard made a gold currency the most important 
feature of a gold standard. But as Dr. Cannan put it, 
"when you get on to the bare bones of the goid exchan~ 
system there is very little difference between the two" i.t., 
between the gold currency system and the gold exchange 
standard.' Any difference that might exist is not in the 
nature of the two standards but between their simplicity 
or intelligibility and in the teehnique of management. 

We have evidently traversed a great deal of ground 
ainee the days when Mill could describe a gold standard 
country as one where "the exclusive standard of the COI

rency is gold". The development of theor,V in c u:r times 
has been away from that line of opinion which was b8.\K.od 
on the view that money was essentially a commodity. In 

(1) Hawtrey. 0....,._ ... " OretUf (1919). PI/. 320-337; 
D. H. Robertson, Moneti. P. 154-

(2) Hawtrey. TIle Go14 8tall4ar4. p. 8L ' 

(a, lloJ3l CurrenCf CotmnIseioD of 1925, Q. 13,210; 13~31; 
13,33O, 
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OUr days it has been recognised that "even under the gold 
. standard, the standard-fOl' instance the Dollar Standard

has its iDdependent existence".' We now emphaaise the
notion of "the unif of ac:counf with a given purchasing 
power in which people compare the values of eommoditiesex
changed." Nogaro BlIlIl8 up this tendency clearly wm he 
observes that "in proportion as the notion of money develops 
it becomes gradually more and more detached from that of 
a given commodity and becomes a notion of account with a 
given purchasing power. ". 

The one author whose notions on this as on 111&11" 
other subjects seem incapable of being antiquated is Ricard~ 
While he has not given us a formal definition of a gold 
standard he gave us what was better_ scheme of what 
he conceived to be the best type of the gold standard; and, 
it is well to remember that the variety of gold standard 
which India adopted after 1900, as well as the propoeals for 
Gold Bullion Standard of 1926, were both based on the 
Ricardian model. Those few who are still inelined to doubt 
whether the pre-war system of India was a true gold stand
ard might well be asked whether they would include the 
Ingot plan of Ricardo in thet category. -

The above digression will be of hclp in noting the ev0-

lution of the idea of gold standard in the course of the vari
ous controversies relating to Indian currency. To start 
with, we come across notions 01' descriptions of the gold 
standard which correspond to the earlier definitions by 
thcorist& Thus General Mansfield (the great 'advocate of 
a gold currency in India during the' siXties) expressed his 
view that as long as the rupee was not reduced to a token 
or subsidiary coin with a limited legal tender, India could 
not be said to be on a gold standard. That consideration 

II} G. ca-J. VoL n. p. (76. 

PI No@:BrO. op. ci •• pp. 1M-Ie&. 



led him to conclude that it would take a generation to Intro
duce a gold standard into India. The idea that the gold 
standard necessarily implied a gold eurrency as well as the 
reduetion of the rupee to a token curreney prevailed for a 
very long time. Thus, in the controversy which was ear
ried on during the year 1876 between Mr. R. B. ChaplMn 
(then Financial Seeretary) and General $traehey, the 
former denouneea the view that "in order to have a gold 
standard, gold currency is not necessary" as an "outrageous 
heresy".' As to silver currency, Mr. Chapman emphasised 
that with a gold standard most of the rupees would have 
to be recalled and sold. Further, the absolute convertibility 
of any silver coinage into gold was made an essential con
dition of a gold standard. "A true silver subsidiary cur
rency must I maintain, be treated as a note currency, i.e., 
it must be issued only in exchange for gold, and the State 
should be compelled to give gold for it, at convenient eentres 
on demand, every where'.'. As in the case of the earlier 
English theorillts, their Indian followers based this rigid 
definition of a gold standard on the prevailing praetiee of 
Bngland as a gold standard country. Thus, Mr. Chapman 
argued that "if a goldstandardbepermanentlypossiblewith
out a gold currency, why should Great Britain or any other 
country endure the needless waste of a gold currency!" 
It is obvious that the fact that Great Britain was then the 
gold standard country par ezceUence was influencing the 
current definitions of the gold standard. Again, before the 
Fowler Committee, Prof. MacLeod argued that, you cannot 
have a gold standard without a gold currency"; he added 
that a gold standard for India should be "on exactly the 
.same lines as the British system which is now universally 
recognised as the most. perfect system ever devised by the 
ingenuity of man".' The Fowler Committee tooK the 

(1) The deml-olHclai correspondence between General Str&
chey and Mr. Chapman (then FInancial Secretary). 

~) Fowler Committee, Q. 12,94& and 12,951. 



saine view and had for the ultimate object of its recom
mendations "the effective establishment in India' of a gold 
standard and currency on the lines of the British monetary 
system. It added that "under an effective gold standard 
rupees would be token coins JlUbsidiary to the sovereign". 
But in the matter of the convertibility of the silver coinage 
into gold both the Fowler Committee and Prof. MacLeod 
(whose views the Committee deferred to) softened the rig
our of the older definitions of the gold standard. 'Ihe Com
mittee would not bind the Government to part widl its gold 
in exchange for rupees; while MacLeod 8IlSerted that "in 
no country in the world is silver convertible into gold at 
the will of the holder".' 

But, while in general, the oMer definition of the gold 
standard held the field in Indian monetary controversies 
at least up to the tinte of the Fowler Committee, the InOre 
reeent conception of a gold standard was being for',. 
shadowed before that tinte in VariOUII quarters. ThUll" as 
early as 1876, General Straehey was urging that a gold 
currency was not nece&llary in order to have a gold Itand
ard. Indeed, he added that under a gold standard the 
demand for a silver currency on the part of India will 
i>.ot be greatly reduced. Further, Col Smith-the talented 
mint-master-had forestalled even General.Strachey on this 
point. CoL Smith had already made proposals for ,a "re
gulated currency kept at par ,by placing a seigniorage on 
the coinage of silver", and this idea had been also adopted 
in the proposals of the Government of India in 1878. This 
was p10ther notable departure which pointed to the deve
lopment of monetary theory in our own time when far less 
importance ,is attached to the element of "automaijcity" 
of currency, and the idea of the element of regulation 8S 

necessary under any system of currency is generally a~ 
cepted. We have already referred to Col. Smith's view ,that 
--~h~)~~-w~~-r7co-~~t~--.Q~.~U~.9~62~.-----------~--



.. a gold standard may exist with any kind of currency, 
provided that the latter can only be obtained by the deli
very of gold". In all these matters we tinu that, under the 
stress of circumstances, India was one of the first countnu 
to depart from the more antiquated notions about the goW 
standard. 

The ideas of regulation of currency Mfi of the 'possi. 
bility of having a gold standard without a gold currency 
were reiterated and emphasised in General Strachey '. M~mu
randum of the 31st March 1886 as also in Sir D. Barbour's 
famous minute of 21st June 1892. In the former, it was 
proposed to dispense with a gold currency, and II) intro
duce a gold standard under which" a fixed number of rupees 
in silver would be given by the Mint in exchange for a fixed 
weight of gold. The gold would not be coined, lind would 
merely serve as a medium by which tQ measun tho future 
cost of the rupee". Provision was thus madil for the auto
matic expansion of currency according to the demand 
for it. 

In the clarification of ideas regarding the true nalura 
and varie~ and degrees of the gold standard the IWport 
of the Herschell Committee oceupies an imPOl'tallt place. 
What are now the maxims of text books were to be ascer· 
tained forty years ago only by a wide S\ll'vey of the durer· 
ent systems of currencies. The Hersche11 Committee nuder. 
took such a survey and found out for itself the great variety. 
of conditions and systems under which the gold standard 
had been maintained. They concluded that "however ad· 
mirable may be the precautions of our own (British) cur. 
reney Bystem, other nations have adopted different systems 
which appear to have worked without difficulty, and bavt 
enabled them to maintain for their respective currencies I 

COld standard and a substantial parity of exchange with 
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·the gold-using countries of the world.'" Here W\I8 B com· 
prehensive study which fully brought out the capacity of 
the gold standacl for adaptation to the needs of different 
countries as also the' faet that it admitted of a number. of 
variants and degrees. Thus, as that Report says, B gold 
standard was found to be possible with little or no 
gold coin, without any mint or gold coinage, with only in. 
convertible paper in circulation, and with a circulation con· 
sisting of token silver only. It was the merit of Lindsay 
to see the potentialities of this last variety of the gold 
standard and to adapt its mechanism to the requirements 
of India as well as to ground it on the teaching of Ricardo. 
In faet, he emphasised the importance of fixing the price 
of gold in the money of a couniry as the essence of the golld 
standard. Gold is the international currency and B~ Lind· 
Jay said "a eurrency that is not interchangeable with the 
currencies of the great commercial and financial eountrles 
is inelastic; it eannot expand and. contraet freely ... • He 
emphasised the faet that under his seheme fresh euneney 
could only be issued against deposits of gold. The sch~me 
of Mr. Probyn was also based on oorreet and modem notiOlll! 
,of the gold standard, and oould it ihave been adopted, would 
have anticipated the Gold Standard Act of 1925 by many 
years. We thus see that under the pressure 'of circum. 
stances correct notions abORt the Golcil Standard were 
formed and adopted in India .at an earlier date than In 
any other country. ' 

(1) Hersehell Committee·. Report, paragraph ,93. 

(I) Fowler Commltt .. , Q. 3,805. 
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LECTURE lll. 
THE STABILISATION OF THE EXCHANGE 

RATIO AND THE EXPERIMENT 
IN GOLD CURRENCY, 

1893-1900. 

The task before the F01lllier Committee. 
The Herschell Committee had given a new orientation 

to the monetary policy of India. The aim of attaining some 
variety of gold standard had been avowed and was at the 
base of many of its suggestions. But its main work bad 
been of a negative character-that of trying to make the 
rate of exchange independent of the priee of silver by the 
closing of mints to unlimited coinage of rupees. A prepa
ratory stage of transitional arrangement bad followed; 
and now the task remained of framing the permanent ar
rangements for fixing the ratio in the light of experience, 
for envisaging the type of gold standard to be adopted and 
for framing the programme for its adoption. The Fowler 
Committee had before it the task of jndging between tho 
various schemes which bad been proposed for seCliring II 

gold standard for India. Some of the schemes, though 
now familiar enough, appeared very strange indeed in those 
days. Thus the Lindsay scheme itself was described at tbc 
time as one which "would have the Government stalt 28 

a stock jobber and offer to buy and sell rupees in the 
regiou of Is. 4d. at a difference in 'favour of the jobber of 
about two per eent".' Then again the merits of the pro
posals for the contraction 0'1' cnrrency had to be judged. 
The closing of the mints bad brought in its wake a., ap
preciation of the rupee; but it had also been accompanied 
by monetary stringency which had hit the mercantile com
munity. The issues here were, whether there had bt.~n 

(n Mr. F. C. HarriSOD In the BCDnOtII4c Journal. ,TUDe 1898. 
p. 221. 



either a relative or absolute contraction of CIllTency ;whethel:o 
the high discount rates prevailing were due to such con
traetion; and, finally, whether the policy, if it had been 
sueeessful should be earried to a logical conelusion. by 
melting some erores of rupees in circUlation. The business 
eommunity in India W88 in no mood to tolerate further 
uncertainty of currency policy. It W88 this uneertainty 
which W88 standing in the way of the further appreciation 
of the rupee and of the import of further capital. Sta.bj
lity, both of the exchange and the currency pollcy, willi 
the cry. To secure this ohject, ample powers were given 
to the Fowler Committe&-they were to :triime recommend
ation for the establishment of a satisfactory system of 
eurrency for India and for securing 88 far as pOssibie • 
stable exchange between India and the United Kirigdollt. 

Monetary deYelopm8nts (f89S-189S). 

The course of events during the period 1893 to 1898 
and the prevailing iendencies of the day might be brielly 
adverted to here. The merits of the Report of the Hers
chell Committee and the decisive character of its reeom.. 
menda,tion regarding the abolition of the Silver StandaN 
were generally recognised. .Experience soon showed that, 
those who had prophesied a decline of the export trade, 
unfavourable balances of trade, and a fall of Gov- . 
ernment revenues, 88 the results of the' elosing of ~ts, 
were quite in the wrong.' Rupee securities, too, had im
proved on the London stock e1'Change. Nevertheless, in 
India confidence in the riew poliey W88 a plant of slow 
growth. For one thing, it W88 known that there had been 
notable difl'erences among the members of the Herscheli 
Committee on important matters. On the Vital matter of 
the formation of a gold reserve ~f which the obJect should 
be to keep up the parity of the rupee, the Coiiuoittee had 

(I) cr, u., Evidence ot Sir J. L. Mackay betore the Fowier 
COmmittee. 
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.been divided;' and the merit of insisting on the SlCcumula
tion of a sufficient reserve of gold is due only to two mem
bers of the Committee Lord Farrer and Sir Reginal" 
Welby. In the absenee of such a reserve, the claims reo 
garding the early advent of the gold standard af'pear~d 
very shadowy. Again, though the Herschell Committc~ 
deserves to be commended on its caution in not fixing once 
and for all the new gold-value to be assigned to} the rupep , 

and in insisting upon a period of transition; yet one can 
sympathise with the complaints of the busine&! community 
about the fluctuations of exchange and with their want 
of absolute confldenee in the policy pursued. Nor, Su far 
as could be seen at the time, had the direct object. of the 
closing of the mints-the contraction of the rupee currency 
-been attained. It was believed that rupees were emcrglng 
hom hoards and coming back from abroad. 

Again, while Sir D. Barbour and other administrators 
had manifested no undue confidence about the immediate 

. establiahment of the 18. 4d. ratio, the business community 
had taken the opposite view for a time. Such confidence, 
though unfounded, proved infectious and a premature at
tempt had been made to manipulate the exchange by stop
ping the sale of council bills during the latter part of 1893. 
This procedure was disapproved of by experts like Sir D. 
Barbour and Mr. Lindsay, and while encouraging an im
port of the cheapened silver it disturbed the export tradp 
of India. The exchange rose indeed, but slowly and only 
towards the end of the period. Prof. Kemmer~r has well 
summarised the tendency of exchange durin!; these ypars 

by observing that "although during this period the .'x
change value 0'1. the rupee was always far above the bullion 
value, and the Qifferenee tended to be widening one, there 
was still a remarliable parallelism in the movemtlIlts 
of the two curves of the foreign exchange anj tile hullion 
value of the rupee." 
--I-l,-~b7Jl, IftlJlan COinage 0""-0;;"_. p. 65.-



'1'0 the student of economic history the slow SUCCCIIS O~ 
. the policy of 1893 will be no matter f.)r sorprise. For 
the year 1893 in which the Indian mints were elosed hap- . 
pened also to be the year in which a neoN trade depr_ion 
began which lasted until about 1896. As W_ Mitchcll has 
pointed out the business expansion of the Jate.r rlghtics had 
been terminated by the financial crisis of 1890. Theyear1891 
witnessed financiaJ. prostration in England wll)le the who~e 
periods 1891-94 brought trade depression and bad harvests 
throughout Europe. America was the seat of a monet.ury 
panic in ,1893; and, generally speaking, the brief revival of 
1895 had been succeeded by a return of the depression. 
Under such adverse conditions the success of any currency 
reform is naturally delayed! It is an interesting coinci
dence that about the same year that ,the mints were elosed 
to silver in India, monetary refo1'IllB" were also initiated in 
Austri.A IWd Russia on lines !imilar to the Gold Eh.rll!lu.ga 
Standard system. What is more, as in th~ case of India, 
these refc.Ims acbjeved success only when the trade dep~('S
sion disappeared and gold prices abroad began to risP." 

After the year 1896, a fresh disturbill~ factor made its 
appearance in India in the shape of great monetary strin
gency and a considerable rise of tlla ratcs of dis • .ount dur
pig the busy seasons. It is interesting in thu connection 
to note that in the same year 1896, Dlany leading t'Ountrie& 
of the West felt a monetary stringene;y. There. was much 
controversy as to the causes of the stringency in the Indian 
money market. On one side it was asserted that the Btrin: 
gency was due to the rclativll contraction of the currency' 
and. to the closure of the miUtd. Others attributed the 
stringency to the deficiency of loanable capital which was 
due, in its turn, to the want of eonfidence in the exchange.· 
Looking back on the eourse of events, would appear that the 
md of the trade depression by the year 1896 was improving 

CIl w. C. MltcheU, Business Cllcles, PP. 49 and 6~9. 
(3) Hamrey, CUn'enct/ """ ere.ut (1919), PP. 326-328. 
:(8) LIJIdsay, Q. 4,097,.-4,099. '(Fowler OolillDittoe). 
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the conditions of trade and indUBtry and making larger 
demands on the eapital and currency of India. 

The case against SilYer mono-metailism. 

The first problem considered by the Committee ",as 
how to put an end to the then existing abnormal and un
certain state of the currency-whether by reverting to the 
silver standard which prevailed before 1893, or by intro
ducing some sort of gold standani. Lord Farrer described 
before the Committee the state of things prevailing between 
1893 and 1898, by observing that India had been without a 
'IOmplete standard, "It is a state of things in whi~ you have 
-I do not know how to express it-an anomalous standard, 
a rupee with a superior limit, and without an inferior limit, 
as measured in gold ".' The Committee noted that under 
the prevalent conditions there was "no legal relation be
tween the rupee and gold' '. Only the Government of India 
had for the time being declared a rate at which ru,pees 
conld be obtained for gold, and as a result of this declara
tion the upper limit to which the rupee could rise was de
termined for the time being.' 

The case for the restoration of the silver mono-metal
!ism found an able champion in Sir R. Giffen.' He argued 
that owing to the poverty of India and to the faet that it 
had to resort to borrowing even to meet its obligations, an 
effeetive gold standard was out of the question. The 
proposal to alter the standard was, he observed., brought 
forward by the Indian Government mainly on aecount of 
~ts own financial difficulties, and by individual bwrine1i8 
men also as a solution of their own speeial difficulties. 
So far as the financial difficulties of the Government were 
due to a rise of priees, he propoeed that they could be 
legitimately met by increasing taxat~' A restoration 

(1) Fowler Committee Q. 12,171 12,172. 
(-2) Fowler CommIttee'. Report. paragraph 16. 
(3) Fowler Committee Q. 10,109-10,111; 10,238-10,248. 
(II Q. 10,05~10.058. 
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.of the old silver standard would no doubt bring with it 
exchange fluctllations, but then such exchange fluctuations 
were not so a. great d!sa.dvanta.gll to tra.de.llS had been sug
gested. Such was the theoretica.l ea.tI6 for the re-opening of 
the mints as presented by Sir R. GiJIen.1 From it we turn to 
the "idols of the market pla.ee", a.nd find less substantial 
and more fallseious arguments employed by represent&, 
tives of particular industries 8iIld trades. The well-worn 
contention was a.dvanced tha.t "a. low ru;pee and a low ex
change" encouraged the export trade of India. We" have 
already dealt with this line of reasoning before. It was 
further argued "the present system of closed m!nts h~di
caps India in her industrial competition witb countries on 
a silver sta.ndard." For insta.nce it was alleged tha.t the 
rise in the exchange value of the rupee increased the cost 
of production of tea in India, while other tea producing 
countries which were on a silver basis were favoured in 
com,petition with India. by the divergence between the value 
of silver and the exchange value of the rup.e8.· 

The Committee ha.d little difficulty in dealing with the 
arguments a.d;anced by the business men. It contained 
eminent business men who envisaged the matter elearly, 
and met the arguments urged before them conclusively. 
The stimulus given to Chinese producers by "the greater 
fall in the London exchange with China as compared with 
the fall of exchange with Inwa" was bound to be a transi
tory affair "and could only continue tint!J. circumstances c 

have brought about the inevi~ble adjustment". The Com
mittee was sllItisfied that there had been such a.n adjustment 
and f.h&t prices and wages ha.d risen in China.8 

In deciding against a reversion to the sUver mono
metallism the Fowler Committee builded better than they 

(1) Gillen'. EvIdence, Q. 10,238-10,248; 10,867-70. 
(Bl Evidence of M .... r •• Christie and Leake and of Mr. G. L. 

4cworth. 
\8) Fowler Committee's Report, II .... l\il"aph 24~ 



knew. The irue reason for changing the standard eon· 
sisted, not merely in any temporary relief given to public 
finances, . or convenience to trade. The main considera
tions were the great increase in the production of the metal 
especially after the year 1885, the fall in the monetary 
demand for it due to demonetisation of silver by various 
advanced countries, and the consequent phenomenal fhll 
in its value. As Laughlin put j,t "the really revolutionary 
action in the downward movement of silver has come dince 
1890. From a ·ratio of about 1: 40 we have to discuss a 
change to the level of 1: 34. In the short period between 
September 1890 and March 1894, the price of silver fell 
to OnE~·half its value on the former date .•.. No such change 
has ever before been recorded in the history of gold and 
silver. Neither the famous output of silver from the South 
American mines In the sixteenth century, nor the greater 
production of silver in Mexico about 1761.1820, had any 
thing like this effect.... The world's production of silver 
rose from about 90 millions of ounces in 1885 to over 170 
millions in 1895 and to over 230 million ounces in 1911·12. 
With demonetisation of silver in the leading countries, we 
might be sure, that a great portion of this cheapened lind 
ever increasing mass of white metal would have been 
dumped on India. There would have resulted a steady 
depreciation of the rupee and a continuous rise of prices 
in India, causing great social injustice, injury to trade 
and dislocation of public finances. 

End of the Blmetallio oontroyersy. 

About the same time that silver mono-meta1lism was 
definitely turned down, another long controversy was ter· 
minated so far at least as India was concerned. The success 
of the Republican party in the United States led to the ap
pointment of the Wolcott Commission by President Me 
Kinley, to carry on negotiations for seeuring a badis for 

(1) History of BimetaUlsm, p. 176. 
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·another Bimetallio Conference.' The world was not yet 
fnlly aw~e that the ground had been cut a~ay from 
under the Bimetallic propaganda by thll disappearanee of 
the great depression of trade and induatry, as well as by 
the development of gold production. The propoaals, th('l'e
fore, met with unexpectedly favourable reception. Even 
the Government of England whieh had so far discouraged 
Bimetallic proposals showed itaelf well inclined to the new 
suggestion, and wedt so ~ar as to agree to the keeping of 
one-fifth of the bullion in the Issue Department of the 
Bank of England in silver. But a line was drawn- at the 
French proposal that England should purchase 10 millions 
of silver per annum, which would have introduced a Bort of 
Sherman Act into England. Even the stalwarts of Bimetal
lism, like Lord Aldenham, regarded .that proposal as '.' a 
very foolish and futile thing". The Freneh insistence on 
the ratio of 151 to 1 was also a very great obstacle. As 
the bimetallists admitted, "the refusal of the proposals in 
their then form was inevitable," but they wished that 
the nllgotiatioDs had been continued and that efforts had 
been made to effect Ii' compromise as rllgards the ratio 
"bringing it to some where in the neighbourhood of 2 
to 1". 

Some surprise was expressed at the unfavourable at
titude of the Government of India to the proposals. But 
there were good reasons for India decIining to eo-operate 
with the bimetallists, 8'nd for treating the question as closed < 

so far as our country was concerned. One of the main diffi
culties was the proposed return to the old ratio of 151 to one. 
As Sir D. Barbour had noted, any attempt to return to 
that ratio would involve the most serious disturbanco ()f 
the foreign trade of India, and would lead to a general and 
disastrous fall of prices as well as to a most drastic r~dnc-

(1) Bell1'l' B. Russell. Inl.,.natiOMl Mcmelar'f C""' ..... c .. 
pp. 438. 459-46L See also the evidence of Lord Aldenballl· b&
rore the Fowler ColllIll1tteo. 



tion of currency. It was further pointed out that the l>ro
posal, if carried out, amounted to adding nearly fifty pl'r 
cent to the gold value of silver, 8IIld the effects Clf a rise 
of this magnitude both upon the demand and upon the 
production of silver would be very serious indced.1 Tl:en 
again, India had by this time achieved stability ot ex
change in a fair measure by her own exertions, and hence 
she had no great interest in the proposals. Finally. a C'ln
dition of war on our frontiers and famine within the 
country was hardly propitious to new experiments in ellr
reney. These points were emphasised in the de9pllieh of 
the Government of India, dated the 16th September 1897." 

"Relatiye" or "absolute" contraction. 
There was a great deal of discussion before th' C.:·m

mittee as to whether there had been either au absolute or. 
a relative contraction of currency during the period 1893-
98. The solution of the problem was of imPOttance irnm 
more than one point of view. Those who advocateJ the 
reopening of the mints were interested in showing that 'J,e 
policy of closing them had led to an absolute contraelkn 
of eurrency, and consequently to monetary stringency, 
which was a "burthen imposed on the export trade of 
India ". On the other hand, there was the proposal that 
since, after 1894-95 exchange had been raised by the rmp
posed contraction, it was advisable to contract the C\'J'

rency further and thus to terminate the period of tramriti'm. 

As regards any /!bsolute contraction of currency since 
1893, the presumptioJl is quite against it. For one thing, 
there was even an increase of the rupee cir.JUlation soon 
after the closing of the mints, since the Government l.ad 
accepted from the banks silver which had heen shipped 
after the closing of the mints, and coined two erores of 
rupees out of it. As has been pointed out, we have fur
ther to take into aceount rupees released from Govemmf'TIt 

(1) Barbour, 8truuJarrJ 01 'FIJI"", p. 188. 
(2) g. 11, Sit. 
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Treasuriell by the l'eI!lIIIlption of the 1181e of Council billi 
-J!11894-95. Nor can we neglect additions which were m&de 

to the cuneney by the return of a considerable number of 
rupees from the Native States as well as from foreign coun" 
tries and the rupees which must haye emerged from hoards. 

It is true that Mr. F. C. Harrison lIBIIerted J)efore th\l 
CoDlDlittee that it was probable that the rupee circulation 
had decreased from 128 crores to 120 crores between the' 
years 1893 and 1898; and his statistics have been roug"b1y 
corroborated by the estimates of Mr. Adie and others. But' 
Mr. Harrison admitted that his figures did not take full 
aeeount of the return of rupees from hoards or from 
foreign countries. We must also take into aceount lOme 
important economies in the employment of the curreney, 
like the spread of the use of cheques, as also the increase 
in velocity of circulation csused by 'improvement in 
communications. 

The case is different as regards the pOllSibility of there' 
having been a relative contraction of currency. It is quite 
clear to us, in the light of later event!, that" the monetary 
demand did increase m.ore rapidly than the supply;" and 
it is intereating to trace the factors leading up UJ' this rela~ , 
tive incresae of demand. The first signs of any dl'.fieirncy' 
of currency and of monetary stringency were Obsel'Ved by 
the banking authorities of India in the latter part of the 
year 1896 and in the beginning of 1897. That strj.ngency 
was attributed partly to the curtailment (If (Auneila 
caused by the famine. But there were other CS1lSl'8' of' 
stringeney of at more promieing character. As Lindsay has' 
observed, in 1895-96 there was an, extension of joint.{Itoc\r 
enterprise in the shape of the development of jilts mills' 
and indigo JIli&, and an increase of colIlIllercial • .uterprise ' 
generally. There was also an increased demand for JIlon.ey, 
as the l18tne authority on Indian banking matters observed, 
9wing to dte large export aemanil for' whcat and seeWi 

Q-U' ' 
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and to the financing of high priced food crops.' It is 
this explanation of the relative contraction .,f currency 
that deserves to be emphasised. For the growth of the 
commercial and industrial demands lor currency,. which 
caused the monetary stringency, indicated the beginning 
of a movement which was destined to have a highly fIl.'\"our
able effeet upon the Indian exchange. The faet was that 
the world depression of 1893 was passing aw&y ond giving 
place to a development of trade and industry; and corres
ponding to this we had the beginnings of a revival of trade 
and industry in India leading to an increase of demand for 
currency. It was this revival which was causing both a 
rise of Indian exchange and the "relative contraetion of 
currency" in India. That great and general prosperity of 
trade and industry, and the resulting demand for Indian 
products, were in the near future going to maintain the 
ratio fixed at 1s. 4d.by the Fowler Committee, and to give 
India a long 'Series of favourable balances of trade in spite 
of the heavy coinage of Rupees. Looked at as a purely 
monetary phenomenon, and without referenee to the h'ade 
position, the condition of things was rsther surprising and 
puzzling. As Nogaro put it, we thus observe the curious 
faet that "the stabilisation of the rupee was earried out at 
the very time when the Government was abandoning its 
policy of monetary contraction, and having resigned itself 
to a resumption of the coinage was issuing annually bet
ween 100 and 200 millions of rupees"." 

The Fowler Committee could not help noticing that 
already" in the year 1898-99 the total volume of the t'XpOrt 

trade exceeded that of all past years". But it was too near 
the beginning of the great trade revival to observe its foIl 
significance as regards the maintenance of exchange, and 
its effect on the demand for currency in India. The Com
mittee was concerned with the question 01 "the rela1he 

(1) Llndaarl evidence, before Ihe Fowler CqmlDlHee. Q. B,482 
-B,484 and 1,1D7. 

(a) Nopro, op. cit, p. 88, 



eontractton or currency mainly on account or itl!Learln~ 
on the Indian Government's proposal to further contract 
the currency. We can now see clearly that the change of 
trade conditions which had already began had made these 
proposals inapplicable. Th& sequence of eventa was 
naturally not so clear to the Committee in 1898; still it is 
It ilroof of the c1srity of its economic vision, that it gave 
the eredit of the rise of exchange to borrowings ()n accolmt 
of India in London, to the increase in exports from India, 
and to the general rise of gold prices. It added that·· it is 
quite impossible to eatimate the relative importance of 
these factors among themselves or the amount of their in
lluence on exchange as compared with the effect of a. con-. 
traction of currency". The economic student of to.day has 
naturally the advantage of a better perspective, and can 
aee that the rise of world prices and the revival of tra·de 
abroad were exerting their in1luence both on the exchange. 
and on currency conditions of India. In its turn, the re!a,. 
nue contraction of Indian currency was no doubt helping on 
the improvement in the situation. 

Currency propoeala 8ubniItted to the Committee: 

.To the student of the evolution of monetary tb~ory and 
pract~ce the evidence given before the Fowler C"mmitwe 
is of more importance than many text-books. 'rhe names 
of witnesses like Prof. Marshall and Sir R. Gtifen, of Lold 
Farrer and Mr. Lindsay would alone suffice to shed a lustre 
on any Committee, But, apart from the eminence of indi~ 
vidual witnesses, every known shade of monetary opin~on 
Will btl found to be fully represented in the evidence .. Tht.re 
were stalwart champions of Silver monometallism like 
Gtifen, of Bimetallism like Lord Aldenham, and of gold eur
rency like Prof. McLeod. But, it was obvious that the Gold 
exchange standard was in the air; and it was an anmistak
able sign of the near and rapid developmeJlt of the Gold 
Exchange Standard-not only in India but in other C<'IlIn
tries-that no lesa than four schemes for introducing it 
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'Were simultaneously put forward before the Commission. 
They were those of Lindsay, Probyn, Raphael and Darwin 
r~pectively. When we remember further that some other 
proposals of the day, though aiming professedly ot the 
Limping standard, had to borrow the charaeteristic mecha· 
nism of the Gold EX'Change Standsrd in order .., keep the 
rupee at parity with gold, we shall appreeiate the foree III 
the general movement towards a Gold Exchange Standsrd. 

The causes of the spread of the Gold Exchange Stand· 
ard, otherwise called the gold.reserve method, about the 
end of the 19th century, not only in India but in other 
countIies of America and Europe, deserve some notice. The 
phenomenon is an instructive example of the adsptarioA .. f 
monetary systems to economic environments. With the 
abrupt change in production and relative values of silver 
and gold, the silver standard countries found themselves in 
difficulties connected 'With the exchange problem. For some 
time, they were attracted by the prospects held out by Bime
tallism. But as these prospects faded awa.y, another remedy 
had to be found for the widely dislocated exchanges. This 
was found in a restriction or control of silver coinage, 
Ilupple~ented by ma.k!ng the local currency conv~rrible in· 
to gold or foreign exchange for the purpose of foreigA pay· 
ments. Fixity of the value of the local currency was tho 
secured. India led the way and was followed by Mexico, the 
Philippines and the Straits.1 Even Japan which bad II 

gold currency went over latterly to II variant of the Gold 
Exchange Standsrd." The same method of stabilization was 
followed by countzies like Austria, Argentina and BraziL 
Nogaro SIlID8 ul1 the movement thus: "by II series of 
changes in method the traditional gold standard regune 
evolved into the move modem systems which secure for 
nstional fiduciary currencies stable exchanges based on 
gold~'.· 

(II Arnaune, 01'. cit. pp. 894-399. 
(s) Cf. Economic JOurnal, March, 1lI25, P. 66 . 

• (S) NOgalt'>, 01'. cit. PP. ·89, 4l, ~8. . 
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On the theoretical side, the. ongma of this IIIOV&< 
ment can be traced back to Ricanl.o's· Gold Ingot plaD. 
Both Lindsa.y and Probyn, who came forward with 80m&
what similar schemes of Gold Exchange Standard, full,. ack
nowledged their obligations to Ricardo. On the practical side 
however, something was due to the system maintained suc
cessfully by the Dutch East Indi~ country which ·bas 
a right to be called •• the numery of the Gold Exchange 
Standard". The system had been attracting notice for 
some time and the Herschell Committee thus described it: 
.. This is ., case in which the standard is gold, with little 
or no gold in circulation. The silver is kept at an artj.fi
cial ratio much higher than its market value, although 
neither it nor the paper is convertible into gold except for 
purposes of export". 

Tbe Lindsay Boheme. 

The main-and characteristic features of the Lindsay 
plan might be first described. He proposed to raise 10 mil
lions sterling in London to fonn the Gold Standard Reserve. 
This figure of. ten millions he based on the contractibility 
of the Indian Currency of which the best index was formed 
by the balances of the Presidency Banks, since theycontained 
all the funds likely to be tendered for conversion into stpr
ling money. This fund, he urged should be kept separat') 
from Government money.l In case this fund was exhaust
ed, it could be replenished by the sale of rupees in the Golcl 
Standard Ofiice or by further borrowing; but nonnaliy 
the profits from the coinage of the token rupee would 
BUIlice to keep up its size. When the balance of trade was 
unfavourable, drafts were to be sold on London at Is. SId. 
per rupee-that being the gold export point. In the sale 
of these reverse drafts two rules were to be carefully ob
served. In the first place, the local cuneney was to be 
contracted by locking up the rapees tendered. Such a 

(1) LlDdsa7'a evidence, Q. 1,890. 
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witiuirawai of. rupees would tend to depress rupee priees 
and to maintain the exchange. In the second place, it was 
not gold that was to be given to be export, but sterling 
drafta on the gold fund in London. When the balance of 
trade was favourable, Council Bills would have to be sold 
at lB. 4 1116d. But here again Lindsay would insist on not 
cashing the drafta out of any Government balanees, 
for he objected to mixing up currency balanees and cur
rency reserves. Thus, under his scheme, fresh currency 
could be issued only against deposita of gold, and this was 
a precaution needed against any over-issue of currency. I 

. We might next consider the advantages which Lind
say claimed for his scheme. The first advantage to be ob
tained would be automaticity and elasticity. 2 Under the 
scheme the local media of circulation •• are made to act 
precisely as if they were 'oita of gold by being made con
vertible into gold for foreign payment purposes". In a 
word, the circulation would be expanded and contracted 
just as if the country haa gold currency. You simply go on 
the orthodox beaten track. All" arbitrary measures for 
contracting the currency are to be avoided"; and we only 
"touch the rupees that are actually depressing exchange 
at the time" of contraction. t 

The second advantage of the scheme was ita economy. 
It was "a gold standard without gold eurrency~ gold 
standard with the most economical use of gold and the 
largest possible use of silver". Anticipating an idea de
velo,ped by Mr. Hawtrey and other authorities of ?1lr own 
day, Lindsay contended that under the Gold Exch3!lge 
Standard there wonld take place the least possible move
ment of gold between countries; indeed, under favonrable 
circumstances, no gold bnllion need ever be moved between 

, (1) Q. 3,987-1,938. 

(S) Q. 3,380. 

(I) Q. 4,sOL 

(4) Q. B,787. Q. 1;14Z. 
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_ London and India in the course of a year.1 The cost of 
his scheme, added Mr. Lindsay, was only the interest on 
the initial loan raised for starting the Gold Standard Re
serve. "Under my scheme all expansions Df the currency 
yield handsome profit. It is contraction oJ)l.y that entails 
expense, and that contraction is limited". 

The reply of Mr. Lindsay to IIOme objections urged 
against his scheme may very instructive reading, and in 
this connection students of currency history will attaeh 
a special interest to his examination by Sir D. Barbour. 
Both Sir J. Westland and Sir D. Barbour eontended tllat 
that it was possible that such large quanties of rupees , 
implied "an undertaking of an indefinite liability" and 
that it was likely that such large quantities of rupee 
might be offered for conversion into gold, that there might 
be a gradual sapping away of the Gold Reserve Fund. In 
reply, Lindsay pointed out that the liability cOuld not be 
indefinite, since it was limited by the potential contracti
bility of the rupee currency; "that India was still an un
developed country and the more she is developed the more 
currency she requires"; and that the expansion of the 
rupee currency must strengthen the Gold Standard Re
serve Fund continuously. It was also objected to the scheme 
by Sir J. Westland that the feature of Government con
trol was wanting in it. To that Lindsay replied that it 
was a great merit of his scheme that it could he worKed 
'~without the intervention of the Govemment in any shapec 

or form". As the scheme was automatic and as its work-_ 
ing was purely-mechanical, it could be worked as well by
a bank as by a Govemment office.- Sir D. Barbour went 
on to suggest that while the scheme was economical and 
even profitable to the state, it meant that the individual -
hoarder would be a loser in as much as he would have to 
hoard in future coin of which the value as money "as 
higher than the intrinsic value. Lindsay's comment -on 

\1) Q. 8,678-3,679; 4,064. \1) Q. B,GRG, 
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that view was, such • lituation would "tend to make hjm 
discard hoarding in time". 1 

Not many of the critics of the Lindsay scheme I'ut 
forward their true objection to it which was at the back 
of their mind. To them the schme appeared an artificial 
and managed one, and yet too simple for the work. It 
appeared "rather a slender mechanism for establishing a 
gold standard for a country like India which is at the 
opposite"end of the earth from England".- To that ob
jection a crushing reply was given by IIlajor Darwin who 
propounded a scheme which' was but a modified form of 
the Lindsay scheme. "The great objection that has been 
taken to Mr. Lindsay's proposal is that they appear arti
ficial. I do not think that the criticism is well founded. 
If gold is handed in to the Bank in London, and notes are 
handed out at another counter, nobody calls that an arti
ficial transaction, and I think nobody calls it Government 
interference even if it is done at a State bank. I do not 
see how it makes the system any more artificial if you 
separate the two counters, the one at which gold is handed 
in, and the other at which the note is handed out. I do 
not see that it makes the system any more artificial, even 
if you place the counter at which the. notes are handed 
out as far away as India". a 

In a masterly study, Prof. Kemmerer has shown bow 
the main features of the Lindsay scheme were ultimately 
adopted in India undcr the pressnre of facts and ~;renm
stsnees. Nevertheless, there can be little doubt, that the 
system would have had a much better start, could it bave 
been inaugurated· as a whole on th, linea mggesl.l-d I>y 
Lindsay instead of being adopted pryce-meal. There ,. .. re t..
also some valuable features of the Lindsay scheme whirh 

(II Q. 3.585. 
II) Q. 1.57'. 
(II) Q. 12.668. 
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were never incorporated in ilie dold Exciumge Standard 
in India-the war having interrupted its evolution. For 
one thing, it would have been much better to have started 
operations with an adequate Gold Standard Reserve oil
tained in the first' instance by borrowing, than to have 
waited until the process of coinage' gTadually inereased.it 
to a size proportionate to its fm?ctions. The want of an 
adequate and ample reserve at its inception s~nsibly made 
the administration of the system in the earlier stages less 
eflieient than it might otherwise have been, and led to that 
hesitation in supporting the exchange which was noticed 
in the erisis of 1907. It was only after the Report of the' 
Chamberlain Commission, that the Government gave a 
pledge to support the exchange to the full extent of their 
resources. The criticism that .. there was no automatic 
provision for contracting the currency", and that "the 
Government was under no statutory obligation to support 
the e1'Change" could never have been !1dvanced, had Lind
say's scheme been adopted in its entirety from the start. 
To take another feature of Lindsay's scheme-he insisted 
on keeping the Gold Standat;d Reserve quite apart from 
Government balancss. The value of this recommendation 
will be appreciated by those whp remember the Pl'Opo..ars 
that were made later to use the profits of the coinage of 
rupces for public worKs', or in aid of general balances, as 
also the controversies about the rates at which Council bills 
should be drawn 'against paper currency reserve and the 
Gold Standard Reserve. The student of the subject might 
further refer to the criticism directed against individual 
features of the pre-war monetary system of India, to be 
found in the writings of such a sympathetic critic' and his
torian as Prof. Kemmerer, and he will see how little of it 
would be relevant if advanced against the Lindsay Bebeme. 
The'difficulty of adopting the new system 61l bloo must of 
course be admitted, especially in view of the imperfect eon,. 
temporary development of monetary theol'Y. and, practice, 
and the state of opinion in India at the time. Yet an econl)-
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mist might well pay his tribute of. admiration to Lindsay, 
who had succeeded in outlining a system, which if it could 
have been adopted, would have made almost all later criti
cism beside the mark. 

The proposals of Mr. Darwin and Mr. Raphael wcre 
avowedly based ou those of Lindsay, and might be only 
briefly examined. Mr. Raphael agreed that his scheme was 
very much like that of Lindsay and that all schemes of 
gold standard without gold currency must be SO.' His only 
apprehension about the Linds8J' scheme was that it would 
involve an undue contraction of currency, and he would 
provide against it, since he believed that tbe Rupee currency 
was not redundant then, and would soon have to be in
creased. His proposal also differed from that of Lindsay 
in another detail-he would hold part of the Gold Stand
ard Reserve in gold, in order that India could draw on it 
at need without causing a stringency in London. 

The Probyn Soheme. 

The schemes proposed by Major Darwin and Mr. Pro
byn are best studied together; for while they were in many 
respects analogous to the Lindsay scheme, they show very 
interesting resemblances to the future Gold Bullion Stand
ard. Thus, Major Darwin, in his proposals anticipated a 
great many of the proposals of the Royal Commission of 
1925-26. He would demonetise the sovereign in India. at 
once, and he aimed at the nltimate dethronement of the 
rupee by. providing that the liability to convcrt notes into 
silver rupees should be cancelled at some future date. The 
currency in India. was to consist of rupees supplcmented 
by convertible gold notes. The loea1 currency was to be 
maintained at par by the Government selling gold at 
lB. 4d. for notes. He preferred the coJvertibility to be in 
London, but was willing to give up that point as a minor 
oue, and to give the gold in India.. These ideas formed re
markable anticipations of the recommendations of the 

(1) Q. 6,466. 



Commission of 1925-26 about the demonetisation of the 
IIOvereign, the ultimate dethronement of the rupee, and 
making the notes eonvertible into gold. 

The seheme of Mr. L. C. Probyn also anticipated the 
leading characteristics of the future Gold Bullion Standard 
by proposing that ultimately rupees and paper currency 
should be sustained at par with gold through the right to 
demand such local currency for gold bullion, and gold 
bullion for that currency.' In the initial stages of the scheme 
however, the people would ouly have the right to demand 
notes and silver for gold bullion". As gold was handed 
into the reserves, the public would receive notes of 10,000 
rupees payable at the option of the holder either in silver 
rupees or gold bars. The smaller notes would remain ex· 
changeable into silver rupees ouly. As time went on, the 
gold reserve would be enlarged, as gold kept eoming in 
both against the issue of the large gold notes and the amailer 
notes aa well. In this way the silver in the reserve would 
be replaeed by gold automatically, and a great gold reserve 
would be formed which would not ouly be useful for the re
deIJiption of the note issue, but would also keep the rupee or 
notes printed on silver at parity with gold. The seeond 
stage would be entered upon when gradually, the Currency 
Depa.rtment had thus acquired a stock of gold sufficiently 
large to serve as the basis for eonvertibility. Then, with 
the advent of convertibility, the gold standard which was 
aimed at would be established, and the' public would be 
given the right to demand gold bullion for notes and 
ruupees. At this stage, also, therefore, provision would have 
been made for the contraction of currency. Further, after 
convertibility is declared, ail gold reserves were to be 
merged into on_the gold note reserve, the ordinary re
serve of the currency department, and the profits from 
silver coinage. This last item he proposed to call the 
"equivalenee fund". Gold would not be legal tender, at 

(11 ProbJD. 2.8,86t-6,861. Soc 0100 ProbYD, /"di ... c;.;fII'ge 
""" "'"_1, pp.63-60. 



any time under this scheme,· but gold bars should be the 
basis of the Indian standard of value. I 

Here, again, wc have to note other intcresting resem
blances with the future Gold Bullion Standard. Thus the 
demonetisation of the Sovereign, the convertibility of 
rupees and notes into bars of gold and the amalgamation of 
the reserves ail'e features common to Probyn's scheme and 
to the proposals of 1926. A. very significant difference 
might, however, be pointed out. In the absence of any 
large resources to serve as the basis of the convertibility of 
rupees and notes into gold, Probyn had to provide a tran
sitional stage during which gold was to be accumulated in 
the reserves gradually, through the deposit of gold and the 
issue of gold notes, and was not to be used for the redemp
tion of local currency. We can infer from this, how great
ly the task of the Commission of 1925-26 was facilitated by 
the existence of the Gold Standard Reserve which had been 
built up during and through the working of the Gold Ex
change Standard. 

And it is to be noted, further, that the main criticism 
that was directed against the proposala of Probyn was 
aimed at the arrangements suggested for th~ tran
sitional stage. It was pointed out, and he did not deny 
it, that during this transitional stage, there would be no 
machinery for the contraction of the currency. In the 
course of time he added "I hope that 80 much gold might 
be held by the currency department as would constitute a 
reserve which might enable the Government to undertake 
always to issue gold bars in exchange for rupees or rupee 
notes". Another defect of the system during the transi
tion period was also admitted-that two kinds of currency 
notes would be circulating at onoo-one of which would be 
a rupee note and the other a gold note. Such defeets how
ever were inevitable in the absence of adequate gold re
sources at the start. 

III Probya, Indi." Co;,.., •• IUI "'"""y, pp. 88 ""d tv. 
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Coming next to examine the proposals which the Gov6tJ1-

ment of India: put forward in March 1898, we can trace 
in them many of the features of the future Gold Exchange 
Standard. The term was not of course used, as it was not 
still coined. But they wanted to introduce a Limping 
~tandard, combined with a "practical convertibility" 
though the legall obligation for convertibility was not to 
be undertaken. (' ) Such a combination of a limping stand
ard combined with partial redemption virtually amounts 
to a Gold Exchange Standard.' Further, it was proposed 
to form a gold reserve partly by borrowing and partly 
out of the proceeds of the rupees to be melted in order to 
secure the necessary contraction." Mr. Lindsay himself 
noted the resemblance between his own scheme and that of 
the Government of India, the only point of divergence being 
that the lat"ter contemplated the introduction of gold cur
rency at some future date and. making gold legal .tender.' 
At the same time, the Government of India did not con, 
ceal its view that any Limping Standard established in 
India would have to be of an attenuated and diluted charae
ter. It was aware that gola was not likely to circulate in 
India to anything like the extent to which it was to be 
found in circulation in France. The Secretary to the Gov
ernment in the Finance Department himself observed to 
the Fowler Committee that "France has a much larger 
Btock of that gold than India is even likely to require and 
that gold would not go into circulation in India to any ap
preciable extent, whereas it does does iii. France. I under-, 
stand that it is in general circulation in France nearly to as 
great an extent 8B the five franc pieces.' >. Another witness 
..,...e. practical banker-also argued against the introduction 
into India of a Limping Standard on the lines of France. 
"France" he pointed out, "had a vast amount of gold cur-

(1) Fowler COmmittee, Q. 8,096-3,100. 
;(2) Flaher, Purc7Iaring Power 0' Mone", p. lSL 
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its 
reney, it was also a great creditor country holding im
mense amounts of foreign securities. In such a country 
the Limping Standard coUld maintain itself and silver 
coins could not drive out the gold currency. "If India was 
in the position of France" said the witness to the Commit
tee" there would be no necessity, I am sure, for you, gentle- . 
men to be considering the currency quest!on".l 

The Ratio Problem. 

The problem which faced the Fowler Committee, in 
the matter of the ratio, bore a remarkable resemblance to 
the one that was to be examined by the Royal Currency 
Commission of 1925-26. In both cases, the exchange was ris
ing again after a period of abnormal fluctuations; and in 
both instances too the rise was due in BOrne measure to abs0-
lute or rclative contraction, but, in the main, to an improve
ment in trade conditions. In either case, stabiliaation was 
effected at the prevailing rate of the day, after considering 
whether prices in India had adjusted themselves to it. An 
examination of the possible effects of raising the exchange 
on industries in general, and on agriculture in particular, 
had also to be undertaken in both cases. And in the argu
ments and the considerations which led to the raising of 
the exchange rate in 1898 and in 1926, there is a striking 
parallelism. There was hardly an argument used in our 
recent controversy about the ratio which had not been em
ployed in 1898. That constitutes an additional reason for 
studying the Fowler Committee's Report and the evidence 
bcfore it with more than ordinary care. Indeed, as the 
Report deals with the various isaues rather briefly, its dicta 
have to be supplemented by those of witnesses in order to 
comprehend the full strength of the case. 

Beginning with the main isau&-that of the adjnstment 
of Indian prices-we find the Committee observing that 
"prices in India may be assumed to have adjusted them
selves to it (the ratio), and the adoption of a m»erially 

(I) Q. 6.447-6.45L 
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lower rate at the present time would cause a cpstinct, and 
in' our opinion, a mischievous ilisturbance ot, trade and 
business. The onus pt'obamdi rests on those who would now 
propose a different rate ".1 Those who had argued against 
the stabilisation at the lB. 4<1. ratio urged that it had pre
vailed for only ten months and further, that these ten 

, months could not be regarded as a normal period. It was 
contended further, that the status quo had not been arrived 
at in a natural way but by means of contraction of cur
rency, and finally that there had been no adjustment of 
wages to the ratio. Needless to say that these arguments 
which were advanced against the Is. 4d. ratio in 1898 were 
exactly those which were urged against the Is. 6d. ratio 
in 1925-26. Looking back at the controversy, in the light 
of events, we find that the Fowler Committee was right 
in deciding against them. We can see that there had been 
some fall of prices after 1893, though any statistical mea,. 

surement of the degree of adjustment is rendered impos
sible by the famine conditions of the later part of the 
period, which not only raised many prices directly but also 
led to the emergence of a lot of rupees from the hoards. 
The adjustment would have been much more evident, and 
the fall of prices would .have been much more pronounced, 
but for the abnormal factors mentioned above. As it was, 
there were reliable witnesses before the Committee who 
testified to a fall of prices. 

There was also a good dcal of discussion 8S to the 
effect of the higher ratio on the fortunes of the agricul
turist .. It was objected that to raise the value of the rupee 
was equivalent to increasing the indebtedness of the agri
culturists, and to levying an unfair tax on production in 
India while giving a bounty to the importer. It was point
ed out in answer in the evidence that the hypo
thesis as to.· the increase of the burden of in
debtedness did not take account either of the long 
continuance and syatematic renewal of the older' ,agri-

il) Fowler Committee's Report, paragraphs 64-66. 
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cultural debts, nor of the fact that much of the new 
indebtedness had been incurred when the rupee was very 
near the level of 1s. 4d. l As against the argument that 
undcr a Is. 4d. ratio the rupee was appreciated, and .this 
implied heavier taxation of the agriculturist, it was pointed 
out that the settlements had been effected over periods 
during which the rupee had been as high as ls. 9d. or lB. Gd, 
and hence a rise of exchange from 1s. 3d to Is. 4d. would 
mean no material injustice." Finally, the rapid inerease 
of exports, which was beginning to take place with the 
rupee at lB. 4d. did not lend any support to the view that 
the local producer was penalised or that imports were re
ceiving a bounty. 

To the general contention that a ratio 'of 18. 4d. would 
adversely aJiect the trade and production of India, the 
Committee replied that with a 1s. 4d. ratio the total volume 
of the export trade of India" had exceeded that of all past 
years", and that a return to a lower rate would mean a 
rise in prices and a depreciation of currency. Such a de
preciation might for a time give a temporary advantage to 
some of the producers of India but that it would not mean 
any gain to the country as a whole".- On this subject the 
Committee had had the advantage of relying on Prof. 
Marshall's pronouncements on the subject. He had ob
served that" a rupee at 19. 4d. is a workable compromise; 
and although I have seen it stated that it is a tax upon 
trade, I have not been able to see that it is any tax upon 
trade at all It is a tax upon those who have a specifiC 
quantity of rupee to pay under contracts made or implied 
during the very short time that the rupee was of a lower 
real value than now; but so far as future trade is concerned 
it seems to me to be a change exactly like the adoption of' 
the decimal system and using the Kilogram instead of the 
pound ". Prof. Marshall also pointed the fallacy of con
fusing the interests of the enterpreneur with that of the, 

(1) Q. 10,680-10,688. 
(2) Q. 5,773-5,775. 
(3) Fowler COIDDlittee'& Report, paragraph 84 and 88. 
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export trade Of the country. A depreciating excliange 1ieue
fits the enterpreneur or undertaker by enabling' him to 
gain at the expense of employees and eapitalists.1 But it 
is a mistake to regard the interests of tbe enterpreneur or 
undertaker as eo-extensive with tbose of the trade, especi
ally as under the same cj.rcumstances he would make tbe 
same gain whether he was producing for export or ~or 
domestic coIl.SWllption. Some of the pronouncements of 
Prof. Marshall before the Committee represent important 
stllges in! the progress of monetary theory. The student 
of tbe proceedings of the Fowler Committee can searcely 
resist the temptation to study, however briefty, some of ~ 
valuable dj.cta. 

Currenoy ideale and aims of llle Committee 
It has been observed, on good authority, that the re

commendations of the Fowler Committee were influenced 
materislly by the evidence given before it by Prof. Mac 
Leod. The parallel between the Committee's proposals and 
those of the Professor is indeed, very close and illuminat
ing, both the analogues and the differences throwing much 
light. on the intentions of the Committee. In fact, we 
possess a useful commentary on the Fowler Committee's pro
posals in Prof. MacLeod's evidence before it. The Com
mittee's main object was to set up a Limping standard on 
the model of that obtaining in France and United States 
of Americs, which are .. the two principal instances of 
countries with a gold standard and currency which admit 
silver coin to unlimited legal tender".2 This was the opinion 
of MacLeod, too, and both he and the Committee looked 
forward ultimately to a time when the legal tender quality 
of the rupee might be restricted. He urged that "the 
s\lver should be maintained as unlimited legal tender for 
a considerable time until India is sufficiently saturated 
with gold. When that is done, I think tbat silver should 
be restricted as legal tender to an amount considerably 
exceeding the largest transactions of the poorer natives-

(1) Q. 11.787; 11.834-11.836; 11,842. 
(2) Fowler Committee'. Report, paragrapb 67. 
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lay £25." Indeed, he was hopeful that the limit could be 
brought down even to £10.1 The Committee paraphrased 
this with characteristic caution in observing that, "for some 
time to come, no such limitation can be contemplated on the 
amount for which 'Rullees' should constitute a legal 
tender." 

The next important recommendation of the Fowler 
Committee that the Government of India should accept 
no obligation for convertibility of rupees into gold", was 
also supported by MacLeod's arguments and views. He 
urged that in no country in the world is silver convertible 
into gold at the will of the holder.' He also added that" if 
such an idea was adopted, it would simply mean that a gold 
currency could never be restored to India; for a consider
able number of rupees and notes could be presented for re
demption". He went indeed further, and laid down the 
extreme proposition that" convertibility was not necessary 
to maintain the par between rupees and sovereigns."8 On 
the other hand, the Committee showed itself far more 
cautious and far less sangnine about gold coins finding 
their way into general circulation in India for a long time 
to come. They, therefore, emphasised the necessity of at 
least a partial redemption of the rupee, and recommended 
the formation of a gold reserve, of which the principal use 
was "that it should be freely available for foreign remit
tanees whenever the exchange falls below specie point".' 
They thus indicated unmistakably that in their opinion 
a limping standard of the French type was a distant ideal, 
that the pushing of gold currency into circulation would 
require a long time, and that meanwhile the rupee was to 
be kept at par with the sovereign not by virtue of the 
large proportion of gold coins in circulation but by the 
instrumentality of a redemption fund •. 

(1) Q. 12.940. 
(2) Q. 12.962. 
(3) Q. 12.938 and 12.960. 
I" Fowler CommIttee'8 Report, paragrapb8 60 and 59. 



It has often been proposed that the proper. way to 
promote gold currency is that the Government should re
solve on a stoppage of silver coinage. This would; how
ever, mean, in the first place, that public prl}ference in the 
matter of the currency which it would use is to be disre
garded; in the seeond place, that monetary stringency was 
to be creeted in order to force gold into circulation. The 
Fowler Committee wisely avoided such a procedure, and 
adopted a tentative method. "The Government should 
continue to give rupees for gold, but fresh rupees should 
not he coined until the proportion of gold in the currency 
is found to exceed the requirements of the public.... V m:1 
similar was MacLeod's advice to the effect that "the Gov
ernment should keep the eoinage of silver entirely in its 
own. hands. It ean then extend or restrict the coinage of 
silver as it may deem necessary and expedient for the 
wants of th~ people. '" 

On many other points the student of the Fowler Com
mitteeReport will be enlightened by a reference to Mae 
Leod's evidence. Thus we find the Committee rejecting 
the Lindsay scheme on the ground that" any system of gold 
standard without a visible gold currency would be looked 
upon with distrust" .(cf. para 53 of its Report). This 
reminds us of the more emphatic, if unscientific, dictum of 
MacLeod that "you cannot have a gold standard without 
a gold currency. I cannot imagine their being separate".· 
Then again, both the Committee and Prof. Mae Leod re
gard the danger to a gold currency from hoarding to be 
fanciful. The arguments for fixing the ratio at 18. 4d. are 
also common to both,' and consist mainly of the distur
bance.of trade and business that would be caused by hav
ing another ratio. Finally, the grounds for rejecting the 
idea of any "natural or normal ratio" between the rupee 
and the sovereign are identical.' 

(1) Fowler Committee'. Report, paragraph 60, 
(2) Q. 12,947. 
(3)' Q •. 12,946, . 
(4) Report, par_aph 66, and Q. 12,941.' 
(6) Fowler Report paragraph 88, and Q. 12,0_, 



But on one very important matter Mac Leod showed 
himself more far-sighted than the Committee. Curiously 
enough, the necessity for seeuring large gold resources to 
serve as the basis of the inauguration of a gold currency 
in India was more obvious to the theorist than to the Com
mittee consisting of practical men. While the Committee 
left the problem of providing such resources in a very hazy
condition, Mac Leod put forward definite suggestions for, 
securing them. For one thing, he suggested that Customs 
duties should be made payable in gold. He would also not I 
rely exclusively on the opening of the mints to gold to in-· 
duce a gold coinage. He proposed to offer a bonus or pre
mium upon gold which would be brought in for coinage to 
ensure a flow of gold to the mints.' :I'bese measures might 
be considered by many of doubtful efficacy; but they showed 
the importance of inaugurating a gold (lIll'l'6ncy policy 
by gathering large gold resources. They also showe<! 
that special incentives were required for inducing people 
to take the hoarded gold to the mints-important consider
ations which the COIlll1l!ttee passed over in its recommenda
tions. 

. In view of the controversy regarding the intentions of 
the Fowler Committee, the above comparison and contrast 
of its views with those of an uncompromising advoeste of 
gold currency like Mac Leod is illuminating. The Commit
tee while agreeing with many of his views differed from 
his opinion that gold circulation would reach large pro
portions in India in a short time. Rather they emphasised 
the great time needed for such a process. Nor did they 
regard that the position of India as a Limping Standard 
country would be the same as that of France. They were 
aware that there would always be a very large proportion 
of rupee circulation in India,' and that the task: of main
taining it at par would require a mechanism not known to 
the currency systems of gold standard countries like Eng
land or France, viz., the Gold Standard Reserve. The Com-

(1) Q.129~. 
.. .(2) Fowler Committee'. l1eport, DU'llgraph 60. 



mittee saw the need of laying in large gold resources tor 
starting gold circulation; but they did not avail i1iemselves 
of the somewhat crude proposals suggested to them by Mac
Leod. However, neither were their own suggestions very sa
tisfactory as regards the matter. For, if a fund raised from 
the profits of rupee coinage was to be the sole means not 
only of keeping the rupees at par but also of pushing gold 
into currency, then the gold coins were not destined to play 
more than an auxiliary part in the monetary system of 
India. The existence of such a reserve was dependent on 
a large rupee coinage, and this latter in its turn jmplied a 
small demand for and need of the gold coinage. 

Reoommendations of the Committ6e regarding a 
gold ourrenoy.. . 

A careful analysis of these proposals and of the Fowler 
Committee's recommendations regarding the "effective esta
blisbment in India of a gold standard and currency" will 
show that they hoped to attain this object not at once, but 
by successive stages; and it is instructive to study the exact 
character of the proposed stages. The final stage was to 
be the effective gold standard under which silver would be 
only a token coinage and would form a limited legal tender 
only as in the case of the United Kingdom. This was the 
same idea as that of Prof. Mac Leod, w., that ultimately 
India should have a system on exactly the same lines as the 
British system" which is now universally recognised as the 
most perfect system ever devised by the ingenuity of man"" 
But the Committee felt that "under existing conditions, 
for some time to come no such limitation Can be contem
plated" regarding the legal tender quality of silver. Fur
tholl', the Committee fought shy of the obligrution regard
ing the convertibility of the rupee into gold.' Consequently 
no course was open but to aceept aa an intermediate stage 
of their programme the establisbment of a Limping Stand
ard such aa prevailed in France. 

(1) Fowler Committee's Report, paragraphs 56--67. 



Thus the Limping Standard was accepted by the Com
mittee only as an intermediate stage, and the parallel ap
pealed to is that of France. But, then, it is to be noted 
that the special conditions which made for the successful 
maintenance .of the Limping Standard in France were not 
to be found in India. In France, it was the large circula
tion of gold coinage which formed the guarantee of the 
value of the silver pieces. The silver circulation had in 
fact been greatly reduced in France, and much of the ~ilver 
was in the Central Bank.' The Fowler Committee itself 
noted how different the circumstances were in India in this 
respect. It observes emphatically that "there is little or 
no likelihood, even according to the most sanguine view, 
that for a long time to come gold coins, even if declared legal 
tender forthwith, would find their way to any great extent 
into general circulation ".2 Here, it was recognised, that 
even a Limpin/; Standard such as prevailed in France wonld 
take a long time to achieve in India. Another diffien1ty 
in the way of the introduction of such a limping standard 
in India was that, while in France there was no further 
silver coinage, in India! the Fowler Committee could only 
recommend that" fresh rupees should not be coined until 
the proportion of goM in the currency is found to exceed 
the requirements of the public".· The fact was that the 
difficulties in the way of the introduction of a Limping 
Standard were very great in the case of India and that 
there was no comparison with the procedure adopted by 
France with that object. France began lVith, the posses
sion of a vast amount of gold which a lucky divergence 
between the market and bnllion ratios of the two metals 
obtained for that country. Being thus already in p0sses

sion of the gold required, France had only to stop the 
further coinage of silver. There was no comparison bet
wcen her circumstances in 1873 and those of India in 1898. 
India had before it the nphill task of boih acquiring the 

(1) Amaune, 01'. cit, PII. 266-267. 
(2) Fowler Committee·. Report, paragraph 60. 
(3) n, paragraph 60. 
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. gold and of disposing of the silver. cumenCly on a falling 
market for silver. Obviously India would be faced with a 
very long and eostly process in carrying out the policy. 

But if, as the Fowler Report admitted by implication, 
it would take many years to introduce a Limping Stand
ard of the French type into India, what were their pro
posdl6 for the immediate present? What in fact, was to 
be the first sta"ae towards the "effective establishment of a 
gold standard and currency" in In,dia" The first step re
commended 88 we have seen, was that "fresh rupees 
should not be coined until the proportion of gold in the 
currency is found to exceed the requirements of the pub
lie". But as the Committec believed that the demand for 
gold coins would be very small "for a long time to come", 
this recommendation was not inconsistent with the rene
wal of silver coinage before long. Practically then, at the 
start, the Committee relied solely on a redemptiou fund 
got from the profits of the renewed silver coinage to main
tain the parity of the rupee. This fund was to be "freely 
available for foreign remittances whenever the Exchange 
falls below specie point.'" We see thus, that in essentials 
the system recommended by the Committee for the transi
tion period in the innnediate future did not differ in es
sentials from what came to be called in later years the .Gold 
Exchange Standard; -and this circumstances explains the 
ease with which a transition was effected to that system from 
the arrangements proposed by the Committe-e. The econa-" 
mie theorist too will remember that the Committee had 
added to a Limping Standard the alien idea of a redemp
tion' fund, and as such an authority as Prof. Fisher has 
observed "the gold exchange standard may be regarded 
as a kind of limping standard with the added feature of 
partial redemption".· 

(1) Fowler Committ .. •• Report. paragraph 69-60. 

(2) Fl.eher. Pu.c/l<l8l"V Power 01 MO"611 (1911), p. J31. 
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Discussion of the merits of the Fowler Committee'. 
Report. 

In concluding, a reference might be made to some ob. 
aervations on the composition of the Committee from the 
pen of a very keen student of Indian currency matte~ 
Mr. F. C. Harrison. "The reference to the Fowler Comit
tee was intended as an appeal from the thcoretical to the 
practical-from experts to men of the business world, or to 
borrow a legal'phrase, from a special to a common jury. 
And the result has been some what to dU'ken wisdom, for 
both elements should be present in the tribunal ".1 It 
might be added that both the strength and the weakness of 
the Committee arose from this peculiarity of its composi
tion. As a body of practical business men, it was eminent
ly successful in fixing the right ratio between the rupee 
and the sovereign, and in apprehending its possible effects 
on trade and industry; it made short work of the complaints 
and apprehensions of various exporting industries which 
seemed fearful of their future under that ratio. On all 
these matters of the repercussion of monetary policy on 
business interests they held eminently sound views. 
Their grasp of monetary principles, and their knowledge 
of the nature and relative merits of monetary standards 
were less perfect. They advocated the Limping Standard 
and a gold currency, but they had no clear ideas about the 
necessary conditions of their success in the case of India; 
they recommended them, indeed, but did not state the full 
case for them. They were hesitating as regards the means 
to be adopted for pushing gold into circulation, and thcy 
negl,ected the provision of adequate resources for that ob
ject. A Committee which had just witnessed what large 
resources Japan had utilised for' starting a gold currency 
or the extent of resources used by various European coun· 
tries like Austria and Russia for restoring gold standard, 
should surely have made better provision for the attain. 
ment of a similar object in the case of India. The· techni· 
cal and theoretical shortcomings of the Committee also 
made it certain that it would give a cold and curt recep· 
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tion to very noteworthy Illl1'l'eD.cy proposals liIill.those of. 
Lindsay and Probyn. There is no careful discussion of 
any of those important proposaIs in the Fowler Commit
tee's Report, nor is there any recognition of the very similar 
system then maturing in the Duteh East Indies. Far differ
ent was the attitude of the Hersehell Commission, which 
made a comprehensive ~d careful study of the different 
possible systems of Illl1'l'eD.cy. . . 

Failure of the early eiforta to introduoe a'gold 
Currency. 

After one energetic effort, the idea of pushing gold 
into currency vigorously had to be allowed to fall into the ' 
back ground, for the time being. For this, however, the 
Fowler Committee was itself responsible in ~t measure. 
They had indeed looked forward to the .. effective estab
lishment in India of a gold standard and currency;" but 
the measures for adoption which they recommended were 
quite inadequate for the attainment of their object. They 
had failed to see the magnitude of the problem of the in
troduction of gold currency in India. They neglected the 
important consideration that a saturation of the non
monetary demands for gold was an essential condition 
preliminary to gold remaining in circulation. They had 
provided no fund or resources for serving as the basis of 
such a policy. They indicated, indeed, that the profit on 
coinage of rupees should be kept in gold as.a special reserve; 
and perhaps they meant it to be inferred that this was the . 
fund to feed the internal gold circulation in India. But, 
if this was their policy, it ran counter to their main idea 
expressed in the same section of their Report in which they 
argued that .. fresh rupees should not be coined until the 
proportion of gold in the currency is found to exeeed the 
requirements of the public". In one paragraph they recom
mend, on the one hand, the formation of a special fund for 
pushing gold into circulation; and yet thcy imply 
in the very next paragraph that that fund Could coine 
into existence only when the gold in circulation 

Q-ll 
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exceeded the public requirements and further coinage ot 
rupees was undertaken. In fact, there was a 
confliet here between the policies of starving the rupee 
circulation in order to pump in gold currency, and that of 
initiating a gold currency by means of a speeial fund 
secured from the profits of the coinage of rupees. One can 
agree with the latter criticism of the Committee '8 recom
mendations that they "did not put the facts together and 
see their mutual relations", and that thcre was a certain 
"latent contradiction in the minds of the members of " the 
Committee" as rega·rds the functions of the reserve fund. 
The Committee had before it the example of countries like 
Austria-Hungary, Russia and Japan which provided ample 
gold resources before going in for a gold stsndard, and yet 
it devoted very little consideration to the problem of mak
ing similar provision for the success of their own experi
ment in India. 

Not only were the recommendations of the Committee 
inadequate and vague, but its anticipation of facts were 
belied by the events. Instead of a demand for gold cur
rency developing itself, there followed a long and sustained 
demand for Rupees, while it was gold which accumulated 
in the reserve. It was in fact the great and urgent demand 
for rupees on the one hand, and the failure of the experi
ment of 1900 to put gold into circulation on the other, 
which decided the immediate fate of the Fowler Commit
tee's proposals as regards gold circulation. The measures 
taken to increase the circulation of goid are described in 
Government of India's letter of the 6th September 1900. 
The Currency Qffices were "instructed to offer sovereigns 
to presenters of notes, but to give rupees to anyone who 
might object to receive sovereigns". The agency of the 
Presidenoy banks and of the post offices was also employed 
to pay claims as far as possible in sovereigns. But 
the response was not satisfactory, and compared to this 
proof that gold could only be introduced by long continued 
efforts, the controversy with the Treasury about Indian 
mints was a comparatively m!nor factor. The deciding air-
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cumstaneeo was the demand for rupees which began in 1900 
-with such suddenness and on such a seale, that there was 
even a failure for a time to cash notes. The rupee portion 
of the Currency Reserve was indeed depleted for the time' 
being. From the year 1900 to 1906 the correspondence bet
ween the Government of India and the Secretary of State 
is full of the details of the inereasing demand for rupees. 
The conelusion was obvious that the then existing demand 
for currency was to be ,met in the main by an increasing 
stock of rupees. Thus, the proposal of the Fowler Commit
tee for making gold coinage the pivot of our curreney sys
tem had to be turned down, in the face of the poor res
ponse made to the gold curreney movement in 1900. 

It should be remembered that efforts were made later to 
push gold into cireulation, and, as Sir F. Gauntlett '. Cur
reney Report of 1912-13 shows, with greater success; and it 
is worth investigating why the experiment in gold currency 
was more successful after 1906 than in the year 1900. The 
subject does not apI)ear to have received the attention or, 
study which it deserves. The suggestion might be advanced 
that, in the quinquennium which followed the year 1900, 
India was feeling the first effects of the great trade boom 
or cycle which terminated allout the year 1907. The 
yea:r 1900 marked the termination of a period of famine; 
and hardly was that strain over, when the country had to 
find the funds for financing large exports growing in volume 
over a seljes of years. Such a period of rapid changes and 
of storm and stress was hardly suitable for accustoming the 
country to a new currency. The compa,rative success of 
gold curreney in the year after 1906 was very likcly due 
to the growth in wealth brought about by the earlier boom, 
and to the more stable conditions of prosperity which had 
supervened. Even so, it would appear from the eruTency 
Report 1910·11, that the year 1907-08 formed a sort of 
maximum for the circulation of gold as curreney, as shown 
in receipts by Treasuries, Post-offices and Railways. The 
circulation then apparently fell off. The experiment is 
valuable as proving that it takes a long and arduous effort 
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to introduce gold into circulation even in an auxiliary capa
city-though in such a capacity it had a uscful part to play 
under the pre-war Gold Exchange standard. Writing in 
1911, Sir W. Mcyer noted the failure of thc gold currency 
experiment in 1899-1900. He went on to add "since then 
however, there haB been a steadily increasing demand for 
sovereigns, and it may be hoped that eventually these will 
become a medium of circulation to a much greater extent 
than at present ".' The interesting experiment was, how
ever put an end to by the war when, under the pressure of 
circumstances, the gold issues had to be discontinued. Had 
the war not intervcned to interrupt these efforts, or had 
the report of the Fowler Committee been written at some 
other time when the demand for rupee could not have been 
rendered irresistable by the impact of a great trade cycle, 
gold currency might have taken its place in India as auxi
liary to silver and paper. For, even under the Gold Ex
change Standard which prevailed before the war, there 
was room for an auxiliary gold currency. 

It has been observed, that every Indian Budget 
is a gamble in rain, and similarly, the fate of 
all currency experiments is influcneed by the phase 
and character of the trade eycle. The great depres
sions of 1873, 1893, 1907 and 1920-21 have all 18ft 
their marks on the monetary hi&iory of India, and so have 
the corresponding booms. Thus the trade depression of 
the period 1893 to 1896 very probably delayed the suc
cess of the poliey suggested by the Herschell Committee; 
the boom which began a short time before the beginning of 
the present century rendered it impossible to carry out the 
proposals of the Fowler Committee in their entirety; and, 
as we shall see later, the depression of 1920 denied any 
chance of success to the poliey recommended by the Cur
rency Committee of 1919. 

(1) LIfe of Sir Edward Law, p. 276. 



LECTURE IV. 
THE DEYELOPMENT OF THE GOLD EXCHANGE 

STANDARD (t900-t914i.) 

Origins and analogues of the Gold Exchange 
Standard. 

The introduction of the Gold Exchange Standard into 
India was part of a great movement for monetary reform 
in many countries of the world for stabilising their ex
changes and for adapting the gold standard to the special 
economic environment. In the latter part of the nineteenth 
century many causes contributed to the dislocation of the 
IlX'Changes, in the case of a large number of countries: 
There was a break down of Bimetallism, and a deteriora
tion of Silver monometallism owing to the great fluctuations 
in the relative values of the precious metals. The abuse 
of paper currency by several countries had dislocated 
exchanges in their particular cases. Many of the countries 
in which the silver standard or the paper standard had 
broken down, owing to these causes, found a transition to 
the gold standard and currency of the old orthodox type 
very costly and searcely possible. But the gold standard 
admits of degrees, and a method was discovered by which 
the advantages of a gold standard as such could be 
secured, even while the internal circulat!on consisted of 
silvcr or of paper. As Nogaro has shown "by a series o.t 
changes in method, the traditional gold standard regime 
cvolved into the more modern systems which secure for 
natiOl~al fiduciary currencies stable exchanges based OQ 

gold". That element of the management of currency which 
was never absent even under the regime of a gold standard 
and currency was now given greater importance in order 
to regulate the supply of the local money and to stabilise 
its value in terms of gold. (1) The quantity of the local 
money "is regulated not arbitrarily, but with reference ~ 

(1) Nogaro, op. cit., p. 46. 
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the world value of gold". Consequently, the expansion 
and contraction of currency according to the dem8Jlds of 
trade is very similar in the case of the Gold standard and 
currency, and the Gold Exchange Standard when the latt~r 
is worked in accordance with its funaamental principles. 

In the case of the former silver st8Jldard countries, 
almost the first to adopt the new system was India; and 
its example was followed by the Straits Settlements by 
Siam, the Philippine Islands and also by Greece.(l) Even 
Ja-pan might be said to have often been been upon a vari~ty 
of the Gold Exchange Standard(2). Among the paper 
standard countries, the lead was taken by Austria 
. which began its task in 1892 by obtaining gold re
sources through foreign loans. In the event, the bank 
of Austria stabilised the exchanges by supplying drafts 
on foreign countries at suitable rates. (.) Soon after, 
Russia and Argentine adopted the same monetary systC11I. 
successfully. It is also significant that it was the same 
trade boom which began after 1896 that assisted, not onl~ 
India, but Russia and Australia also to stabilise their ex
changes and to go on the gold standard. While the majc; . 
rity of eminent authorities like Mr. Keynes, Mr. Rawtrer 
and Prof. Nogaro insist on the elLse analogy of the Gol~ 
Exch8Jlge Standard of India and the systems adol-teil h~ 
Austria and Russia in the nineties, there are a few Writel'S 
who dissent from that view. But it is not difficult to 3how 
the similarity of the monetary systems concerned. In all 
of them the sale of dr,,~1.9 takes the place of or prevents 
! he exportation oi gold. rhe thrCll essentials of the Gold 
Exchange Standard-viz., the rcgn\ation of the local cur .. 
rency, the gold reserve and the maintenaClCc of the local 
currency at parity with gold by sale of drafts or gold, 
when wanted, at fixed rates-were to be found in the case of 
all the countries mentioned above. 

(1) Nogaro, 01'. cit, p. 38. 
(2) Economic Journal, March 1925, p. 7L 
(3) Nogaro, 01'. cit. pp. 4&-46; Hawtrey, Currency ant' 

Credit, pp. 325-326. 
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In a recent work of great value to students of mone
tary theory, the analogy of the Austrian and' Ru'lSiall 
experiments, mentioned above, to the Gold Exehange Stand
ard system has been again emphasised. Prof. J. W. Angell 
observes, regarding the former Austrian and Russian CUi'

rency systems, that "the operation was strictly analogous 
to the method by which the more familia>r Gold EXehange 
Standard is maintained. But the base was not gold, it 
was foreign currency units. The powet' to acquire gold in 
foreign centres at a virtually fixed price: was an incidental 
result, but in no sense essential to the working of (infOl' 
mal) exchange control" (Theory of International Prices 
p. 425). In this dictum we note that as regards method-. 
the analogy between the Gold Exchange Standard and 
the former Russian and Austrian systems is re-affirmed, 
while in other matters the superiority of the Gold Exehange 
Standard is asserted. As regards the case of Argentina, 
the analogy to the Gold Exchange Standard is said to bl! 
even more complete, since there "gold was used for inter
national transaetions". (' ) 

The student of economic history can trace back the 
historical antecedents of the Gold Exchange Standard til 
the middle of the 18th century. About 1763, some Seotch 
banks secured the Economy of gold coin by making their 
notes convertible only into drafts on London. (» But while 
this early precedent is interesting to the student of econo
mic history, the example set by the Dutch East Indies was 
not without direct influence on the future CIlrrency system 
of India. Not without reason has the Dutch East Indies ' 
been called "mother of the Gold Exchange Standard", and 
Java shares with India the honour of adapting the gold 
standard to the new environment. The Herschell Committee 
noted that in the Dutch East Indies a gold standard had 
been adopted, and the silver currency was successfully main
tained at an artificial ratio much higher than its market 
value. On the theoretical side the foundations of the Gold 

(1) Angell, op. cit, p. 168 and 284. 
(2) :Fowler Committee, Q. 3,736, 8,745-3,747.' 
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Excnange Standard are to be found in Ricardo's ·ramous 
Ingot Plan. In the century which has passed since Ricardo 
expounded his idea" its inspiring character has been amply 
proved, and a great many monetary schemes have been 
based on it. Prof. Marshall's plan of SymmetaIlism was 
derived from it. So was Lindsay's project of the Gold 
Exchange Standard, as also the Probyn scheme which was 
placed before the Fowler Committee. As. Mr. Keynes has 
pointed out, "after 8>Il interval of more than a hundred 
years, Ricardo's Ingot plan (first outlined in 1811) is in 
effect adopted" by the Gold Standard Act of 1925. The 
Gold Bullion Standard proposed by the Currency Commis
sion of 1925 is also based on Ricardo's proposal. 

Nature and characteristic features of the Gold 
Exobange Standard. 

It is very necessary to bave clear notions regarding tbe 
nature and essential features of the Gold Exchange Stand. 
ard, because contro~ersies regarding currency systems often 
turn upon definitions and basic principles. By making the 
definition of tbe Gold Exchange Standard sufi'ieiently res
tricted and rigid, and by unduly narrowing the conception 
of that systcm, it could be argued (as Prof. Laughlin has 
done recently) (') that "tbe Gold Exchange Standard is 
not a special kind of standard" but only a transitional 
phase of some monetary systems; and, ind~-cd, that it has 
already ceased to function or prevail in almost all the 
countries in which it had once existed. Prof. Laughlin has 
advanced the view that it has ceased to prevail in the Philip
pines in the Dutch East Indies, and in the Straits Settle
ments; and that even in the easc of India the system has 
lost one of its prime characteristics. ('). 

One can safely agree with Prof. Laughlin '8 dictum that 
"the nature of the Gold Exchangc Standard is made clearer 
by looking into its origins." Certainly, the essentials of 

(1) In the Quarterlll Journal 01 Economics, August 1927. 
(pp. 644-663). 

(2) lb, pp. 651-2; 654-6; 663. 
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that standard are best ascertained by examining its hiatorl· 
eal back.ground and origins, and the requirements and 
objects of the various eountries, which adopted it. .As we 
have seen, with the disa.ppearance of Bimetallism, the fluo
tustions of exchange between the gold. and the silver stand
ard eountriea became very. disturbing to '. trade. , Silver 
obviously formed the predominent portion of the currencies 
of these latter eountries, and their object iB adopting the 
new system was to stabilise the exchange by providing suit
able maclIinery for the regolatiou of their eurrency, and 
for its redemption in gold or forej.gn bills. Coru!equentIT, 
the essentials of the Gold Exchange Standard to which. they 
resorted can be enumel'llted thus (1) :-

(1) Gold doea not form an important part of the 
local currency. The syBtem of free coinage of silver II 
II1JBP8Ilded "in order to sever the eonnection between the 
value of the local eurrency and that of silver." 

(2) The local cUrrency is redeemable in gold or iii 
bills on foreign eountries, and thus a fixed value in gold iI 
given to the local currency. 

(3) This process of redemption implies the forma
tion of a gold reserve to provide the required gold til' 

foreign remittances. .As one aspect of thiI process of re
demption, the local currency which iI received in exchange 
for the fOreign remittances or gold is withdrawn from eir. 
culation. 

Such are the essential features of the Gold Exchange 
Standard. But, Prof. Laughlin, instead of regarding th(1Je 
main characteriltics eomprehensively, lays a mistaken and 
mosi exaggerated emphasis, upon one aspect of the 
feature last enumerated, viz., the locking up and with
drawing the superJluous local currency. To him the all. 
important characteristic of tha.t standard seems to 
be the supposed postulate that "the parity iI to 

'(1) Ke)'l108. m.ua.. CtwrenctI ...... I'iftMClf, P. 30· N.,g....., 
op. cit p. 87: CoIWlt, MOfteJI ...... B"""*'I!. vol. J,J7&;...ae.. • 

Q-18 
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be maintained by adjusting the currency supply of 
the currency demand, and not by a eystem of direct redemp. 
tion in gold"(l). For him, the. whole character of tile 
Gold Exchange Standard is changed if the par is mai"<.l
tained " by the redemption in gold, and not by thJl change 
in the quantity of token silver in cireulation." One can 
well nnderstand that to Prof. Laughlin who has been the 
life-long critic of the Quantity Theory of Money, that aspect 
of the Gold Exchange System in which the supply of local 

• money is adjusted to the demand through contraction or 
expansion, is the least agreeable. However, to us in India, 
where the chief criticism of the standard has been that the 
redemption of the rnpee in gold has not been theoretically 
absolute and perfeet, Prof. Laughlin's line of attack is novel 
but nnconv!ncing. We are. here so accustomed to regard 
"the eystem of actusl redemption into gold" as ';he proper 
basis of our monetary system, that our withers are un-wrung 
when Prof. Laughlin assures us that "the repeated failure 
of the Gold Exchange Standard is owing to the invalid 
Quantity thcory". Many of us, indeed, will derive eam-

. fort from the thought that our monetary eystem is broad
baaed on the Quantity theory, that is, ultinlately, on the 
fundamental law of supply and demand. But, further, 
it is worth noting, that even a great critic of the quantity 
theory like Nogaro can be an eminent advocate of the Gold 
Exchange Standard. It might also be added that the re
demption of the silver currency and ita contraction are not 
two independent operations, or antithetical factors, as Prof. 
Laughlin takes them to be, but ouly two aspeeta of the iBme 
process. Thus, to take an illustration, the redemption of 
a conntry's note issue and the regulation of ita supply form 
ouly two dilferent aspeeta of the same process. Nor is the 
deliberate adjustment of the supply of money to demand a 
process peeuliar to the Gold Exchange Standard. For even 
nnder a Gold Currency regime, the manipulation of the 
disconnt rate is resorted to in order »infltJeIlce the supply 
of currency • 

. (1) J.a1JShllD. CIJI. cit, J>J>. 640-648; 655, 



Having, however, made the assUmption, that any 
redemption of local silver corrency into gold constitutes a 
break-down of the Gold-Exchange Standard, Prof. Laugh
lin finds no di1ficulty in showing that the standa.rd has 
broken down in the Philippines, in the Straits Settlements, 
and in the Dutch East Indies. Indeed, he could have gone 
on further, and could have argued that the system lia.d never 
been adopted in Inclja--since we have always had a f&ir. 
amount of the redemption of. the rupee into gold. All this: 
illustrates the harm done by the rigid application of a nar~ 
row and inadequate definition. 

There is no fear that the Gold Exchange Standard wilf 
prove to be only a passing and transitional variety of mone
tary arrangement.· In South America the efforts of Prof. 
Kemmerer-the historian of the system-are leading to its 
extension. But in Europe itself, while various countries 
have been on variants of that standard, monetary opinion 
haa been progressively favourable to the system. Review
ing the monetary theories of the day, Prof. Bruno Moll (of 
the University of Leipzig) noted in 1917 that "above ~ 
the Gold Exchange Standard is the wateh-word of the day." 
In the enlarged edition of the same work on "Modem Mone
tary Theories" published in 1926, the same author asks 
pointedly, "Is it not more than ever the fact that to-day 
the Gold Exchange Standard is the wateh-word every
where'" And the reason of this approval of the Gold Ex
change Standard is obvious; for .. this system, based on 
principles absolutely identical with those of the former 
regime of the gold standard, can aJeo work sueces
full:9' under preeisely the same conditions. If the 
latter ha& the merit of bringing international trade 
back to equilibrium, the same success mllBf; neces
sarily be achieved under a system which involves 
the same exchange fluctuations within the gold points, 
and the same automatic changes in the volume of 
currency in so far as these factors depend in either case on 
international payments." Moreover, it has proved at lea.n 



as emcient as the traditional gold currency system in with. 
!!tanding the crisis of the great war. There is no valid 
ground, therefore either on the score of the underlying 
principles of the Gold Exchange System or of monetary ex. 
perience for any "hesitation to consider the system as a 
normal one".(') 

Stages of its adoption in India. 

it is very interesting to observe the stages by whieh 
the evolution of the Gold Exchange Standard took place in 
India. (') For while other countries like the Philippine or 
Mexico adopted the system as a whole, India led the way 
and adopted it 'piece.meal "under the pressure of events". 
As the Report of the Chamberlain Commissions puts it, the 
system "has never been deliberately adopted as a consist
ent whole. To a great extent this system is the result of 
lL series of experiments"('). It might conduce to clarity 
of exposition to indicate these different stages here. The 
jnauguration of the system and the formation of its central 
mechanism-the Gold Standard Reserve-date from Sir 
Edward Law's minute of June 28, 1900. Six years later, 
the efficiency of the Reserve for performing its function of 
preventing both the appreciation and depreciation of the 
Rupee was increased by the addition of an Ingot Reserve. 
Further, from,the year 1905 the holding of a portion of the 
gold in the Paper Currency Reserve' in London has rein· 
forecd the Gold Standard Reserve in the operation of 
maintaining the exchange. Such additional soppon for 
exchange would, of coorse, be necessary only In the initial 
stages, snd while the gold Standard Beeerve had not been 
brooght op to iIB foll size. Another new fscIor in the altu
tion-the development of the function of Connell draft&
ue to facilitate the conversion of the profits on the mint
ages of rupees into sterling in London, as w.:U as to increase 
the clasticity of the corrency system. Finally, in tho 

(1). NolJIU'o, .". Oit, PI>- .Jl_21lJ. 
(2) Cf. Prot. Kemmerer. Modem C""eneu BefONlU, Po 122. 
~a) ClUllnbltlalA ColllOllsalon'. RePOrt, panl8\"aph .5. 



. .natter of the free and prompt use of the Gold Standard 
Reserve l.:.r supporting exehange muck \Vas leai1led from 
the experhnce of the crisis of 1907-1908. Thd idea 6f re
deeming rupees in India in gold was given up in favo'llr of 
that of the Government definitely undert&king to sell bllls 
in India on !.ondon at a fixed rate. (1) 

The lorll\lltiolJ. of the Gold Standard Resen-e, \fll;ro has 
been aptly C(Rr.ribed as the "pivot" of the Gold Exebanb'4' 
Standard system,(') was both necessitated and facilitated 
by the great coinage of rupees which took place after the 
year 1900. The Fowler Committee had suggested a policy 
of starving the rupee currency as a means of the introduc
tion of goll eoinage. The same policy ha:J been suggested 
by academi~ economists in later years, with a similar objpct. 
But in practice the very small contractibility of the rupee 
currency :tnd the special intolerance of defla.tion manifestRd 
by the Indian money ma,rket has imposed severe limitations 
upon such a policy. (S) But the idea of giving a trial to 
that policy was made quite impossible by the circumstances 
of thc years which followed the beginning of the present 
century. The rising tide of gold priees abroad, the jn,. 
creased foreign demand for Indian staples and the insistent 
nt'ed for an increased finance for our exporta-all enforced 
heavy rupee coinages and neilessitated the formation of the 
Gold Standard Reserve. For the accumulation of gold in 
the Paper Currency Reserve had "p8BSed the limits of 
safety and had brought us into difficulties. .As Sir Edward 
observed, the Currency Reserve was "over-wemhted by the 
accumulation of gold". . 

, To the student of ClIl'rency development in India Sir 
Edward Law'. Minute of the 28th June 1900 is highly in
structive inasmuch as it marked the genesis of the Gold 
Exchange standard. That document forma the first sketch 

(1) Prof. Kemmerer. op. cU. p. 12L 
:(2) Bhl.rraa, ,_ F;nance """ BtmkiR/I. PJ!. 194-19&. 
(3) Sir I. Bl'\lDY&te ... J(0ID0lIUl4um ro~ the Bolal ClIlTIIIlC, 

Commlss101l of 182~h 18. -



of the new system, and it amply proves the foresight and 
the financial talent of its author. His merit lay in keeping 
distinct the functions of the Gold Standard Reserve and 
of the Paper Currency Reserve. He urged with great jus
tice that "when the funds of the Currency Reserve w~re 
diverted from their original purpose and taken as provid. 
ing security for the maintenance of a steady exchange, a 
radical and perhaps uncontemplated change was introduc
ed"; and he urged that the policy should be reversed. 
With that object in vicw, and also looking to recommenda
tion of the Fowler Committee about the formation of a 
spccial reserve for maintaining exchange, Sir Edward Law 
proposed to limit the amount of gold in the Paper Currency 
Reserve to seven million pounds as the maximum safe limit. 
Out of the surplus gold, silver was to be purchased for eoin· 
age, and the profits of such rupee eoinage were to form the 
"Gold Exchange fund" (Sir E. Law's Minute, sec. 17). 
Realising the importance of this fund, Sir Edward Law look. 
ed about for means of enlarging it. The Fowler Committee 
had ruled out Lindsay's idea of borrowing for the purpose 
(lb. sec 16). Hence the Finance Member fell back on 
the project of increasing the " Gold Exchange 
Fund" by adding to it the accumulation of interest on gold 
investments belonging to the Paper Currency Reserve. In 
this way it was ealeulated that, in ten years time, the new 
fund for maintaining the exchange would rise to four and 
a half million sterling. In view of the consideration that 
.. however readily saleable our gold investments, they are 
not quite the same thing as a actual gold" (lb. sec. 26), the 
new fund was to be held chi1ly in gold (sec. 20 and 27), 
although it was contemplated that silver too could be held 
in it (sec. 30). By implieation, the "Gold Exchange 
Fund" was to be maintained in India. 

.As it was, the original scheme of Sir l!:dward Law 
was modified in several respects by the Secretsry of State 
in his despatch I?f .13th December 1900. The Gold 
Exchange fund was not to be located in India, 
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. nor to be held chiefly in gold, but in gold securitil'fl 
at the discretion of the Seeretary of State. It 
was not be increased by the interest on securities in the 
Paper Currency Reserve. It might be remarked, however, 
that the original plan of Sir Edward Law would have given 
a better start to the Gold Exchange Standard, and would 
have secured a larger gold standard reserve,/for he had 
provided automatic methoda of increasing it. It would 
have also defined better the functions of the reserve, and 
would have prevented it from being regarded, later asmerely 
a "secondary reserve", with uncertain functions. Law's 
scheme also involved fewer departures from the Fowler 
Committee's project, and would have avoided much later 
criticism. 

Sir Edward Law'. influence on Indian Currency 
system 

In a brilliant chapter which he contributed to the "Lif~ 
of Sir Edward Law", Sir William Meyer has justly em
phasised the great importance of the influence of Law in 
the rise and development of the Gold Exchange Standard. 
As he observes, the three important propositions laid down 
by Law in the despatch to which we have referred "formed 
the bed-rock of the currency policy of the Government of 

'India" (1
) • We have already noted that these propositions 

related to the formation of the Gold Standard Reserve, the 
setting of a maximum to the gold in the Paper Currency 
and the utilization of the surpluS gold in pur
chasing Bilver for coinage. "Had Sir Edward Law done 
nothing else of note during his term of office in India, his 
Gold Standard Reserve policy would by itself have made hiB 
tenure of office noteworthy". It was Law's ideal of auto
matic additions to the Gold Standard Reserve, until it 
amounted to 20 million sterling, that is here referred to 
with such approbation." He also opposed the diversion of' 
that reserve in 1907 for railway development in India, It 

(1) LIfe of Sir Edward Law, PII' 27~277, 
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is true that Law was against the proposal to constitute Il 
great central bank on the model of the Bank of France "r 
Blink of England for the purpose of the effective mslnte
nance of the Gold standard. But that was merely on the 
ground that circumstances were not as. yet ripe for the 
adoption of that policy; and those who know the great 
difficulties in the way of the similar proposal put for
ward in 1912 by the Chamberlain Commission can well 
believe that circumstances were still less favourable in the 
year 1899. 

Before proceeding with the development of the size and 
composition of the Gold Standard &serve, we might deu1 
with some theoretical objections which have been advanced 
to its institution. It has been argued, on the one ha.o.d, that 
the value of any currency is maintained merely by the limi
tation on its volume and not by any reserve: on the other 
hand it has been urged that its size is too sma1l to carry 
through the process of contraction of currency to a suffi
cient extent. It is true that the limitation of the currency 
circulation is the chief objeet; but there is no better guide 
as regards the amount of circulation required at lilly nani
cular moment than the demand fer the redemption of looal 
currency or, under other. circumstances, the demsnd for 
local currency expressed in terms of offers of gold. The 
demand and supply of the local currency manifestly express 
themselves through their action on the Gold Reserve fund. 
The process of contraction or expansion of currency are 
rendered automatic by the existenee of this fund, and need 
D'lt depend on the arbitrary discretion of any individual. 
The (Iold Standard Reserve forms in fact the sole and in
dispensable instrumentelity for the control and regulation 
of the volume of currency. Needlesa to say, it has been 
found necessary in every country which has adopted the 
.Gold Exchange Standard or any of ite variants. And as 
to its comparatively sma1l size, a referenee might be made 
to the very limited contractibility of Indian Currency as 
demonstrated by long experience. Even after the erisis 
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"of 1907-08,88 Prof. Kemmerer observes, it "still posseIIIIIld 
-tmbstantial reserve power and it could have withstood a 
much severer erisis".(l) The automatie growth of the 
Reserve WII.!I insured from the profilB of Dew coinage t:Jf 
Rupees, and we shall see what other trt.epB WeN taken for 
strengthening it. 

Reverting to the theme of the evolution of the Gold 
Standard Reserve of India, we come OD. a very significant 
and important feature--the formation of a silver branch 
of the Gold Standard Reserve in order to meet the conti
DUOllS and great demand for Rupees. It hII.!I been a.rgued 
that .. it is wholly diverse from the purposes of the Gold 
Standard Reserve to use your BOvereigmi to buy silver"; 
and the Chamberlain Commission recommended ita aboli
tion on the ground that it gave rise to much eritieism and 
was responsible for much confusion and doubt as to the 
efficiency of the Reserve. With all deferenoe to the Com
mission, the decisive consideration as regards the 
mechanism of a currency system is DDt the popu
lar opinion about it, but ita inherent utility. The 
function of the Gold Standard Reserve is 81 double 
one. .As Prof. Kemmerer well put it, .. the mainten

" anoe of the parity is a twlHlided operation. The fund hII.!I 
to serve for prevention of the depreciation as well as of 
the apprecistion of the rupee".(2) This point was also 
emphll.!lised by Sir L. Abra4ams before the Commission. ;m 
The silver portion served also II.!I a thermometer of the 
demand for Rupees. In transfering this part of the func
tion of the Gold Standard Reserve to the Paper Currency 
Reserve the necessity for a olear diversion of the functions 
of the two reserves WII.!I lost sight" Qf. .. A heavy excess of 

" exporIB is apt to develop at short notice and to continue 
for protracted periods in the case of India." So said the 
Government of India after the experience of over a decade. 

(1) Kemm ......... op. elf. II- 120. 
~2) Kemmerer. op. cif. Po 133. 
(I) ChamberJalJl COmmlaaloD, Q. 8M; 
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They added that "as we regard it, our Gold Standard 
Reserve silver is a bulwark against hasty eoining. It sup
plements our general stock of rupees when the latter is 
l"UIl1ling low; it gives us time to buy silver at discretion; or 
if the stringency is temporary, it enables us to earry 
through without fresh coining until the return of rupees 
from circulation reeommences".(l) 

It is necessary at this stage to advert to the transfer to 
. London of a portion of the gold held in the Paper Cur. 
rency Reserve since 1905. The primary function of such 
gold was that it was "~edia.tely available for the pur. 
chase of aiIver whenever the need for additional eoinage 
might arise". But it was also made to fulfil the seeon· 
dary function of steadying the exchange. While such 
reinforcement of its resources was desirable in the early 
stages when the Gold Standard Reaerve was not yet 
ample enough, it yet gave rise to the mistaken notion that 
the gold in the Paper Currency Reaerve was the first line 
of defence for the exchange. It was pointed out to th& 
Chamberlain Commission that, with a properly constituted 
Gold Standard Reserve, there was no need to rely on the 
Paper Currency Reaerve.(·). Already, the Government of 
India had emphasised the advisability of holding that it was 
the Gold Standard Reserve which was our first line of de
fence against a faJI in exchange. Accordingly, the Chamber. 
lain Commission recommended that only a part of the gold 
in the Paper Currency Reserve held in England should be 
regarded as a support for exchange, and even then only" as 
standing behind the Gold Standard Reaerve." (") 

The development of the functions of Council drafts 
and their utilization for the purposes of the new monetary 
system also require a mention here. While the original ob
ject of the system was to transfer funda on Government 

(1) Letter from Government of India tAl the Secretar7 of 
Slate. dated 29th Feb........,.. 1912. PB11I8I"apb 8 

(2) Q. 3.663-3.668. 
(3) RePOrt, parajp"aph n7. 



account, it became in course of time very useful. in the 
·aettlement of Indias balance of tradl'. So far,. also, as 
their use introduced elaaticity into the general currency 
system, they indirectly amoothed the working of the new 
system. Then, again, 88 Sir William Meym: has remarked, 
"in order to obviate the sending to India quantities of gold 
which the Government of India could not absorb, and which 
had therefore to be sent to England to procure silver to coin 
into rupees, the Secretary of State now complies with trade 
demands by issuing Council bills in excess of what he needs 
for revenue purposes, and from the eDle8S quantity of gaill 
that he thus obtains fresh silver is purchased for coinage". 
Bnt, further, the sale of Council bills directly helped the 
working of the Gold Exchange Standard by facilitating the 
remittance of the profits on the coinage of Rupees· to the 
foreign centre where the obligations of India had to be 
met. During the crisis of 1907-08 the agency of the ReVel'B8 

bills was employed to meet the obligations in London and 
to transfer the resources of the fund to India; while in the 
yeara following the crisis Council bills were nljlised to e1I'ect 
the reverse operation. 

The Crisis of fDOT-fDOa. 

No account of the working of the Gold Exchange 
Standard in India, however brief, can be complete without a 
reference to the crisis of 1907-1908. It was a blessing in 
disguise, inasmuch as it brought into prominence the weak 
points of the working of the Gold Exchange Standard sys
tem in India. The lellllOns of the eris!s were garnered by 
. the Chamberlain Commission. But here it might be noted, 
88 a· striking proof of the merits of the Lindsay scheme, 
that as the result of the experience of 1907-1908 the Indjan 
aystem waa brought nearer the Lindsay scheme in a number 
of respeets. For the time being, "Back to Lindsq" was 
88 valuable a maxim in the sphere of Indian currency, WI 

"Back to Aristot.lil" has proved in other and more sub
lime spheres. Almost the whole revision of the Gold E:8;-



change system which followed the crisis took place in th" 
spirit of Lindsay's teaching. The principle which was 
adopted of the prompt sales of Reverse Councils at fixed 
rates, the abandonment of the policy of redeeming rupees 
in India in gold, the clearer line drawn between the func
tions of the Gold Standard Reserve and other reserves and 
resources of the Government, the recommendation as re
gards the location of the Gold Standard Reserve, the neces
sity of holding it to a great extent in gold, and even the 
movement against the Independent Treasury system were 
all anticipated in the main, by Lindsay. 

But it took some time to draw and apply all these 
lessons of the experience of 1907-08. The.economic theory 
of the day had not addressed itself to the task of analysing 
the e1I'ects of the movements of world prices, as well as of 
the various phases of trade cycles upon the currency situa
tion in individual countries. Consequently, the proposals 
made by the Government of India in the year 1910 deale 
only with the currency aspects of the situation. It was 
proposed to strengthen the resources at the disposal of the 
Government for the maintenance of exchange in various 
ways. They were resolved "to lose no time in building np 
the gold resources of this country". The advisability of 
holding at least £25,000,000 in gold and gold securities in 
the Gold Standard Reserve was emphasised and that 
amount was reoognised as the standard. The gold resourooa 
of the Government of India were to be further reinforced 
by increasing the atoel!; of gold in the Paper Currency 
Reserve. It was aIao p~posed to make further efforts 
to establish an eJfeetive gold currency in India; but it was 
added that "the difficulty has hitherto been in inducing a 
oonservative people to adopt thia form of eurrency. Shortly 
before the reeeDt erisis, however, there were signs of eD

l.'011I'aging progress in thia direction. Though gold was 
still far from having obtained that popularity which the 
inuu.ests of exchange render desirable, there were indica
tions of a greatly extended use of the _reign in ~. 



.w transaction. This promising· development lias natul:' ... 
. ~ received a severe check as a result of recent events ". It 
was also proposed that the sales of Council Bills should 
be 80 regulated as to stimulate the transmission of golci 
to India.. (1) 

These suggestions were valuable so far as they were 
aimed at providing India with larger gold resources for the 
maintenanee of exchange. The desirability of having an 
auxiliary gold currency in India as well as the difficulties 
i,n the way of reaching that object were clearly pointed 
out. But it might be urged that the best argument for sueh 
a gold currency was rather its utility in facilitating the 
adjustment of highly" favourable balances (especially when 
the price of silver was high), than its value in maintaining 
the exchange when balances of trade were unfavourable. 
Finally, there can be no differenee of opinion as. regards 
the aim that "the coinage of new rupees should be limited 
as closely as possible," or about the rules made to attain 
that object. But, at the same time, in the light of a decade 
of experience, the Government of India were anxious to put 
on record the necessary dependenee of the volume of rupee 
coinage on trade conditions. They pointed out that "a 
heavY excess of exports is apt to develop at short notiee 
and to continue for protracted periods"; and that if "thll 
more restrictive view is acted on and the stock of rupees 
kept low, a sudden outburst of great trade activity may 
expose the Government of India to embarrassment ill the 
attempt to cope with the demand for currency." 

The final consideration and settlement of these im. 
portant questions had however, to be put off in view of 
the appointment of the Chamberlain Commission. . 

The work of the Chamberlain Commisaion. 

One very important· feature of its work was 
that it formally recognised, accepted and improved 
the Gold ExehangeStandard !n India. Upto the time of the 

. (1) Letter from Government of India to the SecretaQ' of 
State, 30th September, 180&. _ _ .• 
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publication of the Chamberlain Report, the diet' 
and scheme of· the Fowler Committee still in a 
sense, held the field. The Chamberlain Report sanc
tioned the changes made since and laid it down that 
"the Indian authorities exercised a natural discretion in 
interpreting the recommendations of the Committee of 
1898". The various "examples of divergencies from the 
scheme adumbrated by the Committee" were enumerated 
and most of them were justified in the light of events.(') 
The affinities of the Indian Currency System to other ex
periments in Gold Exchange Standarji were affirmed and 
recob'llized. It was admitted that the system was the result 
of a series of ex,periments, and that it had not been "delibe
rately adopted as a consistent whole." Not only was the 
new system recognised, but it was improved in various 118-

peets, especially in view of the experience of 1907 -OS. The 
proper size of the Gold Standard Reserve was, it is need
less to say, a problem of vital importance. With the 
figures given in Chamberlain Report, we can trace the rise 
of the amount of the reserve from one million in 1907 to 13 
millions in 1907 and 17 millions by the time the Chamber
lain Commission was appointed. The events of 1908, h )w
ever, shook the confidence in the adequacy of the amount. 
Prior to that the reserve was considered so abundant that of 
the profits, on the rupee coinage were considered to be safely 
diverted to be utilir.ed on railway capital expenditure. It 
seems strange now to be reminded, that a great financier like 
Barbour defended this diversion and urged that "any Bur
plus in the Gold Standard Reserve in ezces8 of what .. n6Ces
.MY to maintain the Gold Standard "shonld be devoted to 
produetive purposes.' Temporary 10anB were also con
templated from silver branch. The crisis of 1908 was 
useful in dispelling such undue confidenee in the size of 
the Gold Standard Reserve, and proposals had been made 
to strengthen it. The question then arose as to the proper 

(1) Chamberlain Report, pa.ragrapba 45-46. , I 

(2) Barbour, BlfJlUlarl 01 Val .... PP. 23'-235. 
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, indiees of the size Of the Reserve. One test amggested was 
the amount of the eireuIating medium. This was'subjected 
to some eritieism, 1 though it was not pointed out till much 
later that the amountof Gold Standard Reserve must ,iep".nd. 
not upon the eireolation itself but on the limit of contra.etibi
lity of such eireuIation. After the events of 1907-1908, tbere 
was a general agreepumt however that an increase of the 
Reserve was desirable with the increase of trade.1I Sir L.. 
Abrahams and Mr. Howard agreed that under the circum
stanees then existing, the Reserve' should be allowed to ae
eumulate upto 25 millions; and later on it abonld increase 
further in view of growth of trade. The former 
figure had a1ready been recommended by Govern
ment of India. Other authorities were however 
against fixing any IIlICh limit. As Mr. Marsball" 
Reid put it "it aeems to me dangerous to forecast 
what the requirements in this respect may be in con
nection with a country like India which has doubled its 
trade in fifteen years". The Chamberlain Commission 
refused to set an absolute limit to the accumulation of the 
Gold S~dard Reserve, and expressed the opinion that 
"even after aIIowance is made for the ear-marked gold in 
the Paper Currency Reserve, the BlIggeSted total of 
£25,000,000 is inaufficient". This conclusion was bued on 
the ground that the amount of the Reserve "depends bot 
BO much upon the amount of rupees at any time in circula.
tion, as upon the growth of India'. trade and the extent 
of the deficiency which adverse BeaIIODB or eircumstanees 
may at any time be reasonably expected to produce in the 
eonntry'. power to liquidate immediately its foreign obli-
gations" •• , '. '. "' _ •..•... 

The Gold Standard Reserve was also rendered immune 
fromany further diversion; DO limit was fixed to the amount 
up to which it was to be accumulated. The total of gold in 

(1) SIr L. Abrahama, Q. 1,074-1,076. 
(2) Q. 647_9. 
(3) CJwnberlala Commf88Ion'. Beport, paracraphB 8o-at. 
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it was to be raised to £15 millions, and thereafter, the 
authorities were to aim at keeping one-half of the total 
Reserve in actual gold. The idea WBB to render India in 
this respect as far as possible independent of London, and 
to place India in a position to defend its own financial posi
tion, without undue recourse to the Gold Reserves ot 
London. Here, BB well BB in improving further 
the composition of the Gold Standard Reserve by p-mphu.
sising the holding of short dated securities, the advice of 
the Governor of Bank of England WBB wisely followed'. 
The resources of the Gold Standard Reserve for sustain
ing the Exchange WBB to be reinforced by the gold in the 
Paper Currency reserve held in London, which WBB to 
serve "not ss the first line of defence for the exchange, 
as it has sometimes been called, but as behind the Gold 
Standard Reserve". A fresh: leat was iaken from the 
Lindsay Scheme, and Government WBB asked definitely to 
sell bills on London at the rate of la. 3 29i32d., whenel'er 
called 'Upon to ifq 80. Thus there wss to be no failure to 
utilise the resources of the Reserve properly and prompt
ly.· In the annexe to the Report Mr. Keynes emphasised 
the idea that "the moment at which this reserve is brought 
into play ought not to depend upon anyone's discretion 
but should be governed by rule". 

Statutory regulation of the Resern. 

There remained the very controversial question of the 
statutory definition of the nature, objects and manage
ment of the Gold Standard Reserve. One ground on 
which such regulation was advocated was the desirability 
of free sales of Reserve Councils at a fixed minimum figure. 
It was argued further, that the reserve should be held 
under regulations which would bring it into use automati
cally and the public should know clearly what the regu
lations are. The Commission, however, emphasised the 

(1) Q. 3,403-3,410. 
(2) Chamberlain Commission's lleport, paragraph8 48 ... 4 
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· disadvantages of restricting the freedom of the Govern
.' ment in a crisis, and it argued that public confidence would 
be secured by a public notification by the Government of 
their intention to sell bills in India on London at the rate 
of 18 3 29132d., whenever they were asked to do 10 to the 
full extent of their resources.· 

It might be added however, that much of the criticism. 
~ the pre-war Gold Exchange Standard system could have 
been avoided had the Commission seen ita way to intro
ducing SIl'eh a statutory obligation. It was argued later, 
and on very good grounds, that automatic contraction of 
currency would have been secured definitely had the Gov
ernment been under a statutory obligation. For in the 
absence of such an obligation "Government could arrange 
by borrowing from the Gold Standard Reserve to meet 
sterling paymenta on account of Reverse Councila without 
affecting the amount of currency in eireulation ". A Ita.. 
tutory obligation to sell reverse councila would have re
moved all doubt upon this point and strengthened the 
monetary system materially. 

It has also been suggested in counection with the sta
tutory regulation of the Gold Standard Reserve, that the 
Chamberlain Commumon should have provided for the re
demption of rupees and notes into gold on demand." No 
doubt, if such a recommendation had been made and it' it 
had been found possible to carry it out, it would have 
placed the Gold Exchange Standard' in a position unasail
able either by business men or by monetary theorists. The 
demand for a gold currency would have received a counter
blast, since there would have been no excuse left for argu
ing that the country was not allowed to choose ita cur
rency. The Gold Exchange Standard and the Paper l'lI1'

rency system were fully established by 1913, and the pro
'vision for convertibility would have given gold just that 

(1) Mr. DennIng'. lIemoranum for tho Ro7al CUrren.". Com
mIasIOD of 1925; and Sir BasIl Blackett's reply to Q. J'/6 • 

. (2) Prof. Kemmerer, 0,. cif, pI/. lU-l86. 
Q-20 
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auxiliary position in our monetary system which would 
have helped in the adjustment of larger trade balances Imd 
in reducing the demand for silver when it rose in value. On 
the other hand, as against Kemmerer's proposal it is to 
be observed that a pre-requisite of such convertibility 
would have been an accumulation of very large gold re
sources sufficient to saturate the public demand for gold 
and to redeem the rupees coming from the hoards. Now, 
at a time when the Chamberlain Commission wanted to 
strengthen the Gold Standard Reserve to III figure much 
above £25 millions (and to have half of it held in gold), 
the provision of additional resources for converting the 
rupees into gold either for internal uses or for export pur. 
poses was certainly a very difficult mattcr to arrange for. 
Again, under the very difficult circumstances of the war· 
time such a provision would have greatly encouraged the 
tendency towards hoarding. Indeed, with the war-time 
difficulty of securing gold from abroad such a provision 
would have had to be suspended at once. 

Improvements in the Paper Currenoy System. 

The occurrence of the war has deprived the Chamber
lain Commission of the credit, which was justly its due, 
on account of its proposed reorganisation of the Indian 
Paper Currency. The Commission formed a great plan for 
remedying the ine1asticity of that currency. Recognizing 
that such elasticity as was then available through the Gold 
Note Act was but a back-door a1fair, and ouly at the ex· 
pense of the gold reserves of London, it suggested more 
direct and adequate measures for increasing elasticity. In 
place of the old principle of having a fixed amount of the 
fiduciary portion with a metallic backing for all other 
notes, various other proposals had been placed before the 
Commission. One suggestion was to fix the fiduciary 
portion at 40 per cent of the total circulation.' Another 
witness had advocated a proportion of one-third of gross 

- (1) Sir B. Bunter, Q. 8.457 ..... 464. 



average circulation.' The idea had very properly gained. 
. ground that elasticity could be secured by making the fidu 
eiary portion of the issue a propcwtio1l of the total issue 
instead of a fixed amount. The Commission translated 
this idea into a recommendation that the fiduciary portion 
should be fixed at the amount of the IlOtes held by the 
Government in the Reserve Treasuries plus one-third of 
the net circulation fOr the time being. As regards season
al expansion, which is so ~ in all countries which 
are mainly agricultural, the Commission did not see iti 
way to aeeepting & suggestion of Sir Lionel Abraham's 
for issuing IlOtes against first class bills, but they recom
mended temporary loans in India through the Presidency 
Banks. It has of coume, been objected that this is a kind 
of diversion of the reserve which is maintained for the con
verbDility of notes. But it must be remembered that the 
loans to the Presidency Banks were only meant to take the 
pIaee of seasonal expansion of paper currency, and it Willi 

only in the absence of a Central Bank for India that this 
mere palliative was to be adopted. As Mr. Keynes' snneXil 
to the Report showed, the Commission was aware of the 
objecti.onB to the propoas1s for the loan of :funds to exist
ing banks, and it felt that the real solution of the probk'1ll 
was the introduction of el8IIticity into the credit currency 
through the instrumentality of & central bank. 

The Contral Bank Idea.. 

Governor Strong remarked before the Cnrrency ('om
mission of 1925, that the III1COOSIive Cnrrency Commissi~lJ8 
of India had given comparatively little attention banking 
maUerB. He might well have made an exception af the 
Chamberlain Commission in this respect. It waa a great 
merit of that Commission that it saw the vital importo.nce 
of & _tral bank in the proper working of any currency 
ByBtem. Indeed, many of the criticismB aimed at the Gold 
]Uehange Standard would have been directed with greater 

(1) Q. 8,501. 



justice at the absence of a Central Bank for India. The 
Chamberlain Commission was aware that, as regards thc 
monetary system which they were working on, "the diffi
culties and inconveniences which arise very largely c.)ll

'tingent on the absence of a strong central hanking illlIti
tution, competent to manage the note issue.'" They went w 
far as to assert that, in the absence of such an institution 
which would serve as the pivot of the monetary system 
those of their recommendations "which relate to the n.,to 
issue and to the employment of balances may be reg:mlcu 
from one point of view, as paj.liatives rather than cures." 
They therefore appointed two of their members-Sir Ernest 
Cable and Mr. Keynes to draw up a memorandum npon 
a Central Bank for India. This valuable Annexe to the 
report anticipated many of the later proposals lor im-, 
proving the currency system by operating it through a 
central bank. Thus, the note issue was to be managed by 
the Central Bank and the requisite elasticity was to be 
secured by a fiduciary issue fixed in proportioll to 
the note issue, while ex~ issues were to be made possiblo 
subjeet to payment of a tax. As in all European countries, 
bills were to be "the pivot on which the whole meaning 
and utility of the note issue essentially turns ". The bank 
was to have the custody of the Gold Standard Reserve; 
but when the Reserve was to be brought into play for the 
support of Exchange, the Bank was to aet under the Govern
ment's order and as its agents. 

Rejection of Gold Currency proposals. 

The Ch~berlain Commission advanced streug nrgn
ments against encouraging an increased use of gold Ul 

the internal circulation. These arguments are powerful, 
and, so far as they go, unanswerable. Generally speaking 
the reserves are, of course, the proper place for gold, anj 

experience had shown that gold in ciicuJ.ation is not avail
able for emergency demands. It might also be admitted 

(1) Chamberlain Commission'. Report, parqraph 218. 
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that a gold currency is a needlessly costly affair. Ne\"cr-
. theless, it could be argued, and on good grounds, tl!at under 
the pre-war Gold Exchange Standard there was room for 
an auxiliary gold currency, especially under the peculiar 
circumstances of India. The Chamberlain Commission in 
iact did not contemplate the possibility of abnormaily 
favourable balances of trade for India, combined with a 
great rise in the price of silver-a. contingency which arose 
very soon after. Even the moderate rise in the price ,If 
silver in the years 1905-1906 led the Straits Settlemenis 
and Philippines to protect their silver currency. by a ~eriCII 
of measures-prohibition of exportation of silver, recoin
age of silver coins and admission of other than silver coins 
to legal tender. But, even in those countries, the pr·}hibi
tion was evaded to S great extent, while as to a recolnage 
of rupee'! in India it would be a gigantic operation lasting 
over many years. Consequently an auxiliary gold curren
cy had a useful part to play under a Gold Exchange Stand
ard system in India. 

The critios of the pre-war monetary system of India. 
The criticism of the pre-war monetary system in India 

had been so voluminous and many-sided, that it is Ii task 
of some difficulty to present clearly the various lines of 
criticism and to deal with them individually. .As, how
ever, the locus c'tauicus for such criticism is Sir J. Begbie'. 
note together with Prof. Nicholson's article in the Econo
mie Journal of June 1914, it seems best to deal with them 
first, and then to consider later criticism in its proper place. 

Professor Nicholson, in beginning his article, admits 
his great obligations to Sir J. Begbie's note; and, indeed, 
it might be said that the article is a theorist's version of 
the discussion' in the note. .As the Professor himself ob
serves: "the practical side of the issues I wish to raise is 
dealt with in Sir J~es Begbie'B note of dissent, and I 
shall treat of the same difficulties with reference to tho l'Qo 

lative economie principles". 
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The first reflection that occurs, on a study of Nichol
son's able article, is that the complicated problem studied 
there is assumed in it to be purely a monetary problem 
and is treated only as such. There is no recognition of or 
reference to, the great changes that were affecting various 
items 9f the balance of trade of India, or to the continuous 
and great improvement of India's position as regards inter
national trade. Nor was it considercd· that such a chaag
ing position affects very materially incomes and prices 
within the country concerned. It was also forgotten that, 
during the period treated of, the world was witnClJSillg a 
great boom in trade and industry, which was bound 10 

affcct the monetary conditions in India-one of the most 
important suppliers of raw materials of industry in gene
ral. All these important factors of the situation were pa8~' 
ed over in silence. The procedure adopted was to single 
out two factors in the situation and to correiate them. On 
the one hand was the rupee coinage, which the Government 
was believed to be mismanaging and adding to necdlessly 
and constantly. On the other hand, there was the rise of 
prices; and the two were connected as cause and effect. 
'rhe argument that the coinage was .. in response to public 
demands" was brushed aside by him on the ground that, 
on some other occasions in economic history, the public 
demand for local currency had seemed to be well found
ed but that such appearances had proved unreal It was 
forgotten that thc public demands for rupees India, dur
ing this period, very often proved its genuineness by the 
offer of gold for rupees; that, consequently, .. the aecumula
tion of gold in the Paper Currency Reserve had passed the 
limits of safety"; and tha.t, in view of the suddcnness and 
extent of the demand, a silver Ingot reserve had to be form
ed. In this connection, a study of the figures for gold in 
the paper currency reserve in the period 1900-1905 might 
be recommended to the student. 

Prof. Nicholson has argned that .. the method of limi· 
tation now adopted as regards the issues of the token 
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rupee is the same as that adopted by the Bank of England 
·in the Restriction. So long as the rupees are il;sued only 
in response to a· supposed real effective demand, it is 
thought these can be no depreciation". Thia view baa been 
adopted by some later economic writera in India. It. is 
forgotten here that a good many of the rupees il;sued in 
India were against offers of gold either t~ Paper Currency 
Reserve in India, or for council bills in England; and that it 
waa not a case of notea il;sued against bills discounted 
as waa the case in the Restriction period. Suppose, if pos
sible, during the Restriction period a good deal of gold 
had come into England as the result of favourable balances 
of trade, that trade and industry in England had been ex
panding and that business men had given the gold to the 
Bank and had taken out notea against it, would that have 
been considered in1lation by' Prof. Nicholson or his 
followers! 

There could in fact be no comparison between the 
trade and eurrency conditions prevailing during the Res
triction period in England and the corresponding condi
tions in India during the period 1900·1914. During the Res
triction period, the English trade conditions were abnor
mal, with alternating criqes, depressions and brief re
coveries. England had also to deal at the time with the 
financial strain of a great war. In the case of India, on 
the other hand, the financial conditiona were prosperoua, 
while trade was improving steadily 'and continuously. 
Moreover, it waa not a case of a mere local prosperity in 
India only, but of a general prosperity. So also as Mr. 
Hawtrey baa observed, the financial situation of England in 
. the Restriction period can only be explained by monetary 
and trade conditions abroad which led to a drain of specie 
from England.1 Again, aa he goes on to observe, the redund
ancy of paper eurrenc,r in England started with the severe 
credit stringency on the Continent, while English trades-

"'"(i)Hawtre)'. Currer&c!I and Credit, (1919). pp. 261-262; 
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people received credit fairly liberally. In fact there i8 very 
little similarity in the conditions prevailing in England 
during the Restriction period and those of India in the 
first decade of the present century. 

We tum now to consider the IISSllmption that had 
India been provided with a gold currency, prices would not 
have risen during the period. We shall soon take occasion 
to emphasise the econmic theorem that, whatever might 
be the curreney system of a country, large gains from 
international trade make a country of higher level of in
comes, and under certain circumstances (e.g., inefficiency of 
labour in certain directions or prevalence of Diminishing 
Returns) of high prices. These factora would be sure to 
affect prices even under a gold currency sYStem, especially 
in an undeveloped country like India producing mainly 
raw materials of industry which are subject to the law of 
Diminishing Returns. In the absence of a Central Bank and 
organised money market in India, the automaticity of a 
gold currency sYStem (had it been introduced into India) 
would have been greatly impaired. 

Before the war, there were people who held exaggerat
ed notions of the automaticity of a gold currency system. 
As Prof. Nicholson put it: "In the case of gold, however, 
there are natural economic forces which in time must limit 
the monetary supply and 90 far the level of price". But the 
coustant and increasing pre-oceupation of central banks in 
Western countries before the war with their dis~-Ount poli
eies and manipUlation of reserves showed that, in an import
ant sense, the gold currency sYStem had to be managed, and 
that it was not 90 automatic as has been generally supposed. 
The criticism of the poliey of the Bank of England or of 
the Federal Reserve Board 88 1"('gards discount and credit 
poliey since the war leada us to the same inferenee--that 
the control of credit through discount rate implies manag&

ment and regulation even under a gold curreney sYStem. 
Since the proper development of central and general bank-
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ing is yet to come in India, the gold ClII1'leIICy aystem if 
mtroduced in the country would have worked in & halting 
fashiou. But it is further to be emphasised, that in a 
country like India there are important and special eirewn
stances which would detract further and large\y from the 
auwmatie character of a gold currency system. On this 
8llbjeet the evidence given by Dr. Sprague before the 
Royal Currency Commission of 1925-26 deserves to be 
studied. Thus with the practice of hoarding which eDsts 
in this country, an import of gold due to· a favourable 
balance "would not set in motion the correetive influenees 
to quite the same extent that they would be set in JIlOtion 
if a similar amount or amount proportionate to the reIa
tive population had been exported, let us say from Europe 
to the Uuited States". As part of the gold imported 
would go in the ease of India not to the banks but to the 
hoards prices would rise less, and the correetive influence 
is not exerted as it would be in the countries where there 
was no hoarding. So, also, when the balance of trade Is 
unfavourable, gold would first flow out of the banks 
"making for a strain on nch banking machinery as has 
been developed and, only after pretty considerable strain 
extracting very mueh of the gold from the hoards". From 
all this the inference is eIear that the inter-relation of in
fluences whieh are essential for the satisfactory function
ing of a gold standard would be to an important extent 
wanting in the ease of India and the working 011 the system 
would be erratie both as regards expansion and connao. 
tiou.l We might admit the foree of the argument that the 
converbDi!ity of the rupee was not theoretieally perfeet in 
the pre-war II)'8tem of India. 'rllM of C01UlJ8 was not 
the fault of a gold Exchange Standard II)'8tem as nch; for 
the pre-war II)'8tem would have been improved in that 
direction by a statutory regulation of the Gold Standard 
Reserve. But it is permissible to show that the alternative 

(1) BoJaI CUrreIlq CommIaBIOIl or UZHf, Q. l6,I6L .. 

Q-!l 
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'system-that of gold currency, if introduced, would also 
have worked very imperfectly, on account of the peculiari
ties of the local conditions. 

About the time that Prof. Nicholson was writing his 
article, it could have been noted that in Canada a country 
on gold standard and currency-prices were being kept 
for years higher than the world prices, owing to the action 
of a single factor of its balance of trade-viz., impo11 of 
capital. Between 1900 and 1912, while prices in Canada 
rose by 36 points, those in the lending country-Great 
Britain-rose by 13 points only. Canadian prices also 
showed an exceptional advance over those of a nentral 
~untry-the United States. We see in this case how the 
persistent action of a,single one of the factors in the balsnce 
of trade can raise and sustain prices in a gold currency 
country (and in a country too "with a monetary system 
of the sensitive type") far above the world prices. As 
Taussig points out in the same valuable study that single 
cause had over shadowed all the others.' Far more power
fnl and persistent in the case of India during the same 
period was another factor of the balance of payments-the 
persistent and growing excess of exports. 

The idea that a gold cnrrency is perfectly automatie 
and that it insures price stability, has not been bome out 
by the realistic studies of the price situation in various 
countries. Reference has already been made to the ease of 
Canadian prices in the period 1900-1914. The following 
table extracted from the standard work of W. C. Mitehell 
on "Business Cycles" will show the sustained high prices 
which prevailed in several gold enrrency countries during 
the period with which we are dealing.' 

(1) Taussig. International TnI4e, Pp. 224-227. 

(2) W. C. Kitchell, BlUineu Cllciu. p. 12l. 



Average actual prices in 1890-99-100. 

Number 
American. French. German 

of 1 I 1 IDom!.sD~' commoditlea. BU1'8auof Gibooll 1 New 
Year Labor, improved. Marcb. reviled. Beries. 

'reYiaed. 

1900 111 112 110 11{ liS 

1901 110 109 105 i07 108 

1902 lU 115 lOS 106 106 

1908 lU 115 lot 107 106 

1904 114 lIS lOa 106 105 

1905 116 liB 109 101 118 

1906 U2 12S 

r 

U6 117 121 

1907 110 182 119 125 129 

1908 121 125 III 112 121 

1909 1M 1S2 ... 118 119 

1910 181 115 ... 122 122 

In his work on "Monetary Stability", Mr. BeIlerby 
lius describes the rise of prices in Europe during the first 
.ecade of the twentieth eentury: "An abrupt rise of prices 
ccurred in almost all countries effectively applying the 
old standard .•••• A further international price movement 
f some importance occurred from 1909 to 1913, when there 
'88 a very gradual but almost eontinuous upward move
Ilent of the price level". Incidentally Mr. BeIlerby points 
,ut that between the Years 1901 and 1912 prices rose in 
treat Britain from 70 to 85 e.ceording to the Sauerbeck 
tldex-number. (BeIlerby, op. cit. pp. 98-99). 

The notion that gold currency is the most automatio 
'f monetary systems and that price instability is not poe· 
ible under it, is due, in great part, to the acceptance and 
pp'lication . of the Ricardian exp.lanatioIl, regardins th~ 



lnftuence of international movements of speeie on prices 
and flow of goods, without paying a due regard 
either to economic friction or to the element of 
time. As Prof. Taussig has observed, "the process 
which the Ricardians pictured is one which takes 
time. Here, as in almost all their reasoning they neglected 
the element of time, and assumed that the results which 
would presumably come, in the long run, do come at once 
and without a hitch. The mechanism of outflow of money 
falling prices, increasing exports, declining imports all this 
automatic re.adjustment does not work out its results in 
one year or two or three. It has been abundantly set forth 
in the preceding pages how long a time must be allowed 
before the eventual consequences appear, before the final 
readjustment can be expected.'" It can be therefore ex
pected that even under a gold currency a large import of 
gold consequent upon a series of good Indian harvests 
would keep prices high in our country for quite & number 
of years. 

The "sensitiveness" of a monetary system-which 
means responsiveness of prices to internstional movements 
of specie does not in any sense depend directly upon the 
proportion of gold in cirCUlation. The matter has been 
well dealt with in Prof. Taussig's masterly study on "Inter
national Trade". He shows that the Canadian monetary 
system is as "sensitive" as any and yet in Canada gold 
money is almost all in Government vaults. So also the 
"classic instance of marked and continning sensitiveness 
was that of Great Britain before the Great War" and yet 
in that system, gold "was of less direct importance in 
effecting payments than deposits". On the other hand, 
in the case of France with the large circulation of actual 
gold, there was sluggishness in the response to an inter
national movement of specie.... India, no doubt, would 

(1) Taussig, International Trade, p. 276. 
(2) Taussig, 01'. cit. pp. 20~205. 



have benefited by the introduction of an auxiliary gold 
currency, as' regards the facilitation of adjustment of ab
normal balances. But that would have been the chief gain 
to be expected from such change. It was not to be ex
pected that a large circulation of gold <!Oin would ensure 
the "sensitiveness" or the automaticity of the system.: 

Sir J aD).es Begbiehas argued that "the recent demand 
for gold in India show a loss of confidence on the part of 
the public in the token rupee ". Coming from a former sec
retary of the Bank of Bombay, the statement was surpris
ing, especially as he must have known of the hoarding 
of rupees which in those days was on a larger scale than now. 
So little has there been any distrust of the rupee in India 
at any period, that those who have advocated the "de
thronement of the rupee", from the days of Mansfield and 
Trevelyan to those of the witnesses before the last Royal 
Currency Commission, have spoken with bated breath, and 
under considerable apprehensions, 8S to the results of the 
announcement of such a policy. The fact is that with our 
favourable balallces and 8S long as the foreign investment 
habit has not been developed the only way of adjusting 
the favourable balances is by the importation of the pre
cious metals. This state of things has as its results both the 
heavy coinage of rupees and the hoarding both of gold 
and of rupees. In faet it is only when the habit of foreign 
investment takes a firm hold on the pcople of India that 
hoarding of specie will decline. It is true that, for a couple 
of decades, gold has been replacing rupees in the hoards. 
But that phenomenon is not the result of any distrust of 
the rupee. It is the evidence of the growing wealth of the 
hoarding classes and the increase of their resources has led 
to an enlargement of the unit of hoarding. It is & mere 

• assumption on the part of Begbie and Nieholson that the 
only or even the main cause of hoarding of gold was the 
distrust of the rupee, and that, "this late reversion to hoard
ing on an extended scale is a retrograde movement". 



The central fact in the hoarding problem is not the 
distrust of the rupee-it is the absence of the habit of 
foreign investment on the part of a country which has nsn
ally favourable balances. Our ascetic ideals and our not 
very high standard of living prevent the adjustment of our 
balancesbytheinereaseofcommodity imports. Hencewe bring 
home our favourable balances to a large extent in the shape 
of silver and gold and the coinage of such silver has a ten
deney to raise local prices; hence also the diffieulty of 
adjusting the balances when the precious metals are diffieult 
to procure or when silver rises in price. The problem can 
be envisa.,acd most clearly during the years 1917 to 1920, 
because it assumed unsually large proportions and every 
factor in the situation stood out more prominently than 
ever before. There were a series of highly favourable 
balances, the import of gold on any large sca,Je was out of 
the question and silver was rising in prices. There could 
no possible room for suspicion, that in that case, there was 
a desire on the part of the authorities to enter on any 
"fast and furious coinage of rupees". And yet, in spite 
of all their reluctance and resistance, they had to coin 
rupees in unprecedented quantities, since there were such 
rushes for rupces that on occasions inconvertibility of notes 
was in sight. The position in the war and post-war period 
was in faet a magnified image of the pre-war situation, 
and we can readily perceive the necessity of the coinage 
rupees in such circumstances. It is noteworthy that in 
the minority Report of the Currency Committee of 1919, 
Sir D. Dalal pointed out that the best way of adjusting 
India 's favo~ble balances was to eultivate the practice 
of foreign investments. While he Willi entirely in the right 
in making this suggestion~r rather as he says in adopt
ing it from the Governor of Bank of Englan~ne cannot 
agree with him that the currency administration of India 
had anything to do with the absence of the habit of 
investment abroad or that the Government could have 
taught the people to invest abroad by stopping the coinage 
of rupeea. That would have meant a refusal to satisfy • 
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very urgent demand for rupees even at the cost of bringing 
on inconvertibility of notes. 

Prof. Nicholson argued that •• after a certain point is 
reached in the -fu1I.ation the general depreciation in the 
purchasing power of the rupee must be followed by a 
specific depreciation as regards gold; and if this is the 
case, then the main objeet of the whole policy is defeat
ed". But he did not explain why, after fourteen years of 
heavy coinage, the" specific depreciation of the rupee" re
mained- as far off as ever. The only explanation that oc
curred to him was that, "in general the balance of trade 
is in favour of India and so long as this balance exists, the 
volume of rupees can be increased ". This unqualified be
lief in the power of trade balances to keep up the exchange, 
in the face of long continued inflation and of great changes 
in relative prices, ean not be sustained now. And a very 
relevant question from the point of view of economic the
ory would be why the relatively high prices in India al
lowed favourable balances to continue. The purchasing 
power parity thcory, which ao many of the later critics of 
the pre-war currency standard have accepted, goes entirely 
against them here; for according to that theory, the rate 
of exchange between two countries tends to express the 
ratio between the purchasing powers of the two currency 
units. Even under the later form of the theory, which 
regards the parities as "the source of only rather long.run 
influences" on exchanges, the anomaly of the steady ex
changes and high prices in India is inexplicable. For, surely, 
a decade and a half is a sufficiently long period for the 
i~uence of price parities to aet on the exchanges. 

To avoid, or to explain away, this anomaly a number 
of suggestiona have been advanced. One writer of dis
tinction has expanded Nicholson's explanation by arguing 
that in spite of the great inflation brought on in India by 
the heavy rupee coinage, the foreigu exchanges were not 
affected advers:IY, "because she had certain essential com-
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modities which a foreigner is obliged to Bctlept in place of 
gold. " He further contends that, owing to the thinness of the 
connection between the prices of those Indian goods which _ 
enter and those which do not enter foreign trade, the priceS 
of the former class did not rise as a result of inflation, 
though those of the latter class did. As a result, the rupee 
maintained its gold value in spite of the rise of Indian 
prices on the whole. Two observations might be made on 
this line of reasoning. In the first place statisties do not 
bear out the view that the rise of prices in India concen
trated itself of the non-traded goods; for the rise of prices 
was largest in cases of hides and skins, and oilseeds and 
oils, -with cotton following close on their heels. These are, 
it is also to be notieed, competitive exports, and the rise in 
the price of jute which is a monopoly was smaller than 
in their casco Again the pertinent question might be asked 
why the foreigner consented to pay larger prices in gold 
even for the "essential commodities" after the inflation 
than before. 

Similarly, the authon of a valuable and suggestive 
work on currency and prices in India which has been re
cently published, offer the following suggestion to show 
why the inflation of currency in India did not lower our 
foreign exchanges: "Some of the articles of export from 
India are her exclusive monopolies. The monopoly articles 
can bear a large inflation of prices without endangering 
their production. Besides, there are many important pro
ducts in India forming a very large percentage of the total 
internal trade, which run their life-history within the bor
ders of this country. Their prices may rise very high 
without calling for any adjustment of the exchange rate 
or the foreign price-levels. If the curreney is inflated, the 
tendency of the inflation wonid be to confine its operation 
to the prices of these monopolies and local products only". 

The a.rgnment really comes to thi&-that it is in the 
power of India throngh the instrumentality of inflation 
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tAl extraet larger prices for illI exporbl from foleign eoun
tries----not only as expressed in the IDeal eorreney-but in 
gold. For, owing tAl the alleged inftation, the prices of our 
exporbl rose in terms of rupees; and since the exclumge has 
kept steady this means that, as the result of inftation on 
our part the gold prices which we got for our exporbl have 
largely inereased-inereased in faet in proportion to the 
rise of prices as expressed in Iocal curreney. To take-an 
example, ROppose as the result of the supposed inftation 
the prices of raw jute rose by about 50 per cent in rupees 
between the years 1905 and 1910. AetuaIly, the exchange 
remains at lB. 4d. in spite of the inftation; henee the inf\&. 
tion enabled India to obtain 50 per cent. larger priee in 
gold from foreign eountriEs. This, however, is an anomaly. 
If we were in a position, as monopolists in jute, tAl e1Jarge 
a 50 per cent higher priee in gold why did we not do 80 

earlier! Why need we have waited for the infiation in 
order to eharge the higher prices! It is obvious that in 
attributing t1te increased. pricu wMc1L we got for our ez
port. to t1te supposed. ;,.flatioft we are putting the eart 
before the horse.. The rise of prices was due to .. the im
meDBely enhaneed demand for commodities of export", 
as has been incidentally admitted by our critics. It is 
this larger gold priee for jute which, translated in terms 
of the fixed Is. 4d. exchange, caused us to have correspon~
ingly higher rupee prices for the jute. The extra eoinage 
was in fact a result of the process and not the cause. This 
inferenee is strengthened when we find that, in spite of 
the ROpposed inftation in India, and the larger prices which 
had to be paid by the foreigner in gold, the demand for 
our export staples continuously increased. A country 
might inftate ita currency, bnt that proOOlB cannot enable 
it to obtain higher gold prices for ita wares---let alone in
dnee a growing demand for them. When we consider 
the rise of the gold prices of a number of articles of our 
export between 1900 & 1912 we can be eertain that loeal 
inftation eould not possibly be the cause of that phenome
non. Thus, between these years, hides and skins rose by 

Q-2% 
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ao points as regards gold prices, oil seeds rose by over 35 
points while eotton and jute WAre not far behind. The 
very peeuliar clispersion of prices is not aceounted for by 
saying that iil the case of India inflation had only a spe
cial and limited aetion and that it "eonfined its operation 
to the prices of monopolies and sheltered products only". 
As has been well put, all eountries have their sheltered 
and unsheltered articles; India is not peculiar in that rts
peet.' If indeed inflation in India had eoncentrated its 
influence on some eommodities of local eonsumption, leav
ing the prices of other locally produced goods unaffeeted, 
the result must have been that the sales of the former 
class of goods in India would have fallen off; for the pro
ducers of the latter class of articles would not have had 
the means to buy the goods which alone have risen in 
value. Unless indeed the prosperity due to "the immense
ly enhanced demand for Indian eommodities of export" 
had spread itself widely, and had favourably affeeted most 
Indian producers, we would have experienced a fall of 
the demand for many of the articles of local eonsumption. 
For, unless Indian producers in general had shared in the 
prosperity of the epoch, the demand for both locally pro
duced and foreign articles would have fallen off neeessarily. 
There is however no trace or suspicion on such a decline 
of dp.mand. 

In the course of recent currency eontroversies in India 
the Quantity theory has been very energetically attacked 
by some advocates of gold currency, because that theory 
has been recognised as lending support to the God Ex
change Standard. In this eonneetion it might be pointed 
out that while the Quantity theory forms certainly part of 
the ground-work of the Gold Exchange system it is also the 
theoretical basis of the idea of the automatic nature of the 
gold currency system. For the idea of the automatic cha
racter of a gold currency is based upon Ricardo's theorem 
about the clistribution of the precious metals, and this latter 

(1) Prot. J. c. Sinha In the Jl odem Ret>feID, JuI)" 1927. 



is, in its turn a corollary of the Quantity theory. Indeed, 
one might go further and assert that the very idea of any 
kind of automatic currency assumes the truth of the Quan
tity theory. Attention might also be drawn on the other 
hand to the faet that these are eminent advocates of the 
Gold Exchange Standard who do not accept the Quantity 
theory. Thus, to give an example, Prof. Nogaro does not 
accept the Quantity theory, and is yet a great advocate of 
the Gold Exchange Standard. 

Having dealt so far with the views of the Begbie-Nichol
son school we might now advert to the statistical study of 
the problem by Prof. Kemmerer. That eminent writer 
has made no partial study of the currency and price prob
lem, but has comprehended in his study other very rele
vant factors like the volume of production as well as that 
of trade and the statistics of railway transportation. :As 
a result of his discussion, he finds that between the yeara 
1899 and 1907 the average index number of production in 
India rOBe from 100 to 140 and that of foreign trade and 
transportation from 100 to 165. The conclusion drawn 
by Prof. Kemmerer might be effected quoted. "Inas
much as in India the great bulk of business is by means of 
cash rather than by bank cheques, and as under the inertia 
of oriental custom there is probably little change in the 
rate of a monetary turn over from year to year (except 
in times of famine), this large increase in business to be 
transacted at a higher price level required a great influx 
of rupees into the Indian circulation".( ') 

The Nature of the Exohange, prioes and Currenoy 
problem in India (1900-19Ul, 

Contemporary developments of theory might assist UI 
in trying to solve the problem with which we are dealing. 
That problem consists of an apparently anomalous combi-

(1) Kemmerer, op. cit., PI'. 96-99. 



hation of high prices, steady exchanges and favourable 
balances of trade. It has been shown by Prof. Taussig and 
other eminent economists that a favourable position as 
regards international trade occupied by a country (owing 
to an increased foreign demand for its goods) is reflected 
both in the money incomes prevailing in such a country 
and, under certain conditions, in her price leveL Those 
countries have high money income "whose labour is effi· 
cient in producing exported commodities and whose ex· 
ported commodities command a good price in the world '. 
markets".' The increasing demand from other countries 
for Indian exports it can be shown gave India such a 
favourable position in the first decade of the present 
century. 

Contemporary statisties of income tax and wages 
show a corresponding rise of income in India. As regards 
the prices of "domestic" goods in such a country, TaUBSig 
argues that "the range of domestic prices within a country, 
as compared with the range of pricea of the same things in 
other countries depends upon the efficiency of labour pro
ducing commodities that do not enter international trade". 
In fact a rise of prices will follow if the efficiency of labour 
is cumparatively small in the production of such "dome.!
tic" goods, or, one might add, if the law of diminishing re
turns is acting in the production of several of such Co)m· 
modities. It can be easily seen that this line of analysis is 
applicable to the conditions prevailing in India during the 
period in question. The increasingly favourable balances 
of trade since the beginning of the present century, and 
the changes in the relative values of exports and imports 
represent a position of increasing advantage in interna
tional trade for India. An expansion of currency followed 
-it did not precede-the growth of trade. Soon after the 
growth of our exports we tind an accumulation of gold in 

(1) Prot. Taussig. PrIncIple. Of E""""",lCI. (Edition or 
1911). VoL I. PI>- 603--<i04.. See &lao the aame author'a 1_' 
palional Trade. pp. 27-33. and J. W. Angell, 01/. cit, Po 104.. 



the Paper Currency Reserve and a corresponding demand 
for Rupees. Since gold was offered to obtain local cur
rency, we can have no doubt that the demand for local 
currency was a genuine trade demand. Then, again, 
many of the peculiarities of the dispersion of prices in 
India can be accounted for, without any resort to theassump
tion of monopoly conditions being necessary. For example 
the very large rise in the prices of food grains and build
ing materials can be fully accounted for by the fact that 
the additional purchasing power in the hands of a compa
ratively poor population would first be expended !)n ad
ditional food and housing accommodation. In the case of 
food grains we have aIBo to take account of the prevalence 
of conditions of diminishing returns. 

The improvement in the position of India regarding 
foreign trade is obvious from the better prices, which she 
obtained for a vastly growing volume of exports. Thus 
the • Prices Report' shows that owing to the greater rise of 
the prices of her exports compared to those of her im
ports, India gained annually over a crore of rupees dur
ing the period from the year 1895-1896 to 1899-1900. 
That grain increased during the next quinquennium to 
over three crores per annum. It rose to over 14 erores 
per annum in the succeeding quinquennium, and to the 
sum of 34 crores of rupees for each of the years 1910-11 
and 1911-12. The method adopted has been to take the 
declared values of the exports year by year and their 
values at the average prices which prevailed during the 
basic period; and the same procedure has been followed as 
regards the imports.' These figures give us an approxi
mate idea of the favourable change in the barter terms of 
trade in the case of India. They show in the first place 
that .. a given physical quantity of imports was purchased 
for a steadily declining physical quantity of exports". as 
Taussig would say. They show, in the second place, the 

(1) Report Oil the RIse of "Prices In India (1914). Po 139-



period of time when the barter terms of trade began to 
alter in favour of India viz., about the year 1895-96, which 
was also the exact point of time when a general business 
revival followed in the world upon the depression of 1893-
94. Thus the price statistics of the Report which we have 
been quoting are corroborated by the history of business 
cycles, as indeed was to be expected. 

The following figures taken from the official "Index 
Numbers of Indian Prices 1861-1926" will also help to 
indicate the improvement in the terms of trade and 
foreign demand in the case of India during the whole period 
with which we are dealing. 

Exported a!'Siclea 

I 
Imported artIel .. 

Year. (28) (11) (un weighted) 
(Price in IH73=100) (DDweighted.) 

1899 100 87 

1900 12' 96 

1901 116 98 

1902 U3 86 

1903 lOS 88 

19M lOt 93 

1905 116 96 

1906 139 !V5 

1901 U5 116 

1908 151 108 

1909 183 99 

1910 121 lOt 

1911 136 11. 

1912 U5 111 

1913 15t 117 

19tt 150 Itt 
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Not only India, but all countries mainly exporting 
raw materials, have been gaining by faetors 1.iIie the 'fall 
of freights and the constantly growing demand from in
dustrial. countries, as new industries kept starting in these 
lands. As Dr. Marshall has observed, 'eountries in the 
position of India "have gained all round: they have gain
ed by lowered cost of transport, and they have gained by 
the lowered cost of manufaeture of commodities for direet 
use; and that almost equally whether these goods are manu· 
factured by themselves or imported. For eompetition com
pela England, Germany and other western countries to 
give to consumers almost at once the full benefit of any 
economy in manufacturing processes which they have ob
tained". 

It Is evident that the true causal sequence ran iluring 
the period from the growing and intense demand for a num
ber of Indian products, through an increase of eurrency, to 
the general rise of prices in India. The rise of price in India 
was due and was able to IIlllItain itself, over & long period 
beeause the foreign demand for India's produets was be
eoming more intense; and thus the main faetor in the 
sitUBtion-the advantageous position which India occupied 
in her foreign trade-was steadily becoming more eonspicu
ous, through more than a decade of the world '8 commercial 
and industrial. prosperity. It iB noteworthy, in this con· 
nection, that the year 1914 was very likely the last year 
of a great eycle of prosperity throughout the world. In 
hiB study of "BusinesS Cycles", M? W. C. Mitchell has 
noted the general business prosperity of the years 1897-
1902 and "the world-wide march of prosperity in 1905 
and 1906" ending with the crisis of 1907. After the brief 
general depression of 1907-1908, of which the effects were 
felt in India also, there was a revival of world prosperity 
by 1909-1911.' That this inereasing foreign demand for 
India's produets (i.e., the growingly advantageous posi. 

(1) W. 0. HllcheU, BU8i ...... OIIcIea, Po 78. 
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tioil. of IndIa 88 regards :foreign trade) was the main 'fae. 
tor in raising and sustaining Indian prices, and that the 
causal sequence runa from it, is shown by our price statis
tics. While the large increase of currency in India began 
after 1905, the prices of India's staple exports had been 
rising long before that year. Thus, the prices of hides 
and skins had" gone on increasing continuously since 1890 ". 
Oil seeds marked a very great rise of prices in 1900 or 
even earlier. In the ease of jute, prices rose steadily upto 
1896 and continued to do so, on the whole, in spite of ex
tension of cultivation. Thus, long before the large coin
ages of rupees, the growing advantage of India in foreign 
trade has asserted itself unmistakably in the way of rais
ing the prices of our staples and, on the whole, those articles 
of trade still led the way as regards prices. 

The effeets of the great foreign demand :lor Indian 
staples and of the cyclical movements of business in the 
world on Indian currency and exchange are well summaris
ed by Mr. Hawtrey in his masterly work on "Currency 
and Credit "1 He argues that "the predominant influence 
as regards Indian Exchange is the world movement of 
credit with the consequent alteration of the depreciation 
and appreciation of gold ...... The pcople can absorb rupees 
when they can sell at high prices, and they can sell at 
high prices when gold prices generally are high. The 
jute and cotton crops of 1906 sold at good prices because 
credit was expanding in Europe ..... If Indian traders do 
not raise their prices they will sell all the more to Europe; 
if they hoard the rupees that they receive and do not spend 
them, they will buy all the less; their capacity for absorb
ing rupees will be augnmented in both ways". The effects 
of the improving position of India as regards foreign trade, 
and of the cyclical movements of foreign prices, on the 
absorption of curreney and rise of prices in India could 
not have been better put. 

(1) pp. 339-40. 
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The same view was emphasised by Prof. Gyan Clianil 

in the C01l1'Be of a memorandum presented to -the Royal 
Curreney Commission: "The real cause of the increaee of 
curreney was, as already stated, the :rising balance of trade 
In India's 'favOlU', which could not liquidate in any other 
way. The Exchange Standard before the war did not give 
118 stability of prieea or provide for temporary expansion 
of ClIl'l'eIley but it is wrong to attribute this ddect to the 
absence of a larger' volume of gold in circulation or Incon
vertibility of rupees and notes into gold. The departure 
from the 1'eC!OmIDeIldations of the Fowler Committee, which 
is often spoken of as a grave olIence of the Government of 
India, may be taken exception to on the ground that the 
latter drifted into a position the full significance of which it 
failed to appreciate on aeeount of the absence of a well
defined curreney poliey; but a strieter adherence to their 
letter and spirit would not have given ns a more stable level 
of prieea or relieved the seasonal stringeney in the Indian 
Money Market. Marshall's well-known analogy that stable 
exchange is something like bringiog the railway gauge of 
the country in unison with the main line is often quoted In 
the writings on Indian enrreney questions, but its foll bear
ing on OIU' economic life is generally overlooked. The com
mercial contact of India with the world has since 1900 be
come much closer than before, and the presumption is that 
the lag of the Indian price level behind the level of world 
prices has been made np during the periocI. This fact in 
itself would go a long way to account for the higher rise of 
prices in India than elsewhere before 1914, which is so often 
laid at the door of the Exchange Standard; but as it is 
di1fieu1t to give any statistical evidence in support of the 
conclusion, it is not given prominence in pointing out the 
erroneo118 nature of the arguments used against the pl'&-war 
Exchange Standard in India." ' 

We have noted above hOW the rise of prices in the 
world and the favourable change in the deDilUld for India', 

Q-23 
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products led to the maintenance of the higher Indian E,. 
change as well as to a higher volume of currency and 
price-level. The rise of exchange was achieved, be it noted, 
in spite of the severe famine which marked the end of 
nineteenth ,century in India. We have now to turn to a 
temporary situa.tion of the opposite character, and to show 
how quickly and decisively a world depression can affect 
the Indian Exchange adversely and can render incre
ments of currency superfluous. It was not merely the par
tial famine which turned the exchanges against India and 
rendered the rupee coinage of the ycar 1907 superflous, 
but the general depression abroad. For in 1907 there was 
a breakdown of the credit and banking system in America. 
In England and Germany, too, it became evident that the 
climax of tbe boom had passed and the rise of prices hlld 
slackened. These inlluences made themselves felt at once on 
tbe demand for currency in India. As Sir L. Abrahalllll 
put it before the Chamberlain Commission, "there has 
been one occasion when it may fairly be held that there 
was an excessive coinage of rupees, in 1907, a.nd in order 
to prevent anything of the kind recurring, a better scheme, 
and a more economical scheme of coinage has been laid down 
and is now followed".' 

Theory of the Inter-relatlonB of movements 
. . of money, prioeB, and exohangeB, 

It seems desirable to proceed further and to gla.nee at 
the contemporary developments of economic theory as re
gards the inter-relations between price-levels, balances of 
trade a.nd exchanges. In the works of Mill a.nd Goschen 
the rate of exchange a.nd the price level were believed to 
be funda.mentally determined by the balance of payments. 
During the last deeade, the pendulum swnng towards the 
opposite extreme; a.nd, under the inspira.tion of Cassel, 
the determination of exchanges was ascribed to the state of 
relative prices absolutely-the bala.nee of international 

(1) Q. 886, 
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payments lieing denied any say in the matter: Prof. 3. 
A. Angell informs llB in hiS illuminating study of Inter
national Prices that "the new theory has met with a wide 
and in the main quite uncritical acceptance in England ... • 
It might be added that in India, too, some economists have 
accepted it too whole-heartedJy j and it 1!l!!! been mainly 
utilized, so far, as a weapon against the Gold Exchange 
Standard system. Tablea have been compiled correla
ting the rise of the volume of circulation and the price 
index numbers, while factors like the balance of payments 
are denied all influence in the matter. But no attempt 
has been made to go back: to the main faetor of which prices, 
Exchangea and balances of trade are all the common pro
ducts. 

The thcory of Cassel, however, did not long remain 
unchallenged in its first and cruder form. True, the older 
idea of the balance of payments being the only faetor which 
determines the rate of exchange was not revived. But & 

number of economists critieised the views of Cassel, on 
the ground that purchasing power parity was itself a func
tion of the rate of exchange. Consequently, as Nogara 
pointed out "no eert&in conclusion ia to be drawn from a 
fairly general correapondence between the rate of exchange 
and the respective purchasing powers of a currency on the 
internal and external markets.... On similar linea the 
theory of Cassel was criticised by AftaliOD. and more re
eently by Bonnet. Taking a balaneed view of the prob
lem, Bonnet has w:gued that the foreign exchangea are in
fluenced by a multiplicity of faetors which the older theo
riats did not quite ignore, but which deaerve to be· stated 
more clearly. All doetrines, he adds, which systematically 
attribute' the variations of wch exchangea to one Bingle 
factor are false. Neither the reII\lltant of balance of pay
ments nor the price position eaD.. be the sole determining 

.(1) Angell, lIP. cif., P. 19l1. 
II, Nopro. fIJI. cit, Plio 11611-16'-
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faciorln the matter. Finally, Bonnet emphasised the ~ 
ciprocal influence of exchange and price levels.1 

The present position of the great eontroversy which 
has taken place during the last decade on the topic, has 
been admirably deseribed by Prof. J. W. Angell in hia 
work on International Prices: "The first solution tried was 
the price-parity theory. Experience soon showed, how
ever, that the earlier forms of statement contained many 
defects, and the price parities have now been relegated to 
a rather long-run, normative position. Although no com
plete alternative theory has yet been worked out, the tend
ency in recent years has been to admit the dominance of 
the balance of payments and the exchange rates in the 
field of short-time fiuetuations and to seek the common 
origin of both price and exchange movements in some 
antecedent general eonditions".2 In the case of India, 
during the period which we are studying, thia antecedent 
cause has been found to be the increased foreign demand 
for Indian exports, while, further, the abort-term sequ_ 
ence of events runs from the side of the highly favourable 
balance of trade. 

The above considerations lend oupport to the view ad· 
vanced in these lectures that in the case of India the ulti
mate faetor dominating the foreign exchanges, prices levelll 
and balances of trade is.the world's demand for our Btaplea 
-which of eourse depends on the existing phase of the 
business cycle and the cyclical varistions in world prices. 
The fiuetuations of this demand is the great dyna.
mic factor in the eeonomic situation of India at any time. 
The causal sequence starts with this factor which 
. acts on the balance of trade of India and. though ouch 
balances, on the amount of eurreney in the country, which 
in its turn exerta its influence on the Indian price leveL 

(1) Bonnet, Lea 8zperietlca M_" C_poraillU, 
Plio 171-173. 

.(2) I. W. Anioll, op. Cil. PP. 19&-UI. 
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Thus these various factors are found to be intimately 0 re. 

o Iated; and the anomalous situation of rising priclJs, increas
ing C\llTeIlcy, and stable exchanges which marked the first 
decade of this century in India is adequately explained. 
While this is the long-period point of view, there is no harm 
in saying, from the short-period point of view, that 0 the 
causal. sequence runs from the side of balance of trade. 
For, with each period of favourable trade balance the ab
sorption of currency in India W88 sure to grow_ The sequ
ence of events during the period can be Biwwn to &apport 
this view of the situation. In the case of other countrj.'!S, 
where the habits of foreign investment and of the OR" cf 
paper money are developed, the influence of favourable 
baIaneea on the currency situation would be 1IIIl&ller. But 

'in the case of, India, the favourable baIaneea of trade are 
brought home in a way which must a.et directly in increas
ing the volume of currency and in raising prieea. 

Thus, in the period of 1900-1914 the favourable balan
eea came first and led to an inBistent demand for Rupees. 
Even 88 early 88 the year 1900, we find the Government of 
India perturbed at the great demand for rupees. That in 
coining the additional rupees, they acted reluctantly W88 

obvious. They were genuinely &£ram of "the evil effects 
,of what may in future turn oot to be excessive additions 
'to the coinage". But they had little choice in the matter, 
'88 there W88 an," unexpeetedly ra:pid aeeumulation of gold 
in the Currency Reserve". The admittedly rapid increaae 
of the rupee coinage had to continue; since the want of 
rupoos led to the failure of treasuries to cash notes and a 
discount ,had appeared on the notes. While, in case of the 
yelj.l" 1900 these trade demands were partly Btreng
thened by' thoae caused by' famine, the "suddenness and 
the extent of demands" in later years were on account 
of growing trade alone. All the lIest means of guarding 
ourselves againBt a sudden depletion of the rupee portion of 

o our CurreDCY. Reserve" a silver in$ot rellerV8 was form
. ed in order to aecelerate the rupee coinage. 
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The increasingly favourable balance required more coin. 
age for its adjustment and each large harvest required more 
money for moving it. It ia to be noted further that the 
records of favourable balances had already been made in 
the quinquennium ending 1903·04, while Indian prices be
gin their upward ascent markedly only from 1905.' Thus 
looking at causes and effccts in the short period, we find 
that at each step forward, the riae in balances of trade was 
the condition precedent of increase of currency and rise of 
prices. But if we take the long·period point of view ex. 
tending over a decade or more, we see that the increase of 
foreign demand for India '8 staples Wa,l generally speak. 
ing the prime cause and the necessary condition of all the 
factors in the situation that we are considering-the favour. 
able balances, the maintenance of the exchange rstio and 
the rise of incomes and prices through the importation of 
the precious metals. . .. 

Our conclusion ia that those critics of the Gold Ex
change Standard who ascribe the instability of purchasing 
p.ower of the rupee to the nature of that monetary system 
are taking a narrow view of the great and complicated 
monetary problem of those days. There were other great 
factors in the situation-the growing demand for Indian 
stsples, the want of the habit of foreign investments and 
the absence of banking development for controlling credit 
and currency; and the in1luence of these domi. 
nating circumstances ia neglected in the line of 
criticism which we have been examining. We have 
seen how the absence of the practice of foreign investment 
tenda by itself to an undue enlargement of the rupee cur· 
rency in the process of adjustment of favourable balances. 
We have also to remember that the proper regulation of any 
currency dependa largely on the discount policy followed 
by the central banking institution, and that in the mainte
nanee of the parity of a currency with gold a wise dis
eount poliq; has. a large share. As ia well·known there 
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. was no lianking institution in India, ~t ·tlie ,period of 
which we are speaking, to undertake this duty. It is un· 
fair to neglect all these hlndranees in the 'case of India, 
which would have materially impaired the efficiency of 
any other currency system working there under the cir· 
cumstances. It might be arlmitted that the currency sys
tem as practised in India before the war was not yet per. 
footed; and yct, as Prof. Kemmerer has observed, even so 
it was far 'more automatic than its critics-who desired to 
II1lpplant it by a gold currency system-supposed. 

Nor should we :forget that in Indi8lthe development 
pf the Gold :EJrohange Standard system was cut short I.Y' 
,the War. The introduction of ststutory regula.. 
tion for the. Gold Standard Reserve, would have gone far 
to secure the automatic working o:f the system. Such a 
statutory obligation-to sell reverse councils whenever need. 
ed and to lock n p the proceeds of such sales in the Gold 
Standard Reserv_would have secured that automatic con· 
traction of currency of whieh the need has so much em· 
'phasised. The contraction of the currency would have thf:u 
ceased to depend on any ones' discretion. In the seeond 
place, banking development and centralisation were sure to 
have been achieved in time, and then our currency reserves 
would have been no longer divorced from the bankin~ J'e

serves; while the same development of banking would have 
greatly increased the effieiency of the working of the Gold 
Exchange Standard. Indeed, a marked development of 
note circulation under the IZgi8 of a central bank might 
have gone far to relieve the system even from the fear of 
a rise in the price of silver. The locus classicus for the 
study of this line of potential development of the Gold 
Exchange Standard is that portion of the evidence of Sir 
Basil Blackett before the Royal Commission on Indian 
Currency and Finance of 1924-25 which deals with his 
idea of making the Indian Currency System automatic! 

(1) Royal Commission 011, ll!di~, C=encf (1925-26), 
Q,-9,989-10,179. 



It might be said to form a highly interesting post. 
cript to the history of the Gold Exchange Standard in 
India. The :!irst step in this line of development of the 
system would have been, as we have already seen, the' fixa
tion by statute of the gold import and export points "with 
reference not to sterling only but to gold standard coun· 
tries generally." That wonld have made the currency of 
India as sutomatic as any other currency in the world. 
The above step would have been supplemented of course 
by statutory provisions regarding the utilisation of the 
reserves. The ,edifice of reform would hwve been crowned 
by giving oVer the management of the system to a eentral 
bank for India whose management of discount policy would 
have insured the automatic expansion and contraction of 
currency, as well as the maintenance of exchange within 
gold points. Any danger from a rise in the price of silver 
would have been removed, as has been mentioned abova, 
by the gradual substitution of notes for rupees which 
would have been "convertible absolutely into foreign ex. 
change" or into gold for export. In time, then all future 
issues of currency wonld be made against an increase in 
the holding of gold and, in faet, the paper currency as 
well as the rupee would become convertible into gold 
bullion. It is obvious that the line of development thus 
projected would have ended by assimilating the pre-war 
currency system of India to the Gold Bullion Standard 
system based directly on the teaching of Ricardo. 

Reoent controll'8rsy In Europe regarding 
Gold currency 11', the' Gold Exohange standard. 

To the student of the Indian monetary controversy, 
which has gone on since the beginning of the present een· 
tury, it might be interesting to turn tothesinularoontroversy 
which has been carried on, mainly in Germany, during the 
last decade or so, and to observe the lines of argument 
which have been advanced there on the subject by eithcr 
Bide. Fortunately for us, while many volumes have been 
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. written upon the subject, Dr. Bruno Moll of the Leipzig 
University has developed the main issues in a.' convenient 
form very reeenily in 8; valuable pamphlet, and we express 
our obligations to him. Much has, naturally been made 
of the fact that the gold currency system has nowhere 
stood the shock of the war. But the main emphasis has 
been laid, as was to be expected, upon the concentration 
of gold resources in the central reserve under the Gold 
Exchange Standard, and upon the advantages accruing 
therefrom. The larger gold reserve which is possible un
der the Gold Exchange Standard is demonstrated not only 
to have a greater psychological impression and effect both 
at home and abroad, but, as it is noted, it becomes less 
sensitive to gold drains and more capable of withstanding 
them. One result of this, it is contended, is the possibility of 
a lower and more steady discount rate under the Gold Ex
change Standard. Under the Gold Currency System, on 
the other hand, given the same circumstances, the central 
gold reserve must naturally be smaller, and henee the dis. 
count ra.te must be manipulated oftener and more sharply. 
The greater economy of the Gold Exchange Standard sys
tem is also admitted, and it is further pointed out that 
the proportionately larger gold reserve which is possi
ble under that standard renders possible the "Valuta poli
tilt" on more comprehensive lines without any fear of a 
considerable reduction of the Gold Reserve. 

The opponents of the Gold Exchange Standard ad
vanee the view that the gold currency system is more auto
matic in character, while the automatic working of the 
Gold Exchange Standard depends upon the discretion of 
the central bank or other currency authority. But, on the 
other hand, it might be pointed out that the experience 
of gold currency countries like England, Franee and Ger
many before the war, and that of the United States sines 
the formation of the Federal Reserve System shows that 
the automatic working of the gold currenoy system is 
only a myth. For, under it the supply of the currenc1 had 

Q-24 
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to be manipulated by changes of the discount rate the 
policy of premium on gold, or sales of securities by the 
central bank. Another argument has been advaneed by 
Prof. Mises and others against the Gold Exchange Stand. 
ard to the effeet that the general adoption of that system 
by Europe would perpetuate a state of things under which 
a very large proportion of gold would be left in the United 
States and under which the policy of the Federal Reserve 
;Board would play the dominant role. But to this argument 
the best answer has been given by the recent course of 
events which show that the process of the distribution of 
the abnormal gold supply in America is going on effeetive
ly in spite of the absence of a. gold currency in European 
eountries 

--



LECTUREV. 
We have now to trace the reaction of the war on the 

currency system of India. It is noteworthy that during 
the first two years of the War the system stood the 
strain .of the abnormal circumstances exceptionally well. 
The tendency towarde the weakening of exchange which 
waa manifested at the first shock of the crisis waa met 
and remedied immediatelY; by the action of the Govern
ment in declaring a standing offer, from the 3rd of 
August 1914, to sell sterling bills on London and to sup
port the exchaiJ.ge by all means in its power, in strict ao
eordance with the recommendations of the Chamberlain 
Commission. Another improvement on the practice of 
1908 waa that no gold waa given out to private persons. The 
result waa satisfactory, and by 1915 high rates of ex
change were ruling • 

. ,Problem of tbe adjustment of Balanoes of trade. 

In 1915 a new phaae of the situation became appa
rent and there arose the problem of the abnormally large 
balance of trade. India had had to face the same prob
lem at the time of the American Civil War; but the prob
lem had become doubly more dllIi.eult during the Great 
War. There waa no possibility now of adjusting the bal
anoes by increased imports of the precious meta.ls---<ls· 
pecially gold-and the favourable balanceS of trade, which 
were much larger than ever, inereaaed in a crBSce1ido move
ment. Consequently there arose an unprecedented demand 
for Council bills and a pressure on the rupee balances 
accompanied by a vaat absorption of rupees. As Sir L. 
Abrahams put it, the Secretary of State and the Govern
ment of India ceased to command adequate supplies of 
Indian currency and hence could not maintain the offer 
to sell Council Bills without limit. Steps had therefore 



to be taken to economise the currency. From 20th ot 
December 1916 the Council bills were limited to a fixed 
weekly amount, ana thus, a limit was set to the facilities 
given for the rcmittance to India. Another modification 
of the former system, due in part to the great demand 
for Council Bills, was the selling of such drafts at fixed 
rates from 3rd January 1917. This had been rendered 
necessary by 1917, since "it became clear that a fixation 
of rates by mutual agreements among the Exchange banks 
in India could not be attained". From the same date 
the Council Bills were only sold to the ehief Exchange 
banks and to a few firms of special eminence. 

Rise in price of silYsr. 

We have seen above that the rising balance of trade, 
combined with the difficulty of obtaining gold and the 
fall in the net importe of treasure, had caused some modi
fication of the older system. But by 1916-17 still another 
factor had come to the fore which was destined to have 
a far greater eliect on the working of the system. As 
Sir Basil Blackett has observed •• it was essentially the rise 
in the price of silver which upset the Indian currency 
system" ('). One important cause of the rise in the price 
of silver was, of course, the fall in the purchasing power 
of gold; and another powerful course was the demand of 
India, and later on of China, for more silver eurrency. 
The rest of the British Empire showed also an increased 
demand, as did some other countries. This great 
increase of demand coincided with a fall in the produc
tion of silver. Hence, throngh the years 1916 and 1911 
iiie price of silver kept rising, until by August 1917 a 
point was reached at which the exchange value of the 
rupee at 1s. 4d. was equivalent to its bullion valueC'). 
This rise and the subsequent increases in the price of silver 

(1) FInancial Statement for 1923-24, IIIU"8IP1lph 25. 
-(') Report of CUrreuc7 Committee of 1919. paracrapba .18 

ad 2:1. 
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necessitated corresponding rises in the exchange. The rupee 
had cut its 'moorings with its old rate which, had bet'n 
maintained for twenty years. 

But neither this great rise of exchange nor the is~u(l 
of sovereigns could reduce the pressure on silver. 'By 
Deeember 1917 the authorities had been antieipating grave 
diffieulties, and the year 1918 witnessed the most serious 
runs on the rupee reserves. Even the arrival of the 
silver from America under the Pittman Act did 
not reduce the demand for rupees, which continued in 
the year and was at its highest in December 1918. "In Janu
ary 1919, we were compelled to consider how far we ~ho1l1d 
restrict the issues of silver at the currency offices. We 
did not take any legal powers to do so; we s~ply took 
our stand on the administrative inconvenience and im
possibility of issuing actually ovcr the counter daily Bums 
like 40 and 50 lakhs"P). 

As the price of silver rose further the situation be
came even more critical. "The difficulty of obtaining 
adequate supplies of silver to meet the insistent demands 
for currency necessarily brought the Government of India 
face to fa.ce with the problem of the inconvertibility of 
their note issue. It is su:ffi.cient to say that by dint of 
various artificial aids, such as the withdrawal of extra
legal facilities for local encashment of eurrency notes, the 
prohibition of the export and import of coin and bullion, 
and of the booking of coin by rail and steamer, and (as 
soon as victory in the war was assured) by su~ve turns 
of the screw in the matter of forcing the use of paper 
currency, the Government of India managed to carry on, 
frequently in a hand to mouth sort of way"('). 

An incidental but remarkable result of the rise of 
silver in pric~ was that the rupee ceased to be a token 

,(1) Mr. Gubba)"s Evidence Q. 255-256. 
(2) Mr. Gubba)"s Memorandum for the CurreJl07 C_lttee, 

&>are~aph 10. 



coin for sOme time. It might be even said that the 
standard in India was for some time a qnasi-sil vel' stand
ard. Hence we note a close connection which existed be
tween the rate of exchange and the bullion valne of the 
rnpee for over three years. The corrcspondence would 
have been closer and India would have been even nearer ' 
the silver standard if the proposal for moving the 
exchange value of the rupee upwards and downwards 
with the value of silver which was advanced before the 
Currency Committee of 1919 had been adopted. 

It is ,"cry important and necessary to emphasise the 
influence of the rise of the price of silver upon our mone
tary standard, and the close connection between the then 
high price of silver and the exchange value of the rnpee. 
For some writers have recently contenued that there was 
no real connection between the rise of the price of silver 
and the avpreciation of the rupee in terms ill the ster
ling. They have also adversely criticised the Currency 
Committee of 1919 for "putting the rise of silver in the 
fore-front of the causes explaining the rise in the Indian 
Exchange"_ It is of course true, as they argue, that the 
rate of exchange is influcnccu by rclative prices. But it 
is an error to accept the Purchasing Power Parity doc
trine in its earlier and absolute form, and to assert that 
no other factor except relative' prices can influence 
foreign exchanges{'). In fa.ct, the monetary conditions 
of India in the period which we are discussing constitute 
a good case for illnstrating the shortcomings of 
the doctrine as it was first expounded. If the great and 
growing balances of trade of India were to be adjllBtOO,. 
and the inconvertibility of our paper CUlTency was to be 
avoided, then more rnpces had to be coined. It was in 
this way that the constantly rising price of silver exerted 
a direct mfIuenee upon the exchange value of the rnpee. 

(1) 110r tbe sbortcomlngs of the earlier statemenl8 of the 
PurchsBlnc t'Ower Parity doctrine, See J. W. Angell. 0tJ. ei'~ 
G6. 249--'00; 153-154. 
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It was in this sense, as Mr. Keynes put it, that "what 
has actually been the moving factor in the ID.dian cur
rency policy has been the shortage of silver". By raising 
the exchange value of the rupee, he added, "the Govern
ment of India would be given the opportunity of paying 
up to a very high priee of silver('). That was one ground 
on whi('h Mr. Keynes supported the raising of the rupee 
exchange. The other reason, which he considered even 
more important was that the higher ratio would dispel 
"the d ~nger of the high level of world prices extending 
itself to India,", 

As in spite of unprecedented efforts it was not pos
sible to increase the coinage of rupees in proportion to 
the rising tide of demand, the paper currency issue soon 
began to expand at a great rate. Between 1914-15 and 
1917-1!! the (average) gross circulation rose from 64,04 
lakhs to 101,77 lakhs. "In 1917-18 the increase was 12~ 
el'ores in; the average circulation, wh;le.in 1915-19 .. 
this increase was 42 crores"('). Hence by 1920 
the circulation was 174 crores. Beginning with the 
Act Il of 1915 which raised the fiduciary issue 
from 14 crores to 20 crares, no less than seven acts 
earned on the jprocess, until Act 21 of 1920 raised the 
limit to 120 crores. As the Currency Committee of 1919 
summed up the matter, "during this period the gross 
circulation of notes had increased nearly three-fold, while 
the pereentage of metallic backing has decreased by near
.ly one-half". 

The rapid expansion of the note issue during and after 
the war, led necessarily to the great increase of secnrities 
in the Paper Currency Reserve and to a proportionatcl'edn('
tion of the gold and silver in it. Had it been possible to 
follow out the recommendations of the Chamberlain Com. 
siou about the composition of the Reserve, the metallic 

(1) IndJan Currency Committee of 1919, Q. 2.72_2.728.' 
(2' Cf. Gubbay'B Memorandum tor the Currenc7 Committee, 

paragraph 10. 
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reserve would have reached the size ot 100 crores by 1920; 
but actually it was about 60 crores at the end of 1919.\,) 
In a valuable memorandum on the subject which at onee 
sums up the lcssons of the war and makes valuable sugges
tions, Mr. H. F. Howard discussed the desirability of 
limiting the investments to a total of 50 per cent of the 
average gross circulation of the three previous finanrial 
years. As a corollary of this, the metallic reserve would also 
have a minimum proportion of 50 per cent. as he pointed 
out further" any issue of rupee securities to the Paper Cur
rency Reserve in India represents a permanent immooilia
ing of that portion of the Reserve." He would also kaep in 
view the desirability of reducing our Treasury Bill holding. 
He did not contemplate "increasing our permanent rupee 
investment until our bloated Treasury Bill Investment is 
reduced to more normal dimensions".(') 

The central problem before the Committee of 1919 
consisted of the rising price of silver and the growing an-1 
insistent demand for rupees which were causing heavy pres
sure on currency reserve. Some way had to be found out 
of a position in which there seemed no course to he op~n 
for the Government except to be "aaturating Indi!l with 
silver at fancy prices." A circle seemed to have esthhlished 
itself out of which there appeared no means of escaP"l. It 
consisted of large favourable trade balances, large pur
chases of silver at fancy prices, and heavy coinage of 
rupees leading to a further rise of prices. Each yur'. 
purchase of silver by India, contributed to a rise of prices 
of silver for the next. Now that the situation is a lWItter 
of the past, we can see that it was a temporary affair. But 
at the time there seemed to be no way out of thp. Jabyrinl.h 
of ri.ing prices, favourable balances and purchw;e of more 
silver. Criticism has after the event, unduly 'limplified the 
problem before the Committee, by isolating iwlividuai f81'-

(1) Q. 5.647 and CUrren"" CommIttee'. Report, paragraph 79. 
(2) Mr. Boward'. Memorandum for the CUrrenC)' ColDDISttee, 

VoL W. p. 2&-37. 
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tors in the situation-for example, the rise in price rif IllvQ 
---,and argoing that each partieular :fac1;or was bound to be 
a tempol'llJ'y matter. But the rise in price of silver was 
but a result of the favourable balances of trade of India; 
and these latter again, were-in their tum bound up with 
the post.-war boom, which aeemed to be only begtnoi~ when 
the Report was written. How bewildering the situation 
appeared at the time can be judged from significant faets 

. like th __ that in the Minority report a suggestion W88 act
ually made to break the chain of events and JD&k,} favo!U"abJe 
balances impossible for the time, by meaJIlI of a aystem. rif 
export duties impoaed on all our exports indiscriminately; 
and that a Chamber of Co~eree advocated inconvertibility 
88 being the only alternative "if India was not to be the 
play thing of the silver speculator." 

The complexity of the problem before the Committee 
was increaaed by the fall in the value of the sterling an1 
by the fluctuationa of the Dollar-Sterling Exchange. The 
fluctuations of the Dollar-Sterling Exchange .affected the 
eterling price of silver in London, aiul, through it, the 
Exchange value of the rupee. ..Any fall in the London
New York Exchange _would raise the sterling quotation for 
silver and would thus increase the value of the rupee in 
terms of sterling. 

Ilternatins befo1'8 the CumllllJ' Committee. 

The choice before the Committee obviously lay between 
three couraes-ineonvertibility of note issue, debasement of 
coinage and the raising of the exchange ratio. And though 
there might be controversy 88 regards bow far the 1"Jtio 
should have been raised, there cannot be any doubt that 
the Committee in recommending a raising of the ratio made 
the best choice. among the alternatives open to it at the 
time, and adopted the moet effective and least risky way 
out of the tmpass. How far the ratio should have been 
1'8ised, and by what stages, are of course controvenial 

Q-25 



matters. But it can scarcely be disputed that the raising 
of the exchange rate was a preferable alternative to that of 
the debasement of the rupee. For, obviously, the curren<lY 
of India would have been thrown into utter confusion by 
the issue of a new set of rupees with a smaHer 8ilver content, 
circulating side by side with the older full-weight 
rupees. (') Again difficulties introduced by the adoption 
of inconvertibility would have bcen 8earcely less, while the 
business circles of India ju&tly regarded the course as a 
disastrous one. FinaHy, no one even sugge&ted the only 
remaining alternative of imp08ing such re&trictions on the 
import and export of gold and 8ilver as to secure the cur
rency of the rupee 88 a token coin and the retention of the 
exchange at the old rate. Indeed, the general idea \V88 

that all re&trictions on the import and export of 8ilver 
mould be removed as BOon 88 possible. The days of peg
ging exchanges and of restrictions on the export and im
port of the precious metals were over. 

Coming to consider the alternative proposals before it, 
the Committee disposed of the propoaal for inconvertibility 
of the note issue by showing that the prop08ed remedy 
would be worse than the disease and by urging that" the 
maintenance of the convertibility of the note issue is a 1Tital 
part of the Indian currency &ystem ". In juBtice to thOl!e 
who advocated inconvertibility it has to be remembered that 
they proposed it as a temporary measure only, since they 
expected that the disappearance of India from the silver 
market for even a short period wonld bring about a fall in 
8ilver prices. On the other hand, eminent experts like Si r 
w. Meyer, Sir L. Abrahams and Sir D. Barbour opposed 
the sugge&tion on the ground that under it the silver rupee 
would go to a premium and disappear from circulation, IUJd 
that convertibility could not be resumed without the accu
mulation of a large stock of rup~ which could only mean 

(1) For a clear 1Itatement 'Or the caee against both de_ 
ment and InconverUbWty eoneult the Memorandum or Sir Stanl07 
Reed. 



a fresIi rise in the price of silver. (') Moreover, as the eX- , 
'temal trade of India had to be financed chiefly In rupct'8 
that trade would suffer seriously from even a temporary, 
inconvertibility. Even a "partial" inconvertibility would 
bring with it great drawbacks for it would rouse SlL~picic.ns 
of partiality and favouritism and present complicated pro
blems of administration. (.) It is true that inconvertibility 
had been tried in Egypt as a temporary measure, but the' 
Committee rightly pointed out that "the note.using habit 
is not yet sufficiently established in, India to render the 
introduction of a similar measure there possible without 
grave risks."(.) Sir W. Meyer, whose knowledge both of 
India and of Indian finance was unique thus summed up 
the dangers of inconvertibility: "there are few things I 
would not do to avoid inconvertibility, and I would cer
tainly far rather see a soaring value of the rupee, than 
inconvertibility if the former would avert the other".(') 

Nor can it be doubted that the Committee ,was light 
in turning down thc idea of debasing the currency of India 
by lowering the silver content of the rupee. All projects 
of this kind were condemned by the ablest and most expe
rienced witness and on very good grounds. The first Cl)n
sideration to be taken into account was the operatioa of 
Gresham's Law, according to which the debased rupees 
were bound to go to a discount while the older full weight 
rupees would disappear from circulation.(·) On the other 
hand, if the old rupees were to be called in and )"o::-millted 
the process would be a very long one indeed-too long to 
be oj any advantage but sure to engender monetary confu
sioll-' The effect on prices too would be of a very un
desirable kind. The price level was very high already, and 

(1) Sir W. Meyer, Q. 3,143--6. 
(2) Sir L. Abrahams, Q. 1.007-1.011. 
(3) Report of Currency Committee. paQlgl'i.ph '1. 
(4) Sir W. Meyer, Q. 3,25,5. 
(Ii) Gubba:y. Q. 484-446;' 458-'-459; JevolUl Q. 4995-99~ 
t6,-- KeYnes. Q.'2.731-2,732. ': .- -- - -" ,-, -



aily factor whidl might have increased prices even in the 
long run was bound to be mischievous. The disappearance 
for the time of the full weight rupees, and the heavy coin
age of debased rupees to fill the gap, would have the further 
effect of raising the demand for silver. (') All the objec
tions that were in the way of any scheme for the debase
ment of the rupee, would also apply to the projects ad
vanced for leaving the rupee as it W8l!, but for using 2 
rupee or 3 rupee pieces with a lower proportion of silver 
in them. The old rupee would of course go to a premium 
and then disappear, and the currency system would be dis
organised by the existence of coins which were too large for 
daily transactions. It was not along this line that the 
situation was to be remedied. Some measure was wanted 
which would act directly on the demand for currency, 
which would not add to the circulation, and which would 
lower prices-a meaaure necessary both in the interests of 
social justice and of equity between debtors and credit(lrs. 

Since the objections were so strong against the other 
two alternatives, the only course remaining to the Com
mittee was to raise the exchange. Neither inconvertibility 
nor debasement of rupees were likely to aecomplish theobjllCt 
of lowering the high prices in India, nor would they reduee 
the demand for silver in the long run. The problem to be 
solved was as complicated and many-sided one. The right 
remedy to be found was one which would help in the adjust
ment of trade balances and in the gradual restoration of 
trade to normal conditions, which would reduce :h~ deman-i 
for silver, and finally, one which would help to lower the 
general price-level. The raising of exchange, in a judi
cious measure, would alone have the many-sided acthn that 
was desired. The course of events indeed did not leave 
much choice to the Committee, for even while it 'Vas In 
session, silver rose in price very steadily, and correspond
ingly the Indian. Exehange rose from Is. Sel. in June 1920, 
to 28. 4d. in December of the same year. 

(1) Xenos, Q. 2,168-2,716. 
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In the light of events, we might consider it very fortU

nate that the Committee rejected both the above proposal&
inconvertibility of the rupee and its debasement. BecaolSc 
from 1921 on wards India had quite enough troubles to face.
the fall of world prices, the adverse balances of trade,_ the 
rapidly falling rupee and a great commercial and industrial 
depression. If to these sources of anxiety had been added a 
general Joss of confidence in either the debased rupee or 
in the inconvertible note issue, the result would have been 
disastrous. A ratio which subsequent events rendered UD

maintainable admitted of being changed or abandoned; but 
the upsetting of the old rupee currency or the inconverti. 
bility of our note issue would have taken many years to 
remedy, and would have been particularly dangerous dur
ing the period of deficits which was coming on rapidly. 

The ohoioe of the BaUo. 

The Committee made a careful study of the importsnt 
problem of the high prices which were then ruling in India. 
There are some advautages in the case of a slowly rising 
price level. But no economist could possibily argue that 
the heavy and abrupt rise of prices due to the in1l.ation of 
the war period, supervening on the steady rise between 
1898 and 1914, was anything but harmful to the country. 
It has to be remembered that since 1914 the rise of prices 
had been 93 per cent in the case of food-grains, and 187. 
per cent in case of imported piece goods, while it was 61. 
per cent in the matter of locally made piece-goods.1 

Leading Indian economists have recognised the neeessity 
of doing away with the war-inflation, and it was this in
flation of which the high prices then ruling were a corol
lary. Sir Stanley Reed who was one -of the foremost ~our
nalists of India as well as a keen advocate of the 1s. 4d. 
ratio observed that "a great deal if not the main p8/."t, of 
the very serious_ troubles with which the GoverIlllle.nt of 

(1) Appendt .... 10 the -Report -of the Currenq Committee. 
Vol. W. ~ 16L 
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India had to deal in the early parts of this year, ill April 
and May, was due to high prices. The pinch was terribly 
se-vers.''' The adjustment of wages and costs of production 
to such a steep and continuous rise "however rapid must 
inevitably be a painful one";' there were constant com
plaints and even statistical demonstration that real wages 
had not risen as fast as prices. There were food riots in 
some parts of the country,8 and an examination of the index 
number of retail prices of food grains will show how abnor
mally high these prices had risen in the period 1919-1921 
and will explain why "the pinch was terribly severe". 
TaJking of the rise of prices owing to the war inflation a 
distinguished Indian economist observes that "the price
level had reached such a giddy height that the reports of 
suicide by men and women who were unable to buy food 
and clothing were in no way few and far between.''' 

When we look to the course which events were about to 
take in England and Americs, and to the tendencieil which 
were developing abroad, we csnnot say that the measures 
suggested by the Currency Committee to reduce prices in 
India were at all before their time. In England, the Cun
liffe Committee had already drawn attention to the neces
sity of deflation, the British Government had decided in 
1919 to follow its recommendations, and by 1920 there Wall 

the beginning of that process of deflation which was csrricd 
on energetically and systematically through the years 1921 
and 1922.' In the United ~tat.es, too, the years 1920 and 
1921 were to see a great deCline of prices. Indeed, in 1921 
in spite of a great influx of gold into that country the circn
lation declined, by nearly 20 .!ler cent. In the face of these 

• (1) Bead, Q. 4,259. 

(2) Appendices to the Report of the CUrrency Committee, 
\'01. Ill, p. 161. 

(3) Sarma, Q.' 3,859-3,860. 

(4) Dr. Ambeclkar. Problem of the Ru_ pp. 26O-25L 
(6). Bonnet, up. cit., pp. 27 and 62. 



tendencies abroad, the anxietY displayed by the Currency 
Committee for some deflation in India, effected indirectly 
by the rise of exchanges, was fully justified. Those who 
believe in the effect of changes in price parities on the course 
of trade should be the last to condemn the price poliey in
dicated by that Committee or to belittle its necessity and 
importance. Nothing was to be gained by postponing the 
task of deflation, and those countries which hesitated and 
delayed longest in taking it in hand came off all the worse. 
In1I.ation and deflation were world phenomena, and the 
latter was bound to come in the wake of the former. As a 
leading economic journal has observed: recently in comment
ing on the events of the present decade" it was the inflation 
and not the inevitable fall of prices which was the real 
cause of the collapse and depression of 1920-21 ". 

Another factor which weighed with the Committee in 
raising the exchange was the rising price of silver. The 
danger to the Indian Currency system from a rise in the 
price of silver had never before been brought home as it 
was in 1919. It was necessary to dispel this danger; and 
the danger could only be avoided in two ways, either by 
"dethroning" the rupee or by fixing the exchange value of 
the rupee sufficiently high. The rushes for the rupee 
which been taking place, during and after the war, ren
dered the idea of dethronement of the rupee out of the 
question. The Committee argul\d that there were from this 
point of view several advantsges in fixing the rate at 2s. 
(gold). A 2s. rate would ensure the rupee being a token 
cojn even if the price of silver rose to 63d., and that price 
was not likely to be exceeded except for short and excep
tional periods. Again, at the 2s. rate the rupee would be en
trenched behind a great deal of the coinage of Europe and 
America; for in many countries silver has been coined for 
a long time on such a base that if silver rose above 6Od. 
for any length of time it would" pay to melt the coina of 
these countries. 
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The anomalies of the history of the production and 
price-movement of silver were never better illustrated than 
during the decade stretching from the year 1913 to 1922; 
and the position was so peculiar both as regards the produc
tion as well as the demand of silver that no one was in a 
position to predict, in the year 1920, when the high price 
of silver was going to decline. Indeed, the probability ap
peared to be that the high prices of silver were going to 
continue for several years longer. As we have seen, the 
price of silver had been falling very steadily and markedly 
from the year 1872; and the short-lived rise of the price of 
silver in 1905-06 could be regarded as only an ineidental 
affair. The curious thing was that, in spite of this grcat. 
fall of its price, the production of 3ilver had nearly 
quadrupled during the period. This anomalous deve
lopment was due partly to the fact that silver was 
a by-product and partly to the discovery or new 
sources of supply.' After the year 1912-13, h(·'V
ever, the production of silver began to lecline from 
its maximum and its price began to rise. The price 
took sudden jumps in 1916 and 1917. Thus, by the time 
the Currency Committee came to examine the situation, the 
rise in price of silver had already lasted for some years. 
Another anomaly of the situation was that the rise in the 
price of silver failed to increase its production. It was to 
be anticipated, of course, that with the application of more 
capital to silver mining and with the restoration of normal 
political conditions in Mexico the production of silver would 
increase. But the settlement of the political troubles of 
Mexico is well-known to be a business requiring plenty of 
time; and the destruction of capital in the war and its pre
occupation in the work of reconstruction during the p0st
war period imposed difficulties in the way of an increase 
in the production of silver. Coming to the demand side for 
silver, the Pittman Act was a strong factor in holding np 

(1) Mocatta, Q. 8,404-S,U5. 
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the price.. The stow of silver in China too were low. India 
. itself with its huge balances of trade and absorption of 

rupees waa a powerful factor in keeping up the priee of 
silver. Consequently there were no signs then that the rise 
in ill! price which in 1920 had already eontinued for about 
six years was going to prove a short period affair. . 

What difficulties there were in those days in the way 
.of lowering the ratio of exchange belDw 2s. will appear 
from the views propounded by Sir Vithaldas Thack:ersey, a 
eaptain of industry from Bombay whose opinions oa eeono
mie matters eommanded wide acceptance and respect. He 
W88 aware that at the time there WB8 no possibility of fixing 
the exchange at under 211., but he proposed, t1iat the effort 
should be made some years later when circu:msta.nces might 
make it possible to :fix the rupee at 1s. Gel. As to lowering 
the exchange from 28., he observed, "we know we cannot 
do it at preaent; therefore as all other eountries are BOfler
ing this ineonvenience of exchange, loss or gain or what
ever it is •••.•••• we moo go on as best we can until we find 
in three or four years that an adjuatment will take place, 
and then we moo try to think out where silver is likely to 
remain". ,He ouly insisted that even if silver went up 
higher the value of the rupee should not be raised above 2s. 
But, indeed, Sir V. Thaekersey ouly represented the general! 
opinion of the day regarding the MntainabiUty of the 2s. 
ratio. Whatever other criticism had been advanced against; 
that ratio before the Committee, no one questioned the p0s

sibility of keeping it up. To crown all, even the author of 
the dim!enting Minute • does not seem to tiave laid any 
particular emphasia on the impossibility of maintaining the 
ratio for any length of time:' 

The great importance of the rise in the price of silver 
88 a factor eompelling the rise of the Indian exchange 
deserves to be emphasised ,and elucidated; and it is nl'Cl:ll
II&l'Y to diacusa briefly the situation in China 88 regards 
silver, and the influence .. f the demand from that coQntl'f 

Q-!G 
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in raising the price of silver after the year 1918. In fact, 
there is an interesting para.llelism between the causes and 
oonsequences of the Indian and Chinese demands for silver, 
during the period under review. After 1916, China had 
attempted, like India, to economise in the matter of silver 
coinage, with the result that in that country also the note
issue had increased inordinately. After 1918, the increas
ingly favourable balances of trade of China led to insistent 
and large demands for silver coinage, as had been the case 
in India. China, therefore, continued to import silver 
under the influence of the trade activity of the period from 
1918 to 1920. The growth of the Chinese exports, the sti. 
mulation of the internal trade, the rise of prices in China 
1Illd ·the hoarding of silver which were the causes of the 
great absorption of silver in the case of China lifter 1918 
were all factors whieh had been acting in the ease of India 
from a couple of years earlier. The great rise in the priee 
of silver after 1918, was thus caused by the combined 
demands of China and of India. Indeed, as an author who 
has published a monograph on the subject of the rise in 
the price of silver, between 1914 and 1920, observes China 
was the chief author of the rise of the price of silver from 
July 1919 to January 1920, and that country remained the 
chief support of the price during the better part of 1920. 
He adds that "with the month of June 1919 appeared upon 
the market a new element or factor of firmness in the price 
of silver whieh exercised a very potent action. China began 
to make purchases of increasing importance whieh were to 
dominate the market and to push the rate for silver upto the 
first months of 1920 to heights never reached, until then. ' .. 
We thus see the magnitude of the problem presented to the 
Currency Committee of 1919 by the price of silver. It was 
something far more formidable than a mere speculative rise 
in the price of silver due to the action of India alone that it 
been sometimes made out to be. The problem of the price 

(1) Dr. Andre Pallbas. "L'argent-MetaJ: La ha1lSB8 4 .. 
cours de 191t a 1920," PP. U1l1!ld ~76-177, 
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ot silver was not a simple 01' isolated problem, but one whicl1· 
. waa complicated and mixed up inextricably with those of 

the increasingly favourable post-war balances of trade of 
atleast two great countries of the East. Back of these 
balances was the great post-W&l' boom which the world was 
then witnessing, and of which the end could not be foreseen.. 
The necessary corollary from our study is that, as long as 
the post-war boom continued, there was no prospect of re
dueing the demand for and price of silver, nor of lower
ing the Indian Exchange. Incidentally, it might be 
observed, that the action of that boom and of the favourable 
balances upon the whole eurreney situation in the two great 
raw-material exporting countries of the East presents a 
detailed and striking parallel and is instructive for the 
study of the economio effeots of such balances. 

The above digression was necessary to show that the 
rise in the price of silver was due to genuine demands from 
the two greatest countries of the Eastr--demands which 
were bound to continue as long as the trade-boom itself. 
The critics of the Currency Committee were not correct in 
their analysis when they contended that "the rise in the 
price of silver was really a mere coincid~ce due to a large 
extent to speculation.." 

It has also to be emphasised that the solution of the 
ratio problem ~mmended by .the Committee was avow
edly a teIDJlorary one. In the great economio puzzle which 
was set to the Committee to solve, the main elements were 
the high prices and the trade boom in the West which led 
to record favourable trade baIances for India, which in its 
mril caused a rise in the price of silver and difficulties 
regarding the Indian Exchange. Now it was obvious that 
the leading factor in this situation-the trade boom which . 
followed the war-eould not be a permanent affair but 
must come to an end after some years. When the boom 
ended and the world prices fell, the situation woul41 be 
changed entirely and the matter would require fresh const 



deratIon. The Committee has emphasised ita view that the 
problem should be considered anew if and when there \\a~ 
a great fall of world prices.' Many eminent witnesses be
fore the Committee had also emphasised the provisional 
nature of any possibl& solution. Thus, as Mr. Keyn.lS put it, 
"if there was another substantial movement in the world 
prices, doubtless another Committee would be appointed 
and the question would again be considered. ". 

Linking the rupee with gold. 

During the war the sterling had depreciated and be. 
come divoreed from gold. Moreover it was not possible 
to foresee when the two would come together again! The 
problem then was whether the ru.pee was to be fixed in rela. 
tion to gold or sterling. There was only one argument in 
favour of linking the rupee to sterling, to the effeet that the 
greater proportion of India's trade was with sterling-using 
countries and the fixing of the- rupee in gold would intro
duce an element of uncertainly in the trade of India with 
these countries.' On the other hand, there were & great 
many considerations in favour of linking the rupee with 
gold. Thus, it was pointed out that there was no advantage 
in allowing the rupee to share the fluctuating fortunes of 
sterling. I As it happened, sterling was stabilised only in 
1925; and between 1919 and 1925 sterling depreciated & 

great deal, so that for & number of years we should have 
had to submit to & great deal of uneertainty and fluctua
tions of exchange and to & dependence on the cross mte. 
Moreover by linking the rupee with .terling, dijficulties 
would be created in the way of the policy of keeping the 
IOvereign as legal tender in India, and of permitting me 

(1) RePOrt of the CUrrency Committee, P&1'IlIJ'&ph &L 
:(2) Q. 2,763. 

.(3) KeJlll!8, Q. 2,6~. 
(41 ,lbl'llllam8, Q. &.268. 
,I) 1te1nes. Q. 2,&84. 



export and import of gold roin and bullion. Finally, it 
was very desira.ble to terminate the regime of the Sterling 
'Exchange Standard and to go back to that Gold Exehange 
Standard which had been established so long in India. The 
Committee saw the anomaly of keeping India either on B 

quasi.&lver standard or on a sterling exchange standard, 
and resolved to restore the gold exchange standard. On the 
whole, the balance of advantage WIUI decidedly with the 
recommendation of the Committee to link the rupee with. 
gold. It was an idea which wlUI'delltined to be developro 
and expanded a few yeani later. The possibility of a diver
gence between gold and sterling such as had been witnessed 
during the war bd necessarily to be kept in mind when 
improving the monetary standard of India. 

Use of Gold ea Cnrreno,., 
Another recommendation of the Committee, as regards 

the merits of which there will be general agreem.mt, is the 
one regarding the desirability of using of gold lUI auxiliary 
currency in India and of thus strengthening the pro-war 
Gold Exchange Standard. In tracing tlI.e monetary his
tory of India, we have seen how often the use of gold 88 
auxiliary currency. would have been advantageous in ael
justing and liquidating abnormally favourable balances of 
trade. Then aga.in, the fear expressed by the Chamberlain 
Commission lest gold c~cy &bould expand at the COBt of 
our note issue had become a matter of the past ,with the: 
crowth in the use and popularitY. of paw currency, in' 
lDdia. There was no longer any danger that the introdue
iwn of gold currency would be in the way of the progress 
and development either of the Gold Exchange Standard 
system or of the paper currency system, since both had 
attained their period of maturity. Recalling his experience 
during the Will: time, Sir W. Meyer advocated an auxiliary 
gold currency 8B the best means, on certain oClCBllioDs, of 
avoiding the drain on silver.' He admitted that in.lIOme 

(I) Ii1r W. 11_. Q. 1,18G; 1,l1l4;, a.lI3Q. 
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cases the gold coin had to be pressed or forC!ed upon the 
people in some provinces, and that in times of crises the 
issue of gold coin had not been so effective as the issue of 
silver, Nevertheless he showed that "in those days when 
we were struggling desperately to keep up the flag in res
pect of convertibility-the issues of sovereigns helped to 
save the situation." It was of course true that at some 
critical stages during the war the sudden effort to use gold 
as currency resulted only in exacerbating the crisis;1 but, 
on the whole, even in such circumstances the use of gold 
eased the situation and relieved the prcs,sure on silver." 
~he inference which the Committee drew from this expe
rience was that, if there were to be exceptional issues of gold 
as during the war, they would be taken" as an indication 
that the Government were in difficulties regarding the pro
vision of metallic currency." The proper way of making 
gold play the part of an auxiliary to silver under the Gold 
Exchange standard was to "make gold coin availl\ble when 
it is demanded by the public" in ordinary times. Admit
ting that the economy of the Gold Exchange Standard BYS

tem would be detracted from with an auxiliary gold Clll'

rency, yet the system would certainly gain in lklcurity by' 
su~ an addition. For, in India, the gold exchange stand
ard system as practised before war was constantly 
threatened by two possibilities-any abnormal rise in the 
price of silver, and any great difficulty in the adjustment 
of the balance of trade. The use of gold as "optional 
eurrency"-the mints being kept open to gold but no obli
gation being assumed by the Government to convert DOles 

into gold-would have strengthened the pre-war eurrenc,Y. 
system by adding to its security. The only remaining alter_ 
native was to improve and perfect the Gold EJ:change 
Standard and to bring it nearer to the Ricardian ideal of a 
gold standard, as was done some years later. 

(1) Gubbay. Q. 381-383-

,(2) Abrallams,.Q. 101 aDd 116. 
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Improyement of the Paper Correney BJstem. 
It was, however. in the direction of reforming Gf the 

Paper Currency system of India that the Currency Com
mittee did its most suecessful and permanent work. It 
deserves eredit for having overhauled the system and for 
improving it in many respects. The system of reserve re
quirements, the composition of the reserve, and the methods 
of seeuring elasticity, in all these most im,portant points of 
the system valuable improvements were introduced. In 
faet, the note issne" was improved as far as it could be in the 
absence of a central bank to control and manage it. Those 
who would gather the true objects of that comprehensive 
reform should study the very valuable memoranda mho 
mitted to the Committee by Mr. Howard and Sir W. Meyer. 
The work of the Committee in this direction was embodied 
later in the Paper Currency Act of 1920, and needl_ to 
l8y that. Act formed a great improvement upon the earlier 
organisation of 0Ul" note iIlsue. 

The constant increase of the fixed fiduciary issue which 
was found necessary during the war furnished the red.vcN 
GIl tW.nu-Gum of the old system of paper currency reserve. 
Both Sir W. Meyer and Mr. Howard agreed that u a per
centage investment provision is far more desirable than the 
present system under which definite cash :figures are prea-. 
enDed, any modification of which requires ail hoc IegisJa.
tion".(,) The Chamberlain Commission had proceeded to 
IIOII1e extent in the desired direction, but there remained the 
difficulty that with a percentage limit system of reserves "a 
sudden encashment of notes might bring down the metallic 
reserve below the statutory proportion"" To avoid this 
difficulty both Sir W. Meyer and Mr. Howard proposed to 
prescribe the percentage on a basis of a 50 per cent average 
of past gross eirculation over three Ye&l'll. The 50 per cent 
proportion of the metallic portion was however considered 

(1) SIr W. Meyer's Memorandum! AIlIMllldleea kI the :Report 
of tile Curreaey Committee, VoL III, P. 68. . 

(Z) HlnnIrd'. 'Memorandum; Append!-.- VoL m. p. II. 
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too high by experts like Sir L. Abrahams, (1) and it W88 

redueed by the Committee to· 40 per cent of the gross 
eirculation. . 

Coming to the composition of the Paper Currency· 
Reserve, the main requirements for improvement were" the 
reduction in the huge proportion of the Paper Currency 
Reserve which, under special war conditions, was tempo
rarily invested in British Treasury Bills as a substitute for 
gold" ;' and the strengthening of the specie holding as 
well as an increase in investments of "a temporary and 
readily realisable character". The Committee recom
mended the limitation of the Government of India's securi
ties in the reserve to 20 crores, and the holding of a very 
large proportion of the fiduciary reserve in short dated 
securities. The reduction of the swollen amount of the 
British Treasury Billa and the securities of the Government 
of India, would remedy the effects of war-in1Iation on the 
system of note issue. The variety as well as the liqui-iity 
of the securities recommended for the reserve would form a 
guarantee against depreciation; while, as Mr. Howard had 
pointed out, the differentiation of the temporary investment 
into several classes would provide a measure of elasticity 
88W~ . 

. With the object of securing seasonal elasticity an 
entirely new line of policy was adopted. A new, up-to
date, and effective method of introducing elasticity W88 

. introduced. Already before the Chamberlain Commission 
Sir L. Abrahams had suggested the issue of notes against 
commercial bills in the busy season.' Mr. Howard deve
loped furthcr the idea of a more elastic provision for 
discounting commercial bills, arguing that .. circulation due 
to discounts of this kind is automatically regulated by the 
demand for Currency and entirely eliminates any danger 
of permanent infiation.'" He however would emploY the 
bills not so much as the basis for emergency currency as 
forming a part of the normal investment of the paper cur
rency reserve. The Committee was fully aware of both 
the importance and novelty of the measure which was being 

(1) Abrahams. Q. 5.646-0.652. 
(2) Sir W. Meye .... Memorandum, paragraph 26. 
'(3) Abrahams. Q. 5.659. 
(4) lIoward', Memorandum, paragraph IIi, 
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advocated, and recommended that an experiment be made 
. in the direction by the issue of notes up to 5 crores on the 
security of commercial bills of exchange---such issUe to take 
the form of loans to Presidency Banks on the collateral secu
rity of bills endorsed by. them. For very good reasons the 
Committee recommended that the bills should be bona fide 
commercial bills against goods under export. These reasons 
were that such bills are more easily identifiable as represent
ing a definite commercial transaction than internal bills 
which may be created for purpose of finanee 01' against 
goods held for speculative transactions", and that they 
would lead to the automatic retirement of the emergency 
note issue on their maturity" On the other hand, Sir 
Lionel Abrahams and some other experts showed a: pre
ference for utilising inland bills for the purpose;' and by 
the Act of 1920 inland bills form the basis of the emergency 
currency. 

Criticism of the work of the Committee, 

In view of the above examination of the Currency 
Committee's work we find that a considerable proportion of 
the criticism advanced against it is wide of the mark. Th~re 

was nothing for it but to raise the exchange as the price of 
silver rose, unless either debasement or inconvertibility was 
to be given a trial in India. That a somewhat higher 
exchange was also needed in order to cause a desirable 
decrease in the then price level is also matter for general 
agreement. The proposal to connect the rUjlee with gold, 
and that rgarding introduction of gold as auxiliary cur
rency were also moves in the right direction. The main 
groqnd for criticising the Report of the Currency Com
mittee of 1919 is that it somewhat exaggerated the advant
ages of stability of exchange,· and that it urged immediate 
stabilisation at a 28. ratio instead of recommending the 

(1) Report of Currency Committee, paragraph 80. Daa Gupta, 
Pap6f' Ourr8RC1/ 'n In/Ua, PP. 207-208. 

,(') A.brahams. Q. 5,668. , 
(8) ltepcrt of tbe Currency CO'mDlIttee, parl\gr&l'~ ~.; 

Q-27 
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more eautious poliey of raising the ratio step by step-ten
tatively testing each step by its influence on prices and on 
the trade position. Had the rate been raised gradually and 
by steps of one penny or two pence at a time (as Sir W. 
Meyer, Sir L. Abrahams, Sir D. Barbour, Prof. Jevons and 
others had recommended), there would have been less f~ar 
of a debacle. It has to be remembered however, that, I!vrn 
in that case, there would have been some loss in the sale of 
Reverse Councils when the price of silver fell and the 
balance of trade went against India. When one set of 
abnormal circumstances had raised the rupee so high, and 
another set was going to fling it low, there was no certain 
way of avoiding great losses, and as we shall see a loss of 
resources was sure to result from a rapid fall of the rupee. 
But, no doubt, had the advice of Sir W. Meyer, Sir L. 
Abrahams and others been followed India would have been 
able to cut her losses to an important extent. In faet their 
evidence before the Committee forms the soundest criticism 
of the Committee's work. 

So great was the eminence of Sir L. Abrahams as a 
master of monetary practice and so high the praise justly 
bestowed upon the suggestions which he placed before the 
Commission, that it is necessary to examine at some length 
the programme which he recommended to the Committee. 
Perhaps the same justice has not been done to the equally 
sound views propounded before the same body by Sir W. 
Meyer. Here it seems best to discuss together the views of 
these two great financiers. 

The most important point which they urged was that 
though stability of exchange was a great convenience, it 
might be purchased too dearly and that it was not worth 
paying an unlimited price for.' It was in faet, secondary 
in importance to other graver issues involved in the problem. 
Both Sir L. Abrahams and Sir W. lfeyer pointed to the 
ways in which the inconvenience caused by a fluctuating 

(1) Abrahams, Q. 967. Memorandum of Sir W. Meyer, para
~ha~andU •. 
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,exchange could be mitigated, and were mitigateU befu.l'd 
1893. "Banks would follow as far as possible 'the policy 
of the 'even keel' i.e., of equating their homeward with, 
their outward remittance. So far as they were able to do, 
this, they would not at any stage incur any risk of loss by 
Exchange. But it is necessary to consider the possibility 
that the Banks might be unwilling to enter into forward 
exchange contracts with merchants. "1 

The proper policy, to be adopted, according to Sir L. 
Abrahams, was to follow the price of silver upwards hy 
steps so long as it continued to rise. Strong objection was 
taken to the raising of the rupee from Is. Sd. 'to 2&., as a 
preconceived policy. There was no advantage in being able 
to say "we are at 2s. and we will never go higher". "A 
certainty of exchange so secured would produce uncertainty 
about every thing else". But of course the rupee might be 
raised even to 2&. 2d. or 2s. 4d. sterling if occasiop shoula 
arise, and Sir Lionel did not deny that under his plan even a 
28. 4d. ratio was possible.' Sinoo thQre was no certainty, jn 
his opinion, whether the rupee was going up to 2& .. 4d. or to 
fall below Is. Sd., he was averse to any definite fixation of 
the ratio. But any early declaration that the rupe~' was 
never going lower than the highest point it Jillght reach, 
was a thing to be deprecated. On the other hand, he 
advised the Committee not to suggest a priori that lome 
such rate' as 2s. or 2&, 2d. or 2&. 4d. was an absolutely out
side figure beyond which we ought not to go. At the utmost 
an announcement might be made that the rupee was Iikdy 
to be steady at a certain rate and that it was the policy of 
the Government to keep it steady. In this way, by suc
cessive stages, a rate of 2&. might be reached, and'if after 
that trade was adversely affected by the step, or if it appeal'
ed that silver was falling, it would be expedient gradually 
to lower the exchange step by step-" I' do not think th"t 
we should be able to go down suddenly and to'say that tho 

( 1) l4emol"lUldum "B" ot Sir L. AbrahBIDB. parasraph D, 
".) 4brallam, Q. &,213 and J,n •• 



fu.st stell that we took must put us on our final haW.ng p!/lI!t,; 
but we ought I think, to take a step down with the idea that 
we should be able to stay where that placed us for lOme 
eousiderable time, "1 

Thai was also the view of Sir W. Meyer. He urged 
that it was impossible at the time "to scan the future y,ith 
sufficient confidence to lay down a definite, stable and 
expedient ratio between the rupee and the sovereign, to be 
maintained, if necessary at the cost of convertibility. In 
currency as in other matters, we are still in a stonn·tod&Jd 
ocean, and we know not as yet what terra firma we BhaH 
eventually reach and when. It seems to me far better, 
therefore, to regard the present as a provisional period dur
ing which we should continue to follow the main hnes of 
the present policy.''' 

The views of Sir D. Barbour,8 the veteran luman 
Finance Member, who had done so much to start India on 
the gold standard also claim our attention by their sound
ness. They were thus summarised by the Chairman of the 
Committee. "The value of the rupee should follow the 
value of silver upwards by. steps, but no declaration should 
be made as to future policy either by way of fixing the 
rupee at any particular point or of subsequently reducing 
its value or not reducing its value. In fact the hands of 
the Government should be left absolutely free to deal with 
future circumstances as they'arise". 

Had the cautious policy recolWllended by Sir L. 
Abrahams and Sir W. Meyer been followed India would 
have escaped considerable financial losses. ThCllC great, 
financiers displayed marvellous economic foresight; ior 
at the time in the year 1919 when they were givi.ng their 
evidence before the Currency Committee few could have had 
any inkling of the economic depression or rather Hl(lrm 

which was to burst upon the world in the very next year. 
(1) Abrabama, Q. 1,182-1,186-
(2) Sir W. lIle:rer"8 lIlemoraudlllD, PBl'BjP'aphs l' IIIUl JJj, 

,(3) Barbour, Q. 2,055. 



'l'lie extreme caution displayed by the three great repre_., 
tatives of the monetary policy of India in the midst of the 
general optimism prevailing throughout the business world 
of the day ia not only a proof of their high financial sagacity 
but a remarkable illustration of the high degree of, care 
with which the monetary policy of India had been guided 
in the past. Thus the attitnde of Sir D. Barbour in the 
year 1919 throws much light on his deliberate sud cautious 
policy as regards the closing of the mints. The si.'1lilar atti
tnde of Sir L. Abrahams reveals the extreme caution with 
which he guided the development and working of the Gold 
Exchange Standard. Had the advice of these three veterall 
financiers been adopted, India would have escaped collSider
able financial losses. Some loss of resources was of course 
inevitable. When a great land slide like that of 1920 
occurred the country was bound incur Bome losses. Nev(,r
theless it remains true that the one mistake oj the Babing
ton-Bmith Committee tonsisted in turning down the propo
sal oj the great financiers-Sir D. Barbou~, §iI! l. • .4.brallanu 
and Sir W. Meyer. "" ",~, , . 

But however great one's respect for ihe views of the emi
nent men, we must not allow ourselves to suppose that had 
their advice been followed India would have incurred none 

. of the loss of resources which it actually did in 1920. When 
a land slide like that of 1920, occurs, a country ia bound to 
incur serious losses. As Sir L. Abrahams frankly ad
mitted, he did not contemplate the possibility of any, 'verY, 
rapid lowering of the exchange. In fact, in tile descent 
of the rupee he would have been as deliberate as in raiaing 
it. He did not think "we should be able to go down sud
denly." "If it was found expedient to lower the rate (if 
exchange it would be desirable to raiae the rate for reverse 
drafts by a step which would bring you to a point at which 
you would expect to be able to stand, and not to a point 
from which you would expect to have to move again in 
the near future." For" if we began by; selling reverse 
dr~ lit 211. and then went to ls. 11<1.>-<0 OJ' IUId thm tho 



pUbuc thought we were going to Is. IOd. and so on, it would 
create a sort of unnecessary and artificial demand at an 
early stage from people who were afraid of being left until 
the later and dearer stage; so that I think we should have 
a fixed rate for that 'episode'-by 'episode' I mean the 
interval that would elapse until the ordinary direetion of 
trade had established itself again-and that we should not 
be wise to take advantage as against the public of conti
nually raising our prices for reverse drafts".1 Henee we 
can infer that had the policy thus contemplated been fol
lowed in 1920-21 there would have been no rapid lower
ing of the exchange-in fact no precipitate retreat but a 
series of bold occupations of positions. As the result of 
such a policy there would have been a considerable loss of 
our gold resources though of course not so large as actually 
was incurrcd. What is to be emphasised is that with such 
an abrupt "landslide" as actually took place, some very 
heavy losses were unavoidable, whatever the policy that 
had been followed, even that of Sir Lionel Abrahams; and 
that it is not quite just to attribute the whole loss that was 
incurred to the policy recommended by the Currency Com
mittee. Nor could even Sir L. Abrahams correctly guess 
"the interval that would elapse until the ordinary direction 
of trade had established itself again." That was to be 
a much longer process than even he anticipated. In pass
ing we might note his view that" as far as one could tell, 
generations would have to elapse before a Is. 4d. rupee 
could be restored without the gravest injury to India. ". 

Then, again, it will be wcll to remember that the Com
mittee had the difficult task of judging between the sugges
tions or intentions of a few practical men of genius like Sir 
L. Abrahams, Sir W. lIeyer, on the one hand, and alter
native recommendations aOO advanced by men of eminence 
and capacity and backed up by facts and figurea up to date. 
Genius was characteristically, and hence rather unduly, reu-

(1) Abrabams, Q. 1,185-1.188. 
SZ) "brl\llalD.l, Q. 6,118. 
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"cent; and as we have seen, advaneed only one argument In 
favour of the course it reoommended-that the world con
ditions were then in a state of flux. It did not point to any 
particular factors-prices or balances of trade-from which 
the danger which it apprehended was to oome. Neither Sir 
L. Abrahams, nor Sir W. Meyer nor Sir D. Barbour ana
lysed the situation as" to prices, or balances of trade, or the 
factors aifecting the price of silver. They were certainly 
in the right, as it turned out; but it could not have been 
foreseen at the time why or how th~y were going to prove 
right. 

We shall also be the less critical of the Committee when 
we remember that its recommendations would have been 
fairly successful but for the abrupt, unexpected and unpr<>
cedented change in the ec!onomic situation of the world. .As 
we have seen so often before, all currency proposals are 
dependent for the success in a large m~asure on the trade 
conditions of the day. The experts however had assured 
the Committee that an increase was to be anticipated in the 
balance of trade in favour of India. They were of the 
opinion that the prevailing tendency was to widen the 
margin of the balance of trade in India's favour. But in 
fact, and for the time being, it turned out just the other 
way round. Eminent economists had also expressed the 
view before the Committee that high world prices were 
likely to continue and that even a further rise was very 
likely. 1 Assuming that the relative prices would keep 
stable at the level of 1919, they went along way to support 
the 2s. ratio in gold. As Mr." Keynes showed later, ~he 
prices outside India had risen high enough in 1919 to 
justify a 2s. 3d. ratio. There had been far more propor
tional inflation in other countries than in India, and defla
tion abroad did not begin for sometime after the publica
tion of the Committees' Report. The index numbers in 
England were still making new records at the end of 1919 
and even for sometime after. Thus, between January 1919 

(1) Keplea, q. 2,686-2,646, and 2,762. 
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and' January 1920, the Economist Index number showed a 
rise from 265 ·9 to 353 ,1. Even late in 1920 economists of 
repute could speak of "the present dilemma in which it is 
virtually impossible to check the tide of rising prices, with
out paralysing trade and industry. "1 It was also asserted, 
on high authority, that there was likely to be a further rise 
in world prices. For one thing, there was "a gaou deal of 
unrealised potential inflation which has not yet affected 
priCes. " Then again, it was believed that mrious admini
strative restrictioIlll in almost all COUntries were as yet 
keeping down prices. It thus seemed very likely tht.t for 
many years to come the relative priees would be such as to 
maintain a 28. ratio. But as it turned out, in two years, 
prices in leading countries like England and United States 
were just halved. As regards silver, there was a l'ema-k· 
able unanimity of opinion among the ~xpert'J that ita pri~ 
was going to remain at the then high figure and tliat any 
decline in it would take many years to come.· As it was, 
however, the same year saw silver at R4d. and at 3Sd. No 
Committee, unless it was composed of super men, eould have 
foreseen such a world cataclysm, which suddenly aud 
sinlultaneousIy cut away all the props of the raised Indian 
Exchange, and which reversed every tendel1cy which had 
been leading to its rise. Neither governments, business men 
nor economists were at all prepared for the aftermath both 
of the War and of the unwise political and economic 
arrangements of the Treaty which closed that war 

In a memorandum written for Royal Currency ('.olD

mission (1925-26), Prof. P. C. Basu thus stated his opinion 
about the policy followed in India in 1920: "It must, how
ever, be remembered that all the above calculations rested 
on the assumption that an inelastic demand lcad;ng V. a 
high price level would be maintained for some time in 
Europe, so that enough tinle would be left for Indian pri~s 

(1) Mr. H. D. Henderson tn tbe E~ for 11th Septem
her 1920. 

(2) Carpenter sud Cullll, Q. 467:-6; Memonuulmn or Mr. ID. 
J.. lIt_tta, parlljlJ'&pb •• 
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to adjust th'emseIves to-ilie new if_ .A!ftUr tlIis..mterDal 
adjustment there eould,of Course, 'be 'nO 'effetlt of ·Wl-ex<
change rate upon the trade lind 'pfudueliion 01. the \lo1lnfrY. 
Thus the crux af the whole thiJig lay in the -then-ftisting 
high prices in EilrOpe. ..All ·explirtll·llaid :that'1lhe.r 'WCIUlfl 
remain so for a period much longer tlw.t what India woulil 
require for adjustment within itee1f. But we, who are now 
wiser after the event, know .that ,prices began steadily to 
fall from 1921. The main-reason is, of eourse, the Vicious 
circle created by the treaty of Versailles •.•. The economic 
solidarity -of the worldisJDDl'einexorable than ilie dictates 
of the Big Three at the peacie eonferenees ... Wiih eir~uin
stances as such it could hardly be speoted that !the Babing
ton.Smith Commission 'Would anticipate the QbVious :follices 
int& which the vietorious emmtries of Europe drifted. h 
India the boom of companies in 1919·20 shows that a f&n in 
prices was not only not expected, but-", contrary process '1'"811 

confidently anticipated. Thus for the misealelllation 'no.. 
body in 1919·20eould be held responsible.;' -

'The 14inortty Bepoit. 
So -great was the importance attached 00 $he .miIlorItq 

report written by Sir D. Dalal, in thellOBtl'o\le~ ·Which ~ 
lowed, that an en.mination -of its main features ~ ;p~ 
posala becomes neOO&sairy.. NaturtiI!b', 'Our Mtlmtidn 18 lfiNt 
drawn to lUi! .general views 'On the~ liylitl!m of India. 
He condemned the -Gold :Excl1ange '~QI1 the Ig'l'OlInj 
that it leads to "the 1!D.1IJess issue (If :token llOiJl8, '1Il00a m 
excess af what is needed for intel'Bal-Il:E~e ,1J'W'P<rsea:"~ 
The 'obvious Teply is that, ifa ,I!reat 'eollB~ aike ·lftdia is in 
the position of having l!/ivourabIe balances 8IDd.·has 1UIt qet 
acquired the habit of foreign -investment, its .trade lbirla'llllllll 
must be adjusted by an increase in its -dmilestic IcnrrencYo 
Indeed, Sir D. Dalal supplies, in fact, an answer to 'his 'own 
argument on the point. For, in ai:i.other place, 'he Werts 
that the Indian market was ricit 'ptepai'ed 'f<IWe btltside 

,(I) MInority Report, parasr8Ph 61. 
2-28 
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IIeeU1'ities.' He there emphasisp,s the fact that the currency 
has been inflated because the balance of trade waR favour. 
able and because tbe additions to the currency were the nor. 
mal way of settling trade balances. The inference. is clear 
and mlln;stakable, but it goes against its author's main 
contention. 

It is curious also in a writer of such standing that he 
mixes up the eonceptions of "ratio" and "standard,"" 
and the confusion is most marked when later he talks of a 
.. standard ratio".' As a matter of fact, the standard in 
case of India was gold, and when sterling was divorced 
from gold the Currency Committee did its best to keep India 
to the gold standard by linking the Currency with gold. 
We further note that neither the Herschell nor the Fowler 
Committee professed to set up any "standard rati .... , and 
expressly left room for changes in the ratio which they 
proposed. The Fowler Committee avowedly based the ratio 
of Is. 4d., which they reeommended, on the gronnd of Its 
being the prevalent market rate and as such one that \Vas 
adjusted to the circnmatances of the day. Thennmistake
able implication is that the right ratio to the fixed depends 
on the trade and curreney eonditions of the day, and any 
very important change in these dynamic factors has an im· 
portant bearing npon the question of the determination of 
the ratio. The idea of there being any "natural" raiio was 
expressly disclaimed by the Fowler Committee, which as
Berted that "between the rate of to-day and that deter. 
mined by the bullion value of the ropee there is none which 
can be desenoed as natural or normal."o So also Prof. 
Gregory giving evidenee before the Currency Commission 
of 1925·26 agreed that no exchange ratio had any particular 
claim to be called a "permanent" one, and that any ratio 

(1) Ib~ paragraph 37. 

(2) Ib~ paragrapbe 17-2L 

(3) lb~ paragraph 2L 
X4) Fowler Committee'. Report, paragraplt 88, 
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is permanent only so long as the leading factors maintaiDins 
it remain constant.1 

Sir D. Dalal observes that .. the authorities eonsidered 
that there were only two alternativea open to them, either 
to raise-the rate of exchange or to debase the Bilver coinage. 
But he goes on to suggest that quite a number of other 
courses were in faet open to them." Coming from him, theae 
additional suggestions deaerve careful eonsideratioD, and 
we note that the floating of public loans in India W88 Dne 
of hill SIlggestWns.' It would of eourse have ~ 'VerY 
desirable if India had the same habit of foreign investment 
as some other countries had. . But Sir D. Dalal admits that 
India had not been prepared financially for absorbing her 
favourable trade balances in any other form than in pre
cious metals. "& Obvious1y, it would tab a very long time 
to get India to let go her age-long practice of absol-"Ption of 
precious metals and to adopt the habit of foreign invest;. 
ments. He does not mention how or by whom there should 
be encouragement to India to use that method of settling 
trade balances. The sole suggestion which he makes is that 
during the war British Government loans could have been 
successfully floated in India on a very large Bcale. Seeing 
that it took stupendous efforts to float even the Indian war 
loans, one must be sceptical regarding the effects of the 
opening of British loans in India which would have cer. 
tainly competed for popular favour with our own loans. 
Again, it is scarcely conceivable that the subscriptions to 
British loans, even if they had been floated in India, would 
have been on such a vast scale as to adjust our enormous 
favourable balances. On this topic we might quote the 
opinion of Sir S. Reed, himself a very friendly critio 3f 
the Minority Report. He obserVes that "when Sir Dadiba 
went on to suggest that the Government of India mig!tt 
have avoided this measure (i.e., the change of ratio) by 

(1) Prof. Gregory. Q. 12,910. 
(2) Minority Report, Dal"llCl"aphs 19-20 and 8f>-aT. 
(3) lb., paragraph 20. . 



)pi.,&. oomlwinga. iP.< milia sad. encouraging in:vestm.ents 
abroad, he "88 on ground where no one hI-touch with Indis.D 
l&.~t~ClM ~11. fgAo)\' 1!ill\.' .. 

The.second suggestion. of' Sir D. D~ W88 that exports 
of.' aill'er. should: ha.v8. been allowed' from. India "for the 

. P~8& of pneventing. the. pri~ of silver from riaing." 
H& aQ,ds. that "in. the. presence 0; prohibitioD3 on such es. 
pollt the. high, world. pri~ of MOIl can only be regarded 88 

wlmH,.,.aIltificial!. India had. the pl)wer; and it. would hlWe 
1!e8ll ,lIOlltabl& foo he» and to. her intcMlt to· prevent the 
ris&.iD. the pri.ee of silveu. by sales of the met3l.. The mere 
f/lllt au blilian .. sale11 .. would have broken the strength of tbe 
silvE\l"' market." On this topic, however, Sir D. Dalsl has 
lIIllf!Ve.red himself, effectively. He showed with admirable 
lucidit¥ ~t "a Ileal 1>ractieal difficulty in the way I)f 
removing the embargo on silver exports •... was that silver 
exports would have increased the amount of the balance due 
to. India. ' .. , But of course the whole dilIiculty W88 how to 
adjust· these large balances of India and the COUl'lle indicated 
by. Sir.D. Dalal would have admittedly made matters worse. 
However/ he-goes.on to suggest further that in such eircum· 
atanoes it. would not have been unreasonable for India to 
ask tJIat, her· trade balances should be paid in gold.'" But 
this ia equivalent to arguing that, when the whole Empire 
was fighting. for· its very· existence and all possible gold 1'e
sour«a·were wanted to raise loans in the United States of 
.America. and· to buy munitions, India should have received 
hor. huge flWOurable balances in gold. To suggest this wu 
of; course to suggest an impossibility. 

Equally unpromising was the other suggestion of Sir 
D. Dalal "to imjlOli8 a duty on all exports at a rate suffi· 
ciently high.to provide the means of meeting the additional 
ClOIIt of. silver over the price at which silver could be bought 

(1) JlaDker'1 MapzlDe, September. 1926. p. 80S. 
(2) MInority Report, paragraplul 82 ud 37-U,. 
(I) .uuoritT'Report, ParasrsPh 17. 
~., lb. paragrapb 17. 



and ClGine<iJ wi*Qut lOllS lUI Ilhe fixed ratio:-' '" .'.I!Iie idea. ofp 
Plltting on a genenal undi8criminating export tariff; and Df· 
thllll chlprimg. the eountry of, the adwantage. qf the foreign: 
demand. for its warElS, only· in, order to ha.ve the theoretical, 
satisfaction of maintsining a former ratio, is pllepostemUL 
It only illustrates t~ attitude of mind. Qf the author of. this 
report as regards the "natqral" ratio. It should have been 
remembered that exchange ratios are fixed or stII,bilitredJor, 
the ben~fits an!!: collvenienee of'trad(\. It ,is I!(j~. the'l/art D( , 
wisdom to sacrifice the development of and lll'Jlfi.t!I. tro~ 
trade in the:interejlts otany. ratio. wha~ver. ' 

Sir D. Dalal's main suggestion was in the direetion· 01 
the use of debased silver eoins. Without ealling in the 
rupees in the hands of the public to be recoined he would 
issue a two-rupee eoin containing a reduced. quantity of 
silver.' For various,reasons however this would have been 
a very dangerous eourse to adopt., In the firSt place the 
new debased rupees would' have been suspected hom th..ir 
first appearance in the bazaars, and they would have gonillo 
a diseo1lllt,' while the old rupee would l' ave. been ultil:ru!tely 
in danger of disappearing, into hoards under the action, of 
Gresham's Law. Then, again, as Sir D. Barbour pointed 
out, another result might have been to increase the J)umber 
of rupees in circulation and so to raise prices. This, in its, 
turn, would mean a further demand, for rupees and inci. 
dentally for silver. Hence, the main, difficulty of the day 
would have remained unsolved, while, the currency ·,v.mId 
be discredited and trade would be ham1crfd.' Debasement 
of eoinage had of, eourse been employed. in the 
Straits Settlements, but as Sir William Meyer o~erved 
this was not the right precedent for India.to follow. since in 
the Straits Settlel\lents "everybody took Paper and, J)obody 
asked for silver."" Similarly, Sir L. Abrahams had. argu.e4 
that "if in India notes become as popular as they: are: ~ 

(1) lb. paragraph 40., 
(2) Minority Report" par~aph U
(8) Gubbay, Q. 4~36. 
:(4) A.brahams, Q. 921-924-
,(6) Meyer, Q. 3,304, 



some of the Eastern Colonies, and the ehief place :for lilver 
coin were in the currency reserve, then I should say there 
would be no great objection to debasing the coins which are 
held in the currency reserves, which is what happened in 
the Straits Settlements.'" 

The best test of the value of the Minority Report is to 
examine the probable sequence of. events in case it had been 
adopted. Suppose then, that the rate of exchange had been 
made to fall to 1s. 4d. (para. 12). and debased 2-rupee 
silver coins had been issued (para 41-2) as was proposed by 
Sir D. Dalal. In view of the fact that the exchange stood 
at 29. 4d. (para 24), when these suggestions were made, it is 
obvious that very great inflatiQn was necessary in order to 
lower the exchange to lB. 4d. That would have necessitatcd 
the coinage of the debased 2-rupee coins on an nnprcce
dented scale. This, in its turn, would have if any thing in
creased the demand for silver on the part of India, to its own 
detriment. But, further, as we have seen the war inflation 
which was already serious would have been aggravated bi' 
this nnprecedented additional coinage. .As it was the world 
prices fell in 1921 and led to the reversal of our balance ,C 
trade nntil the Rupee fell as low as 1s. 3id. (sterling) in 
October 1921. But if we had added to the war-inflation 
another large measure of inflation on the lines snggrst.(;d 
there could be no doubt that exchange would haVIl gone 
down much lower. The only way of restoring the 1lI. 4d. 
ratio would in that ease have been to sell Reverse C"lIneiIs in 
very large quantities and thus to contract the currency 
correspondingly. This course would al:Jo ha.,e kli \0 a 
great dissipation of our gold and Bterling resources. In 
fact we should have had to inflate in ord~~ to rear.h 1s. ta. 
and then, when world prices came tl) fall a, they did, lVe 
should have had to deflate heavily in order to maintain the 
rupee at 1s. 4d. We see therefore that had the Minority 
Report been acted upon, it would not have spared u.q the 
loss whieh ensued upon the sale of Rev_ ~nneil in 1920 

(1) A.brahams, Q. 1,064. 
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but it would have added the confusion arlSl!lg from the 
debased eeinage which it would have takeu maUl yean tI> 
clear up. 

Aotion taken upon the Report. 

It was about February 1920 that the Government began 
to take action on the Report. It is to be noted that even 
then there was no reasonable fear of the balanee of trade 
turning definitely against India or any tendency of the 
world prices to fall. It was only in June 1920 that the. 
balance of trade began to move against India; and it is 
further to be noted that prices went on rising in England 
until May, and in the United States of America up to June 
of that year. Indeed, in many other countries prices went 
on rising till July or even later. There was really nothing 
to eause any doubts as to the wisdom of the eoursc recom
mended by the Committee; for between Deeember 1919 and 
February 1920, the Indian EX'Change rose from 2s. 4d. to' 
29. 8d., while by the same month of February the price of 
silver had risen to 891d.· The Committee had recommended 
that "if contrary to expectation a great and rapid fall in 
the world prices were to take plaee, it would be necessary 
to consider the problem afresh." But actually, when 
action' eame to be taken upon the Report, there were no 
signs of any fall of world prices, and the situation which 
faeed the Government was the same as it presented itself to 
the Committee, only each charaeteristic feature of it Btood 
out in bolder relief. However, by June 1920, (i.e., six 
months after the Committees Report was signed and Bome 
months after the Government began to take action on It) 
the tide turned with a vengeance. June was the critic.:ll 
month in more than one way; it was then that the balanco 
of trade turned against India, and about that time the world 
prices began to fall The price of silver too had fallen from 
891d. in February 1920 to 44d. by June. If. was also 
noticed then that rupees began to retUrn from oirculation. 

(1) Report of the Committee of Currency, 1920.21, p. 6: 
.(2) n., ". 10. 



Thus aliouf tlie 'same time tliere was' a simultaneous Qis. 
appearanee ,elI every :factor on which tlie monetary policy Of 
India had been based by the Committee. The weaKening of 
the London-New York exchange was the last straw and it 
gave a bad send oft to the new policy. 

The most important adverse factor was the reversal of 
the favourable balances of trade. This was due, in the 
main of course, to the trade depreasion all over the world. 
But there were quite a number of subsidiary causes. We 
must note among them the political troubles of Europe and 
the ~llapse of the curreneies of the European countries. 
These factors greatly lOwered the capacity of Europe to 
purc'hase lndian products. Both in Great Britain and in 
the United States there was undertaKen a strieter control of 
credit and a rise of discount rates. The monsoon of 1920 
was of an unfavourable character. Above all, while ex
ports fell, the flood of imports kept increasing and imports 
were at a maximum even so late as Deeember. This flood 
of imports was due partly to the high exchange and partly 
to the fact that during the war and for sometime after, 
"lndia had been starved of her normal imports of manu
factured goods". In many cases importers had antici
pated and had aeted on the supposition of a higher rate of 
exchange than 2s. It was no matter of surprise therefore 
that InC3ia had an adverse balance of trade of 77~ crOl'eS in 
1920-21 and of about 21 crol'eS in 1921-22.' 

The fall in the price ~f silver was even more pheno
menal than its rise. The rise had taken six years, bnt in 
the course of a single year-between February 1920 and 
February 1921-the price of bar silver per ounee fell from 
S9id to 31 id-' Such a situation was utterly unprece
dented, -and there were various faetors leading np. to this 

(1) The phenomenon of an adverse balance waa by no meana 
peculiar to India In that year. lilian,. other countrlee sbared tbeee :ltIons, eapeelaDy those which had been exporting raw mate-

(2) ct. Dr. Andre I-aUhas, "L'Argent-metaJ", (ParJe-lS22). 
pp. 180---181. 



1eIlIlt. Demonetised silver coin from the Continent WIllI 

-being sold in lar!le quantities; China, too hadsaddenly 
began to sell silver instead of buying it. A fluemation of 
the New York _ rate was also influencing the price of 
Iilver. 

The demand for Reverse Councils was greatly increased 
by the aeeumulated profita which had been retained In 
India for the years during and after the Ws:r, and which 
were awaiting the ehance of remittanee at favourable rates. 
In the Currency Reporta of 1917-18 and 1918-19 it had been 
noted that homews:rd remittances had become considerably 
IIIIl8ller than in the es:rlier years. A tendency had also been 
noJed on the part of commercial houses to keep their 
balances in India. And all thia pent up 1I00d of homeward 
remittances was now ready to take advantage of the favour
able rates oft'ered by sales of Reverse Councils. 

The policy of the sale of Reverse Councils has been 
vigorously attacked and deserves a careful examination. 
The matter will be taken up in ita two main aspecta; in the 
first place, we shall consider whether Reverse Council Billa 
should have been sold at aD, and in the second place at what 
rate they should have been sold. 

Strong eriticism was directed against the sale of 
Reverae Council Bills before the balance of trade became 
adveree. But in thia matter the Government had very 
little choice. The strictest injunetions had been 
laid down on the matter by the C)lamberlain Com
mission and the Committee of 1919, and on no other 
point had eommereial opinion been so insistent. The Cham
berlain Commission had laid it down that the Government 
should definitely undertaIre to sell bills in India on London 
at a fixed rate, whenever thcy were asked to do so to the full 
extent of their resources! Later still, eomplainta were 
made before the Currency Committee of 1919 of Govern
ment's hesitation about selling Reverse Councils when the 
war broke out. The critics were only satisfied when they 

(1) Report or the ChamberlalD CoIIImI4sIon, ~ph 10l 
~~~ . 
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were BllSUred that "the present arrangement is such that 
if anyone desires Reverse Councils and applies for them 
he would immediately get them. ,,. It was not possible for 
the Government to disregard all these pledges and injunc
tions, and further, it was bound to give a fair trial to the 
recommendations of the Currency Committee of 1919. 

As regards the rate at which the Reverse Councils were 
1Old, in that matter too, there was practically no choice, for 
the poliey of the Currency Committee having been accepted 
an effort had to be made to carry it out. To sell Reverse 
CoUncils at any other rates would have been to alter the 
ratio at the discretion of the Government. Nor were there 
any means of discriminating speculative from genuine de
mand for the bills. The very difficult position of the day is 
well summed up by Mr. Rushforth in an able tract on the 
subject. "While admitting the desirability of a just distribu· 
tion of the Reverse Councils and the elimination of profita 
by speculators, it is necessary to remember that ao long aa 
the supply of sterling was inadequate no scheme of distri· 
bution could have obviated the inconvenience and uncer· 
tainty caused by the discrepancy between Government rates 
and market rates.''' Nor did th'l procedure actually 
adopted in 1920 differ materially from that suggested by 
Sir L. Abrahams for adoption in case of the fall of exchange 
and in the price of silver. As we have seen how that great 
man had emphasised the principle that if exchange had 
to be lowered a great deal, the proper method was not to be 
precipitate, and to lower the rates suddenly, for by doing 
so we would create an artificial demand for reverse drafta 
from purchasers who would be afraid to be left behind. 'l'he 
proper course to be followed, according to him, would be to 
lower the exchange by two or more stages, and at each stage 
to test the potentialities and see whether the direction of 
trade had established itself again. The principle thus laid 
down had a fair .trial; for from February to June 1920 the 
price of reverse drafts "was based on the theoretic 2a. gold 

(1) Q. Q. 4.20~.208. 
(%) Rushforth, Inala" Ezcllang,e ProOIerJJ, pp. 10, 1J, 20, 18. 
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. parity for the rUpee as measured by the Sterling ~orla.r eX:. 

change, a basis that involved offers at rate substantially in 
excess of 28. sterling." From and after 24th June another 
position was tried, and the price of reverse drafts was based 
011 28. sterling. The basic idea was to prevent undue stimu· 
lation of the demand for remittance and to see if stabilisa
tion was possible at a lower rate. . It was only in September 
that these efforts to maintain the exchange by sales of 
Reverse Councils was given up. 

, It remains to notice the lessons to be derived from our 
experience in the year 1919-1920. Our task is the easier in 
this respeet because the lessons were partly anticipated by 
Sir L. Abrahams and Sir W. Meyer in 1919 and later o~ 
were admirably expounded and practised by Sir B. Blackett 
during the period stretching from 1923 to 1926. As we are 
going soon to consider and review the policy followed during 
this period we can only briefly summarise the main points 
here. 

Circumstances seemed unusually favourable to stabili· 
sation of exchange in 1920, and had they continued so, had 
the political settlement of Europe been effected on the 
soundest economic lines, and had world prices fallen gra
dually with increase of production, the stabilisation pro
posed in 1919 would have been successful at least for some 
years to come. But as it was, the bed-rock facts of war 
inflation and confusion of currencies, dislocated exchanges 
and disorganised production all over the world, asserted 
themselves with a startling abruptness and vigour. That 
striking phenomenon illustrated Sir Basil's dietum about 
the difficulty and danger of assuring fixity of exchange ill 
a period of widely 1luctuating world prices, and he might 
have added of exchanges too. The unusually favourable 
complex of circumstances having vanished, the true dimen. 
sions of the great task preliminary to stabilisation in India 
became discernible. It became then apparent that we had 
not only to wait until the currencies and exchanges o( t1i~. 
great commercial and industrial countries had returned tli 



iIOmethlng like the normal, but that we had to undo the 
work of war inflation at home at least in some measure, in 
spite of the special difficulties of contraction in India. As 
long as deflation is not resorted to. in an adequate measure, 
and the price parities are not favourable to maintenance of 
exehange, the task expeeted from sales of reverse councils 
is too heavy even for that mechanism, as, was seen in 1920. 
For, it must not be forgotten that exehange stabilisstion 
is not a mere matter of adopting certain measures regarding 
the exchanges, but must be based on a comprehensive eco
nomic policy. In particular, a suitable price policy must 
precede a successful exchange policy and the two must be in 
full harmony. It is to the credit of the Committee of 1919 
that it saw the importance of the problem of prices and 
strove to lower them directly by sales of gold and indirectly 
by 'raising the exchange. But a drastic or immediate defla
tion was out of question then in the midst of a boom (whieh 
for aught anyone knew might only be beginning) and while 
Indian prices were lower than world prices. The time came 
however when the problem of the reduction of war inflation 
had to be taken in hand, and it is to this stage of prepara
tion for stabilisation that we now turn-noting first, how
ever, that the difficulties of this stage were largely increased 
by the succession of budgetary deficits. 

The period of .. mobile" exohange. 

The exchange and monetary policy of Government 
during the period 1921 to 1925 might be deacribed, in its 
earlier phase, as an effort to preyent exehange from falling 
below even Is. 4d. sterling, and, in its later phase, as that 
of securing some thing like adequate deflation and of pre
paration of resources and survcy of ground for an nltimate 
stabilisation, whenever it was felt to be due. With her 
exehange slowly rising through progressive improvement 
of the trade position, with her resources in the reserves prJ" 
pcrly eonserved, with her price levels stable in a me881lre 
unknown to other countries, and without tying her currency 



to that of any other country India was awaiting the favour
" able opportunity for stabilising her exchange which the 
" improvement of world conditions was to afford her at no 

very distant date. However, there were proposals from 
many quarters as early as 1921-22 to stabilise exchange at 
1& 4d. It was argued that the resources of the Gold Stand
ard Reserve were meant to support exchange and to stabilise 
it. Sir M. Hailey had no difficulty in showing that the 
resources could advisedly be uaed for such a purpose only 
when our balances of trade became normal. Then would be 
the time for making a full use of our sterling reserves, 
while any premature effort ,at stabilising the 'exchange 
would have led only to a dissipation of those resources. It 
was indeed fortunate that no attempt to stabilise was made 
at this period, since it would have involved India in the 
heavy fall of priee, which England and other countries 
witnessed at this period. As Mr. Keynes put it, under those 
cireumstances India would presumably have felt the full 
fury of the price fluctuation in Great Britain. .. Stability 
in the internal price level is so superlatively desirable in 
such a country as India, that the fact of her having got 
through the recent cyele with so small a fluctuation of in1;P.,r
nal prices is a great deal to be set against the inconvenience 
.to merchanta engaged in foreign trade from the fluctuations 
in exchange." 

It was alleged at the time in favour of the policy of 
early stabilisation that unleas the exchange was fixed at the 
rate of Is. 411. its tendency would be to fall still lower. It 
was in fact assumed that the world was entering on a pro
lOnged period of low prices and that unleas an efi'ort was 
made to fix the ratio at lB. 4d. the Indian exchange was going 
to fall lower and lower. The course of events has not ful
filled these prophecies. With some reduction of the burden 
of inflation and with the advent of better trade situation, 
the Indian Exchange began to rise steadily and would have 
if left to itself, gone far above Is. 6d. . . 
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Then there are those who argue that the Rupee could 
have been stabilised at Is. 4d. sterling in the beginning of 
1923. They thus admit by implication the absolute neces
sity of the major part of the deflation which was carried 
on in the. three earlier years. So strong had been the defla
tion in England and United States of America in the years 
1920 and 1921 that stabilisation of the exchange was not 
possible in India without an effort to do away with wme 
part at least of the war inflation. It is inconsistent to talk 
of "undue contraction of currency" and yet to propose to 
retain the gains of such contraction. It is admitted furthcr 
that the maintenance of the ratio a.t Is. 4d., if then fixed, 
would have meant trouble and sacrifice to India implying 
further deflation among other things. l<'inally, after the 
experience which the Government had had of repeated and 
violent exchange fluctuations from 1917 to 1923, it eouJd 
not possibly be sure that because the rupee had reached Is. 
4d., in January 1923 it was destined to stay there for any 
considerable time. There were too many uncertain factors 
in the situation of the time, the rising trade balance had 
not asserted itself nor had financial equilibrium been 
secured. Whatever later critics might say in the light of 
further events, the commercial opinion of the country W88 

qnite against stabiJiaation at the time. Just at the time 
when the rupee reached lB. 4d. the spokesman of the 
Karachi Chamber, Sir Montague Webb thus expressP.d the 
general view. "With the currency systems and prices of 
Continental Europe entirely out of control, who can say 
what will happen T If India continues to experience diffi
culty in selling overseas sufficient of her surplus products 
not only to provide the wherewithal to make her customary 
purchases from overseas but also to meet her sterling liabili
ties, say, thirty millions per annum, what wiJI happen to the 
staling value of the rupee f Why the Government of India 
have not yet achieved that sine qua non of l"Upee 
stability-..a budget wherein expenditure is restricted to the 
amount of revenue collected. With all these difficulties 
and uncertainties before us-and I would remind you that 
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the general situation, especially in Europe, baf[l.es the most 
experienced economists, currency experts,· bankers and 
&tatesmen-can we with any assurance or certainty say to 
Government that 2s. or 1& Sd. or 1& 6d. or even la. 4d. is 
the eorrect figure at which the rupee shonld now be linked 
to the sovereign' There can be no doubt about the reply. 
The wisest eourse in the circumstances, I submit, is aot to 
attempt to do~tise as to the correct level of our foreign 
exchanges, but to carry on with the utmost caution, and to 
adjust our position from day to day, week to week, and 
month to month, as the needs of the moment demand. For 
these reasons. the Karachi Chamber of Commerce unhesi
tatingly supporta the view of the Bengal Chamber that no 
alteration of the nominal ratio of the rupee to the sovereign 
will be of any advantage to India until world conditions 
have become more stable, and until the internal finances of 
the country have been put on a sound basis." 

The budgetary equilibrium which was thus admittedly 
an essential pre-requisite of the stabiIisation of the rupee 
was not reached until the year 1923-24 when a start was 
made with a surplus of two crores. As Sir B. Blackett put 
it, it was "the Budget of 1924-25 which signaIised our defi
nite escape from the era of deficits". 

Indeed, as late as the year 1926 some eminent economic 
authorities were of opinion that the time was not ripe for 
the stabilisation of the rupee. The stabiIisation of our cur
rency and exchange was in an important sense an inter
national problem, and one of the leading considerations in 
determining whether the time for stabiIisation had arrived 
was the possibility of a reasonable estimate of the future 
course of world prices and monetary policies. Naturally, 
the maintainability of any ratio to be fixed for India 
depended to a very great extent on the then uncertain 
course of prices and monetary developments abroad. In the 
quinquennium 1920-1925 great monetary developments have 
taken plaee in various eountries and economic opinion on 
important currency matters has been in a state of Ilux-



there being on one hand a tendency to go back to pre-war 
arrangements, and on the otber hand strong suggestiona 
to make radieal departures from them. The price and dis
count policies of the leading countries have been discussed, 
experimented upon, and gradually and in great measure 
settled. Nor, with the best intentions, has it been poasible 
to prevent considerable price 1luctuationa. Prices In 
England went through a great fall through the years 1920 
and 1921. There was another but mueh smaller rise of 
pri~es in 1922-23 and a later fall in 1925. 

American prices too have gone through great fluctna
tiona between the years 1920 and 1925. In that country 
there were noted during that period no less than three 
periods of rising priees--192O, 1922-23, and 1924-25; t.bere 
were also two periods of falling prices corresponding to the 
years 1920-21 and 1923-24.' Many other countries bed 
their full share of what Prof. Edie has well termed the 
"outstanding phases of this period of price turbulance ". 
He added that "this shifting of relationa is not conflued 
to money and prices alone. It extends to the outside fae.. 
tors, such as unbalanced budgets, foreign exchanges, iud11ll
trial and trade conditiona and psychological changes re1lect
ed in optimism and pessimism." 

Such uncertainty of prices and of price-policies in the 
leading countries added greatly to the risk of maintaining 
any ratio that hed been fixed at that time. Had the gold 
prices fallen materially after India hed lIxed such a ratio, 
we should have had to undergo a further and drastic 
de1lation with all its inconveniences. On the other hand, 
there were powerful partisans of inflation both in England 
and in the United States at the time. The danger was the 
greater from any in1lationist success in the latter country, 
witb its vast acenmulated gold resources and its position 
as the great creditor country. Looking to the banking Iitua-

(1) Cf. Prof. 1.. Edl.·. "PoBl-war fluetvatl6m In tDlwlu>J/ .. 
commoditll price." In American Eeonomlc Review. March 19%8-
(Supplement) • 
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tion in the United States, Bonnet well remarks that with the 
bank reaerves climbing up at some periods as high as over 
80 per cent at times, the maintenance, on the whole, of a 
wise and moderate credit and price policy on the part of the 
Federal Reserve Banks has been a marvellolUl and wholly 
unexpected phenomenon.' This is to be ~ttribllted to the 
new spirit which has actuated the Federal Reserve Board 
I!lld the new task: which it has set before itself. That t/IBk 
has been to keep the purchasing power of money lltable, IIU 

aim that was almost unknown to the pre-war banking theory 
or practiee, generally speaking. ~ method .dopted has 
b_ DDt W avoid an incrementll of ,eredit but to 110 regulate 
it as to keep prieell steady. The method was, of oounre; 
not ~rnt in a day, and a great mistake Was !DAde at the 
IItIIrt in 1919·2(1 iD the great expansion of Reserve credit. 
But as time went on, the new ideals and methods were 
adopted not /IDly in America but later in England also. 
HGwever, at the time Qf which we are speaking-in the 
yean w hic4 followed the Indian Currency experiment pf 
1920--there could be no assuranee or even glimpse of such 
a new and wise priee poliey to be followed by Americ\I. 
Nor, further could it have been anticipated hO\f, under 
the guidance of the late Governor St~ong, America would 
assist in the monetary reconstruction of a number !If Eur\l
pean countries, and thus facilitate the task: .of monetary 
reform generally. BefoJ:e that development the only hope 
of the stabiliaation of prices and currencies seemed to be in 
an international co-operation guided 'by international con-

.' fcrences. We know that. Dr. Vi.ssering and other economic 
authorities worked since 1920 in !.hat direction.· But we 
also know how freq\l.ently futile and generally dilatory such 
confereneell can be. Fortunately however eventll took a 
new and unexpectedly favourable t\l.rn about the year 
19.24-25. 

'(1) Bonnet. op. cit., p. 68 • 

. '(2) cr.'VIsBertnS. "'fematloMl BcoftQmic cm4 Fftia,.c1lJ1 
J'nI~ . 
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Political factors conspired with Economic circum. 
stances to perplex the problem of exchange stabilisation and 
to delay its solution. We might borrow a brief but ade
quate description of the situation from a well-known 
American authority on banking, Dr. W. R. Burgess: "At 
the end of 1923 and moving into 1924, we were in a period 
of some business depression. The skies were a bit dark in 
this country and the world over; there was a good deal of 
disturbance because England was not yet back on a gold 
basis, and most of the other Countries of the world \Vere 
yet in uncertainty. The Dawes plan had not yet been c0n

cluded although the experts were working on it; agrltml. 
tural prices were on the tobbogan." He might have added 
that the French had entered fIie Rehr and that this act of 
aggression had further darkened the political situation of . 
Europe. 

Speaking before the Associated Chambers at the end of 
1923, Sir B. Blackett pointed out that had we then stabiliSf.d 
the rupee at sixteen pence (sterling) we should by doing 80 

"have surrendered our freedom of aetion in a matter 
which vitally concerns us. In effect, our currency policy 
would have been liable to be dietated to us from abroad. 
Fo!' good or for evil we should have been bound to conform 
to the movements of sterling at a time when even sterling 
is liable to fluctuations that may well be very considerable." 
We should also have introduced considerable and abrupt 
changes in the Indian price level. We should have began 
by inflating currency in order to bring down exchange from 
Is. 5d., and then" the Government of India might have to 
deflate again and to expend their foreign reserves in an 
attempt to force down internal prices pori pasu with a 
downward movement of prices in England as compared 
with the United States." 

On the other hand he went on to say that if we bad 
stabilised at Is. 4d. gold, we would have been "involved In 
fluctuating relations with sterling in which at least nine
tenths of our transactions in foreign currencies are express-



eeL We should have paid for our fixed gIlld value of the 
rupee by having to put up with sterling rates that rose to 
18·09 pence on November 17th and fell as low as 16·S2d., 
a range of more than a penny half-penny." 

Our discussion bas shown that there were many eirc'am
stances which made the stabilisation of Imlhange, even In 
1924, Inadvisable. India was well advised to hold her hand 
In a period of unprecedented economic instability when the 
future of price levels and international trade, of monetaTY 
policies and standards was most uncertain. She had made 
sure not only of price stability but of a reasonable exchange 
stability by 1924. She also retainejl her liberty to conform 
only so far as suited her own interests to the exchange and 
priee ,movements of other countries. Sir Basil Blackett 
well described such a policy in his felicitous economic phra
seology. "If I may state the ease in the form of a paradox, 
I will say that it is precisely the mobility of prices, exchange 
and currency which mak«)S it possible to maintain something 
approaching to an all round equilibrium. So long as the 
different forces can be played off to a certain extent against 
one another they can be made to produce a fairly con:i'.IIIlt 
resultant; but if you onee fix anyone of them you will find 
that in the absence of a reaJ. approach to world stability you 
have inereased instead of diminishing the oseill.ations .:If the 
reminder." That was a terse and suggestive analy-'lis of 
the situation worthy of that great finaneer and economist. 
It meant also a revival of that wise policy which Sir W. 
Meyer and Sir L. Abrahams had recommended La the 
Currency Committes of 1919. 



LECTURE 'vi. 
MONETARY RECONSTRUCTION IN INDIA 

l1925-1926). 
Need Cor Monetary Reconstraction. 

The pre-war monetary system of India stood the strain 
of the Great War as well as any other standard; but when 
to the troubles directly caused by the war was added tha 
phenomenal rise in the price of silver, it was thrown out of 
gear. .AJJ has been well put, "it was essentially the rise in 
the price of silver which upset the Indian Currency sys
tem". Since then, "the rupee had been a managed eu~
reney bearing no fixed relation to gold". When the time 
came for the task of stabilisation to be taken in hand, the 
possible lines of improvement in the system, as worked in 
India before the war, stood out prominently, in the light 
of experience. That experience h~ drawn attention to 
the dependen~ of the system on JKe price of silver, and it 
was the first requisite of a monetary reconstruction to free 
the country's currency from the threat implied in the p0s

sible rise in the price of silver. In the second place, the 
war had also brought homejlfe dangers of a possible divorce 
between the sterling and gold. This consideration emphs
sises the superiority of the system of gold exports for SUI>
porting exchange over that of sale of sterling drafts. In 
the third place there was, in the absence of statutory regu
lation, y.6 theoretically perfect means of securing a fully 
adequate contrsetion of the circulation when the exchanges 
were adverse. But further, the pre-war system was 
wanting in the sort of mechanism which would act simulta
neously on prices both at home and abroad, and bring about 
their adjustment in periods of favourable or unfavourable 
balances. To take an example, when the balances were 
unfavourable a country on a thoroughly efficient SOld 



standard should be able to export gold, thus lowering pricai 
at home and raising them abroad. On the other hand when 
the balances was favourable, there should be an import of 
gold leading to a rise of prices at home and to a fall of 
priees abroad. Renee a proper gold standard should be 
based on ihe principle of timely efflux and infiux of gol~ 
with eonsequent effeet on prices both ways. 

But any thorough.going reform of the system required 
the formation of a central bank which eould serve as the 
pivot of currency operationS. Almost all the defeets of the 
pre-war system were due to the absenee of such an instit>l
tion which should combine the eontrol of credit and eu\"
reney and introduee unity of policy in both these diree
tions. The neeessity was obvious of giving India pari. passu 
with a currency system of the most advanced charaeter, a 
controlling authority competent to deal with the task of 
management of currency affairs. .AJJ.y scheme of monetary 
construction had also to include the reorganisation of the 
Paper currency system of India. That system was also 
suffering from the combined results of the earlier defects 
of organisation and the effects of war. The old fixed fidll
clary system was making the note issue unduly rigid; and 
though it had been modified of late and the fiduciary issue 
was made proportional to the whole, still it was necessary 
to renounee the system which had caused so much inelasti
city and to introduoe one which was fully suited to the cir
cumstances of the country. The system cd emergency issues 
too had to be improved and the importance and superiority 
of commercial bills as instraments of the desired elasticity 
had to be fully utilised. Undesirable exereseenees Uka 
"created seCilrities" were to be lopped off and their extino
tion had to be expedited. 

The Gold Bullion Standarc1-its anteoedents and 
. distinguishing features. 

Passing to the aetual plan of monetary reconst~ction, 
laid down by the Commission, we shall first note the' Gold 
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BuiJion Standard recommended by the Committee and exa
mine its character. It would assist this exposition to glance 
at the changes in the practice of and ideas relating to the 
Gold Standard. The" Gold Standard" as restored in 10 

many countries since the war is different from the pre-war 
gold currency system, and its distinguishing feature is the 
obligation imposed on the currency authority "to buy and 
Bell gold bullion without restriction at fixed prices.''' A 
great change has come about in the practice of the gold 
standard since the great war. Even before the war, the 
use of gold coin was becoming less important or siguificant, 
and it is now generally admitted that the use of gold coins 
is in no way essential to the gold standard. In several 
countries efforts made to introduce gold circulation have 
failed owing to a want of popular preference for such a 
currency. Such had been the case in Holland and Switzer
land. In some great countries the people have become 
accustomed to paper curreney and there is no desire for 
goLd coinage. Even apart from the question of inclin~ 
tion, it is obvious that a restoration of gold curreney on the 
pre-war system would require a very great redistributhn of 
the world's gold Elock and, indeed, a great increas~ in thE> 
aggregate stock of gold, while what is actually required is 
an economy in the use of gold.' In this matter theory has 
come to support and justify the prevailing practice, and 
eminent theorists argue that" gold coin is in fact, an imper
feet application of the Gold Standard. ". As regards the 
question of definition, it would be easy to find and quote 
older definitions of the gold standard which would dis
qualify every existing system and deny the right of any 
country in the world to the possessW!1 of a gold standard.' 
But one would prefer to look to the description of a gold 
standard from an authority like Governor Strong 
who had worked gold standard in America for 

(11 Ha"trey. Th4 GolD Sta,_d, p. 110. 
(:I) Nogaro,~. cit. p. no. 
(3) Hawlrey, Th4 Gold SliMlllard, p. 95. 
It) Roberlooo, JI.".", pp. 67-68. 
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many years and who had helped to restore in it 
in a number of countries. "The essential ele
ments of a full gold standard are complete convertibility 
of the note issue into gold, an absolutely free gold market, 
an unfettered foreign exchange market, and a banking sys
tem which effectively assimilates gold imports and regulates 
the consequences of gold exports.' >1 Bearing u't mind such 
descriptions of the gold standard as also the more modern 
definitions of the same, we shall have no hesitation in recog
nising the true character and merits of the standard recom
mended by the Currency Commission for India. 

Ricardo'S Ingot plan. 

The system of Gold Bullion Standard as proposed for 
India by the Commission 'and as adopted in England can 
be traced back ultimately to the famous Ingot Plan of 
Ricardo. That plan was first sketched in 1811 and then 
made more specific in 1816 in his tract called the "Econo
mical and Secure Currency." Later, still it was developed 
in the evidence before the Secret Committee of 1819. In 
an article in the Economic Journal for September 1923, 
which will become the locm classicus for the study of the 
de"elopment of the Ingot Plan, Prof. James Bonar has 
traced the history of the plan until its adoption temporarily 
in 1819. The plan was given most succinetly in a memo
randum before the Secret Committee. 

1. That the Bank should be subjected to the delivery 
of uncoined gold or silver at the mint standard and price 
in exchange for their notes, instead of delivery of coin. 

2. That the Bank should also be obliged to give their 
paper in exchange for standard gold or silver, at fixed 
prices, taken somewhat below the mint price. 

3. That the quantity of gold or silver so demanded in 
exchange for paper at the Bank, should be limited, not to go 
below a fixed amount. 

(1) Governor Strong', evidence befo~e the Royal Cemmi •• loD 
QD Indian CurreDCY, Q. 15,227. 
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Ricardo claimed as one of the chief merits <Df his plan 
that it would make gold coin unnecessary. As he observed, 
"the object of my plan would be most completely effected 
by there being no gold coin in circulation"; he I:rgned to 
the effect that "to buy gold unnecessarily is to waste the 
goods that buy it; we might as well throw it into the sea '" 
The gold would be "a dead stock without advantage 01' 

profit." 

The plan was adopted in England for a. time; and 
what led to its abandonment has been the object of much 
speculation. Mr. Bonar suggests that the Bank disliked 
the additional responsibility placed on them of buying and 
selling gold in the interests of national currency. He also 
remarks that perhaps the limit of 60 ounces fixed for buy
ingand selling gold was too low, and that the much higher 
limit of 500 0'1' even 1000 ounces suggested by MacCulIoch 
would have suited the bullion market and the industrial 
demand of gold better. But a great deal of the responsi
bility for the turning down of the plan must lie with politi
cians like Cobbett, who condemned the plan without under
standing it. Much was also due to the old popular fondness 
for gold currency. It would be difficult to exaggerate the 
influence of Ricardo's plan on the history and evolution of 
Indian Currency. It is interesting to reeall that 88 far 
back as 1879 Robert Lowe, afterwards Lord Sherbrooke, 
had made an attempt to adapt Ricardo's propoll8la to the 
case of India. He thus anticipated the Royal Commission 
on that important topic by about half a century. By a 
singular coincidence, in the same year, Mr. Lindsay had 
also brought out a tract in which Ricardo's plan was advo
cated for adaptation as the solution of the currency ditficul
ties of India. But while the gold exchange standard plan 
advocated by Lindsay was .. implicit" in: Ricardo '8 project, 
Lord Sherbrooke's scheme was an even closer adoption of the 
Ricardian model, and proposed to maintain Indian currency 

, ... Il CJ:t':'o,'7;:~~.Uy R.,.!ew, July 1879. Probya I... Wi"",< 
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at par with gold liy requiring notes to lie redeemed in gold 
, bullion an.d to be iBsuedin 'exchan.ge for the B&Ille. 

We fin.d that Lord Sherbrooke not only advocated, like 
the Commission., the Gold Bullion Standard, but in the 
B&Ille spirit he envisaged the nltimate dethronement of silver. 
Similarly. too, he compares the merits of the Gold Bullion 
Standard with those of gold currency to the advantage of 
the former. In fact it is a case of remarkably close coinci. 
dence, and the anticipation of the Report of the Commission 
011925·6 is so exact that a couple of extracts from the article 
by Lord Sherbrooke will be found interesting. "People 
talk of gold flowing into a country till they seem to have 
convinced themselves that this is a gratuitous process, and 
to 'have banished from their mind the undoubteil fact that 
for all the gold which enters the country an equivalent 
value must be given. The difference between the two uses 
which may be made of gold, is the difference between reserv· 
ing a comparatively small sum in bullion to correct by the 
liberty of purchase any tendency of a paper currency to 
expansion or contraction., and the manufacturiIlg, paying 
for and perpetually renewing the whole metallic circulation 
of the State." It might be remarked that the contrast 
between the Gold Currency system and the Gold Bullion 
Standard eould not have been better stated, nOr the fallacy 
of -the' usual facile projects for gold currency better ex· 
posed. In the next extract the author of the proposal Bnm· 
marised the nature and aim of the Gold Bullion Stsndard. 
He observes that .. when a gold standard is once estsbliBhed 
by mcans of notes convertible into gold when tendered in 
sufficient quantities, it will be easy to demonetise the rupee 
by limiting the privilege as a legal tender to small BUmS, 

as is the case with our own silver currency." 

Merits of the Gold Bullion Standard. 

The Gold Bullion Standard marks a considerable im. 
provement on the pre-war monetary system of India and, is 
free from many drawbacks which experience had detected in 

Q-31 
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the latter. Thus, the new system has nothing to fca-r trom 
the danger caused by any rise in the price of silver beyond 
the melting point of the rupee. That fear had always been 
like the sword of Damocles hanging over the pre-war sys
tem; and indeed it was this rise in price of silver which at 
last threw it our of gear. This old danger is now guar(Ic<l 
against by Ql chain of important propo&als, the first of which 
is that in future our papcr currency· should cease to be 
convertible into silver coin. This in its turn will render 
unnecessary the keeping of large stocKs of silver in the 
currency reserve; and there is the further corollary that 
the coinage of silver should be stopped at least for a long 
time to come.' 

But, further, the Gold Bullion Standard gives us that 
much longed for and sought for feature-a conspicuously 
visible link between the <llrrency and gold. We had always 
been told that in the absence of such a. link there was a 
growing distrust of the rupee, with its corollary-the hoard
ing of gold. We have now the certainty of a.voiding these 
objections, since the currency authority will have to provide 
gold bullion by weight and not merely for export but for 
any purpose wbatever." "The statutory obligation to buy 
and sell gold for rupees without limit at a preseribed parity 
for the first time in the history of the rupee will base it on 
gold firmly and in a. manner that is conspicuously visible." 
The question of the adequate convertibility for the local cur
rency had been debated almost from the beginning of Gold 
Exchange Standard in India. It was urged repeatedly that 
the want of absOlute convertibility was responsible for a 
redundancy of currency and a resultant rise of prices. There 
were, it was aaid all shades of convertibility and only the 
fullest and ideally perfect convertibility will do for a good 
monetary standard. We have now at last a plan wliich 
provides for the most effeetive convertibilitY-"1»nverti_ 

(I) Rep.>rl of the Royal Currency Commllllou, Paragrapb 
89-70. 

(2) lb., raragrapba ro-tl. 



· bility into gold bullion; and tme gold bullion, be it noted, is 
provided not merely for export as was proposed in same 
schemes of reform, but for any purpose whatever. As the 
J:teport adds, "the obligation is to convert the curreney not 
merely into foreign exchange, but into metallic gold, and it 
is an obligation that is not as formerly conditional and cir
cumscribed but absolute and unlimited." 

The old controversy about thll statutory regulation of 
th~ Gold Standard Reserve has at last been laid at rest 
by the new system. As has been admitted freely by a high 
authority on the pre-war sYstem, "there was a fundamental 
restriction on our undertaking to support exchange. It 
was not an undertaking continuously to maintain exchange. 
It may be deseribed rather, as an undertaking which bound 
us as long as we had resources, to use those resources in 
restoring exchange if exchanges had fallen outside the gold 
point. The pre-war undertaking might even in ordinary 
eircumstances have not acted efficiently.''' As the . same 
authority added later, there was an element of pers<l1al 
judgment in the system and hence he would readily recog
nise "the advance in an unqualified undertakiBg to sell gold 
for export."· 

It is obvious further, that the prevalence of hoarding 
muSt affect adversely the working of either the gold cur
rency system or the pre-war monetary system. For the ebo 
and flow of sovereigns and rupees to or from the hoards 
would under both these sYstems make arbitrary additionil 
to or reductions from the currency in circulation. These 
arbitrary changes due to the existence of hoards might on 
oocasion stultify the effects of the curreney authorities to 
contl'8.ct (or it might be to expand) currency. It might 
be added, however, that the Gold Bullion Standard is the 
sYstem which would be lesst affected by the existence of 
hoards; because,' on the one hand, under it, the sovereign 

(1) Sir J. BruDyat., Q. 11,82:1. 

(S) Sir J. Brunyat. III the J ..... "'" Of Hoyal Socitly of . AT;' 
8rd De •• mber, 19*1 p. 75. 



will be deprived or the legal tender quality, and, on the 
other hand, the reoommendation as to the stopping coinage 
of silver rupees for a long time to oome will ensure the 
automatic reduction of rupees in the hoards. These hoards 
will thils be deprived of their power to influence adversely 
the working of currency and prices, since their capaelt:; of 
acting on the volume of circulation by injecting \!Ilvereigns 
and rupees into it will be gone. 

Finally, the obligation to sell and pnrchase gold which 
is imposed on the currency authority by the scheme of the 
Gold Bullion Standard ensures that double action. 1m price8 
both at home and abroad which was denied to the older 
system, inasmuch as possessed only the resource of selling 
exchange on foreign oountries Under the new standard 
the export or import of gold from India will act not only 
on the Indian price level but on the foreign prices, and the 
adjustment and maintenance of the international price 
level will beeome easier" 

The identity of the Gold Bullion Standard with the 
post-war monetary systems prevailing in the most advanced 
oountries is obvious. Thus, in the United Kingdom too the 
Gold Standard Act of 1925, adopted the Ingot Plan of 
Ricardo, and the system is maintained by the obligation 
placed on the Bank of England to buy and sell gold by 
weight.' In other countries too, the restoration of gold 
standard has meant, as we have seen, the adoption of a 
system by which an obligation has been imposed on the 
currency authority to buy and sell gold bullion without 
restriction at fixed prices. Since in these countries there 
is no fear of any recrudescence of gold currency, it might 
be taken that India also having attained the most perfect 
form of monetary standard as yet devised and sharing it 
with the advanced countries, will desire to keep to it. To 
quote Sir Stanley Reed "when confidence in the gold bul
lion standard is firmly established, India, with a free voice 

(1) Prof C. J. Hamilton'. evidence, Q. 10,672-10,685. 
IJ) Economic Joumal, 1926, pp. 81S-818, 



in deciding, will find that a gold currency is nQt worth the 
expense and risk involved, and is not necessary." He also 
went on to add that "the gold bullion standard satisfiea all 
the country's real needs. ' .. 

The Gold CURency proposal. 

The main alternati"e to the adoption of the Gold Bul
lion Standard was the introduction of a gold currency; and 
coming to consider that topic, we note in the first place the 
significant faet that the latter idea was rejected unani
mously by the Commission. We shall advert in 81 moment 
to the reasons why it was rejected. But the discussion of 
the gold currency idea before as well as by the Commission 
was in itself a most important contribution to the general 
economic study of the topic of Gold Currency. A scheme 
for the introduction of gold currency was worked out, by 
men of high ability and unique experience, in all its details, 
and was freely and fully threshed out ,ot only by experts 
in India by many of the most eminent currency experts of 
the world. The problem was carefully formulated and stu

. died in all its ~cts as it ne_v:~_b~~'!:ertit!m!.Rl 
the cost of inqoi!~ing such a currency, and every diffic.w-ty 
in the way of its Il~jltio~fn!l~nsidered, ~ 
potentialities of that currency system were studied as they 
never were before. ThiS study was in fact itself a contri
bution to the subject of monetary practice; and since no 
other country is likely again to introduce a gold currency, 
that study will probably remain a uniqne one. In view 
of the great pm played by projects for a gold currency in 
the-monetary history of India, we might glance at the main 
features of the most promising and perfect scheme of thll 
IOrt that was ever placed before the Indian public. 

One very important respect in which the Finance 
Department '8 scheme for a gold currency diJfera from other 
proposals with the same object is in a careful calculation of 

III BlUlter·' Magazine, September, 1926, p. S06. 



the cost necessarily involved and in the provision of re
sources with which to meet the cost. The main defects of 
the older schemes with the same object, which we have dealt 
with before, and even of similar contemporary proposals, 
are that)hey are rather vague, that they ignore essential 
elements of the costs involved and further that they fail to 
provide adequate resources' to meet the bill. The authors 
of these alternative schemes are so anxious to show that a 
gold currency can be introduced in India with a trifling 
cost or even without any expense at all that they leave their 
projects very incomplete and lII1Ike no provision for the wn
vertibility of the present note issue and of rupees into gold. 
A necessary corollary of the adoption of each schemes would 
he the confusion caused by the existence of two kinds of 
note issue, only one of whieh is convertible into gold. Thcy 
further assume, in their quest of cheapness, that India will 
not require anything like an adequate number of gold coins, 
and they neglect to ,provide for any saturation of the non
monetaTy demand for gold and for any substitution of gold 
for ~ilver in the hoards. And yet they call the system 
which they have thus projected a "full" and "effective" 
gold standard. I:(, indeed gold coin is going to form lO 

small a portion of the proposed CUlTency system, how is it 
going to fulfill the important functions which are claimed 
for it' Unless there are very substantial amounts of gold 
currency in circulation, how is the anticipated psycholo
gical revolution to be brought about, which, it is said, wiE 
cause the hoarding habit to disappear' How is a 00;; 
which is not in substantial cirenlation to inspire that grlle
ral confidence in the currency system which has heen claim .. 

/ ed for it, or to have the full educative e1I'ects in forming COJ'

reet notions regarding currency matters f One can quite 
agree with the view that "once a thing becomes common 
people do not want to hoard it. " l H~ce if a gold currency 
is to weaken the hoarding habit, gold coin milBt be lriade 
fiOOfi ana commonly available to the people for a ~ 
reDgth ~!ime-



Far difl'erent in all these respeeta was tho policy l'f..~ 
garding the introduction of the gold curreJlcy. IIdumbrawd 
by the Finance Department. To start with, the ideal pro
posed was clearer and more scientific. Gold circulation 'Vas 
not to be regarded as the )lltimate or final ideal but a transi
tional stage towards the ideal gold standard.' Consequently, 
it was necessary to reach the gold currency within a fairly 
short time, and the task of this stage was;;o stimulate the 
investing and banking habita and to get rid of the hoarding 
tendency. The cost, too, of introducing a gold C".uTency was 
ealculated with great care. India would require BUfficient 
resource to convert approximately 100 erores of lilver 
rupees in hoards into gold, as well as about 10 crores of the 
rupees in circulation." Another item if! thf cost would be 
the loss on the rupees which would have to be sold. The 
country would also lose by the depreciation of the value of 
the silver held by individuals in it. As Mr. Keynes has 
pointed out "silver is very greatly an Indian interest," and 
is not to be treated as only a foreign interest. For these 
two latter items, however, no exact or even approximate 
figures could be ·arrived at. The additional gold resources 
required by the operation would amount to about 103 inil
lion sterling. These fresh gold resources, added.to those 
accumulated under the Gold Exchange Standard system, 
were judged sufficient to saturate the country as regards 
non·monetary demand for gold and to give the country 
sufficient gold coin required for currency purposes. 

The scheme, however, failed to recommend itaclf to the 
Commission for several reasons. The estimates of the gold 
demand though carefully gone through were avowedly un
certain, and probably the cost as well as the resources re
quired would have proved to be greater in actual expe
rience, But the main difficulty, and the one which proved 
insuperable, was the impOBSibility of securing assistance in 

(1) Sir lla.1I Blackett'. evidence, Q. 10,206 and 10,176. 
(2) Sir Baall Blackett'. ovld.nee, Q. 498; 110; 10,S2l1-10,1S8; 

2. 494 and 10,22*. • 
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the matter of the resonrces required from America or Eng. 
land. America was not likely to Tend her assistance to ns 
in this matter, partly on account of ita silver interests, but 
mainly because while willing to spare her gold for purposcs 
of r.!!constnlction and stabiIisatiolT of currencies, she was 
averse to lending it for the inauguration of a gold cur • 

./ rency and would not grant the necessary crcdita.' 

In the light of eventa one can sce that the Commission 
if anything understated the danger to the world prices 
from a considerable diversion of gold resources for provid. 
ing a gold currency in a country. The Commission could 
not of course foresee the fall in the price index numbers of 
every country which has taken place since the year 1925-26. 
Nor could it have foreseen how slow and difficult would be 
the process of any tangible increase in the production of 
gold. But we can naw see in the light of these latcr deve-
10pments)lOw very justifiable was the insistence of eminent 
economic authorities on the utmost economy of gold and on 
the co.operation of central banks for the purpose. Under 
these circumstances strong objections have been taken to 
the reeent process of acquisition of gold by the European 
banks for strengthening their reserves by the substitution 
of gold for foreign exchange. Recent ortudies relating to 
the prcsent day gold production and ita bearing on the cur· 
rency problem have drawn attention in the first place to the 
increased demand for gold due to the stabilisation of cur. 
rcncies. "On account of the higher level of prices, the strue
ture to be supported by the gold basis is greater than before 
the war, and it is doubtful whether the present rate of gold 
production is keeping pace with world development, while 
the total of the gold output tends downwark In the 
altering circumstances the future is more likely to be eon. 
cerned with appreciation of gold, than ita depreciation, and 
the problem of greater stability of value is one for all gold 
standard countries. A great deal will have been accom. 
plished if, by co-operation, the short-time fluctuations in 

III Evidence of GQveroor Strong, 15,108 and 15,312. 
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the value of gold can .be leveJl~ .(Ill~ ,pd ~ _ time 
. . movements made so alow and smooth .as !to be a.\moIlt .-. 

<lUOUS to production and trade." SWlh is the position .IIS 

regards gold produCltion as interpreted lly fi';P1II'tsi,B «old 
mining and currency matter&. j(J;nder IIIlch .oonditiQPs .IIIIIl 
can understand the reluctance ~ .clilleDt ·at lea!lt ..£ lOB JiU.
lions in gold for endowing4ll.gQld.l!lB'J'eney-;a,syllflem;whiCh 
no other country possesses and which _ condemned :b,-!IlIIf; 
a few Indian economists before ,the Curreney 1I3omm:ia
sion. Nor should it be forgotten tbat the :£:LIil3 ai:IIIiimn. 
worth of gold going to India f91" the P1J1'PO.a would;be &"ler 
and above the large imports of golclo~ lither acoollllts; .and 
that in the last four yearstbese lattE\!.' iu).plll'ts haMe .11lIII0_. 
ed to no less than lis. 211 .erores. Theile .eaa ~ no qUestiOll 
that demands for gold on 511ch scale are bound to IlKBggerate 
the prevailing tendeney towards the fall Df prices lImdI ·must 
precipitate that IlClramhle for gold of wmeh the eip tire 

already apparent. 
Then, agam. !IS .to the .quemiOlil wheliher 1imlia. ihaa 'a 

strong interest in the rise and :fall of 'WOl'ld 'Prices, lIB 

appeal might be made to fairly reeent .eeonlllJllie .Mstery; 
The prosperity cOf .India dming the first deealle tJI. tae pre- . 
sent century, the 'VlI6t expansioJa vI. ita made and the.ulbm. 
sa.ti.on of its IlKChange ratio were certamliY not 1lllOOIllletitled 
with the rise of world prWee during thu.t period. On 'the 
other hand India hl!S had ita full ,share !Of. !!he tnonl&.l_ 
ciated with the great lfall of world .p~ aftElr· tbe·t-
1920 as well as during the last qulIil'IIer O!f the 1DiDtilI8fJIIIth 
eentury. These are the oonaideratiollS whiclI. II1lpply _ 
answer til the question whether t.heattainment of alfl1018_" 
rency on the part of India is likely to bring about a faal <Of • 
world prices and whether such a fQll is ue®SSarilf .prejudi. 
cial to Indian interests. It is of ~~ true that iJ: ~dia 
demands gold from her trade debtors she ,I!Sks f()~ n9 )I\O).'~ 
than what is her due. Qul;r, it is not !I 9uestio!l pf ,enfo.rcin~ 
an absolute legal right at any cost but of the expediency &f 
enforcing it against hel: own II!! ,vell M II~~ ~enel'llli 
interests.. .." 

Q-32 



r There were otber suggestions for improving the IndiaZl 
eurrency system before the Commission, apart from those 
for a gold currency. Governor Strong of the Federal 
Reserve Board made various suggestions for a "broadening 

.lout" of the Gold Exchange Standard. The suggested learl· 
ing features of this process consisted of leaving to the rupee 
the full legal tender quality while suspending its further 
coinage and of ceasing to operate the standard through a 
single market.' We have already noticed the alternative 
proposals of Sir B. Blackett as regards the pre-war mone
tary system of India into an international exchange stand-I ard." The main alternations proposed by him with this 
object consisted of the fixation: by statute of the import and 
export gold points, a statutory provision as regards the re
serves and the imposition on the currency authority of the 
obligation to buy and sell gold. When we compare these 
proposals with the scheme of the Commission for the esta
blishment of a Gold Bullion Standard, we shall find that the 
Commission's scheme has incorporated almost all the sug
gestions made in this direction either by Sir Basil Blackett 
or by Governor Strong. What is further to be emphasised 
is that both these authorities laid down as the necessary 
condition of any improvement of the currency system of 
India the formation of a central bank, which by laying down 
a wise discount policy and by properly regulating tlls expan. 
sion and contraction of currency, would ensure the proper 
working of the improved standard. The scheme of the 
Commission, it is submitted not only incorporated all the 
reforms indieated above but several others and also paid 
special attention to the formation of the proposed Central 
Bank. l' 

The Currency authority-The Resel'Ye Bank. 
We have noted the improvement of monetary praetice 

and theory in their various aspects during the last few 
decades; but perhaps in no direction has such development 

(1J Dr. Sprague, Q. 15,811; 16,817. 
(Jj SIr Balli Blac:tet\'1 Evldeace, Q. ',889-10,04&. 
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tieen more marked than in the ~phere of the 'development of 
the funetions of the central bank, and its growing impo!t
anee in the monetary system of a country. The' very 
phraseology now used in speaking about the work of woo 
banks bears eloquent testimony to their dominating position 
in the matter of the regulation and working. of monetary 
systems. Older writers on banking did not speak of the 
central bank as "the sole source o~ legal tendel'l money." 
They did not deseribe it as "the controller of the volume of 
money" and as the "adjusting m,echaI\islJl' ~ in. the, mone
tary system. It is now regarded as the mimaging aUthority, 
not only as regards eredit but currency, and it is now ex
pected to serve a very important part in securing the stabi
lity of prices. We might remember that about fifty years 
ago, when the Government of India sent up a monetary 
scheme for consideration, a committee of experts which in
cluded Sir R. Giffen rejected it summarily, merely because 
it proposed a "managed" currency. Those were the days 
when Economic Liberalism was. all powerf!ll" and ,the 
notions of the "orthodox" school of Economics in currency 
matters were still accepted, while automaticity was the pass 
word for all currency system. There was then abundant 
reason for this state of opinion, since in those days no 
special financial organ had been yet fully evolved for the 
funetion of currency management. But, sinee those' days, 
"the older ideal of automaticity has receded into the back 
ground", while we recognise that all currencies-even the 
gold currency system-must be managed to a considerable 
extent in order that they should work satisfactorily. The 
idea of the "politiqus regulatrice" has come to the force, 
not. merely as regards the gold exchange standard system 
but as regards the gold standard itself. Thus Mr. R. 
McKenna told us recently, that "the gold standard is by 
no means the automatic mechanism it is commonly alleged 
to be, since the Bank merely by buying and selling, lending 
or calling in loans, can within limits prompt an expansion 
or contraction of credit regardless of movements of gold.".' 

(1) Bankor', Magazlno, March 1927, p. 638. 



litr, is,oU' tIt_, newer ideals of the functions 01. a central 
bank. tIiat lihe IiJoJllliliSsion has built up its monetary system. 
ln,the very fo1"8" front of their Report the Commission 
spea1aJ of. the "~r&ted idea: as to the extent to which 
eny: system. ~ ewmency. can: be' made to work automatically 
a.ndJ independantl, of expan controL" It recognised' that, 
with, thli IIl8IllIgement of curr~ney by such a bank, we can: 
a'ahiove' tIrati O<lillity of policy in the eontrol of currency and 
credit: Dr III Jb.odem dnaalcial organisation which can secure 
JIIljn~ lltallilityl' ... · As tlie eommentator and' critic of ' 
tR~ RAlpl)\'t' ttj' whom we liave sO often referred poinm out, 
there' ilil 81sliallp oont~ast between the old idea of automatic 
auti<in 01\ currencY' and the new idea of management by a 
central'. banIe. The old idea of automaticity has itself 
become obsolete to a considerable extent, "Currency eontrol 
to-day aims not so much at letting spontaneous monetary 
movements talte their natural' course as at an active and 
anticipating- policy of regulating them, employing for the 
pUrpOse evillty: available banking expedient.''' To a consi. 
derable extent the international movements of gold are not 
inevitable, but: depend, materially upon the policy of central 
bllJlkso in increasing or reducing credit, and it is the skill of 
lII,centJ:al banlt in. adopting its action to the credit policies 
of! foreign' countriBl' whjch saves undue loss or gain of gold. 
Dr. SpragUe had in. giving evidence before the Commission 
drawn imlittention, to the basic faet that "the internal ad. 
wntages ot the gold 6tandard cannot be permanently en. 
joyed' in' India until the Indian people possess a banking 
organisation capable of discharging the international res
ponsibilities implicit in the aeceptanee of the 6tandard". 

Recognizing fnlly the importance of the central bank 
in modern monetary; systems and the great potentialitiea of 
such a bank in managing sueh systems, the Commission 
made it the pivot of its monetary reconstruction. But it 

I1II Report, plragraplll D aDd 83. 
I" Sir r. BrtJDyato' 1ft Journal of Royal 50clely of Arlo, Srd 

Oecemter. 1926. 



«lIS reeognised also that it was not Sllfficient 1n bol'l'OW the 
constitution of any foreign central banks in its outirety and 
to transplant the exotic in India. That course wonld have 
been easy but it would also have been wholly 1II1Sa'tis:fa&. 
tory. The proper aim was to garner the lessons deri"ft\l 
from the great development of central banking during tim 
last half a century, and to appl)< them to the peculiar. rei
quirements of IndiL Since in many important respeets the 
llUlTeIlCy and banking conditions of India are IIIBJlkedlt 
diliErent from those prevailing elsewhere, tIie 1111_ of 
any seheme for a. central bank wonld depend upon;tfie 
thoroughness with' which the task of its adaptatiolL to tHe 
environment was earried out. It is therefore necessary to 
refer to some of the peculiar features of the banking Bitua.
tion in India and to show how the idea of the Reserve Bank 
formulated by the Commission is adapted to these cirenm. 
stanees:-

(1) The first and the moat obvious pecoliarity is that 
Joint Stock Banking has been but little developed as yet, 
and that the rate of mortslity· among our infant bB1lks is 
much higher even than that of the infantile mortality in 
our population. The obvious task before us is to impart 
education in the methods and ideals of commercial banking 
and to discover and train banking talent. It can he confi· 
dently asserted that this moat important part of our task 
will be best earried out under the Gegis of a Besmve Bank 
of the joint stock type. There have been State banks in 
countries like Russia and they have worked well under 
the autocratic direetion of talented men like Count Witte. 
But under II11ch a regime it is in vain to expect the growth 
of a strong system of commercial banking or the develop
ment of genuine banking talent and traditions. The world 
has not so far·seen a single case of a state bank which has 
SIlceessfully promoted the development of a system. of 
commercial banks or which baa assisted indUstries 00 the 
right lines. It is on that account that the Coinmission did 
well to turn down the fdea of a State Bank which Was put 
forward Wore it by several witn-. 



'1'he preference for a shareholders' banK over a State 
bank is also based on the very important circumstances that 
in India we are as yet at the beginning of the evolution of 
representative government. Even in countries with mature 
political traditions it is considered best to keep the manage
ment of the bank free from any possible control by political 
institutions or politicians. With the expansion in the actio 
vities of the state it is more than ever tempted "to intervene 
in the affairs of the central bank" and it is well to profit 
by the mistake of other countries and to minimise the pos
aible evils of political pressure upon the Bank. Even It 
the main virtue of a shareholders' bank were to keep out 
political pressure that would be a great deal to its credit. 
It is beside the point to tell us that there was once a great 
state bank in Russia or that new state banks have been start
ed in countries like Australia, Latvia or Esthonia, for thcre 
are no precedents in which such a development of commer· 
cial banking as India so urgently requires took place under 
the aegis of a state bank. Again, as Dr. Sinha has well ob· 
served "we fail to see how a directorate independent of 
Government oontrol can be formed, if the state is to be 
directly responsible for the institution. It is curious that 
our politicians who are most vocal against the state oontrol 
of currencY are now the loudest in praising the virtues of 
a state bank, involving as it does state oontrol of currencY 
and credit".' 

(2) In other ways, too, the Commission's scheme 
kept steadily in view the much needed development of oom. 
mercial banking in India. It fully reeognised the great 
value to India of the valuable and unique commercial tradi. 
tiona carried on by the Imperial Bank of India, and oonse
Q,uently based the future banking system of India not upon 
a oontral bank alone, as in so many other countries, but 
upon the co-operation of the future central bank and of the 
Imperial Bank of India. It also drew up a workable and 
appropriate scheme of such co-operation. The justification 

(11 Modem Review, July 1927, p. 63. 
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of this procedlll'll is obvious. On the one hand, it would be 
very difficult to transform the present Imperial Bank into 
a true central bank, on the other hand it is essential that 
as far as possible the great task of developing banking facio 
lities which the Imperial Bank has been carrying on so far 
should not be interrupted. The proposals formulated by 
the Commission are supported by the disinterested advice 
of the two highest banking authorities in the world. 
Governor Strong nrged on the Commission that the transfer 
of Government dl'posits from the Imperial Bank to the 
future Reserve Bank should be a very gradual process, and 
that at the outset the new bank of J<!BUe should assist the 
Imperial Bank by large loans.' MI'. Montague Norman
the distinguished Governor of the Bank of England, was 
also for safe-guarding the position of the Imperial Bank 
in the process of the transfer of its functions to the new 
bank.' India cannot afford to injure its one great commer
cial bank which is carrying the oldest traditions in the 
country. Nor is it just to forget that the amalgamation 
of the Presidency Banks as well as the accompanying in· 
crease of the capital of the new institution took place in a 
great national emergency and in response to the public 
demand. 

(3) Another special circnmstance to be taKen into 
account in the case of India was the fact that much of the 
banking, note.issue and remittance business of the country 
had for along time bcen carried on by tbe Government; and 
the sudden removal of such Government prestige from be. 
hind these operations might affect public confidence in 
their working unfavourably. Care bas, therefore, been taken 
to IieClll'Il Government asaistance and gUarantee wherever 
necesasry for the Reserve bank's operations. Thus, it has 
bcen proposed that the Reserve Bank of India should 
be given the important right of delivering redundant· 
rupees to the Government and of being supplied with rupees 
whenever that is found necessary. 

(I) Governor Strong' ..... Id.nce, Q. 15,'16. 
I" End.nc. of the Right HOD. lIontaga Nonmaa, "Q. 15,024. 
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;(4) We ,cannot ,avoid taking account cif spec.iallocal 
circumstances in the matter of fixing the buying and selling 
rates :for gold. The position with regard to this was BO well 
Pllt before the Commission by Governor Strong that his 
remaxks might be quoted with advantage. "If it is pos
sible to do BO," he ohserved "it would seem to me that at 
tho outset the redemption of the notes at the bank by the 
use of bar gold should be confined to enabling external pay
ments to be made by the most economic possible methods 
by ,the Indian Exchange dealers without risk of undue loss 
of the bank's reserve for .any purposes of domestic store of 
gold," He added that "if those rupees offered to the 
bank are convertible,. so to speak, at a rate of exchange 
which would produce gold in London plus the cost of im
p(jrt~tion of gold into India it would involve no other mea
Sllres to protect the reserve of the bank. ," In fixing Ihe 
difference between the buying and selling rates for gold, 
quite a number of factors have to be taken into account, 
the cost of transport of gold, the distance of the gold-pro
ducing country, the state of development of the local bullion 
market, and the demand for gold for hoarding. 

Exception has been taken to the imposition on the 
Gov.ernment of a part of the responsibility for any rupee. 
that may aceumnIate in excess of the reserve requirements. 
It has beeu argued that the return of rupees from hoards 
or from circulation is likely to continue, and that, there
fore, Government might conceiveably have to borrow or to 
resort to extensive sales of silver at a loss in order to meet 
the cost of withdrawal of Rupees. This line of criticism 
of the distribution of the responsibility between the Govern
ment .and CJlntral banks omits to take aceount of two im
portant considerations. In the first place it assumes that 
for !l-Iol)g time to come the present depression will continue 
and rell\U!: of rupees will go on. But there can be no cer
tainty as to this, ana any improvement i11 the situation is 
sure to carry BOme of the rupees back into cireulation. The 

(1) Evidence of GoveI1lOr Strong, Q. 15,«3. 



"redunda!rey of rupees should be interpreted with fnlll't'fe
renee to all the factors in the llituation." Then; agaiD.. the 
Govemment of India has shown that they can make _ of 
opportunities for seIlinc IIilver without incurring losaeL 
But finally, as against any possible losses aecruing to the 
Government from the faet that it stands behind the bank, 
are to be considered the balamle of the profits of that insti.
tution which will be paid oVP.r to the state. IDdePd 0IllI 
eminent expert went so far 88 to observe that "generally 
speaking the responsibility for the IIilver coinage the rupees 
must continue to be that of the Government ouly.''' 

Verdict of BaDking Experienoe and Theol'J' on thl 
State BaDk Idea. 

The dominating issue in the present eontroverq in 
India is whether we are to have a etate bank or on inih-pen
dent . bank with its own capital and shareholdel'll. In ap
proaching this issue we must distinguish however between 
what is possible and what is advisable. The state bank is • 
perfectly feasible proposition, but it is not 8 proposition 
which is recommended either by banking experience or by 
economic judgment. The possibility of following a poliey 
of compromise in India is not denied here; but it is anothel' 
question whether such a compromise will be in the best au.1 
lasting interests of the country. As will be shown later, 
state baDking has yet to justify itself and to build up sound 
traditioD8. It may be that India is to be the scene I)f its 
triumphs in future; but at the present moment we ha\"1I no 
reason to be sure of such future developments, and we mud 
go by probabilities whieh are heavily against &uch BIl~CC88. 
and the auspices are all adverse to launching upon IUch au 
experiment. The fact is that anything like succcssfIJ work
ing of a state bank requires the presence of soma dominating 
personality who commands great prestige both in the state 
and in the baDking sphere; and this country C8Dl1Ot he IIIl'It 

of always pOll8e8Sing such .. leading figure. 

(11 2. 16.068, 
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So far as the evolution of central banks in the worM at 
large is studied, the general experience and voice bas em. 
phatically decided against state banks; so that there are 
only a few countries-and those by no means of the flrst 
ralik economically-like Australia, Latvia and Ethonia 
which have got state banks. Hence, if we decide on ha~ing 
a state bank after all, we shall have to go somewhat far 
a field for our model and patterns. 

Nowhere has the extension of the functions 01 the state 
lleen more ardently advocated than in Germany; nowhere 
can such an extension contit upon the aasistance of such an 
expert, devoted and well organised service as in that coun· 
try, and yet we find that the case against a state Bank has 
been most clearly and emphatically stated by the leadins 
eClOnomists of Germany. Thus Prof. Lexia, argues that •• The 
officials of a pure state Bank have mercly to aUapt them
selves to the regulations coming to them from ab(/\·c; but a 
Bank of Issue with private capital, even when fntirely 
managed by the state, has a sort of independence as r~gard, 
the state--an independence w hieh protects it against iDier. 
ference with the vital conditions of its existence. For thu 
former indeed the interference of the legis1stm·e is always 
needed; but"the latter must never forget that a gre .. t capital 
is in its charge. The Central Committee of the Re:cbsbank 
has undoubtedly only a very moderate authority, but its 
influence, nevertheless, is far greater than that of the ad. 
visory board is a state railroad Company, because it re· 
presents the owners of a bank capital." The grell~ German 
economists were roused to make these protests ugainst a 
state bank because the Agrarian party was thre.lt~nU\J;" to 
eonvert the Reicbsbank into a state Bank in their own c1ass 
interests. 

Such has been the experience of direct state intM-ven. 
tion in the field of banking, that eminent bankers and grpat 
thcorists are found to vie with one another in demanding 
the independence of banking and in decrying ~;vthiDg but 
a very moderate measure of state eontrol Thus. the 
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Governor of the Ba;nk of England "loolied upo:a th8"Bu~ 
stantial, independence of the Central. Bank as 'the surest. 
safeguard" against serious danger.Ile added that, "I 
should not wish to see the Be.nk's freedom hampered in any; 
way-least of all by a provision that in certain und~fined 
circumstances freedom of action might be abrogated. We 
have the experience in Europe that in the case of the banks 
in which the Government has held consiqerable measure o~ 
control, or there has been a limitation on the freedom of t.he 
bank, it has not resulted to the advantage of the eommu~ 
nity." Such is the voice of the doyen of European bankers.. 
But he did not State the principle of the emanicir:etioll uf 
banks from undue state control in atronger tenDll than did 
the great economist Wagner in his palmy day>J, "'!len he. 
observed that "the unfortunate syatem of tutelage has never 
yet stood the teat of practice. It merely leads from ataptu 
atep, and when it has once been adopted, there is nothing 
in whieh State does not think itself called npon to interfere 
in the intereats of the' citizenS, and for which the latter 
do not look hopefully and imploringly to the state, while 
they themselves limit their activity to complaints. ., 

What, one might ask is a state bank but the conception 
of state control earned out to its logical conclusion und final, 
consummation T As Schmoller pnts it forcibly "All in· 
dependence with respect to the State is lost when tbia 
State is loat when the Central Bank is a state bank." ' 

Adyantages of Printe Capital and Sharebolders to 
a Centraillank. 

Under the special circumstances of the pres<lIlt contro
verSy it is necessary to prove upto the hilt the ad"anfages 
on private capital in the case of Central Bank. ,Before the 
W sr, Mr. Keynes in an appendix to the Report of the ChaIn. 
berlain Commission reviewed the conditions of Centr.al 
Banking in Europe and concluded that Continental E'Xpe
rience suggested the inadvisability of GovernmentS .'Ubseri"" 
ing any part of the capital of Central Bank. Excellt" in 
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Russia," 110 part ol the capital of such Bws was owned by 
any European state. The same author quotes with approval 
the following arguments against the abolition of priv6to 
eapital of such banks. "There is first the eoninsion of 
public and private credit, to the great damage ol each; for 
they ought to remain distinct, for their respective good and 
the mutual assistance which they are at times called upon 
to lend each other. Further, there is the acceptance by the 
state of a task-the task of discounting-which is not within 
its competence, and of which, even with the beat of will, it 
will acquit itself badly. It is neither wise nor I'raeti~.able 
to suppress the legitimate stimulus of private interest in 
sush allaira as discount. It must not be believed that in 
sueh a matter disinterestedness alone suffices or can alford 
a better guide than the foresight of those who run the riska 
and reap the benefits of such operations." It is neceM3ry 
to quote these views based on the Banking experieJlCo\ of 
Europe, since some well-known public men have put for
ward the contention in India tha:t "with no shareholdera' 
capital to pay dividends on, the executive of the Reserve 
Bank can take an absolutely detached attitude." 

Let us illustrate the benefits of private capital from 
the example of the former Imperial Bank of Gennany where 
the powera of the private shareholdera were most cireull\llo 
eribed. "Nowhere elae" says Schmoller, "has the inftup.nce 
of the shareholders been so limited, but even so it is quite 
sufficient to produce the required touch with t.~e outside 
banking world and to secure proper and expm managE'
ment." Surely that great author knew better what WII8 

happening in Germany th.an the local eontrovenrial.iat who 
tries to belittle the importance of the shareholders 011 tho) 
Imperial Bank of Germany. We are told by the latt,,!" that 
"although there may be on the Board some men appointed 
(or supposed to be appointed) by the shareholders, th" 
Government appointees alone have all the real power. I 
advisedly say 'supposed to be appointed,' becallge it ill the 
executive that sua-ge&ts eert8in names, and such natne8 are, 
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. iii a rnie; _pted, as woe be to the men who would dare to 
, . clefy an antlwrity that wields IIIlch enormD1IIi power over 

money 1JIlItterB." The aetnal eonditions in German;, Me 
DOt III fareiea1 as represented by this Indian writer, and the 

. work of the Central Committee of fifteen elected by the 
shareholders in maintaining theindependenee oi the Bank 
88 against the state is considered of importancs by Bl1ch 
authorities on banking as Xi_, Sebmoller, Glnant and 
the National Monetary CommiIIIion of Amerie&. ThlB is the 
more III beeause .. DO b1lllinesa with the Empil'e, for the 
German Federated States for which unusual terms are to !Ie 
made is to be transacted unle!II approved by a majorit.f of 
the Central Committee." Thus we see that it, id eul!tl7, 
against the finaneial eD.el'OIICbmenta of the State thai the 
repmIElIltative of the private shareholders of th;, Central 
Bank have been endowed with powelII. 

One can indeed go further and confidently assert that 
it would be an advantageous thing for the propOAed Reserve 
Bank of India to have even a part of ita capital held by 
private shareholders. Supposing that a eOmpt'01llise _ 
lIl'rived at and our Government IIIIhsenDed the gp,ater put 
of the eapital, it can still derive much benefit from the 
adviee of shareholders holding the rest of the eapital because 
these latter have a diJ'eet interest in the prosperity of the 
Bank. 

A curious argumenta has been recently advanced in 
favour of dispensing with private eapital in our Central 
Bank if the latter is a State Bank. Mr. Madan, a leading 
publicist of India, has laid down the following dictum on 
the IIIlbject: "Can such a bank (that is a Central Bank) 
work without any share capital, The 8llIIlVer is 'yes',. It 
will have all Government and semi·Government balances, 
and those of many public bodies, as also balances of 
bankel'll, and will thus have all the capital it needs fill 

working resourees." Nced it be pointed out, as agaiust 
this view that in that observation banking ~urces and 
liabilities are strangely mixed up' The balances of other 



banks and of Government are of course not the resolltcei 
of the Central Bank but its liabilities' As regards the 
capital of the Bank that is ('ertainly a liability IL9 between 
the Bank and its shareholders, but it assuredly forms a 
resource and a support as against BlI outside claims. 

Do Ue It Speoial Ciroumstanoes of Inaia" require 
a State Bank ? 

But, we have been .told-though nowhere very 
clearly-that there are special circumstances in the ease of 
India which require that a State Bank-and no othct sort 
of Central Bank is to be provided for it. We therefore 
proceed to examine what these alleged peculiar eireum
stances are. Now the most prominent peculiarity of 
India as regards banking is that joint stock banking is 
very little developed in this country. But lRll'ely tlmt is 
no reason for proposing to start a State Bank in it-rather 
it is a strong argument against a state bank. The spread 
of the spirit of prudent banking, the building up of sound 
ba~g traditions, the encouragement of commercial 
banking and the training of men who will ultimately be 
selected to be the managers and guides of the private 
banks-these are tasks for which a state bank is but 
poorly adapted. Magnificent system of commercial banks 
have grown up under the aegis of ordinary central 
banks-witness the banking systems of England and Ger
many-but we have yet to find out an instance in banking 
history where such systems of commercial banks 
rose o~ prospered under the wings of state banks. The 
truth is, that it is not within the power of a state organi
sation to create the spirit of banking, and in the develop
ment of a country's banking it is the development of 
banking traditions and spirit--aDd not state reguIatil)ns 
that count. 

It baa been contended that it would be anfair and 
dangerous to transfer the financial interests of trua 
country to the control of a group of capitalists like a 
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Central Bank with private shareholders. As a eritia r&o 

cently observed, "it is impossible to hand over to a 
private bank owned by a body of shareholders the huge 
assets of the Currency department amounting to ~ome 200 
crores." It might be pointed out here in answer to this 
statement of Mr. Madon that no apprehension need be 
entertained as regards any such predominance of the in
teresta of private shareholders. The Report of Indian 
Carrency Commission has provided amply against such 
contingencies. In the first place, the Report provides for 
a certain number of nominees of the Government on the 
Central Board which would suffice to check any policy of 
self-seeking by the private shareholders. - But further, the 
Reserve Bank would, at its inception, take over- many of 
the experienced officers of the Currency Department, aud 
these officials would hand on tho traditions of long 
public service to the officials of the new Bank. - It cau be 
thus seen- that full precautions have been taken against 
any domination of private interests; and it is lmfeir to 
urge that the Report contemplates the "handing over of 
200 crores of assets of the Currency Department 8 nd the 
many crores of Government Funds to a private joint stock 
Company." -,-_ 

It has also been argued that it is advisable to s11bsti
tute a State Bank for a shareholders' Bank, iu order to 
avoid a conflict of interests between Indian and foreign 
capital, to secure an Indian management as well lUi to 
ensure public confidence. These contentions are easily 
met. In the first place as the Report of the Currcncy 
Commission of 1926 has fixed a maximum rate for the 
dividends of the Reserve Bank, which is by no means 
large, there is no reason to expect that foreigu capital will 
be particularly attraoted to the securities of the Bank. 
The danger from foreigu capital is ouly a bogey conjured 
up on purpose. In any case any apprehensions on this 
score can be set at toest by giving a preference at the allo
cation of the shares of-the bank to the small investor, who 
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applies for a limited number of shares. An t.ssigruncnt • 
of shares based directly on racial lines is to be deprecated; 
admittedly, it is impossible to ensure that shares, though 
assigned to Indians at first, will continue to be in Jndian 
hands after a time. Further, it is quite possible 1.0) secure 
that the majority of directors of the Bank should be 
Indians without maintaining a racial distinction as re
gards shareholders. The object can be secured elll!i1y 
even though the bank is a shareholders' Bank; it would 
be preposterous to erect a State Bank only in order to 
secure an Indian directorate, for that object can be at
tained with a shareholders' Bank. 

It is true that in 1913 Mr. Keynes did put forward a 
scheme for the formation of a State Bank in Iu.iia. But 
that was in days when the potentialities of ordinary bllvk
ing in India had not been manifested. The inter-provin
cial jealousies existing then must have made the prospecU 
of anything but a State Bank hopeless at that time. Be
fore the impetus which the War gave to the co-ordination 
of work between the banks and Government, and before 
the success of the Imperial Bank of India showe1 the 
potentialities of a shareholders' Bank as a Central Bank, 
it might well have seemed impossible to entrust even the 
Government balances-let alone remittance business or 
paper currency-to a bank which was not a State Bank. 
But, even though the circumstances of those days com
pelled Mr. Keynes to project a State Bank, he was firm In 
his view of the advantages of the Bank having private 
shareholders. He observes that .. Continental experience 
suggests that it is probably inadvisable for the Govern
ment to subseribe any part of the capital of the Bank 
itself." In the appendix to his Memorandum he showed 
that in no country of Europe, except Russia, was any part 
of the Capital of the Central Bank owned by the State. 

The Record of State Banka. 
So much has been made in the present eontroverdY In 

India of the precedent furnished by the CommonwelUtb 
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'Bank of Australia, that it is necessary' to adve!'t to the 
IlOmewhat anomalous history of that institution. As sta:rt. 
ed in .1911 it was not IlO much an experiment in the way of 
centralisation of banking, as in the direction of natiolllLli. 
zatioo of commercial banking. In faet it was started be
cause the Labour Party expeeted great financial advant
ages from the entry of the State into the field of private 
banking. I would refer those who want to study the 
origins of the Commonwealth Bank to an able article by 
Prof. Copland, of the University of Melbollrne, in tbe' 
Economic Journal for 19M: He observes that the Bank. 
"was originally establisbed for tbe purpose of carrying 

. on the ordinary fIlnetions of banking as a State institu· 
tion"; and henee for fourteen years more \ie., up to about 
a very few years ago) it was in no sense a central bank, 
and performed bardly any of tbe fIlnctions of a central 
bank. For example, the issue of paper currency was 1Iot 
in tbe bands of this bank, but was independent of it and 
was carried on by a Note Issue Board. This Notes Board 
was not associated with the Bank at all. It was a central 
bank only in the 'sense tbat it belped the Govemment in 
war finance operations, conducted the Government busi· 
ness of the Commonwealth and the six States, and the 
Saving Bank business. It was only in 1924 that circum
stances made the absence of a central banking authority 
felt, and then a seriet! of measures were carried erecting 
the State Bank into a central bank. The control of the 
Note issue was granted to it, it was strengthened hy the 
provision of further capital and was' granted the power 
to fix and publish discount rates. Furtlier, with the ide" 
of converting it into a bankers' Bank, the private banks 
were compelled to use cheques on the Commonwealth 
Bank for settling their clearing house- operations. ;But, 
we have a higher. authority than even that of Prof. COp
land to show how recently the Commonwealth Bank has 
become a state bank. In December 1926, Mr. S. ll. Brnce, 
the Prime Minister of Australia, stated that "formerl,. 
this institution was an ordinary tradinS ballk IlUllU'.ged b" 

Q-i4 
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·one man. Now it is managed by a Board of Dircctllrl 
who are charged with the duties of central banking. Thl 
intention is that the Board shall control credit iI 
Australia as the Bank of England regulates it in thii 
country, and advice is now being sought from officials 0: 

the Bank of England, as to the exact steps neccssal"Y tl 
. bring about a fully effective central banking Sl'iltem.' 
(0/. The Bankers' Magazine, 26th Dec. 1926, p. 820). 

Thus we find that this state bank has been worl-.int 
in Australia as a central bank for less than five yean 
and that it is still so young that outside advice is beUl! 
sought to make it an effective central bank. It will takl 
some tiIne yet to win its spurs as central bank, lind nl 
doubt, in course of tiIne it will establish high traditions. I 
is too early yet, however, to cite it as a worthy precedenl 
for setting up similar state institutions in other ~ountriCII. 

For a large scale and long continued experiment iI 
.state banking we have to go back to the former Bank 0: 

Russia. That was a state bank in every sense .f the word 
There the capital was subscribed by the Imperial TrC8Slll'J 
and the management of the bank was entrustcd to th, 
Minister of Finance under whom was the Board of Trea 
BUry Officers known as the Council of the Bunk. Th, 
arrangement was said to have "brought the bank entire!l 
under official supervision with no external check." II 
spite of the great ability of finsnce ministers like Vichnc· 
gradsky and Count Witte little success attended the hanl 
in its work of the promotion of a commercial hankint 
system. More significant were the evil results of attemptl 
made to promote indnstry and commerce through the str.t1 
Bank, 8S the institution set about its task by the issue 0 

fresh paper currency. As a historian of banking SllYI 

"this new policy of the bank has been subjected to s.lverl 
criticism." And no wonder, because, state banks seell 
apt to employ this daneerous weapon (i.e., inflation) wheI 
they are in a benevolent mood towards national trade aJ1~ 
~dustrr. In t4is connection, it shoull! a1&9 be remelJ!.: 



bered that the Agrarian party of Germany desIred and 
attempted to convert the Reichabank into a state bank in 
order to employ the funds of the Bank in the execution 
of their own programme." That is the besetting sin and 
weakness of state banka and it was well brought Ollt by 
Sir Emest Harvey, Controller of the Bank of England,
recently, when he stated that "one of the main objects of 
establishing a state bank for the conduct of ordinary; 
banking was that it should provide extraordilV1ry facili
ties, which, whether required to foster some purely poJ~t.i
cal object or not, did not possess that aound financial basia 
which would render the business attractive to other 
banks." 

Considerations of space render it inlpossihle to fur
niah here anything like a full record of state banking. For 
a complete record, the inquirer is referred to the great 
work of.M. Raphael-Georges Levy on Banks of Issue. At 
p. 490 of that authoritative book the author states that 
.. one might be permitted to j>elieve that one of the reasons 
of the small amount of bills diacounted by the Bank of 
Russia was tke fact of its being a state bank; and, as 
regards the discounting of bills, a central bank with 
private capital and managed b;y; an indepenuent direc
torate would have shown greater development." M. Rap· 
hael-Georges Levy devotes the conclusion of his book to 
the task of demonstrating the superiority of ordinary 
shareholders' banks to state banks. •• The state bank is a 
formula dear to the socia1ista; they would 'lot be logical 
if they did not proclain! that the whole nation represented 
more or less by the Govemment has all the capacit.y, 
lCie~ce and art necessary to conduct any enterprise what
soever. But, unfortunately for the socialists, their theory 
is at each step contradicted by the study of the past and 
by the observation of the present. My labours will be 
amply recompensed, if I have succeeded by an inlpartial 
study of facts in convincing the reader of the dangers-of 
ltate illtel'VeDtioIl IIDd in enunciatins what should be tail. 



relatiOD8 between banks issuing notes and the public 
finance. The service done by banks of issue is the gr~ater 
according aa the existence of such banks is more indepen. 
dent of the state and banking management is more l'igo
rously separated from state finance. The le'ilS the !'tate 
baa a hand in the management of banks the better pro· 
tected are the credit of the country and the wealth of tte 
nation." So great is the emphasis laid on this view by 
M. Raphea1·Georg,'S Levy; and he seeks to corroborate his 
own view by quoting the great French economist, Prof. 
Paul Leroy.Beaulieu: "A country recovers quickly from 
the mistake of private banks, for the over·Usue of sueh 
banks cannot affect conditioD8 for very long or very much. 
On the other hand the mistakes of state banks or of tanks 
closely connected with the Government (and at the insti· 
gation of, under pressure of and for the needs of Govern· 
ment) have effects infinitely greater and more prolonged. 
They throw the country into complete confusion for a 
number of years." With this statement M. Raphael. 
Georges Levy expresse'S his full agreement, :md he cites 
numerous example'S to prove its accuracy. 

A Hew Form of .. Poliiical Preasure." 
In the past, when warnings were uttered against the 

harm done to the cause of banking by "political pres
sure," that danger waa supposed to come from the side of 
the Executive. It waa almost an unheard of thing that 
politicians in any country should demand the right of 
sitting on the directorate of the central banks in their 
capacity aa members of the Legislature. The voice of 
experience and of sound theory warned us, as W~ have 
.doted, that "banks, and especially banks of issue should 
be free from political pressure." But certain ~ngge.;tions 
which are being made in the ca..e of our Reserve Ba:Ik 
controversy would introduce that political pressu .... e in its 
least desirable form-in a party form as well 88 in a per. 
BOna! form. For, the panel which is to be put forward b7 
the .Assembl;r, 88 propOBCd, would natura1lT include JDea 
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chiefly from the dominating party of the day. What Is 
more, through .the personal and direct action of the party 
members thus sent on to the Board of Directors, the eddies 
of political feeling and antagonism would act :lirectly on 
the policy of the Bank. Thia would do great harm, even 
if the policy were adopted in a country like England "'ith 
its innate conservatism and fixed political traditions form
ed through centuries of parliamentary life. The danger 
of the course would no doubt be greater in India where
be it said with all respect--.the legislature is still young 
and unused to the heavy and continuously increasing work 
which is being piled on it. 

It baa been contended, that by the disqualification of 
our legis1atures, the Reserve Bank will be deprived of the 
services of a class specially versed in public affairs and 
nuance. But it might be rejoined to this, that our legisla
toni are not mostly men belonging to a leisured class, but 
are men belonging to professiona or business "lass, who 
are, with all their abilities, hard put to it to discharge their 
dnties aa legis1ators as well as to carry on their private 
work. To pile on a fresh and exacting set of duties on 
them, aa directors of the Central Bank, would be hardly 
fair either to them or to the Bank. Nor is this all; for 
experience in one or two other countries baa shown that 
the retention of legis1ators on the boards of central banks 
"easily leads to party nepotism." Finally, is it fair or 
just to aasert that, outside the legis1ature, India cannot 
find sufficiently capable men to furnish the directorate of 
a central bank! .' 

The most important conaideration to be borne in mind 
in this connection is that monetary issues are quite papable 
of becoming first class politieal issufS at any time. That 
baa happened repeatedly in other countries. Thns BUlIfo
tallism waa a political issue for many years in the United 
States; and inllation is a disguised politieallssue in manY. 
eountries st present. Under such contingencies ii is peeu-
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Iiarly harmful to have politicians on the boards of Ccntrai 
Banks. 

If put into operation, the schemes of control for our 
Indian Reserve Bank, which have been put forward re
cently would form a remarkable contrast to the constitu
tions of all the other central banks in the world. In one 
or two of the dominions, it is believed that the Central 
Banks have not been unaffected by political prcllSure; but 
India would be the first country in which the members of 
legislature as suck are to figure on the Board of sucb a 
bank. Even in tbe case of Australia-which has been 80 

often quoted as a precedent by advocates of a state bank
the Secretary of the Commonwealth Treasury is a member 
of the Board of Directors, and all the members of the 
Board are appointed by the Governor-General-six of 
them being persons actively engaged in agriculture, com
merce, finance and industry. 

We should not forget that the admission of a few mcm
bers of the legislature on the directorate of the Bank can 
be but the thin end of the wedge, and that the most probable 
result of the surrender of the principle as regards keeping 
out all political pressure would be to have a majority of 
politicians on the managing board. It is instructive to read 
what the leading commercial journal in India has to say on 
the subject: "It is true that nominally .(under the 
Malaviya scheme) the Legislatures would elect only five in 
the Board of fifteen members; but, as outside bodies would, 
under the amended Bill be at liberty also to nominate M. 
L • .A. 's and M.L.C. 's, it would in practice be possible to 
appoint at least three additional directors of the aame genus, 
vi.z., one by the Indian Chamber of Commerce, one h, Joint 
Stoek Banks with rupee capita!, and one by the provincial 
co-operative banks. On that basis the politicialll on the 
Board would form a majprity." 

An unexpected, but strictly logical, consequeBee of the 
proposal that members of our legislatures should be placed 
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on the Board of the Reserve BanK made its appearance witli. 
out loss of time. It has been proposed ahnost simulta
neously with the original proposition that out of the fifteen 
Directors at least three should be Moslems. The Iurther 
idea has been put forward without delay that 81 MoSlem and 
a non-Moslem should be appointed alternately as either the 
Governor or the Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank. In 
faet this corollary has followed with surprising rapidity 
on the main theorem. And if, indeed, the positions on the 
Board are to go not by considerations of Banking effiaieney 
but Dn grounds of political representation, we Dpen the door 
to all sorts of politieal as well as quasi-political claims. If 
pDlities makes its way into the Reserve Bank, can COlll."nu. 
nalism remain far behind 7 

Let it be added, that in the interests of the legislature 
itself, of its efficiency and dignity, it should pass a· self· 
denying ordinance as regards the presence of its members Dn 
the Bank's Board. The legislatur~ is elected by the whole 
country to regulate the affairs of the nation impal"tially, 
from its detached eminence. Btlt if it once steps down from 
its pedestal to elect members to the Board of the Bank, how 
ean it remain an impartial judge of the work of that bank' 
By the faet that it has eleeted members to the Board of the 
Bank it has shared the wDrk Df the bank. and ca"!l.QO t with 
propriety sit in judgment on the work Df the Bank. Those 
who. are always e.-.:pressing apprehen~ions as regards "vest. 
ed interests" should see to. it that ·the legislature itself hR. 
no. vested interests in the Central Bank. 

We in India are justly proud I)f the high character and 
, disinterestedness of the members Df Dur legislatures. 'All 

the same it behoves us to draw the proper lessons from 
the influence exerted on banking evolution by the politicians . 
of other countries. Here is the considered opinion of Mr. H. 
Parker Willis-the eminent historian of ~rica.n Bank· 
ing_ regards the unfavourable influence exerted Oll bank
ing in the United States by the int.erference of paliticians. 
:' ,A.mon~ th~ who. most ~tariled the ilevelopmeIlt o.f the 
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Federal Reserve System and its introduction of 'f'orwat'<i. 
looking ideas, a high place must be given to the politicillllS 
who at fim put themselves forward as radical l'efonn('rs. 
It was SecretBl'Y 1If acAdoo who was most reluctant to eft'rct 
the transfers "f the Government funds to the reserve banks, 
and Comptroller Williams who was slowest in aceept,ing the 
mandate of the Act by giving to them (the reserve bam-s) 
credit data concerning member bank conditions which th~y 
needed in order to build up their files. It is the snppreE'.dly 
popular or democratic members of Congress who havc ~ 
most abusive toward every forward step in the process of 
popularising the banking system and who have been most 
inclined to take the part of the special interests." 

Reform of the Paper CurreuoJ sJstem. 
We have seen how, under the inspiration of the Report 

of the Currency Committee of 1919, the Paper Currency 
Act of 1920 was passed, which contemplated an overhauling 
of the Paper Currency system that had been long overdue. 
Nevertheless, in effect, that Act only set up through 'its per· 
manent provisions an ideal to be approached through long 
years of effort. The permanent provisions did indeed pro
vide for a proportionate fiduciary issue, for a limitation on 
the amount and character of the securities in the Paper 
Currency Reserve, as weH as for a reduction of the ereated 
securities. Elasticity was to he secured by Emergeucy 
issues against commercial bills. But the circumstances of 
the day made this permanent constitution a very distsnt 
ideal indeed. While created securities evcn rose in amount, 
the crediting of interest from paper currency securities was 
virtuaHy adjourned sine die since their interest was credited 
to revenue. In 1925, again, the limit of the permissible 
fiduciary issue was raised to 100 crares. This mcthod of 
obtaining elasticity is of doubtful value more especially if 
the object aimed at is the relief of seasonal stringency; and 
it is weH not to confuse a permanent increase in demand for 
money with a short period one. Nor did the emergeney 
~cr, as designed by the act and expanded later, prove 



INch a complete solution of the seasonal problem as it was 
expected to be; moo it might quite conceivably lead to a 
diminution of the foresight formerly exercised by the banks 
as regards provisioll of liquid fuudsagainst times of strin
gency. In eft'ect, then, the legislation of 1920 did not -quite 
succeed in the task: of effecting a radical reform of Olll' 

paper Currency system. It was necessary, in the first plaee, 
to keep apart the resources of the paper currency ~yst<lDl. 
f.rom the general financial resources of the country. Expe
rience also showed the desirability of not fixing the Emer
gency issue at some arbitrary figure or at an amount which 
could be increased indefinitely according to the demands of 
certain business interests. Rather its amount should be 
determined by the prudent policy formulated in advance 
by a central bank which was fully in touch with trade and 
banking circumstances. At the same time, of course, it is 
best based on self liquidating biJls.......B procedure which 
should secure a proper correlation between the volume of 
foreign and domestic trade on t.he one hand and currency on 
the other. It is not merely elasticity of currency as such 
that has to be desired and secured, but elasticity based on 
sound principles-an elasticity not based on arbitrary in
creases of the fiduciary issue or on arbitrary alterations In 
the volume and scales of the emergency currency such 88 

had been tried already, nor an elasticity which would tend 
to defeat its own object. In fatit, it is only a central bank 
which can manage the currency system properly in the light 
of its direct contact with the business worl(l including other 
banks. It can judge best 9f the elasticity required, it can 
base it on proper bills and securities, and it can see to it 
that the elasticity was not either abused or stultified. It 
ill on these lines only that the longstanding problem. of 
aeasonal stringency can be solved, and other demands fOf 
additional paper currency can be most advisedly met. 

The main plank of the Royal Commission's programme 
of paper currency reform is, therefore, the transfer of the 
sole right of note issue to the proposed ~rve BlIJIk. Look. 

Q-85 



ing to the close interrelation between the discount policy, 
the volume of credit and the note issue, one is justified in 
calling this reform the fundamental one. The Chamberlain 
Commission had recognised that in the matter of note issue 
as in other aspeets of the monetary system of India "the 
difficulties and inconveniences which arise are largely con
tingent on the absence Qf a strong central banking institu
tion competent to manage the note issue." Admittedly, 
in the absence of such an institution the recommendations 
made by that Commission for the improvement of the Papel' 
Currency system were only palliatives. For it cannot be 
too strongly emphasised that the functions of managing the 
note issue and of controlling other varieties of circulating 
media or credit cannot be separated. 

The other lines of reform which the Commission has 
projected as regards the paper curreney system might now 
be summarised. The most important of these recommenda
tions is the proposed adoption of the Proportio1tal reserve 
system. There is no occasion to go into the details of the 
controversy which has raged as regards the respective 
merits of that system and the fixed fiduciary system. Even in 
England there have been powerful advocates of the percent
age reserve system which undoubtedly secures greater elas
ticity. But it may be admitted that. in the case of a 
country like Great Britain. the fixed fiduciary system 
might be preferable, since the "variations in the internal 
demand for currency in England are comparatively slight, 
whilst the demand for gold for export is highly variable 
and is a matter of far greater importance than in any other 
country." There is the further consideration that in Eng
land "the rigidity of the Issue Department is tempered by 
thc elasticity of the Banking Department.' n Hence the 
fixed fiduciary system might be well suited to the speeial 
wants of such a country. On the other hand, in countries 
where the seasonal expansion and contraction is particn-
1arlyproponnooci, owmg to the mainly agricn1tnral eharae-

·\1) WCIOn ~I.cb pc;! ElttD, Cmlr./ ...... 1'1" 80-8,. 



ieP of its intenJal economy, the propWonal reeeJ'V6 system: 
is to be perferred 88 leading to the requillit8 elasticity. 
Whatever then might be the choice of an exceptionally 
situated country like England, the recommendation that 
India should adopt the Proportionate Reserve system is 
based on the need of elastioity on the part of a mainly agri
cultural country, which has to expand her currency periodi
cally in oroer to finance her harvests. It might be remem
bered that the movement away from the fixed fiduciary 
system W88 initiated in the .Annexe to the Report of the 
Chamberlain Commission; it W88 carried out partially on 
the recommendations of the Currency Committee of 1919; 
and that by the Paper Currency Act of 1920 the fiduciary 
reserve was not to exceed 50 per cent. of the total circula
tion. The recommendation of the Royal Commission carries 
that policy to its logieai conclusion. A further provision 
for elasticity is contained in the recommendation that sel/
Ziquidating bills should form an important part of the reserve. 
This furniabes a suitable instrumentality for the contrac
tion and expansion of currency in accordance with Bea
sonal and other needs. Bank notes based on such paper to 
a material extent will pass the tests both of elasticity a!Jti 
responsiveness to the needs of trade. Here, following the 
best foreign examples, the proposed Indian Reserve Bank I 

will make a due and proper use of the principle of "Pro
ductive Credit" as regulating its policy, though of COUl'86 

the principle needs not be applied too ,rigidly. Until, how
ever, the habit of drawing bills can be fostered in Indill 
and a sufficiency of suitable bills are available, the elasti
city secured in this wily will be some what limited, and 
there need be no reasonable ground for the fear sometimes 
expressed that this provision coming on the top of the re
commendation regarding the proportional reserve system 
will lead to an exoossive elasticity of our note issue. . 

The ail hoc securities in the Paper Currency ~erve 
had of course to go. They had been condemned generally, 
and theT. formed the most. \IIlSatisfacto17 feature in the 
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eompeeition of the Paper Curren~ Re8erve aad a relie 1)1 
the era of infiation. The act of 1920 had already arranged 
for their cancellation and the Com.m.ission of 1925 proposed 
that they should be replaced within 2 years by gold securi· 
ties. Hence if the Government should meet with difficul· 
ties in canee1J.ing the securities at once a two years period 
of grace was allowed for the precess and for their repJaee.. 
ment by securities of an eligible character.' Looking to 
the large amount of such securities (7 erores) and the diffi. 
culties which have so far prevented their cancellation, th~ 
two years' interval cannot be regarded as unreasonable. 

The amalgamation of the Paper Currency and Gold 
Standard Reserve was another measure which had along 
been over-due. The Chamberlain Commission had contem· 
plated that step, but at that time eertain preliminary eondi· 
tIOns of the amalgamation had not been fulfilled and the 
measure if adopted at the time would have been premature. 
In particular, as long as the Gold Exchange Standard pre
vailed in India it was necessary to keep the two reserves 
apart. These eonditions and pre-requisites can now be said 
to have been satisfied. It has been reeommended that the 
paper currency should cease to be eonvertible by law into 
silver eoin while both the rupees and notes will be redeemed 
in gold bullion from the iIIUlle reserve. Again, the future 
Reserve Bank will be the sole authority to control and work 
both the note issue and the rupee ci?culation. Under these 
altered circumstances there are no obstacles left to the pr. 
posed amalgamation. It has becn objected that the amalga
mation imparts an uneertainty to the reserve, the rupee 
liability being quite an uneertain amount. To this eon· 
tention the reply is that the rupee liability has been placed 
mainly on the Government. It has also been objected that 
it would be an anomaly to hold a part of the eombined 
Reserve in rupees when that reserve has a liability both IS 

regards rupees and notes. But it might be pointed out 
that the rupee coin in the reserve is not to exceed 10 per 

III Report, Paragraph li •. 
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celit. of tAe whole, while gold is held in the rese"e on 'Vert, 
eell$UV8tive lines and in substantial amounts: 

It is in this double capacity that we have to eoliSider 
the Curr63C1I RuertJ6, its siu and composition. It has been 
suggested by Mr. Hawtrey that the gold to be held in the 
reserve is excessive in amount, and indeed that the wisest 
plan would have been to dispense with the 22 millions cl 
gold already held. But as against this the Commission has 
pointed out that the obligation laid on the Reserve Bank is to 
be far more heavy and serious than haa ever been imposed 
in the past on the currency authority in India. The obli
gation is to convert currency not merely into foreign ex
change but into metallic gold, and it is an obligation that is 
not, as formerly, eonditional and circumscribed but absolute 
and unlimited. There is no liniitation imposed as to the 
purpose for which gold is to be given out. A large gold 
holding is also wanted to seeure public confidence in the note 
and in view of the new status of the note. Instead of rely
ing on foreign holdinga of gold India might well elect to 
become an independent support and buffer of the new gold 
standard system, in view of her importance and size. In
deed the highest banking authority in England, the Governor 
of the Bank of England, has suggested that the minimum 
reserve should he 40 per cent. "mainly in gold", and ooly 
partly and to begin with in gold securities. He added fur
ther that "lIy degrees the whole 40 per eent. should eome to 
consist of gold". There can be no denying that, in the 
special eireumstanees of India, a larger proportion of gold 
must be kept in reserve than is desirable in case of lOme 

ether eountries. For public confi.dence has to be assured in 
a radical changa both of monetary system and in the con
trolling authority. It was to ensure this confidence as well . 
as the uninterrupted evolution of the new system, that the 
Commission had to lay down definite rules for the composi
tion of the Reserve. Such a statutory control of the reserve 
had been long demanded, and was particularly necessary 
when the new currency authority was to enter on itS great 
task handicapped b1 the aceumulated preJudices of l18Veral 
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decades. Obviously, also, in view of the alteratiena in the 
currency authorities' obligations only a small amount of the 
reserve could be held in silver. It was in view of this im. 
portant consideration, and also in view of the faet that there 
was a very large number of rupees in the reserves, that the 
Commission had to outline some apparently rigid stages for 
the reduction of the rupee reserves. Nor is there any .'Ian· 
ger that the Commission's sclieme of statutory reserve-
proportions would materially "immobilise the reserve." 
The Reserve Bank, according to the scheme, will maintain a 
reserve of gold and gold securities of not less than 40 per 
cent. of its liabilities. But it is also reql1ired to keep "a 
good margin above this minimum requirement." Indwd, 
the authorities are to strive to work to a reserve ratio of 
from 50 to 60 per cent., and no favourable opportunity of 
fortifying the gold holding in the Reserve is to be allowed 
to escape. With such a large margin, and with the rest cf 
reserve invested in self liquidating bills and good securities, 
it is difficult to imagine circumstances when the reserve conld 
be "immobilised." . Any way, comparing the present 
scheme of composition of the reserves with those devised 
for other countries, the amount of free resources are larger 
in the fOI'mer, and hence the possibility of immobilising of 
reserves is less. A good test of the merits of the plan of 
the Commission for inIparting elasticity to the 
Indian Paper Currency system is the novel and un· 
expected character of the criticism directed against it. }'or 
decades the only criticism heard against the system was 
crinIed at its rigidity and inelasticity. Now, however, 
some judicious critics are found to argue that with the 
Proportional ReseM·e system and the self-liquidating bill 
issue which might amount to 60 crores, there is "an extra
ordinarily liberal provision of elut.iClty. ·'1 It might, how 
ever, be pointed out that the Commission '8 recomm~ndatioD8 

were not only meant for the near future, but for a deve
loped system with a powerfnl central bank, an organised 
money market and a sufficient expansion of the use of bill& 

III Prof. Da Gopla, Pair Curr_, Its I"";", pp. 18t-286. 



.A large bill marliet is at present conspicuona by its absenee 
in India, .and the prevailing methods of doing business are 
not favourable to the production of a large supply of bills. . 
Too high immediate expectations should not therefore be 
entertained. of the elasticity secured by the introduction of 
this particular method. When we have due regard to this 
importllID.t factor the margin fixed for elasticity cannot be 
said to be exeessive. 

Bome critics of the Commission's reoommendations. 
It is time to turn our attention to some friendly and. 

highly suggestive criticism of the currency scheme of the 
Royal Commission coming from Sir J. Brunyate, Sir C. 
Addis and Mr. Hawtrey and other advocates of the Gold 
Exchange Standard.' Criticism coming from such masters 
of monetary theory and practice deserves to be considered 
and studied very carefully indeed. Their arguments are 
directed from the point of view of scholars eonvinced of 
the potentialities and merits of the Gold Exchange Stand
ard. As Sir James observes "I think personally that the 
Commission's decisiOl'l that India's gold holding should be 
really substantial is right. But the Report fails, perhaps, 
to supply an adequate statement of the good case which 
could be put up on the other side, i.e., for an exchange 
standard on the lines of the Geneva Conference resolu
tiona." 

This is a point of view with which one can heartily 
sympathise, for there were great potentialities in an im
proved Gold Exchange Standard, and the old standard has 
in its time deserved well of India. It worked as well as 
auy standard then known could have; and it has that 
achievement to its eredit in spite of the want of suitable 
support from a central bank and of some want of the publie 
confidence in its earlier day&. 

To come however, to the critieism direeted by Sir J. 
Brunyate against the Gold Bullion Standard, we fin4 that 

III 101lrDl'1 01 Ihe &1"1 S09lc\'t of AJt&. Brd P.""lDbct. 19~. 
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the chief count against it is that it is not intelligible to the 
uninstructed, that the convertibility which is one of its chief 
merits is not direct and clear, and that the gold basis for 
the rupee which it provides is not conspicuously .,isiblo. 
But, surely, it might be answered that a standard und&' 
which gold is given for export and for other uses is simpler 
and more intelligible to the man in the street than one 
under which the local currency commands and procures 
exchange on foreign countries only. And it might be added 
that a system under which the local currency can be ex
changed for gold has a convertibility not more remote but I)f 
a clOKe and direct order. The direct power to export or 
import gold must necessarily make a stronger appeal to the 
multitude than the mechanism for the mere transmissi.)n 
of bills payable in gold. 

Sir James is in fact advancing here the same argument 
which Mill put forth against Ricardo's currency scheme. 
"A still stronger consideration" says Mill "is the import
ance of adhering to a simple prine.iple. Every one can 
understand convertibility. Regulation by the price of bul
lion is a more complex idea and does not recommend itself 
through the same familiar associations.''' In spite of this, 
however, England has adopted the Gold Bullion Standard 
with success; and to the Indian population which has been 
accustomed to the working of the Gold Exchange Standard 
for thirty years the new system of convertibility into gold is 
really a simplication of an old problem. 

The task of meeting the criticism of such an authority 
on Indian monetary matters as Sir James Bl'IUlyato is made 
easier by the fact that we have access to his own well-stockc-l 
armoury and can employ weapons forged skilfully by him
self. Let us then ask what deficieneies Sir James himaelf 
saw in the pre-war currency system of India, and on wbat 
lines he himself proposed to remedy them. If after exami
ning his own ideals we can shoy that they are all to be 

" FrOID tbe for/flig./I, ReIII..", I-I,. 1879, p. 88. 
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found embodied as conspicuous features of the Gold Bullion 
Standard, then we shall have fully vindicated that Standal'd 
as advocated by the Commission. Let us then enumerate 
his own IIIlggestions for the perfecting of the former cur
reney system of India. They are to be found in paragraph 
21 of his valuable memorandum for the Royal Curreney 
Commission, as also in his answer to Q. 11,325 in the evi
dence before that body. Ria most important IIIlggestion is 
that reliance should be place for the IIIlpport of Indian 
Exchange on gold issued for export rather than on the 
grant of sterling eredits. :As he stated it very brie1ly and 
lucidly, "the system we had before the war practically 
never worked with gold exports at all, and with !lOme hesi· 
tation I have IIIlggested that in IIIlpporting exchange und'll" 
our new system we should rely mainly on gold exports.'! 
(Q. 11,325). It scarcely needs to be aaid that this is exactly 
what the Gold Bullion Standard proposed to do. Gold will 
certainly be made available freely for exports, and as Sir 
James has himself observed later, "the sales for delivery 
in London are intended to serve a monetary purpose, and 
the rate which would be natural under a gold exchange 
standard will apply.". It might be pointed out that a sys
tem of sales of gold for export might surely claim to be 
"intelligible to the uninstructed", and might well form a 
gold basis for the rupee which is conspicuously visible. A 
third line of improvement proposed by Sir James is thus 
indicated: "The system we had before the war was one in 
which we were constantly pouring large quantities of our 
own gold into circulation. The system •...•. 1 recommend 
is one in which I do not propose that that should be done" 
(Q~ 11,325). Now it can be claimed with justice that the 
Gold Bullion Standard, as a system, satisfies this condition 
at least as well as any other system. There is no possible 
room in it for a gold curreney. In fact the legal tender 
quality of the sovereign is expressly removed. The cir. 
culation of gold is entirely inconsistent with the working of 
the new standard. . 

Q-36 
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Another suggestion from the same source is to the eJiect 
that any real gold or gold exchange system could only be 
based on the principle of the unlimited .issues of 
gold for export and import; the system of reverse remit
tance savoured of the" dole" and should be discarded. Such 
a basis for the gold standard system has been provided, and 
the -Commission has arranged for the required, "absolute 
guarantee as to the free interchangability of domestic cur
rency and gold bullion." 

But it has been contended by some other erities that 
sales of gold to satisfy the internal demand are meant to "0 
at a deterrent rate, and that such a policy is against the 
ideal of linking the currency to gold. There is more than 
one way of meeting this particular argument which, by the 
way, has been advanced in India too. In the first place, as 
Sir J. Brunyate has well pointed ont, "the sales of gold In 
India will not be the actual means by whieh the gold 
Standard is supported." But, further, as he agrees, there 
are the most cogent arguments to justify "the necessity for 
a deterrent rate in the case of sales for India. The grant of 
parity terms would destroy the bullion market." I would 
venture to add that any particular rates for the sale of gold 
:tor internal use are not of the essenee of the Gold Bullion 
Standard scheme, but only a very important detail which 
could be altered after due experience is gained in course ot 
time. If, as Mr. Hawtrey has anticipated, the result of 
the currency authority in India buying gold at par in 
Bombay will be to secure a perpetual stream of gold from 
South Africa into India replenishing the Indian reserves, 
the rates for the sale of gold in India could be made as 
little deterrent as circumstances permitted. 

After observing that India absorbed 20 per cent. ot 
the world's total production of gold during the five years 
preceding 1914, and 29 per ceut. during the corresponding 
period preceding 1924, a writer in the Journal of the 
Institute of Bankers proceeds to justify the rate fixed by 
the Royal Commission for sales of gold by the Reserve 
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Bank. "The oniy way hi which the bank: can be heed 
froIll the constant drain for non-monetary pllrposes is to 
ensure that the selling price shall always be such that it is 
possible for the bank: to replenish its stock of gold by impor
tation from London. Accordingly, it is proposed that tlJ.e 
selling price of gold in Bombay shall be the buying price of 
lis. 21, a as. 10 pies per tola, plus an amount corresponding 
to twice the cost of importing gold from London. This sti
'pulation, however, does' not mark a departure from the 
priBeiple of a gold 'standard, but is, in fact, a provision 
which would have to be made in any case for the safe
guarding of the banks' reserves, irrespective of whether 
gold was in circulation or not." (Cf. the Journal of the 
Institute of Bankers, Febl'llal'y, 1927, p. 77). 

Finally, it might be suggested that too great emphasis 
need not be placed on anyone link proposed to be formed 
between the rupee and gold. The ComnUssi01l has provided 
II number of Il'UCh ZWIks or points of contact and regard IIllist 
be had to their cumulative effect. To start with, there 
are the sales of gold for delivery in London; then there are 
me potentialities of sales of gold for internal uses. .A.dd to 
these the much larger gold holdings in India to support the 
obligation of the sales of gold both in and out of the eountry. 
Finally account is to be taken of the removal of the former 
legal obligation to convert notes into silver coin and of the 
imposition of the new obligation to convert them into gold 
bullion. It eaunot seriously be eontended that, in spite of 
these cumulative features, the gold basis which has been 
provided for the rupee will still fail to be conspicuouslY, 
visible. The connection between gold and local currency 
has been made evident at every point of the scheme of the 
Commission. It has been justly remarked by Sir J. Brun
yate that" one of the main objects of the Commission is th,! 
basing of every part of India's monetary system Upon gold. 
though the mere facade of a gold currency is refused." 
In the light of all these factors, the large gold holdingS, and 
the sale and purchase of gold, it seems not at all likely that 



the eonvertibility will appear either remote or perpl~ to 
the public. Thus all the tests laid down in the light of 
past experience for improvement oi [ndian CuneneI' aro 
satisfied by the Gold Bum-'n Stanuard, and that is why our 
most eDllghtened critics are generous in their prai<Je of the 
system as a whole. As Sir James otw.rves: "The standard, 
as the commission rightly cIa ".In, is based 011 gold and not 
on Sterling. The two main undertakings will be made 
effective by means of an appropriate reserve and the Central 
Banking scheme, and India will 1'- a system as ad. 
vanced as and essentially similar to. thos. of gold standard 
countries such as Great Britain and the United States of 
America. This means efficiency not of a rough and ready 
kind, but scientific and refined. It ahould also mean.; fina
lity. The full establishment of the new system ahould close 
the agitation over India '8 monetary problem." 

It has also been contended by some our critics that "the 
sale of gold in London was a pure fietion. It was a sale of 
sterling since "gold and sterling in London were one and the 
same thing." The inferenee sought to be drawn from this 
was that the differenee between Gold Bullion Standard and 
the pre-war standard was not very great and that the rupee 
will remain limited to sterling and not to gold. The ob
vious reply to this train of reasoning is that, in normal 
times, there is, of course, no difference between gold and 
sterling. When, however, in some great crisis mrliug r.nd 
gold part company, the obligation of the proposed central 
bank to give gold for export will assume its full aigni1i. 
eance. 

The criticism of the Gold Bullion standard by the 
advocates of the Gold Exchange Standard, with which we 
have dealt above, will help to clarify the conception of the 
Gold Bullion standard in India. A great many critics of 
the new standard in India identify it with the Gold E:(
change standard and prof_ to regard it as a pieee II! 
eamou1lage. To them the difference ia only between 
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'iweedledwn and tweedledee and the new. standard Is 
BllPposed to be only the old one presented in a new guise. 
The vigorous criticism of the proposed Gold Bullion Stand
ard emanating from stalwart and eminent champions of 
the older stan.dard like Sir J. Bronyate and Sir C; Addis 
should help to reassure them and to convince them that they 
are not dealing here with a distinction without a difference. 
In fact the Gold Bullion Standard differs as we have seen 
in many important respects from the Gold Exchange 
Standard as it was worked in India before the war. 

There had been some mi.sconeeption about the recom
mendation that the Governmev-t should guarantee the note 
issue, and it had been argued that the Government was 
.. guaranteeing payment in aetual gold with quite a modest 
gold holding." In meeting this objection we have to r&
member the general agreement on the point that the State 
is to stand behind the Bank, and to receive all the profits 
over and above a moderate percentage which goes to the 
shareholders. In fact the larger proportion of the profits 
of the paper curreney system. are to accrue to the Govern
ment. Need we wonder then that it can be called upon to 
guarantee the note issue t Be it noted also that the gua
rantee is only a supplementary one, and has to be met only 
after the bank with its admittedly very large gold reserve 
has failed in the task. Indeed the chances of this guarantee 
being enforeed are extremely remote. Mr. Keynes in the 
iWnex to the Chamberlain Report had pointed out the very 
remote contingency of the guarantee laying any additional 
burden on the Government. He added, however, that .. if 
the Bank were, by a violent chance, to get into difficulties, 
there eannot be the least doubt that the Government would 
have to maintain the solvency of the note issue whether 
they had formally promised to do so .or not." . . 

It might be added that, speaking generally, the Gold 
Bullion Standard has met with a favourable reception from 
our economic experts in India. It was recognised by a 
~ many Indian economists that the currency systP.m. 



which was recommended by the Commission was an eJl'ective 
gold standard which would give India" all the advantages 
of a gold standard without a gold currency", that nnder It 
the expansion and contraction of the currency will be anto
matic and that the sehcme will ensure the free inflow and 
outflow of gold. It was indeed ouly to be expected that the 
llew system of currency would be welcomed by a large 
number of our economic experts set-jng that it realises and 
incorporates the suggestions made by so many of them 
before the Currency Commission. It might be permitt;PAi 
to quote in this connection a number of constructive sugges
tions placed by such experts before that body which vir
tUally form so many anticipations of the Gold Bullion 
Standard. Thus a well-known Indian economiat toldthc 
Commission that "the adoption of a gold standard does not 
mean also the keeping of gold coins in active 
circulation .... _ ..... If we can have a gold stand
ard with paper currency backed by a reserve of 
gold and securities easily· convertible into gold that 
would be as eJl'ective or even more, and certainly more eon
vellient and economical than sueh a standard with gold coins 
in circulation. The craving for the social use of gold as 
well as the traditional habit of hoarding are detrimental to 
the employment of gold as currency in this country. Coins 
intended for cireulation will almost certainly go to the 
melting pot. And there will be in conseqnence imper
ceptible de1lation of the currency with all its attendant 
evils". The merits of the Gold Bullion Standard and the 
harm which would be done by permitting a gold currency' 
to co-exist with it could not have been better expressed. 
That view was corroborated by anoth6r of our leading ""..0-
nomists who observed that "by a gold stand8l'd we meaD 
not the actnal extensive use of gold in currency but a 1)'&0 

tem under whieh the media of exchange can be ultimately 
converted into gold for international payments and also 
for internal payments. It was al~ an Indian economist 
had pnt forward the view that it is enongh to have a eon
vertible ropee, convertible not in gold coins but in gold 
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bullion only". While a colleague amplliiedthe suggestion 
and made it clearer by adding that "the Government shall 
undertake the obligation to give for external purposes gold 
in the form of bars say of 100 oz. ". Nor were there want
ing other anticipations of the new currency standard. The 
main defect of the older system was said to be that "the 
abeence of a legal obligation on the part of Government 
to give gold for rupees does not secure the automatic stabili
sation of the rupee". The former Gold Exchange Standard 
was alleged to have encouraged hoarding because "people 
have no confidence that gold, once they part with it will 
come baek to them". That objection could, Qf course, not 
apply to the Bew standard under which the currency authe
rity will undertake an obligation to sell gold. Other f~~
tures of the Gold Bullion Standard were also anticipated. 
The desirability of imposing an ultimate limit on the legal 
tender quality. of the rupee was emphasised while it was 
urged that no currency should be issued in future t'xeept 
against gold. It is the merit of the Gold Bullion Standard 
of the Commission to have incolJlorated all these construe
tive suggestions. 

Nevertheless lIOme aspects of the new standard have 
been submitted to criticism in India; and it is advisallie to 
meet such criticism here. In the first place it has bp.cn 
contended that the Gold Bullion Standard is a mere "abs
traetion" in as much as under it gold will only be sold by 
the currency authority in large bars worth a few tbousands 
of Rupees. The obvious reply is that from such a point of 
view the standards of currency in most advanced nations 
can only be regarded as abstractions. A leading economic 
journal when discussing the recent introduction of the gold 
standard in England gives an effective reply to the critieism 
which has been referred to. "Any citizen by saving up 
some 1,700 currency notes will be able to exchange them for 
bullion for use at home and abroad. Every individual 
pound note is therefore given a guaranteed value in terms 
of gold, and the essential conditions of convertibility are 
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restored." Obviously it is no part of the functions of a 
scientific system of currency to meet the non-currency 
demand for or to facilitate the acquisition of gold by indi
viduals for non-monetary purposes. 

The demonetisation of the sovereign has also been ob
jected to by some critics. But since the importation of 
sovereigns on a very large scale has been going on for 
decades and since a large proportion of such sovereigns must 
necessarily be still held in hoards, their demonetisation was 
absolutely necessary if the action of the currency Jluthority 
in expanding or contracting currency was to be effective. 
The choice lay obviously between the retention of the ltgal 
tender quality of the sovereign-a matter of no real eco
nomic advantage by itself-and the establishment of an 
effective and automatic currency system.. 

Apprehensions have been expressed regarding the pro
posal of the Commission regarding the withdrawal of the 
present legal right to obtain silver rupees in exchange for 
notes. But obviously the retention of the obligation to eon
vert notes into silver would have ensuied the continuance of 
the domination of silver in our currency system and would 
have kept that system tied down to the white metal While 
the Commission has taken care to ensure that all reasonable 
demands of the public for metallic currency should be met 
in practice, it could not ignore the consideration that the 
main condition of the existence of a true and advanced gold 
standard was the convertibility of notes into gold. The 
criticism is in fact based upon 8 misconception of such a 
standard; and the critics forget the case made before the 
Commission by leading Indian economists for "8 gold 
standsrd with paper currency backed by a reserve flf gold 
and securities easily convertible into gold". 

Some critics while recognizing the impossibility end 
even the undesirability of having 8 gold currency have 
proposed to supplement the Gold Bullion Standard by the 
coinage of 8 .. theoretical Gold Mohur". According to theJll 
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BUch a device is necessary to enable people to fe6\ise that 
the C9untry has a gold standard. While the BUggestion is 
well-meant its practical vQlue, if it is adopted, is likely to 
be very small. If the eonstant purchase and sale of gold 
by the currency authority and the eonvmibility ofllotes 
into gold are .not adequate to eonvince people that the 
country is on a gold standard little eould he expected 01 a 
eoin w1!ich the great majority will have few opportunities 
of seeing or possessing. 

The RatiO Contl'onrB! 
The scheme of monetary reeonstruction whieh the 

Royal Commission on Indian Currency put forward was 
a very comprehensive one; it contemplated among other 
things the establishment of an up-to-date and automatic 
currency standard, the Constitution of a currency authority 
in the shape of a Reserve Bank (which should combine the 
control of currency and credit), and the thorough over. 
hauling of the paper currency system of the coun. 
try. Nevertheless the eontroversy which fol1&wed 
the publication of the Report of the Commission 
has raged only around two points of this pro
gramme-the ratio and the' constitution of tha directol!ate 
of the proposed Reserve Bank. The BlU"Prise with whieh 
one regards this selection of two apparently isolatlld peints 
of the programme for criticism is, however, removed when 
we remember that the controversy in India over the ratio 
question is the eounterpart of the great struggle which has 
taken place in most countries after' the war betweeD the 
advocates of inflation and those of the return to a steady 
and moderate price level. It is also signi1icant that the 
same set of critics who argued for the reversion to the 
lower ratio (with inflation as its corollary), also worked for 
the object of placing legislators on the directorate of the 
Reserve Bank and of thus bringing political pressure to 
bear directly on our future banking policy. In fact, the 
real issue in the controversy is that of inflation; lind that 
fact accounts in the main for the vitalitr of the ~nqq.: 

Q-37 
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versy. For, if adjustment of prices to the ratio was indeed 
the real issue, few would be found to assert in this year 
(1929) tbat things had not adjusted themselves in a pre
ponderant degree to a ratio which had held the field for 
five years, and the controversy would have died a natural 
death before now. But the ratio controversy derives its 
whole vigour and momentum from the inflationist aspira
tiona behind it; it is the Indian counterpart of the struggle 
over readjustment of price levels to normal conditions 
which has been the most important economic movement of 
the post-war epoch in most countries of the world. It is on 
that account that the present controversy will OCC11py a not 
unimportant place in the economic history of India. 

The "Natural" Ratio 
There has been much misunderstanding over the cha

racter and origina of the former Is. 4d. ratio. Thns that 
ratio has been called the "natural ratio" and "the per
manent ratio." It has been even confused with the cur
rency standard itself, and in the Minority Report of the 
Currency Committee of 1919 it has been called the 
"standard ratio." But a glance at the history of the ratio 
will show that those who proj>osed and sponsored it ex
pressly disclaimed any permanent character for it. Thus 
the Hersehell Committee was eareful to explain the charac
ter of the ratio in its Report. "It would not, of course, 
be essential to the plan that the ratio should never be fixed 
above Is. 4d.; CirC11mstances might arise rendering it pro
per and even necessary to raise the ratio." So also the 
Fowler Committee was careful to emphasize the necessity 
of "the final ratio being fixed either below or above 16d., 
as further experience might show to be expedient." It 
added further that "between the rate of today and that 
determined by the bullion value of the rupee, there is nODe 
that can be descn"bed as natural or nonna!." 

The advocates of that ratio would also do well to re
lIIelllber that the Fowler Committee in deciding for a 1& 4d. 
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ratio employed the very same argumentS which were 1ISed 
by the Currency Commission of 1925-26 in order to justify 
the present 18. 6d. ratio. The Fowler Committee expressly 
overruled every. plea and answered every argument that 
the opponents of the ls. 6d. ratio have put forward in our 
own days. Thus the Committee's main argument on be
half of the 18. 4d. ratio was that "the rate of ls. 4d. is that 
of the present day; priees in India may be assumed to have 
adjusted themselves to it, and the adoption of a materially 
lower rate at the present time would eause a distinct and, 
in our opinion, a mischievous disturbance of trade and 
business." Another ground on which the Fowler Com
mittee recommended the ls. 4d. ratio was that in 1898-99 
the prevalence of that ratio was fo~d to be compatible 
with a large favourable balance of trade. The pleas that 
"the status quo bad not been arrived at without manipula
tion and that a fait /llCCompZi in the shape of an established 
ratio and a price adjustment thereto had been presented to 
the Committee" were also overruled by that Committee. Not 
only is there a close and instructive parallel between the 
arguments' employed by the Fowler Committee and the 
Royal Currency Commission of 1925, but the ease for a Is. 
6d. ratio was much stronger in 1926 than that for a ls. 4d. 
ratio in 1898. Little statistical proof was brought forward 
in 1898 regarding the adjustment of prices to the older 
ratio, while the ratio itself had been prevailing only for 
about a year. Finally, the rise of the ratio to ls. 4d. in 
1898 was a very slow and hesitating affair, indeed, compared 
to the attainment of the Is. 6d. ratio in 1925. 

In the light of the above historical examination of the 
reasons for the establishment of the Is. 4d. ratio in 1898, 
we can see how little ground there is for the contention that 
any later change of the ratio coustituted .. a wanton tam
pering with the standard of .value." Gold has .been.restor
ed aa the standard of value in India, and gold will b_ 
with the adoption of the proposals of the Commission of 
1926-more than ever the basic currency "from which the 
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lither lIIOJIetary instruments derive their own exchange 
value owing to eonvertibility." The essence of the gold 
standard is the tying of the value of our monetary unit to 
the value of gold. But it eannot be eontended that any 
partieular ratio once adopted should or could be main
tained for ever, regardless of important changes in prevail
ing oonditions-ior example, great changes in value of 
pl'eeiOUB metaJa. 'rhe factors which the Fowler and Hers
'Chell Committees took into account in recommending the 18. 
Id. ,ratio show that in their view the ratio was not either 
unalterable or of the essence of the currency system; for 
they based it professedly on a oonsideration of the prevail. 
ing faets of their own day as regal'ds prices, trade condi
tions, and the relative prices of the precious metals. It ia, 
of course, true that a standard unit of value once adopted 
should not be arbitrarily departed from; for any random 
changes in the standard of value are sure to eause losses to 
some people. So far one can respeet the zeal shown for the 
older ratio. But the changes in our ratio in India hav" 
been such as were absolutely necessary in the interests of the 
stability of priees-i.e., of social justice. A statistician 
,would be staggered at the number and the size of the fluc
tuations of prices which India would have experienced if 
she had adopted the policy of sticking to the old ratio at 
aU costs since the war. It is true that the lB. 4<1. ratio 
held the field for nearly twenty years; but it need not be 
forgotten that more recently it was in abeyance for a whole 
decade-and for a decade which has seen currency and 
trade changes enough to crowd a century. Under these 
.~nditions thc currency authority which is proceeding to 
stabilize the ratio would be well advised to consult the facts 
of the day for his guidance rather than the eonditions pre
vailing three decades ago. In such an important affair 
those who admire the work of the Fowler Committee would 
. de well to imitate its proeedure. 

Tbose who argue for the maintenance of lB. Id. as a 
natural ratio certainly ignore the faet that there is a dyna
mic aide to the problem of the utio of exchange under the 
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·Gold Exchange Standard. To thiS aspecl; .attention has 
been recently drawn by Prof. Taussig, & distinguished eco
nomist, in his discussion of the Gold Exchange .Standard. 
He has urged that the maintenance of the fixed rate of 
exchange depends' upon the continuariee of certain' funda
mental conditions; ., changes from any established situation, 
any current rate of exchange, however firmly it SBMnI '1111. 
-imbedded, do oceUI:. Demands will changej new articles of 
export and import will appear, the balanee .,f international 
payments will need to be readjusted; then whatf'" HeJe is 
a formidable attack by an impartial and enrlnent authority 
on the idea of an irrevoeably fixed "natural" ratio. His 
theoretieal argument is strongly supported by the faets 
of the economic history of India; and India is a partieularly 
good illustration of such theory, in as much as it is a country 
produCling raw materials for which the demand has grown . 
more intense both during the war and after the war when 
economic reconstruction of the world has increased the 
demand for sueh products. At the same time, the demand 
of India for foreign manufactures has grown less intense on 
account of the growing industrialization of our country 
under the regime of Discriminating Protection. The events 
of the last few decades emphasise the validity of this line 
of reasoning. Indeed an important eontributory cause of 
the great rise of prices in India before the war W/lS not 
the Gold Exchange Standard but the ratio which had be
come ill-adjusted to the circumstances. Thus, in the later 
period of the war and right upto 1920 not many could be 
found to urge the claims of the la. 4<1. ratio as sacrosanct. 
Indeed a leading industrialist and economist of India like 
'Sir V. Thackersey advoeated a stabilisation at la. Sd. It is 
also significant that a strong advocate of the 18. 4<1. ratio 
like Sir D. Dalal proposed a general export tax as the means 
of keeping up the old mtio. In such an est?eme proposal 
is implied the same basic idea of the dependenee of the ratio 
upon foreign demand for our products which has been ex
plicity put forward by Prof. Taussig. After 1920 c&me 11K-

(11 TaWlllig, JD\Crnatiwai Trade. p. 881. 



great and general trade depression which for a time lowered 
the Indian ratio. But the action of the basic economic eon
ditions of the world's demand for Indian products could 
not be long withstood, and our ratio waa not only stsbilised 
at Is. 6d. but it rose a good deal above it in spite of large 
purchases of sterling by Government. Indeed" it waa be
lieved that Government would not be able to keep exchange 
from rising considerably above Is. 6d. ". The true correla
tion thus is to be traced between our exchange ratio and the 
eourse of the trade conditions. 

Defla.tion 

It has also been contended that the stsbilisation and 
maintenance of the exchange at Is. 6d. waa due to currency 
manipulation in the shape of "excessive de1lation" and 
"undue contraction of currency in India." It is submitted 
here that there is double fallacy involved in this line of 
reasoning. Not only is the extent of the actual deflation 
exaggerated, but the efficiency of monetary deflation 88 a 
factor in monetary stsbilisation is unduly magnified. Com
pared to the grcat inflation of the war period in India, the 
deflation of the period from 1920 to 1923, which amounted 
to about 38 crores, can only be called a moderate one. The 
iall of prices brought about by it cannot be compared for a 
moment with the results of contemporary deflation in the 
Irnited Kingdom or the United States; while it was a long 
time before any tangible effects of our deflation on the ex
changes could be perceived. 

The fact is that the recovery of the Indian exchange 
was due, not so much to the halting and moderate monetary 
deflation, as to a singularly fortunate combination of the 
various factors which are recognized 88 being necessary for 
currency stabilisation. By 1925 we had the advantage of 
the restoration oflludgetary equilibrium, and we were reap
ing the benefits of that" financisl" deflation which is now 
recognized by economic authorities 88 so mnch more effica
eious for stabilisation than monetary deflation. 'I'hen, 
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again, India was entering on a new era of favourable 
balances of trade, and was showing a recovery from the 
trade depression which was unique in the annals of post
war commerce. This combination of favourable factors was 
partly fortuitous, but it was partly also the deserved re
ward of wise finance and timely deflation, as well as of that 
patient policY which withstood the temptations to prema.
ture stabilisation. It is owing to this combination of 
factors favourable to stabilisation that India has paid a 
much smaller price for currencY stabilisation than other 
countries. Countries which have raised their exchange 
under less favourable conditions have indeed paid a mil! 
price for the stabilisation in the shape of increased unem
ployment, and a great strain imposed upon the unsheltered 
or competitive industries. But to contend (as some critics 
have done) that India has to face difficulties of the Bame 
magnitude in the process of stabilisation, or to argue that 
the necessary period of readjustment to the variation in 
exchange should be at least as long in the case of India, is 
to disregard and ignore vital dilferences of economic condi
tions between the countries concerned. 

The history of Deftation 

A brief review of the history of deflation in India is 
very necessary in order to get a eorrect view of its true 
dimensions especially from the comparative point of view. 
Let us first consider the years 1920-22, when the need was 
particularly felt for offsetting the great inftation of the war 
period and for adapting the volume of currency to the 
facts and requirements of the period of depression. In 
this period however, the process of deftation in India was 
greatly hampered by the budgetary deficits fOllOwing on 
the year 1920 which led to a postponement sine die of the 
extinction of "created securities" in the paper currency 
reserve. "The existence of budget deficits of a substan
tial amount clearly made currency contraction a matter of 
difficulty"; nor could the sales of reverse drafts."be fully' 
utilised for deftation. The total deftation in 1920-21 
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amounted to 31 crores. We had nothing like the drastie 
deflation which took place in Great Britain in 1920·21 which 
halved prices, and which is now justified even by a stal· 
wart opponent like Mr. McKenna. He observes in his book 
on Post·war Banking Policy that "deflation, even rigorous 
deflation, was a harsh necessity in 1920 and 1921." This 
"monetary" inflation on the lines of the Cunliffe Report 
was preceded by a "credit" inflation. About the 88me time 
a similarly thorough measure of deflation was earried out 
in Ameriea. It was a remarkable chapter in the history of 
post-war def\a.tion, and by June 1920, the rediscount rate 
was raised to 7 per cent. High authorities like Dr. Willis 
assert "the operation of credit control through higher dis
count rates was a marked success". Mr. Hawtrey obaerves 
that "in so far as the expansion had got out of hand, the 
subsequent contraction had to be more aevere". 

When compared with the immenae inflation in India 
during and after the war, and the lesaened volume of po.'!t
war business, the succeediug deflation was certainly partial 
and hesitating. The extent of the inflation between the 
years 1914 and 1919 can be judged from the riae of the 
rupce eircnlation from 187 crores to 280 crores and of the 
note circnla.tion from 61 crores to 183 crores. Later, the 
deficit years were financed by the issue of notes amounting 
to much above thirty crores. As comparOO with thia huge 
inflation the def\a.tion conld not be aaid to be drastic in any 
aenae. Even the aale of Reverse Councila in 1920 was not 
allowed to have its proper effeet in def\a.ting currency; 
aince in other ways much of the money was replaced on the 
market, on the ground that adequate contraction of currency 
wonld have been "a hazardous undertaking" and that, too, 
while the . world prices in gold were falling rapidly. The 
net contraction of currency in 1920..21 amounted to 31 
crores and 58 lakha; but thia contraction was found .. in
sufficient even to check the downward fall of the rupee. " 
In the suceeediug two years a net contraction of 680 lakha 
was made. The credit for the improvement in Indian ex-
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change was due 'far more to the lialancing of tlie budget ana 
to the cessation of the downward movement,af the world 
prices than to this deflation. In fact, anything like a drastic 
deflation was for a long time out of the question on account 
I)f the successive budgetary deficits. And, though the 1;'aper 
Currency Aet of 1920 embodied some ideals of ultimate 
deflation, even this attempt at indirect deflation was foiled, 
since the ad hoc securities could not be eancelled, and the 
interest on paper currency securities had to be credited to 
the general budget. There was still another circumstance 
which rendered drastic deflation impossible in the case of 
India, and that was the intolerance always displayed by the 
Indian money market towards deflation. 

A most important circumstances in making the factors 
of stabilisation favourable to the experiment in India. has 
been the budgetary equilibrium which has been attained 
for several years in India. This notable factor in the ad. 
justment has not been even referred to in our controversy, 
where the eritics have confined themselves to emphasising 
and exaggerating the monetary deflatio~ which is a compa
ratively minor factor in the situation. The-economists 0'1. 

\ Flll1"(>pe have however formed juster notions of the poten. 
tialities and important effects of the attainment of budge-
tary equilibrium. The result of the studies of Prof. rust 
on this topic have been thus summarised: "the underlying 
explanation of the facts of inflation and depreciation lies 
in the budget situation, and that the very possibility of de
flation is dependent on the establishment of budget equili. 
brium. Granted such an equilibrium, an improvement in 
exchange will follow of itself, as will a fall in prices. The 
amount of money is here strictly a resultant.''' That is 
one way of stating the thesis; another and perhaps a lietter 
statement if that the raising of exchanges and lowering of 
prices are the common products of the equilibrium of the 
budget which is the dominant element in the situation. 

(1) J. W. Angell. Theory of International PrIces, pp. 2911-
299. See also the Quarterly Journal at JIlcoaOllllcs, Vol. XlCtlX.. 
pp. 280-281 aDd 2940 
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In the second period 1922-23 there was a further eon
traction of about six crores. Such a deflation though not 
important by itself was assisted by the trade recovery and 
after a tjme lag the exchange gradually rose. 

A great deal has also been made of the later deflation 
between the years 1925 and 1927, but it has not always 
been remembered that importsnt deductions have to be 
made from the figures of the gros,s deflation.' Bctween 
October 1825 and May 15, 1927, the net contraction of the 
note is.sue has been 32 ·10 crores. But, when allowance is 
made for the 13 '14 crores of rupees which came back into 
the reserves, the net contraction is found to be only 18 ·96 
crores. This last figure has to be reduced further on 
account of the amount of silver rupees which came out of 
inactive holdings into circulation and which largely ex
ceeded the amount of such rupces which came into the 
paper currency reserve. On this account a further large 
reduction has to be made from the figure of 18 ·96 crores in 
order to gct at the net contraction. 

As regards this third or post.atabilisation period 
of deflation, it is a great miatake to believe that in the case 
of India alone eOBtinlwd stabilisation has required contrac
tion of currency, or that in other countries the stabilization 
has been effectpd at a atroke and no furthe1.' measures of 
deflation have been found necessary. In '1ll countries, a 
good deal of subsequettt regulation of currency and credit 
has been found to be unavoidable. Indood it could not well 
have been otherwise; for there were two important factors 
which necessitatad such action. In the fim }:lace the ad
juatment of international prices had to be effectively Be-

(1) The ligures are taken from Sir Baall Blackett'. _ 
men! In an Interview on 26th Jofay, 1921. Reference might .leo 
he made with advantaile to the Report of the Controller of the 
Currency for 192&-27, pp. 27-28 and for the rear 1927-:8. 
pp.84-35. 



eured; and further, we are in a period ()'f slowly falling 
prices all the _rld over. Both factors rendered de1lation 
inevitable a.nd de1lation has aecordingly been earned out. 
But in other counf;ries, the relative impurtanca iii. eredit is 
greater and hence the object has been effected to a great 
extent by a manipul .. tion of the disco1lI!.t rate cd restric
tion of eredit. Take for example the case of England. Both 
English and foreign writers have recognised that sinee 
1925 "artificial" J1P..&BIll"e8 have been ad<>pted in order to 
safeguard the stability of sterling. The Bank of England 
has repeatedly IIWlipull;.ted the discount rate and sold secu· 
rities and, even so, voices have been raised for the direct 
reduction of the fiduciary issue. In other countries, too, the 
statisties of discount rates bear witness to th'.l contraction ot 
eredit. Indeed there are authorities who doubt whether 
British prices are not even now too high at least as eompared. 
to continental prices. In case of other countries altiO, like 
Belgium "the readjustment has not yet been completed". 

The testa of undue deflation. 

The contention that there has been undue deflation 
should be judged and appraised in the light of the proper 
economic tests of such a policy. The steady return of silx!:r 
rupees from hoards on a large scale for some year succeed
ing 1924-25 rather shows that such deflation as has 
been substantially counteracted. In the financing of our 
great staple crOpjl there has been no difficulty, though there 
must n-ruy have been considerable string'!llcy had 
there been anything like excessive contraction. Then, as 
regards bank rates, apart from eertsin temporarily increases 
due to the financial strain orginating from America, the 
discount rates of the years following the adoption of the 
ratio compare quite satisfactorily with those of earlier 
years. It might be added that the effects of the American 
situation were not confined to anyone country but caused 
an international trend towards higher rates of interest 
which has been quite general from South America on the 



one hand, through Europe and so on to Asia. Indeed a 
study of the history of bank-rates in India and abroad might 
be recommended to the critics of de1lation in India. 

We might proceed to consider another test ofunduedefla.. 
tion. Is it a fact that in India prices have fallen to a greater 
extent than in other countries f Such would have certainly 
been the case had there been such an excessive de1lation IlII 

has been 80 often asserted. But the comparative statistics 
of prices tell a very different tale. Prices in India are at 
least as steady as in any other country and the tendency 
towards a decline of prices is if anything less noticeable in 
India than elsewhere. 

Foreign experience of the neoessity of deflation. 
The advantage of a timely de1lation of the currency 

and the necessity of attempting a reduction of the war
inflation are best illustrated by the economic hilltory of 
Japan after 1920. The recent work of Dr. Furuya on 
"Japan's Foreign Exchange" contains a valuable diseu&o 
sion on thiS topic. We learn from Dr. Furuya that the in. 
lI.ationist group was particularly strong in Japan and con. 
stituted the strength of the political party called the Seiyu
Kai which stood for encouragement of industries and trade 
by the extension of credit and currency. The fact that the 
post-war de.l2ression came earlier and was &harper in Japan 
than elsewhere is attributed by Dr. Furuya to the circum
stance that the Japanese price level was kept so high. One 
ministry after another neglected the task of reducing the 
level. of prices and confined their effort to pegging the ex
changes and putting an embargo on gold. Thcy satisfied 
their consciences by attributing the enhancement of prices 
to the world-wide movement. Such an obstinate policy; 
which was resolved not to deflate in time, was resporu.ible, lIS 

that auther says, both for the unfavourable balances of trade 
2nd to a large extent for Japan's inability to maintain the 
IIW'kets which she had opened up during the war. It was 
a great .object lesson in the advantages of a time1;r and 
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1Doderate deflation. It may be permissible to quote one 
relevant paragraph from Vr. Furuya'sleamed an-i instruc
tive work here: "The blame, however, should not be borne 
by one Finance Minister but by his political party, the 
Seiyu-hl For the Seiyu-kai always stood for the 'positive 
policy' which meant to encourage industries and trade by 
extending credits, f1oating.loans, and by passing various 
governmental measur~'S of ail sorts and undertakings, One 
natural result of such a poliey was to swell the state expen
ditures thereby to enh¥1ce prices as already mentioned. 

Thus, when Japan needed an economic readjustment 
and deflation more than anything else after the War, what 
she got was the Seiyu-kai's 'positive policy' which caused 
high prices, excess of imports, unfavourable exchanges, and 
finally exhaustion of gold funds abroad, as they began to 
peg exchanges in the early parts of 1921 and 1922 by Belling 
gold funds abroad at the government's desired rates of 
exchange. It is thus known that the government's arti1i. 

oew pegging was an utter failure," (pp. 132.-133). 

Adjustment of Prioes. 

We now approach the most important issue in the ratio 
controversy-that relating to the adjustment of prices to 
the ratio. On this point the statistics of prices and ex· 
changes ean be appealed to for a decisive and unambiguous 
verdict. " 

The proof of the adjustment of the prices in India to 
the changes in the ratio is eontained in paragraphs 183--187 
of the Currency Commission Report, and it is clear and 
oogent enough to bear summarising as regards it main eon·" 
tention, while it can be strengthened by a fuller reference to 
the conditions and circumstances of the time. We note, in 
the first place, that the exchanges had been rising very 
slowly all along the years 1922, 1923 and through the early 
half of 1924. Meanwhile the prrees might be said w have 



kept fairly steady, ranging from an annual average of 181 
in 1921 to 180 in 1922, to 176 in 1923 and to 178 during the 
year 1924. Two reflections suggest themselves to us here. 
In the first place, as we have seen, the steadiness (>f prices 
shows that the much discussed deflation must ha ve been of a 
very moderate character in order to result in such a steady 
priee level. We can indeed go further and assert that it 
was very necessary in the interests of price stability. In 
the second place, the period of over three years stretching 
from the middle of 1921 to the last quarter of 1924 might 
be said to be the required period of time-lag betwclm the 
rising exchange and price movements. We note further 
that after August 1923 there was no further deflation of 
currency. However, almost a year after the process of 
deflation had stopped, and just while the exchange was in 
the course of rising from Is. 5d. (sterling) to Is. 6d. (gold), 
we find a steep and violent fall of Indian priCtlS which 
carried them from 181, the index n urn ber of prices corre&
ponding to October 1924 to 157 in August 1925. Obviously, 
it is here that we can trace the action of the steadily rising· 
exchange on the price level; for all factors which were likely 
to affect prices duping the year were of a fairly normal cha
racter. The process of deflation had already been termi
nated full fifteen months ago. Tbe trade position was good, 
but the large exports were balanced by the" colossal imports 
of bullion". It was obvious, as the Commission pointed 
out, that the facts and figures of the period unmistakably 
proved a striking and considerable adjustment of prices to 
exchange. The central and undesirablc fact ilf the period 
between July 1924 and June 1925 was thus a striking corre
lation: between the rise of the exchange and the fall of 
prices. 

An attempt has however, been made to explain this 
away by arguing tbat the fall in prices was the effect not 
of the rise of exchange but of the alleged fall of world 
prices. It is therefore Decesasry to examine this contention. 
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From August 1924 to March 1925, for about six months, 
there was a considerable fall of prices iu Inella; while in 
United States of America the prices kept rismg till ~I3l'ch 
1925 and in England they kept rising until December 1924. 
This contrast in price movements it is very necessary to bear 
in mind for, withont any question the fall of prices was 
dne to the rise of the exchange in India. It was the ex
change position in India which obviously lowered the price 
level in India. even in spite of any sympathetic cffeet of 
high prices rnling abroad for BOme months more. The 
world fall of prices manifested itself only after the first 
quarter of 1925; for up to March 1925 prices were rising in 
U. S. A. In this later period the exchange stabilised at Is .. 
6d., and this faetor as well as the reaction of the world 
prices on Indian prices worked in the same direetion. Bnt 
in view of what took place in the earlier period, t.h('re is 
no reason to aseribe the lion's share of the in1Inence in lower
ing Indian prices to the latter. 

Our conclusion on this point can only be that the fall 
of prices in India npto March 1925, must be ascribed wholly 
to the exchange adjustment, and not to any sympathetic 
aetion of foreign prices; rather it came abont in spite of the 
generaJ. and high trend of world prices. After March 1925, 
no doubt, the beginning tendency to the decline of world 
prices needs to be taken into account; bnt even when dealing 
with this later period it is well to remember-for one thing 
-that by that time India had passed throngh a \"cry large 
part of her fall of price level; and, in the second place, that 
the f&ll in prices in countries like the United States of 

,America was smaller than in India. Obviously, it is im
possible to attribnte the earlier and the major phenomenon 
to "the sympathetic efl'eet" of the later and the !Dinor one. 

Attention might be drawn in this counection to an 
excellent study of post-war price movements by Prof. L. D. 
Mie of ~ ll'niversit,- of Chicago, which has been pJlblish~ 
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recently. He observes that "between tlle first quarter of 
1925 and the middle of 1927 wholesale prices fell according 
to various indexes, from 11 to 15 per cent. During the same 
period, a world wide decline of wholesale prices was under 
way. In England, this decline was about 17 per cent., and 
in fourteen leading conntries having a gold basis, the aver
age decline was about 12 per cent. The United States set 
the pace, all other conntries had to adjust their gold values 
to hers. This meant either inflation in United States or 
dellation outaide the United States. Enrope hoped for the 
former, but finally had to face the latter. The outaide 
world was forced to cut nnder our prices enough to ward off 
unfavourable trade balances, support foreign exchange 
rates, and bnild up credita abroad wherewith to meet intl'1'
national debta." The above extract will show that in the 
opinion of a foreign authority on monetary matters the dec
line of world prices began after the first quarter of the year 
1925, i.e., several months after the fall of prices in India 
under the influence of the ratio. 

The Commission could naturally discuss the progress 
of adjustment of prices only upto February 1926. But in 
the light of later eventa, the further adjustment )f prices to 
the ratio is rendered very clear. A reference must be made 
to the table of prices and ratios which has been used by the 
authors of the Report, which has been quoted and aeecpted 
in the dissenting Minutes, and which was expanded and 
utiliaed again by Sir Basil Blackett. Bringing the table 
down to May 1926, i.e., a little before the Commission signed 
ita report, Sir Basil was able to dem'.lustrate the existence of 
a fairly close adjustment. He put the matter is a nutshell 
thas :-

Goldpulty 

of rupee 

95 

u.s . .!., 
pri ... 

I5S 

l~ 

CalClltta rupee 

prices 
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It was shown on the basis of these figures that the rise 
in the gold parity of the rupee during the period was aceom
panied by a very considerable fall in the rupee prices in 
India, even when allowance is made for any possible sym
pathetic action of the fall in gold prices abroad. 

A comparative study <if international prices since 1926 
will reinforce our conclusions as regards the adjustment c-'!' 
prices to the ratio. While the eourse of prices in India 
has been generally parallel to the movement of prices in the 
great commercial eountries, the fluctuations in the former 
have been far fewer. Sueh an exceptionally smooth move
ment and trend of prices and the general correspondence 
with the slightly downward direction of prices abroad would 
have been impossible with a ratio which had been illadjusted 
to domes'dc prices. As we shall see later thll adjustment of 
the general level of prices for imported articles and that for 

. our exports as well as the gradual but sure contraction of 
the gap between the two sets of prices are also to the ercdit 
of a ratio which permits of a gradual and smooth c('rres
pondence of relative prices. 

Agriculture and the Ratio .• 
In the dissenting minute apprehensions were expressed 

as regards the possible disastrous influence of the ratio on 
the interests of Indian agriculture, trade and industry. We 
a·re now in a suitable position in the light of events of judg
ing the value of sueh prognosticatiolllS. Considering the 
position of agriculture first, we find an entire absellce of 
any possible harm wrought by the ratio. 

, Before coming to study the very limited range of the 
influence of the exchange factor on the fortunes of the 
agriculturist in India, we might profitably advert to S(lme 
much more important world factors which have been affect
ing agriculture in recent years. We shall find much to 
learn from the eonsideration of this broader point of vi~. 
It has been observed that in all countries" after a period of 

Q-39 .,' 
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war, farm products seem to suffer in a greater degree from 
the post-war correction of prices. Naturally, as essentiala 
their production has been stimulated during the war, either 
by bonuses or by priee fixing or by the natural Ildvance of 
prices, and there is a greater inelasticity in the correction 
of them". That dictum of Prof. Hollander summari~es the 
post-war experi~nee of agriculture almost allover the world. 
It must be remembered that the rise of the prices of farm 
products was both in Indi81 and in many other countries, 
generally speaking, a continuation of the slower rise of 
prices since the late 'nineties. However, after 1920, 
America and Europe saw a cataclysmic fall of agricultural 
prices. The Indian agriculturist was lucky compared to 
others, since the fall of prices in India was comparativdy 
small and for him the fall was broken by a sequence of four 
good monsoons. Nevertheless even in India "the level of 
food grain prices fell temporarily below that of general 
prices a little later. It is this relative fall of agricuitural. 
prices which has caused such a depression in the world '9 

agriculture. It might be noted further thad; factors like 
exchange are in no way responsible for this alteration of 
relative prices to the disadvantage of agriculturist. 

We observe further that since the year 1924 (whllJl the 
ratio of Is. 6d. was re8lChed) the relative prices have taken 
a turn in India: favourable to the agriculturist. J..ooking to 
the statisties of agricultural prices, we find that the Jndian 
agriculturalist has even gained ground on the manufacturer 
in this respect. On the one hand, the general price level 
has been falling slightly in India since the year 1924; on 
the other hand as the index number of food grains mows, 
during the same period, the prices of these most important 
agricultural products have risen substantially. Since it is 
the food grains which are of supreme importance in the 
Indian farmer, we see that the agriculturist has gained 
considerably by the relative price changes since 1924 .. hen 
the present rate of exchange was reached. That the Indian 
agriculturist has done well since the year 1924, as regarda 
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:tood grains which are his chief products, can also be seen 
from the following figures:- ' . 

I Coreu \ 

Cottnn 

\bI 0'31" 

Other raw an 
Period PuIfeB manoa ... IIJP,lIufoctured 

Lures articles. 

d 

191t (July), 100 100 100 100 100 

IBID .,. lIo 122 97 1~ 1'8 

1916 ." 106 107 tlU 186 1511 

1917 ." n 9« 20S 266 18:\ 

1918 .. , nO 119 298 301 181. 

1~1' .' 183 180 - 236 )<Je 

1920 ... 1M lOG 8t6 238 lISt 

U21 .. 146 160 280 237 212 

,1913 ... 137 li2 239 1';6 23. 

192! ... lit Ill! SlIl 1116 11.'7 

1921 .. ' ,128 lit 229 IG2 10:1 

1925 ... 136 128 ' 219 131 IsS 

1926 

:'\ 
11.0 119 173 140 141 

1917 U9 166 169 133 11>1 

1928 183 16~ 161' l!2ii 198 

---
, The following observations suggest themselves on B 

study of these figures, whim are of importance L.Jth as re
gards any possible influence of the new ratio on the fortunes 
of the Indian agriculturist and as regards the condition of 
the Indian agriculturist during the post-war epoch as com
pared with that of the agriculturist in other countries. In 
the first place, we note that the reaction to the infinte,t war
period prices of agrfuultural products was, in the case or 
India, Inter and less marked' than elsewhere, Thus, in the 
United'States, the agricultural prices collapsed in 192~i aneI 
it ia worth notiilg that the prices of fa.rm products .. ta\1 
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first, hardest and farthest". Those who desire 'further in
formation on the subject might be referred to e. value.bl() 
article by Mr. A. B. Genung of Cornell University on "the 
Purchasing Power of the Farmer's dollar" in the anna1s of 
the Ameriean Academy of Political and Social Science. In 
India, the fall of agricultural prices was slower and smaller, 
and became pronounced in 1923. It is further 10 be noted 
that in spite of the exaggerations about the deflation in 
India, the prices of other eommodities had not fallen much 
by that date. Hence we ean well call the year 1923, the 
nadir of the fortunes of the Indian agriculturist, since the 
prices of the main farm producta had fallen as far as they 
were going to during the post..war decenni1lIll, while the 
prices of the eommodities which the farmer has to purchase 
had as yet fallen but little.. As Mr. H. A. F. Liudsay has 
observed in an admirable article on "India's return to ·nor
mal", so far as the Indian agriculturist is concerned "1923 
was his worst year, when the discrepancy betWcell the two 
(sets of priees) was most marked". 

The next thing to be emphasised is that since tbe year 
1923 tbe Indian agriculturist bas bcen reeovering the 
ground that he had lost. It is of course a eoincidenCe !.hat 
the Rupee exchange has been also rising from the same 
date; but it is obvious that the rising exchange and its stabi
lisation at Is. 6d. has in no way prejudiced the ia.',ner. 
For on the one hand the prices of the most important faml 
producta have gone on rising, while, on the other hand, the 
prices of other eommodities which the Indian agriculturist 
eonsumes have fallen. It is not for the Indian agriculmrist 
to complain of such a reversal of the course of relative prices 
to his advantage; nor does he.. For since 1923 the prices of 
eereals have risen by 25 points and those of puisaJ by 43 
points, while he has been gaining considerably on the prices 
of the commodities which he has to buy. No better illustra
tion ean be brought forward of the crudity of the assertion 
that the new ratio is going to min the farmer. 



The fact is that the influence of th.e change of ratio on 
the fortunes of the agriculturist is small 8J!ld indirect com
pared to that of other great factors like the cyele of E~asons 
and alterations in' the relative prices of agricultural and 
other prodUcts. In the recent ratio controversy, tho losses 
of the cultivators from the rise of the ratio to la. 6d. have 
been placed at fabulous sums which shake rath'ar than Sup
port the argument based on them. The change of ratir. is 
alleged by one controversialist to have caused a loss of a 
hundred crores a year to the Indian agriculturist, while 
others increase the alleged burden to 200 crores of rupees 
and even to 250 crores. TG complete the tale of wrong, it 
is added that the agriculturist has lost a few hundrc'l crores 
more by the fall in the price of silver which is alleged to be 
a result of the alteration in our exchange. The rp.sDUl'ces 
of eur agriculturists must be unlimited, indeed, to have been 
able to stand all theSe' alleged burdens. Those who lDade 
such allegations forgot the adjustment of the prioes 01 the 
articles purchased by the agriculturists, They also forgot 
that had the Indian agriculturist been labouring under bur
dens in any degree approaching those alleged, unmistali:eable 
testimony would be borne to the supposed facts not only by 
statisties of fGrfeited mortgages, evictions, default in 
revenue payments and of rise of interest rates but by agra
rian disturbances and agricultural conditions in g~llr:ral. 

Not only are there no signs of a,ny agricw.;llrul troubles 
such as were both predicated and prophesied, but the ver
dict of Co-operative statistics CSll be appealed to in order 
to demonstrate that under the new ratio, agriculture has 
-bet n as fiourishing as it was under the formolr ratio. There 
CSll be no sort of doubt that the Co.operative agricultural 
societies, being scattered fairly evenly all over the country. 
can be taken as representative of the general agricultural 
conditionS. The statisties of such societies :Ire therefore 
specially useful for testing the conditions of agricu),ture in 
general, supplemented as they are by journals edited by' 
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numerous and able non-official workers in the co-operative 
sphere_ Now, if the alleged great increase of the burden of 
the agricultural debt and the material reduction ot cultiv .... 
tors income had been positive facts we would cxpeL't to find 
the following symptoms among others of the disorder; (a) 
the growth of the capital and deposits of the l'Ural ROcicties 
would have been checked; (b) the proposition of arrPJlrs to 
outstandings would have increased largely; (c) loans for 
unproductive purposes, like repayment of debts would have 
increased materially; (d) the rate' of interest on loans 
would have gone up. As a matter of fact the ('.A)-operative 
statistics of the years following 1923-24 show no such ad
verse symptoms but tell a tale of continued prosperity. 'I·hey 
point to a rapid increase not ouly of the number ot poeie
ties but of deposits as well as average capital snd general 
resources. The figures of overdues and arrears show im
provement if anything. Nor do we traCe any rise either of 
the interest rates or of unproductive loans. Nor, IIJnr,ng 
the numerous articles contrirbuted by officials and non-offi
cials to the various co-operative journals 01 India can one 
find any mention of unfavourable agricultur-dl conditiODJ!. 
Surely, if Indian agriculture was adversely afiectoo by 
general factors of currency and exchange, it is 1I0t poosible 
that the co-operative section would have alone p&S6Cd un
scathed and even prospered. 

Foreign Trade and the Ratio. 

There are at least three aspecte of the fortunes of 
Indian foreign trade under the regime of the new ratio 
which deserve C8l"eful examination. In the first place 
attention might well he directed to the relative mllVl"ments 
of the volumes and prices of our export and import tradl'S. 
We might then obsel'Ve the course of our balance! of 
trades. Lastly we might consider the lIuctnatioll~ of BOrne 
of our leadiDg exports. and import.!l. 
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I. Coming to deal with the adjustment .:If the rp.lative 
volumes and values of our export and import trado w~ 
notice that within a quinquennium of the ~tiainment of tl,e 
new ratio the volume of imports and exports have ali but 
attained their pre-war normal. The course of trade ha.q 
been well illustrated by the following' figures in thi- Review 
of Trade of India for 1928-29. 

mporta .. 

~l ". 'f. 
143 

"F. 
190 

Esporta ••• SU 172 182 214 240 260 246 228 248 260 

Total trade in marcha.n· 
I--

elise, ""eluding ......... 
porto ... '27 814 806 S62 860 3RT SSg SRI 429 tiiO 

The reversion to the pre-war and normal relati(\ns of 
the export and import trades is here strikingly brougM out. 
The import, trade had reached its last minimum in 1923·24 
and by the time the 1s. 6d. ratio was established in 1925-26 
it had proceeded very materially towards its reco,,' ,ry til 
the pre-war level. Nor has its further recovery been arti
ficially hastened by the new ratio, for the rate of progrp,s:! 
of imports remained much the same before as afte~ the 
advent of the new ratio. There is thus no tangible cvidon(-e 
of any particular bounty to impol!'ts. For while no; the pre
sent day the volume both of imports and exports ill ahove 
the pre·war figure it is the export figure which rose in 
1927-28 above the figure for 1913-14 and further, in J928·29 

. (at the values of 1913·14) it rose far higher above the latter 
figure itself. Consequently there is no ground for the idea 
that the new ratio has kept back our exports. The Revie\l' 
remarks very properly that "the trade figures of the year 
1928.29, as calculated on the basis of the declared value cf 
11l13-14, are a record lor both imrwrtl ami 6Z(IQrts. 1,!,-
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11111'18 at the valueB 0/1913-14 in 192i!-29 B"rtJIJ8Bea tl/1 
flgurd [111' 1913-14_ Similarly e:xpor:td surpassed the pre
war jigrtre as !/Jell as t '.6 record figure of 1924-25, The 
total trade in mel'chandiee, excluding re-exportB was tbe 
highest on I·ooord". Thie is snrely tbe reductio ad absur 
dum of the contention tbat tbe new ratio bas been en
conragillgim ports and hampel'ing onr exports. 

We shall proceed now to emphasise another equally bn
portant point-the adjustment of the generall.:vcl of lJriccs 
for the exported and imported articles. It is "bvioud th"t 
a true adjustment of the relative values of our imp.lrt.i awl . 
exports is essential for a stable and BOund position of r·ur 
foreign trade. The fignres illustrating this process of ad
justment are again borrowed from the last Review of 
Trade:-

l ~r~I'1I'7I"i 1~I!7I:r = ; ~ ~ :: : ~ : i .- - - - ""'" .... - - ~ 

Import. ... r l00I2S712141189119~118( Il&~114811S61 :33 
8J:l'orl3 -." lor 140 121 140 Hf lrt4 152 132 13nl ]27 

The Review states that "the margin between the imrJOn and 
export prices was identical with the previous years. Prices 
of imports and exports declined by about three points each 
as compared with the preceding year" ~ Such a harmonious 
movement of export and import prices speaks "ell for thp 
conditions under which the movements took place. Bllt the 
matter admits of further consideration and development_ If 
we compare the movements of import and export prices 
sbtce 1925-26 (the year of the introduction of the Is. 6d. 
ratio) we find that the general level of articl(l8 both of 
export ana import has faUen by fifteen points. Sueh 8 

full and exact adjustment of the level of export and im
port prices indicates 8 rapid retorn to the normal of 
economic position of the country. It can be l'CMOlmbly 
inferred that the ratio which permits of such _ooth and 
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rapid adjustments .must be a ratio weD. !Wjusted to· th, 
economic situation. 

It might be added that the pl'Qblem of the relativ. 
volume and values of imports and exports ill a:[8r ·wider 
problem than that of the ratiQ and involves ~ oonsideration 
of many other important factors. For one thiJ1g the fact 
that the decline of prices has been somewhat grCllter in C<'r~ 
tain EUl'QPCIID. countries than in India has by itSelf 's tI>.n. 
deney to stimulate our imports. 'rhen agaiII, export priCI'll 
in several countries have been artificially lowered w meet 
the conditions of industrial and trade depresmo1lB. Fi:!1alll' 
the ratio of interchange of manufactured goodS and otlwl: 
products is being readjusted in favour of the latter. All 
these factors might be expected to lead to an iner~ II! ell\: 
imports of manufactures. UndCf SUch circumstances, if PUt 
exchange ratio, had. been fixed too high, as hili! 1leen COil. 

tended, J,p.dia would have seen II phenomenal incr~e Ql 
imports. As a matter of fact, however, no such resUlt bl11l 
followed and this must alls;)' any suspiciOn l,'Cgal'ding Q'~ 
exchange ratio. 

IL The statistics of the balance!! of trade of our 
country since the inauguration of the new ratio arc !llso Qf 
a very satisfactory character. This will be !Dade clear b)l 
the figures. Thus the balance of trade in merebandise Willi 
in favour of India to the extent of B& 86 erores in 1928-29, , 
as compared with Rs. 82 crores in 1927-28 and lis. '19 erur~ , 
in 1926-27. Thia compares favourably witli the pre-wBl' 
average of 78 crores and the war average of '16 crores. 1'1\11 
critics of the new ratio argue fallaciously by taking thll 
figures of the record year 1925-26 as their starting point 
and professing to regard the figure of the visible balance of 
trade for that year as the normal one. So far however wa~ 
the record of that particular year from being a normal one 
that its visible balance of trade was far more than double 
the pre-war average. Indeed the figures of the excess of 
exports for that year arc unique in the eeonQnUO histo:q of 

Q-40 
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lndia., On the other hand the figures lor the year 1928·29 
fonn another sort of record when the total volume 0. im· 
port and export trade stand unapproached in the economic 
history of the country. ~d the latter record is of a more 
desirable charaeter of tlie two since it assoree hannonious 
and pari p8BSll development of both branches of our trade. 
~ecially as the 1I0lume, elle,., of the export trade lI'as 
certainly larger i,., 1928·29 tha,., that uttaiJned eitker i,., 
1924-25 or 1925·26. As Taussig has observed: "I,et U1! not 
fall, as involuntarily we do, into the deceitful beliel, or 
perhaps the flattering unction, that the sending of goods 
abroad is in itself a thing which brings money into the 
country and thereby makes us all more prosperous. Let us 
hold fast to the fundamental principle that the exports are 
tlie means of producing the imports, and that only if there 
be real elI'ectiveness, real suc,cess in the application of our 
labor and eapital, does the country gain." But e"en the 
most captious critics of the currency policy I)f India ean 
not be dissasti1!ed when, under it, not only imports but ~x. 
ports malie unprecedented recorda. 

In the present controversy much has been made of the 
fact that in 1924-25 the imports of gold were exceptionally 
large and havc not been maintained at that level, and it JIBS 

been inferred from it that the p1ll"Cha.!gng power of import. 
ant e1asses in the country has been reduced. The answer 
might be suggested that the imports of gold in 1924-:$ 
were exceptional and were "due mainly to the large fall in 
the price consequent upon the rise in the gold value of ti,e 
rupee and the possibility that this drop in price would be 
tempOrary". Allowance has also to be made for growth of 
the habit of foreign investment in India. It is farther only 
to be expected that if the country buys in any particullU' 
'Tear twice or thrice the normal amount of the precious 
metals, the demand must be temporarily satiated and must 
fall olr to IIOme extent in subsequent years. Imports of 
gold are influenced by quite a number of causes among 
whiell the ratio oeeupies quite a minor place. Among thllll8 
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factors might be mentioned the present wamble for gold 
between a great number of countries, the'embargo on thp. 
export of gold in many countries, the policies of central 
banks and the course of international loans. In fact tho 
present situation as regards the international distribution of 
gold is quite an abnormal one.' Again if we take the im
ports of gold and silver together the average imports since 
the introduction of the new ratio are quite eomparabla witn 
the pre-war a.verage. They appear small only when they 
are compared to the two, reeord years for the imPOlt of pre
eious metals, viz.:- 1924-25 and 1925-26 which of ca11tl'<l, 
lltand b1. themselves. Finally. the diversion of the pur
chasing power from the precious metals to other eommoditiel! 
argues no general reduction of that power. At any rate 
those who regret the growth of imports cannot aldO com
plain of the reduction of the purchasing power of tho 
people. 

IIL The most important aspect of any study o! the 
course of our foreign trade must consist of an ~xamination 
of the fluctuations of the main staples of our exports and 
imports. Among our competitive exports we shall study 
first the exports of that industry: which has comploined most 
of the new ratio. We find that right upto the year 1926-27 
the exports of Indian piece-goods went on growing very 
steadily and that the exports of that year formed our high 
water-mark in that line. It is only when we approach the 
period of the present labour troubles in that industry tbat 
these exports decline. A contributory cause of this declino 
has also been referred to in the last Review of Trade. .. As 
in the previous year the declared values of exported piece 

. goods were higher than those of. imported piece-goods ond 
this indicates the principal cause of the retrogression of 
Indian piece-goods trade in overseas markets". No ch8nge 
of ratio can p.ossibly remedy these two causes of the decline 
in this line. . - - . 

Coming to another Jiea<t o~ exports, since the y.f.Ill1924: 
the total exports of. hides and skins haw gone ()n ~kiDS: 



steady progress throughout the last quinquennium. OU1' 
exports of tea can be shown to present an equally satisfl\C~ 
tory cOndition-rising from 340 million Ibs. in 1924·25 to 
359 millions in 1928-29. It is even more significant tbat our 
total export. of oil seeds whieh amounted to 1,250.000 tons 
even iii. the record year 1925-26 have grown to 1,328,000 
tons by 1928-29. And that in spite of constantly increas
ing competition from abroad as well sa the growing local 
cQnslunption which is out-bidding foreign demanIL 

. Even now there are not wanting eritics of the ratio who 
I;epeat the old fallacy that a high exchange is "'(lod for tbe 
foreign trade of a country. Such critics ignore the distinc
tion between a falling exehange and a low exc)J.ange. While 
a falling exchange might help exporta a low exchange has 
no 8Ueh tendency for an adjustment of cost and priccs to 
the new ratio is inevitable. A atudy of post-wa1' balances of 
trade proves the truth of this propoaition and might be 
recommended to the advocates of a low exchange. The CBse 

of France is particularly in point as many of our champions 
of Iii. 4d. ratio have envied France ita great fall of exchange. 
The fact is that while the falling exehange helped the 
e.xporta of France and contributed to secure tho large 
favourable balances of the years 1926 and 1927, the very 
low . exchange at which stabilisation was eJfected had no 
such effect. For the adjustment of prices to th~ new ratio 
toOk place quickly and the year 1928 (the very year of 
stabilisation) saw a return of the nnfavourable bal.lnC6 of 
trade iii spite of the heavy ilevaluation'. 

There are not however lacking signs that even the 
eritics of the Is. 6IL ratio have at last seen that it is in vain 
to app'eai to the figures of the foreign trade of India. Tbus 
in the "Capital" of 20th September 1928, Sir Purshotamdas 
Thakurdas had argued that "the ratio had had an adVl'1'll8 
eJfeet on the trade of the counb7.". But speaking before the 
LegislatiVe .AJEembly on the 4th March 192!!-that is, onll. 
ax months ~ he observed 88 follo~ _"liN IIOi ",vcl& 



good qllDWng to 1I.i fig;rAres of. f.or6i{J.". traae imdrailwa1. 
returns. The holding capacity of the cultivators of India 
is proverbially small. The railway returns can therefore 
not show a falling off. If industries in India have not been 
encouraged by an active policy of protection, is there any 
wonder that your foreign trade returns have kept up with 
normal years' Why go oulyon the foreign trade and 
the railway returns' The crops if grown, wilatever th~ 
price may bc havc to movc". Here is at lIist a full and 
frank admission that the ratio has had no adverB» eff~ct 
whatever on our foreign trade. Coming :from th~ author 
of the Minute of disscntsuch an open and fugenuous admis· 
sion is to be specially valued. Therc are however onc or 
two oversights in it. It is not merely thc volume of im
ports that has attained its tallest record" by 1928-29 but also 
that of the exports. Hence thc :reference 10 protection Is 
redundant. "Further it is not a fact, as suggested in thtl 
speech, that the Indian agriculturist has had to sell his 
produce at low prices. Taking together the prices or cereals 
and pulses (in which our agriculturist is mainly interested) 
a reeord of high agricultural price was reached by the latter 
part of the y.C&r 1928. -

The ~tio and Industries. 
Thc four y'earB that havc elapsed since the inaugura

tion of thc new ratio have naturally eleared many of the 
issues in our currency controversy. For one thing it is 
now: endent that the position of the Indian agriculturist 
has in no wise been adversely atrected. Nor, as we have 
just seen, are the figures of our foreign trade such as to 
shake our confidence in the ratio. There remains only 
the argument that the industries of the countr7 are 
depressed on account of tho ratio. In considering this 
aspect of the controversy attention might well bo directed, 
in the main to the piece-goods industry which is allcgl.od to 
have suffered most grievously owing to the ratio. It is one 
of the reI>.resentat,ive industries of ~e countrl and has ~ 
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high claim to the anxious solicitude 01. all Indiaus. If in. 
deed the depressed condition of this industry is in any 
important measure due to the ratio there is a heavy count 
against the currency policy. 

In studying the affairs of the industry the vCl:I;cts 01 
two economic and techniCal inquiries which have been 
recently conducted with regard to it are entitled to due 
consideration. Thus, before the Indian Tari1f Board Sir P. 
Thakurdas, the late Mr. B. F. Madon and others ably, 
advocated the view that the depression in the industry 
was due to the factor of exchange. Ju Mr. Madon put it 
"the real difficulty is the twisting up of costs and charges 
through exchange manipulation" Sir PJU'Bhotamrlas a1sc 
gave to "the mismanagement of the Indian currenL")," the 
foremost place among the :l'aetors of aepreB8ion -speeial to 
India. After a searching inquiry, however, the Cotton 
Tariff Board arrived at the conclusion that the stabiliaatiOD 
of the rupee at Is. 6d. was only "a temporary handicap 
imposed on the industry". .That its importanee was not 
great might be inferred from the Cotton Board'. diclum 
that they "should have had considerable hesitation in pro
posing an increase of import duty on this ground 1I10ne"
even" a smaIl increase, all-round increase", be it noted. 
The additional protection proposed by the Cotton Tari1f 
Board was ba&ed on the ground of unfair competiti'Jn from 
Japan and was" justified for such period as the labour con· 
ditions in Japan continue inferior to those in India". 

The other inquiry has been conducted by Mr. G. S. 
Hardy, (Colleetor of Customs, ClI1cutta) in the year 1929. 
He shows by a consideration of the statistics of the industl'J". 
how little of its troubles can be justly attributed to the Is. 
6d. ratio. The following extract from his report will make 
the matter clear. "While the Bomilay millowners have in· 
sistently attributed a large part of their troubles to the fiD.. 
tiou of the rupee at Is. 6d. it is sisnificant that whereas their 
£rOIlS output remained stationary during the three ,.earI 
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1921-22 1:01923-24 in which tlic rupee was pursuing a flu!'£. 
uating but upward course, their output ag3fu began to rise 
steadily as soon as exchan~ was settled in the neighbour
hood of lB. 6d. In fact while the output of the Bombay 

• mills rose 856 milyards in 1923-24 to 1135 in 1926-27 anCI 
tell, owing to laliour troubles to 1131 and 537 in the next 
twoyeara, the output of other InClian mills rose from847mill
yards i.v. 1923-24 to no leas than 1356 miIIyaras in 11128-29, 
an increase of 60 per cent in 5 years." Mr. Hardy's view is 
supported by the figures for the exports of piece-goods from 
India which continued to increase after the introduction of 
the new ratio. The chief factor in their recent decline con
sists of the higher prices of our exports. Mr. Hardy bas 
slso shown that the severity of external competition has 
very recently increased in a few well defined classes of grey 
and coloured goods coming from Ii particnIar country or 
countries. Had the severity of competition been CIue to a per
fectly general cause like the currency policy or the ratio the 
'increased competition would have been 'felt over piece.goods 
generally and would not have been confined to a few parti
cnIar classes of piece-goods like grey shirtings, printed 
drills and woven twills from ;r apan and printed flanellettes 
and twills from Italy. As Mr. Hardy remarlis "imports of 
these have quite recently inereased very rapidly and the 
prices at which they are sold are surprisingly low". ~\ny 
adverse effects from the ratio or the currency policy ean 
not possibly concentrate themselves on a few isolated grcur.s 
of Jliece-goods. Take again the figures for imports into 
Bombay itself during the last few months. During the 
months of April to October (1929) the imports into Bombay 

. of cotton grey piece-goods increased in value by 91'114: 
lakhs.. But as Sir F. Sykes pointed out in his reeent 8p~ech 
to the Chambers of Commerce this was more than eounter
balanced by a much greater decrease in the arrival of white 
and coloured cotton piece-goods. Taking a wider view and 
looking at the general figures of such imports into India 
since 1924-25 we notice that tllere h8s been a decune in the 
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imports of grey goods, a great increase in coloured goodg 
and little change in the white trade. It would be very diJri
,cult to explain such varied phenomena in the light of the 
,popular theory that the new ratio gives a bounty 10 imPOl"tB 
in general. ' 

The opinions held by representative mill-owners and 
experts regarding the influence of the ratio upon their 
industry will repay a careful study. Both Sir Victor 
Sassoon (in his evidence before the Royal Currency Com
inissiiln) and Sir Purshotamdas Thalrurdas (arguing before 
the Textile Tariff Board) have urged that the principal way 
in which the 1s. Gd. rupee hits the mill indust.ry is by 
undermining the purchasing power of the a"ariculturists. 
But as we haVe seen the statistics both of agricultural prices 
and of imports lend no support to this view. The priCE:9 of 
the main products of Indian agriculture have bren stp.adily 
rising while the prices of the articles which he largely con
sumc·s have been falling. It is obvious then that the pnr
chasing powe, of agriculturists has been on the Increase. 
This is supported also by the phenomenal Increase of the 
output of Indian mills (outside Bombay) by no less than 
60 per cent. In the five years ending in 1928-2985 also by 
the eourse of piece-goods and other imports. 

In the year 1925, Sir Victor Sa9900n, repl"e3enting the 
Bombay Mill-owners Association informed the Royal CU!"
reney Conmiission that 3 ·112 per cent. represented the dif
~erence made to the textile industry by the rise of the rr,tio 
from 1s. 4d. to 1s. 6d. He observed as follows: "I Ddve 
worked out the difference between the present 1s. 6d. rate 
and 1s. 4<1. rate as a very little less than the excise. S •• 
to-day With ~e excise removed, all we are getting is, I thinlt, 
a ·03 per cent. advantage over what we would have had if 
the' excise had been left on and we had our Is. 4d. gold as 
we had last year". The obvious inference is that what('vl'l" 
adverse efi"ect was SUPlloscd to have been produeed by the 
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rise to lB. 6d. was substantially eounteractea. 1>y the removal 
of the excise. The figure put forward by Sir Vietor Sassoon 
regarding the maxiulum burden which could possibly have 
been imposed on the eotton industry by the new ratio were 
corroborated by the statement of another Bombay expert 
before the Currency Commission that there had been adjust
ment to the ratio regarding 67 per oout. of the cost of pril
duetion in that industry. For 60 per cent. of its cost . of 
product;ion is the cost of cotton while another 7 per cent. 
of ita cost of production represents the cost of imported 
stores and machinery. When these views exp~ before 
the ciirrcney Commission by eminent experts like Sir V. 
Sassoou were put to the leading criti~ of the ratio before 
the Textile Tarilf Board there was no attempt either to 
refute them or to put forward any other figures. So they 
might be expected still to hold the field. 

But the truth is that the depression in our textile 
industry is due to a multiplicity of factors which have little 
to do with the exchange. It is a suicidal policy to harp Oil 

the ratio and to try to divert attention from the really 
important factors in the situation. Amongst tbese latter 
might be mentioned the growth of textile industries in 
Japan and other competing countries which are backed up 
by magnificent buying, selling and financial organisations. 
It is not merely that the manufacturing powero! our eom. 
petitors has inereased during and since the war but the 
whole organization of their industries has been improved in 
every direction. The superior orgsnizing power of the 
Japanese manufacturers is also seen in the various ways in 
which they have worked to offset the reduction of hours of 
labour and the prohibition of night-work for women and 
children. On this topic a reference might be invited to a 
valuable article by Orchard in the Political Science Quar. 
terly for June 1929. On the other band in India we have 
not overhauled our industrial organization in the line for 
many years. Then again it is quite likely that the warid in 

Q-41 
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general and India in particular lias been witnessing 'for 
some years an over-production of coarse cloth and this is 
supported by the growing manufacture of such cloth abroad 
as well as by the increase by mills out of Bombay of their 
output by 60 per cent_ in five years_ Deprived of itg yarn 
trade with China our mills have to produce more and more 
coarse cloth and to force the sales of this increasing mass of 
,production. Even when we come to apply protection n.g a 
remedy for this state of things it will have to be applird in 
the right direction very tactfully and with some moderation. 
For protection is bound to raise the price of our cloth and 
hence to reduce sales in India. :Abundant experience lIas 
shown how elastic the Indian demand 'for piece-goods is. 
'Consequently the nse of protection will by itself liave no 
lasting effect on the fortunes of the industry unless we have 
a simultaneous introduction of that "rationalisation rl 
managing control" upon which Sir F. Sykes has recently 
laid so mucli stress. For more than a decade the cotton 
industry has been exhorted by ita best well-wishers and 
advisers to overhaul ita organisation and methods and the 
need for sucli a procedure is the more pressing now, since 
in' the post-war epoch .all our rivals from Lancashire to 
Japan have effected great economies ana have improved 
their organization. That the chief rival of our ootton 
indnstry is fully alive to the need for constant improvement 
in organization is obvious. This is emphasised by Dr. 
Shirichi Harada in his recent work on "Labour condition in 
Japan" that "the application of high-grade labor-saving 
devices, large scale production and the adoption o! scientific 
management have achieved for the cotton industry the 
largest and the moat representative place in Japan". Since 
the war there is proceeding a great race between industrial 
countries for improved organization and redueed I!OSta of 
production; and we must join in it whether we would or no. 
lt is no good arguing as was done before the Cotton Tari1l 
Board ih!1t no improvement in organization is DeceoJm!'y in 
IDdia for "our mills were able to do well in the pre-war 
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days under similar conditions of organiSation:~' For lDuch 
water has l"Illl under the bridges since then. and great 
advances have been made in textile organization abroad, . 

But while much good can ee~y be. aehi.eved by a 
judiciously directed policy of protection, there is nothing 
whatever to gain by' an alteration of the ratio. Indeed it 
is not difficult to show that a reversion to the former ratio 
under the present circumstances is to be avoided ia the very 
interests of industry in general and of lhe cotton industry 
in particular. Amidst the present tension between capital 
and labour such an alteration of the ratio would cast a !lew 
bone of contention between the parties' and would bring 
about a fresh epidemic of strikes all over the countiy. In 
its present mood labour is not at all likcly to be I:Ontllllt 
with its present wages when general prices rise 121 per cent. 
as the result of the lowering of the exchange. Labour 
would in fact at onee assume that profits of industry in 
general had arisen permanently by 121 per cent. and would 
put in a claim for a similar rise of wages. It could quote our 
industrialists and eritics of the ratio against themselves
and with perfect justification. They would ba incessantly 
reminded that they had prophesied complete prosperity and 
large profits for the industry, an immense increase in the 
purchasing power of the consumer and the r=ovru of 
serious handicaps of the industry as the result of the change 
in the ratio. They would be held to all their promises, and 

; labour would proceed to exact the full pound of fl.,esh from 
them. I'. . .:1.. . 

It is' a mistake to think that it is only a peri~d' of 
falling prices which is favourable to epidemics of strikes • 
. Those who believe this half-truth have not fully studied the 
history of strikes before the war. In a meritorioUlt work 
on "MonetarY. Stability''' Mr.' Bellerby has given a {ull 
statistical account of the course of strikes during periods of 
rising prices. After a statistical correlation of strikes. and 
rising Jlrices he observes: "It is to be seen from the alxve-



iigures that the period of trade boom and crisis about the 
year 1907 was accompanied by a pronounced incrpase in 
the number of trade disputes. This increase was, h?wever, 
of minor importance compared with the bigger ~weiling 
movement from 1911 to 1913--a period which follow~d a 
gradual rise of some 10 per cent. in the price level and the 
cost of living. From this it would seem at the outset that a 
long-period movement in the level of prices-no matter how 
gradual-is equally detrimental to industrisl relations as 
the more brusque movement associsted with the trade 
eyele." He concludes by noting that" an upward trend of 
prices, by eausing a corresponding increase in Ii ving ex
penses, leads inevitably to demands for higher wages, &ris
ing in circumstances which make for distrust and reBP.nt
ment rather than for amicable agreement. A serious cut
burst of industrial disputes almost invariably ~nsues. The 
gain from the change in the ratio would be a merely tem
porary matter until new adjustments are effected. Isut the 
expeetationa aroused from the step are so great that the 
rapid rise of money wages which the raising of the ratio has 
helped to check for the time being will be sure to resume Its 
march and will inflict a new and permanent burden upon 
industry. The result of the recent Ahmedabad MiU dlBPute 
and the increase in wages awarded by the umpire in that 
affair ahould serve 8B' a warning that labour is on the alert 
for any chances of increase in wages and that it will make 
the most of a chance like the alteration of the ratio. Any 
gain to our industrialista from the change of the ratio 18 

bound to be temporary and partial while the demand for 
the raising of wages will be a permanent and g~neral c.r.e. 
The question has been often asked whether the ".ages have 
adjusted themselves to the higher ratio. The best answer to 
that question will come when money wages ~esume their 
upward progress with a reveraion to the ~er ratio. 

In conelusion it might be pointed out that aince the 
rear 1925-26 Indian export and import trade baa made _ 
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records, the internal price-level has been as llteady as in: anY' 
other country while the tendency towarils a retlll'll. t\t 
normal conditions has JD&Difested itself .1IIIJIIistakable . in 
quite a number of directions: Among these might bomlUl~ 
tioned the balances of trade, the relative prices of agricul
tural and other products and the' adjustment of the general 
levels of the prices of .imports and exports.· In 8}tiie of 
these undeniable facts there is no end to the deVising· of 
new arguments against the ratio. For, as has been-rem3Tked 
in the latest text book of- Indian' Economics WrittenbYthEi 
well-known Indian professors "the new Tati<t-wilHre' tMde 
answerable for every kind of misfortune and it:llids iilir to 
take its rank along with the drain theory as an a!l-6Uffi~ 
cient explanation for every conceivable evil". In this 
spirit attempts have been made to hold the ratiEH'esponsible' 
for the recent rise of the bank rate. If, however, the trities 
had studied the matter comprehensively- and ·wefolly alid 
had compared the money-rates in India with those prevail
ing in other leading countries since the year 1923 or 1924 
they would have seen that there was no reaSon to· suspect 
any special tendency towards the rise of such rates in the 
case of our country. And, as to the riscof the rates' on 
certain occasions during the last year, they were II relrult of 
the growing monetary strain in the world. The' financial 
strain was tremendous in all the leading countries .. Several 
European central banks lost more gold from thcl.r reserVes 
than they eould really afford; quite a number of el)Ulltrics 
placed an embargo upon the gold shipments to rp.'Iist the 
drain of funds to America; and the rise of bank-rates v.as 
a world-wide phenomenon. The extraordinary drain of 

, funds 'from all countries to America was exaggerated by the 
American policy of interning the gold as it arrived, Mean
while for the rest of the grcat commercial countries the 
choice lay between either exporting gold or raising their 
bank-rate. Like other such nations India too !WIde' her 
~oice and raised the ~Il:~~ !h~5e~ n~ denying that 
high bank·rates are aj,~trade'.&Ja mdustry. But 

~C·fIW ..... :Viii 
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the rise of the bank rates in India during the last twelve 
months was only a fesult of the general financial strain in 
the world and it has no relevance wha.tever to the ratio 
question in India. Its only lesson for India. is the necessity 
of establising a Reserve Bank as soon as possible. 

In the economic history of India the quinquennium 
following the yea.r 1924 will be remembered as the epoch 
of the country's return to normal eonditions,', whether as 
regards tra.de, finance or currency; and in this proee38 of 
the restoration of the normal conditions (which had been 
disturbed by the war and its 8equelae), the new ra.tio has 
borne its pa.rt well. Allowing for changes in the price 
levels, the exports and imports trades ha.ve been rega;.ning 
their pre-war level, a.nd 80 has the ba.1ance of trade. Indian 
prices, too, bve been kept steady, and we ha.ve an equili
brium of price level with other leading countries. Another 
feature of the period has been the removal of the disparity 
and divergence between the prices of agricultural anel other 
products which was a.cting adversely to the interests of the 
agriculturist. Such a reversion of trade and price condi
tions to normal and healthy sta.ndards eonld not have been 
possible with a ra.tio which was unsuited to, or out 01. har
mony with, the prevalent eeonomic conditions. H",d the 
present ra.tio been ill-adjusted to its economic '!nvironment, 
it would have rendered such a rapid a.nd deeisive r(}~sta
blishment of the general economic equilibrium impossible. 
In met, the best proof of a well-chosen ratio :lOats "f its 
ha.rmony with a steady a.nd moderate price level and 8 

healthy and normal condition of imports and exports. 

(1) Cf. au Article ..,. Hr. H. A. P. LiDdsa,. III tbe c.n-.w, pabJiIb 
ell b7 the 6_ 6to .... _ln January, 1"1. 
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